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PREFATORY NOTE 

THE accompanying pages are an amplification of five 
lectures delivered at the Uiliversiti in 1929-30. The main 
sources ~f i~formation are the Kautaliya Arthasastra, 

·the inscriptions of A5oka and the fragments of Megasthenes. 
In the first chapter will be found a critica1 examination of 
their authenticity and their yalue as sources to the history of . 
Mauryan India. • I have come to the conclusion that the · 
extant Arthasastra is the accredited work of the chancellor 
of Candragupta Maurya. The inscriptions of Asoka follow, 
to a large extent, this all important treatise. Though the 
fragments of Megasthenes could not be credited with much 
trustworthiness, they are used as supplementing the primary . . ) 

sources. •• 
. On~ chapter is devo~ed to the characte~ and extent of 

the Empire. Three chapters on the Central Administration, 
and one on the Provincial and LoCal Governments follow. A 
careful comp~rison between 1he Kautaliyan polity and the 
polity lying behind· the inscriptions of Asoka, confirms 
the view, as' will be seen from these chapters, that the 
polity behind the Edicts is the Kautaliyan polity. The last 
chapter is on the religion of the Mauryas in genera~ and 
that of Candragupta and of Asoka in particular. A critical 
study of th~ relennt inscriptions, not to speak of literary: 
evidences, has led me to conclude that neither Asoka was a 
Bmldhist nor C~nd~agupta a Jain. 

The correspondences between the Arthasastra texts and 
the text of the inscriptions of ASoka arc so glaring that it 
would be far from the truth to postulate the theory that the 



viii 

<lumb documents left to us as legacy by Asoka are essentially 
· religious in tone or in character... In the li~ht of new . inter

pretations suggested for different terms and passages of the 
edicts,. it is foun.d tl~at the inscriptions contain much reliable 
data to re-construct the political history of Asoka a~d 
his predecessors. 

• In this re-construction of institutions, religious and 
political, checked· and verified wherever possible from 
the accounts of classical writers, an endeavour is made 
to establish a. thesis as to the character of the Goven1ment pf 
the time. The constitution was a .benevole~t . form of 
monarchy with democratic institutions,· almost modem in 
character. · ~ 

My grateful acknowledgments are.due' to Professors 
S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar and K .. A. Nilakanta Sastri 
for valuable suggestions and guidance in the whole work •.. 

.. ' . 

LIMBDI GARDENS, J · 
MADRAS, . 

lltla .!tdy, 1932 •. 
. v. R. RAMACHANDRA DIKSJIITAR. 



·CHAPTER I 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

Sec. i THE 'EVIDENCE OF THE PURA.l;IAS 

HisTORIANS of Ancient· India .generally classify the 
ortginal authorities for the ·early .history of India into 
four ·definite divisions: .( 1.) .tradition mairuy based. on 
literary records, (2) cont~mpor.ary literature, (3) notes 
and .accounts of· foreigfiers who ·visited India, and 
( 4) archa!ological evidence.1 ·Let us take up these 
sources one by ·one and .categorically ·examine their 
value in reconstructing the Mauryan ~poch of Indian 
History, especially its administrative side. Though .the 
ancient Hindus did .not possess .the. so-called ·historical 
sense in that they had not left .accounts of the ·differ· 
ent members of a dynasty with dates of their accession. 
and succession together with their activities :in .clJ,ronc
logical order, still they; had :an historical outlook ·~d .a 
geographical outlook .as well. Much is spoken to-d~y 
of the value of geographical -studies .and their .import
. ance to the historian. A similar . study .. of geography 
coupled with history was attempted with succe~s hy 
the composers of the PuraQic literature. Each of .the 
eighteen Mahapurattas, called such because :there ·were 
numbers of other smaller purat}as ·{in ·later days even 
the Sthalamahattnyas.became,included into' this class), 
deals, .though not systematically, with five main topics 

1 Set V. A. Smith, &rly History of I~~elio, 4th Ed., p. 9 If. 
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(pmicalakiatta), namely, primary creation (sarga), 
. secondary creation (pratisarga), genealogies of gods 
and patriarchs ( vamsa), reigns of various Manus 
( manvantara), and the history of the old dynasties of 
kings ( vamsamecarita) ,, In ·a recent valuabie work 
of Von Wlllibald Kirfel entitled ''Das Purana Paiica-. . 
lakia~zam an attempt is made to group together the com-
mon1texts~of.thes~·PUI:a9-as on .the fiye,main topics. An 
early endeavour in this direction was made by 
F. E: Pargiter~who in his ·works "Ancient Indian llis-

. 1orical Tradition" and uPuriitta Te.'l:i of the Dynasties 
. of, the Kali Age" was concerned chiefly with· the last of 
the five .topics of thisclass.-~ Reducing these five topics 

'for the sake ,of convenience to two-creation of the 
~universe and the genealogy of gods and kings-we find 
tthe ·principal aim of the purat)aS to be a comprehensive 
study of the geography and the history of. the then 
:known world. The first two ·out of the five deal with 
the earth and its ·su'rface, atmosphere, climate, ·land and 
water forms, ·geography .of ·vegetation. and animal life 
.including the habitations ·of man. The last three topics 
are othe history of gods, of Manu ·the first king .and of 
the ·other later kings. Front this the object of the 
Purat)a literature ·is evident' that it is to impart a 
knowledge oi the geography ·and the history of the 
land. If we are· permitted ·to make a conjecture, .the 
ancient writers 

1 
conceived that a study of geography, 

i.e.J the various phenomena of nature precedes any 
.study of history. Having thrown open .the study, of 

J , . 

these puratJas to the members of all castes anp creeds it 
seems th~t the Purat)ic w~iters of Ancient India expect-

1 Macdonell, History of Sarukrit Literature, p, 301. 
J l<urt :Schroeder, Bonn 1927, 
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ed every citizen of the land: fi'rst to acquaint himself or· 
herself with a scientific knowledge· of the historical' 
geography of the land~ 

lf·this position be granted, the Pura~as are to. 
be treated as the most systematic records which trans
mit ancient Indian historical' tradition'. No· doubt the 
accounts· are in certain places embellrshed unduly· and 
sometimes tmnaturally. Omitting such embellish
ments, the fact remains that ariy icientific 
historian of India can have ample materials which, if · 
properly investigated, would go a long y;ay to fill in the 
gaps left here and there in the various epochs of ancient 
history. The re~earches,. of Buhler have led hiln to 
conclude that inasmuch as Vayu, V.i/fttt, Matsya, and 
Brahm4t!4a Pttrii!taS refer to royal dynasties includ
ing that of the Guptas, they may be styled as historical 
Pura1,1as.1 The Bhligavata Puriitza· takes us a little 
further and deals with post-Gupta; dynasties· also. 
These pura1,1as above mentioned are invaluable to our 
study, for . they transmit the Kautaliyan tradition, 
namely, Kautaiy~ helped Ca~dragupta, the first Maur
yan King in' establishing his rule by defeating. the· reign!.• 
ing king of :the Nanda dynasty. Further these· 
purat:tas enable us to add much. to the· histoi1y of the• 
pre-Mauryan India by way of information. 

According to this source of information the 
N andas reigned the earth only' for one hundred years 
and were succeeded by the Mauryas. This change in 
dynasty was effected with the help of a Brahman 
Kautalya by name.' The latter had .. Candragupta 

-anointed as King.. The Mauryan kings reigned. for 

Und. Ant. XXV, 1896, pp, 323·28. :. 
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137' years and then the: Government passed into the
hatlds. of. the· Suflgas. ·Collating all the purat]ic mate~ 
rials available the following ~s the ~ategorical list of 
the 13 king~ of the Mauryan dynasty with respective 
periods of .their rule:-

Candragupta 
Bindusara- (Bhadrasara) 
A~oka 
Kunala '(Asoka's. son), 

j . 

Ba11dhupalita. 
Indrapalita · 
Dasona, 
Dasaratha 
Samprati 
·saiisuka 
Devadharma11 (Devavarman) .• 

· Satadhara ~Sata-dhanus) 
·· Brhadratha (Brhadasva) 

24 years. 
24 years. 
36 years. 
8 years. 
8 years. 

10 years., 
7. years. 
8 years •.. 

· 9 years. 
13 years. 

7. years. 
8 years. 

70 years. 

232 years. 

But some pura:t;tas like the· Matsya and the Vayu1 rpen~ 
tion. nine kings of the djnasty oinitting four names 
Dasona, Dasaratha, Samprati, and· Salisuka and bring 

1 uddhari$Yiti tan sarvin Kautilyo vai dvirastabhil.ll 
bhuktva mahim var$a.Satam nandendul:t sa bbavi$yatill 
Candraguptam nroam rajye Kautilyalj sthapayi$Yifil 
caturvimsat sami .raja Candragupto bhavi$yatill • 
bhaviti. Bhadrasarastu paiicaviritsatsami nroal:tl 
sa4vimsattu sama raja A5oko ~haviti nnull 

· tasya putral:t Kunilastu· var~anll$tau bhavi$yatil 
Kuniilastinura$taU ca. bhokti vai Bandhupilitabll 
Bandhupiilitadayado da.Samiinindrapiilital:tl 

. bhaviti saptavar$ii.ni. Devavarmi naridhipa.J:tll 
raja Satadhara.Sci$tau tasya putro bhavi~yatil 
Brhada.Sva5ca var$il}i ~pta· vai bhaviti nroa.J:tll 
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the· reigning. time of the dynasty to• 137· years thottgh 
it is actually 133 years. 

Though the extant purir;las do not ~gree in certain 
details and however conflicting the accounts may be, 
they have done a disti~ct service by mentioning at 
least the names of the various kings of the dynasty. 
Pargiter has remarked rather doubtfully that the 
account of this dynasty suffered more than that of any 
other and that this was )>ecause its great fame .. ih Bud· 
dhism disgraced it in Brahmanical· eyes.1 There is 
no warrant for this supposition. It is yet a problem 
whether the Mauryas won great fame· in· ·Buddhism· 
as Pargiter wpul~. have it. Our investigation into 
the subject leads to· a different view. It is a· contro .. 
versial point to which we shall revert in a later chap
ter. Granting for our present purpose ~at Asoka 
was a Buddhist by conviction can we conclude·.on this 
account that aU the Mauryan monarchs favoured 
Buddhism? Surely Asoka cannot be taken to repre
sent all the Mauryan dynasty. There are· other· 
monarch,s equally great and· equally tolerant and gene
rally accepted· to be non-Buddhists. · Thus the argu
ment of Pargiter is a mere assumption and' lacks the 
support of tangible evidence. It is again unconvincing. 
A remarkable circumstance in this connection is . that 
the successors of the Mauryan dynasty,· namely, the 
. ~uilgas and· KaQvas or KaQvayanas are· generally· be~· 
lieved to be Brahmanical in their outlook an9 policy. 
This view is also shared by Pargiter. Do we get any · 

ityete nava bhilpi yc bhok~yanti ca vasundharaml 
, aaptatrimiacchatam· purr;aam. tebhya §ungin gami$yatill 

-V4yu, Ch. 99, st. 330-36. 
c:p. Matsya, Ch. 'l'/2, st. 22-26. 

'Pvr/J(UI Ttxl oi D)'tlo.stitl of Kali Age, P• 261 
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more· detail of these· dynasties· than. that ,of the Man
ryan dynasty? The accounts here are nothing more 
nor anything less: than those for the Mauryan dynasty. 
Therefore to characterise the account of this: particular 
dynasty as having: suffered in the hands of its· writers 
is to strain. possi~il~ties far too much. 

Sec. li. CONTEMPORARY. LITERATURE 

From the accounts given in_ the Pura~as one fact 
emerges, namely, that Kautalya was the moving spirit 
during the reign: of the first emperor ~f the Mauryan 
dynasty, if not also of the second. Recently 
a notable work. on _ancieqt Indian· polity enti~~~ 

Kautalya' s Arthasastra was discovered by Shama Sastri 
o£ Mysore_ who· edited and then translated it. The 
editor of this remarkable treatise and other 
scholars,. European and Indian, examined its antiquity 
and came to the only possible conclusion that this work 
must be .the work of the famous Minister of Candra· 
gup,ta Maurya. But scholars like Professors Keith 
and. Winternitz have questioned the authen~city of 
the work and they hold~ in spite of a volume of opinion 
based on facts to the contrary,' that it belongs to the 
School of Kaut~ya _and· that it must hav~ been a co~
position of the second or third century after Christ. 
The following pages are based on the theory that 
Katttalya' s Arthasastra is a work of the fourth century 
before €hrist and it will not· be out of place here to 
examine the arguments for, and against, the theory 

I I . 
and arrive at some definite•. conclusion. f ' · 

Identification of Cina. · 
· It is· said that "The mention· of Cina ( cinapaf· 

tasca cinabhumija~) is re~arkable in 300 B.C. and · 
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impossible if. the name is derived from the .Thsin 
dynasty ·(247 B.C.).m• 

The identification of C"ma with China is indeed 
u;~ngruous. Many a country in th~ Himalayan 
tracts- is-mentioned among the flourishing Janapadas 
in ancient Indian epic and Pural}ic literature. In the 
Vayt~ Ptmi.1)a2 the C"ma country is loca~ed in the Hima
layan regions. The suggestion• that the term refers 
to . Shina, the Gilgit tribe which ~till re.tains the word 
as well as the silk industry is probable. The reference, 
then, is possibly to .the Shin race which must have been 
famous for silk manufacture in those days. Again 
in interpreting this term we must take into account th~ 
circumstances under which it is used by the atJthor. 
The Arthasiistra in its reference to the silk of the Shin 
country distinguishes it from other kinds by calling it 
the Cinapatta and this shows that the ancient C"mas 
spoke a language related to .Sanskrit It is 
stretching the argument too far . to .say that 
these words have any kind of affinity to the'Ghinese 
language. \Vhat is more reasonable is that these were 
Himalayan peoples and Indigenous tribes perhaps of 
~atriya origin. From the chapter in which the term 
occurs it can be gathered' that the empire had to import 
furs and skins from the neighbouring country called 
Balhava. Balhavi, according to the commentator 
Bhat~vamin, is again Himalayan desa.' Added to 

1 Keith in I.R.A.S., 1916, p. 136. Cp. Nag, Les Theories Diplo-
motiques, p. 118. 

2 Chap. 58, 83. • 
• See K. P. JayaswaJ, Hindu Polity, Part I, p. 212. 
4 Artha.illltra, XI. 2. 
• Vide Bbat~vamin'• Commentary, p. 42, published in J.B.O.R.S., 

Vul. XI. Pt. II. Unfortunately we are not in poNWion of tbe whole 
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this ·is :the :fact that Ch ~d ·s~ (Shin, Chin) ·can be / 
interchanged in Shin, e.g., push-puch.' Thus ,this 1 

will be no argument for .pushing down the date of ~e 
Kaupaliya. · Above all the derivation o£ the name 
C"ma from the Dynasty of Thsin rests on doubtful 
prerriises.' 

The Phil~logical Data . . 

The following is. another argument. '"The ·metre 
-·o'£ the slokas (300 in number) in the ArthaJastra is · 
far more classical in type than that of the Ramiiyatza 

·'itself, ana it contains correct'Tri~tuoh stanzas in regu-::., 
lar metre which ·is Clear proof Of C0111paratively recent 
date: . . . .'This fact, coupled with the fact that the 
'language 'is not markedly arChaic, suggests that we 
cannot look for a very early date for the-work"8 This 
·leads .t~s ·to examine the philological data which find 
mention in 'the work." 

The ;data furnished in the Arthasastra do not 
seem -at first ·sight to follow Patrlni. The inference is 
that ·either the Kaztpaliya was a pre
Pat;llniyan ·work or Kautalya rejected Pat;llni's classi
fication and .preferred the old Vedic philology. 

· Pat;llni's date itself is a bone of contention among 

of this commentary as i~ the case with· the other commentary NayfU:aiJ· 
drika published in ·the Punjab Sanskrit series. We are thankful to the 
iate GaJJapati Sastri for JUs full and learned commentary on thi~ all 
•important book. · 

I 
1 Hindu Polity, Part I, p. 212. ~ 

1 
i · 

2See Ency. Bnit., 9th ed., Vol. V, p. 626, on China • 

• 8 See Jolly's edition of the ArtluJJastrtJ, Intro., p. 5. 

• SeeK. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar's SoHJe Aspects o/l11dialf Polity, 
·pp. 120-123. 
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scholars, the lowest limit being RC. 350.1 Consider
ed from different points · of view there is no 
warrant to place the work before P3J}ini. It would 
appear that Kautalya must have known the work but 
rejected, as Pataiijali, the great commentator on 
Patftni, did in regard to. some details, e.g., classification 
of speech. The M ahabha1ya' like the Arthasastra 
classifies the parts .A .)lJeech as four while· P3J}ini and 
his school lay down twofold classification of the parts 
of speech.' 

On this account can one call Pataii Jati pre-P3.t}i
niyan or can he be credited with ignorance of Pat}ini_? 
App-arently there \vas one set of scholars, perhaps a 
conservative school, who still clung to Vedic philology 
. in spite of the rich fruits of the Pal}iniyan school. There 
is evidence to show that Kauta.Iy~ was not ignorant o~ 
the Pat}iniyan rules. In Bk. II, chap. 10, he shows 
himself familiar with Ai!fidhyijyi, a bOOk of 
eight . chapters in siitras. Kauta.Iya mentions names 
of some ga!Jas like prii.di and cadi found in Pal}ini's 
gal)apafha. Further there are found in the treati~ 
some technical terms of Sanskrit grammar. There 
are, on the other hand, facts which bear out the state
ment that Kautalya follows the Vedic system of philo
logy. First, mention is made of the fourfold classi
fication of the parts of speech! Secondly, Kauta.Iya 

\See A. A. Jdacdond~ lndids Past, pp. :!IJ-37 (Oxford,. 19Z7). 
t Vol. 1, p. 3, Ed. Kielhom. 
1 SMtliiianlom Podam 1.4.14. The tmn used in the AnluJi411rG 

Nallliilzhyutof'asargonifiJtdlt, II. 10. 
~ VarJ}osamghula~ taJamJ 
Taccalunidllam NdmdkhydlotasurgallifdlliJutil 
Talrll ndmll sai111Jbhidlufyij 
AviiirJQiiilgom rJiltyrJilJm Kriy411rJcq 
M-2 
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uses the tem1 avyaya in the masculine gender. But 
the Lbigamtslisana traditionally ascribed to Pa1,1ini 
uses the word in both the masculine and neuter genders. 
P3.I,lini distinctly classifies it under neuter gender.1 

. It may be . remembered in this connection that the 
Lt:tiglimtsii..sana is an important work consisting of 
183. siitras. It prescribes rules for determining the 
gender of nouns. For "unlike modem languages 
Sanskrit has a gender for every no~ not necessarily 
detem1ined by the sex.m In the same way we come 
across a large number of upasarga and nipata. • The 
Arthalastra . enumerates letters of the alphabet as 
sixty-three: · akliradayo var1Jli[t Trifafii~. The Pal}.!.nl.; 
yati Sik~a also· says that the alphabet consists of 63 or 

· 64 letters, these ,being divided into five classes. 
Whether it is a bona fide work of the great grammarian 
is seriously questioned in different quarters. The 
book commences with a salutation · to Pal,lini, and 
P3.I,lini is often repeated in the verses which are 59 in 
number dealing with a variety o~ metres. Here ·as 
in the Kaufaliya the author speaks in the third person 
which is a feature of all ansient works. The Vya
karatza, which constitutes the teachings of Pa1,1ini, 

Kriyiivi1e1aka~ pradaya upasargabj 
Av3•a;yiilciidayo 11ipatabl 

-ArthaJastra, 11.10. 
Cp. Kiityayana Prati.iakhya otherwise known as Vajasaneyi Prati· 

silkh;ya, Ch. VIII, siitra 47-50. . 
.. Yaska's Nirukta, I.l.l; I.l.4. 
For nipatab, see ibid. I.l.S to I,3f6. 
' Nirukta, Vol. II (Bibl!otheca Indica), 

Piirvfl.ltaka. . 
See also Weber, lfldisclae Stwdien, Vol IV, Part II. 
t.l.1.6; 1.3. i 1.1.37. 
1 H. P. Sastri, Magadhan Lit., p, 32 (1923) Patna. 
8 Il.10. Cp. Macdonell, Sans. Lit., p. ?fl1. 
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furnishes us with 14 alphabetical siitras, · Mahesvara 
siitras or Pratyahara siitras, consisting of 42 l~tters 
of which nine are vowels and thirty-three are conso
nants. Notwithstanding these, there is justification 
for concluding that Pal)ini is distinctly older than 
Kauta_lya even though the lowest limit of 350 B.C. i! 
to be finally established. 

Again the argument that the work contains cor~ 
rect trilfubh stanzas in regular metre and the metre 
of the slokas is far more classical than that of the 
Ramliya!Ja is no proof of the later date of the Artha
Jastra, but is a proof positive as to the antiquity of the 
epic, the Ramaya!ra. · India was familiar with classi
cal metre and triifnbh slokas in the sixth century B.C. , 
if not earlier. We know that as many as 43 stanzas 
occur in the Brhaddet,ata whose approximate date is 
fixed as later than 500 B.C. and earlier than 400 B.C.1 

On this account, therefore, to bring down the age of 
the work is inconclusive. · 

In regard to the archaic.style, the ArthaJastra cer
tainly cultivates the peculiar archaic style of the siitras 
and this is itself an evidence for an early date. 
Dr. Keith is of opinion that the language is not 
markedly archaic.• It is difficult to accept this view. 
For a reference to Appendix III of Gat}apati ~astri's 
edition of the ArthaJastra furnishes the following 
among other ar1a words: adeyat, margayukafJ, akllnk~ 
flla, paJcanhafz, parancikam, varfiiriitram, rajjrmll, 
apakrlintavyam. It. is further interesting to note that 

1.See Tht Brhaddt110ta, edited by A. A. :t.la.cdoneU, Part I, Intro., 
pp. xxii·xxili. 

•!.R.A.S., 1916, p. 137. 
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Jolly accepts this fact. He says: "Such archaic style 
is 'peculiar to Va.J.miki,. Vyasa, Bhasa and Kautalya." 

Again the classical style of the slokas and the 
metre need not be reckoned as serious arguments . 

. Their evidence is not of much value in determining 
the date of a piece of composition:" Whatever. that 
may be, the apparent non-conformity to . Pal).iniyan. 
rules, the markedly archaic style, and the system 
of phllology which is distinctly Vedic, show that the 
author of the extant Arthasastra must have been 
considerably ancient. 

·The evidence of the Mahab/tlifya. 
' ~ 

. Yet another argument is that the M ahabhlifya 
• nowhere mentions Kautalya or the Arthalastra, as also 

the Rajadharma sections of the Mahabharata. In 
his introduction to the edition of the Arthasiistra 
Jolly himself has pointed out the futility of an argt~
mentum ei silentium.1 Absence of notice of a certain 
person or book is no .warrant to conclude the non-exist-
. ence of the person or the book. Patafijali did. not mention 
Kautalya because there was !tO occasion for him to do 
it. Has he mentioned the name of Asoka? On 
that acco1.1nt ~ould we relegate the ancient Emperor 
Asoka to the realm of pure mythology? · It has been 
well said that the author of the M ahabhliiya ·was not 
writing a history of Sanskrit literature.• 

The. evide1ice of the M aha,blzlirata- and the Purii'l)as. 

· As regards the· Raj~dharma section of tthe. M aha-:: 
bharata it is difficult to accept the theory that that 

Untroduction, p. 25. 
I Hindu Polity, I, p. 208. 
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section must have been introduced in much later times. 
The Jfalziibhiirata, at least a very considerable portion 
of it, is an early work, earlier than the Pharma.Sastras 
and the liitakas. From the manuscript of its com
mentary by Vimala Bodhad.rya we can ·gather some 
astronomical data which give the clue to arrive at the 
date of the Mahabharata War. From this the epoch 
·of the 'V ar is presumed to be the same as that of the 
Vedii!fga Jyot~a (11th or 12th Century B.C.).'• Exa-
mining the date of the ~omposition of the Jf ahiibllarata 
"the archaic style, words and metre of the so-called 
du~kara or difficult verses of the M ahabharata fur
nish an additional proof in support of such a remote 
antiquity claimed · for the epic on astronomical 
grounds.m1 "From a reference to the solstitial colure 
in the Ardhasl~a and SraVi~tha, it can be concluded 
that the ltfal&libhiirata proper is as old as the 10th cen
tury B.C."* If the M ahabhiirata proper can be 
assigned to the lOth century B.C. the Rajadharma sec
tion cannot be an addition after a lapse of ten cen
turies and more. Again, the matter contained- in the 
Rijadharma section is probably older than that in the 
extant ArthaJastra. . This section of the M ahii
bhiirata like the Artha.Siistra aimed at collating 
the different views so as to give them a practical 
shape for use to the man at the apex of the State. 
Mention is here ·made of different authors on polity but 
no mention is made of Kautalya. Again that Kau
talya is indebted to the Jf ahabhiirata is seen from the 
several references• which he makes to it. Perhaps 

1 See Annual Report of Mysore Arch. Dept. for 1927, p, 8 ff. 
Cp. Pradhan's Chronology of Ancintl India, Ch. XXIII. 

•Ibid., p. 14. 
I JbUJ., p, 15. 
•Bk. 1.6: 1V.8. 
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Kautalya found the Rajadharma .section of the Maha
bhtlrata loose in its presentation, discussing subjects 
off-hand, and with no pre-conceive4 plan. Hence he 
felt the necessity for a systematic and analytical and 
elaborate treatment of the whole· subject, and there is 
no gainsaying that he has succeeded in it. In regard 
to the · P~trat.tas some of them are admittedly older 
works than the Kaupaliya and this is revealed to us by 

. the fact of Kautalya's acquaintance with the P~trat.tas. 
The Upani~ads like the Chandogya1 and the Dharma
sutras ·like that of Apastamba2 mention the Purai].a.8 

Apastamba refers distinctly to the Bhavi~ya Puratta 
· also.' · The opinion of Weber and Max Muller5 that 

i ~ 

the extant Purat.tas are independent of the works de-
signated by that title in V.edic literature is not shared 
by Biihler who is dispos~d to believe that the existing 
P~trattas are not altogether independent of. those men
tioned in the Vedic works. 6 That the Pttra1Jas had 
. attained celebrity and influence in the, latter half of 
the Vedic period is obvious. And it is ·in no way ·in
compatible that Kautalya was familiar with their 
~ontents. · 

Kaufalya} a figure of mythology? 

It is indeed a strange position taken by Jolly that 
after all Kautalya may be a figure of pure mythology.' 
His theory is. based on three g~ounds. First, 

111,3. 
2 1.6.19.13; 1.10.29.7. . . . 
'See Biihler's article, Ind. Ant., '-,j-ot. 25, pp. 323-28. 1 · . 

'11.9.24.6. ' . . f 
II Ans. Sans. Lit., pp. 4042. · 
6 S.B.E., Vol. ll, Intro., pp. xxviii and xxix, especially the foot-

note. ' 
'Introduction, p. 34. 
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Greek reports do not mention him. Secondly, Hema· 
candra relates marvellous stones about' Kauta,lya. 
Thirdly, the minister R.alqasa in the Mudrarak1asa is 
probably a myth, why should not Kauta,lya be mythical 
as well? The first· is an argumentum es silentium 
which Jolly himself has decried. There is nothing 
surprising about the fact that legends have grown 
round the person of Kauta,lya. Every hero and 
heroine of note is rajsed aloft by mythological 
and legendary stories invented by the fertile brains 
of the writers. It is one of their accep~ed ways of 
glorification of the hero or heroine as the case may be. 
Apart from the leg~nds which have grown around 
the epic heroes and heroines we can point to a 
number of such legends regarding others, for example, 
Aw'ka. There are some Buddhist books like the 
Divyavadiiua where several legendary stories are 
narrated about that great monarch, some of them 
incredible and verging on the border of absurdity. 
On the strength of these. legends could we por: 
tray the character of A5oka in a light different from 
the established one? We cannot seriously attach ani' 
importance to the legends and begin to build a theory 
on them. As regards Ra,lqasa in the MUdrarak1asa 
it has not been proved on any evidence that the charac
ter of Ralqasa is a myth, though Professor Jolly 
speaks of it as probable. It has been well said that 
from ~own to unknown is not a logical step.:t. 
Such strainifig and twisting cannot carry us very far. 
On the other hand, they leave us at the original piace 
whence we started. · The attempt made by Prof. Jolly 

. to make out Kautalya to be a legendary figure cannot 

:t.Hindu Polity, Vol. I, p. 210. 
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" -be treated more seriously than Bishop Whately's simi-

l~ effort in regard to Napoleon I in his book entitled 
~~'Historical Dol4bts concerning Napoleon.111 

Greek atld other foreign influence! 

Kauta}ya refers to a scientifi~ treatise on :Metal
lurgy called .Sulbadhatu Sastra (Copper), and mentions 
alchemy which was a late growth on the tree of Indian 
science, besides making a reference to· surutiga which is 
froiD the. Greek word syrinx.* These stat~ments only 
reflect a tendency among some scJwlars to characterise 
all technical treatises as post-Alexandrian. 
It is wrong .to think of a history of ancient 
.Inpia to commence with. Alexander's march to Indi'"a. 
india has a much older history and a more hoary civili
sa~on arid culture, the beginnings of which are still a 
puzzle to specialists in arch~logy, anthropology, bio
logy, geology, and scientific history. We cannot fix 
with any satisfaction the actual origins of science and 
scientific knowledge in this coUntry · 9r any country 
whatsoever. From Alberuni' ~t is seen that 
India Iaiew alchemy before Christ and now the theory 
of its Arabian origin falls to the ground. VyacJi" to 
whom is attributed a knowledge of alchemy may be 
i~entified with acarya VyaQi, the author of the Sa•i
graha, a work on P~'s School of V)•iikara!rii to 
which Patafi jal} was indebted' As regards the argu
ment that sur11ngli is from the Greek wor~ syrinx 

1 Referred to by J. J. Meyer in his Introduction (pp. liii-iv) 
Da$ Altindischt Buch Vom WeltulliJStaalslebe,. (Leipzig) • 

. : *Jolly, Intro., pp. 3J.J4. : Zll., Vol. Ill.2. ·1925.· 0. Stein•s 
essays, pp. 200-318; M. Wintemitz SU(IIngtJ Olld the x,A,taliya Artlla· 
sifilra, I.H.Q., Vol. I, p. 429 f. ·· 

• Ot. XVII. Albtruni's lr~ditJ by Sachau (Triibncr's Orient: Series, 
I.ondon): - • 

'See Bhartrbari's Vakyapadi)VJ, Kil}4a, II, 483-S (Benares Sans. 
Seria 1S81l. 
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• 
it is obvious that the terms sulba and surmiga are 
words borrowed from the Dravidian languages. While 
the term surmiga ·is seen almost in th~ same form in 
the chief Dra,idian languages Tamil/ Kanna<;ta, and 
Telugu, the word iulba has its proto-type in the Dravi
dian seppu or sembll.1 Thus the term surwigii need 
not necessarily be from the Greek expression syritJx. 
Syrinx has been frequently employed in siege warfare 
of Ancient India. It was in use in India when 
Alexander invaded it .Granting the word Stltmiga is 
derived from the· Greek term it cannot be denied that 
the use of syrinx was known to India before 
Alexander's invasion. For in much earlier times the 
Greeks were living o~ the. western borders ·of India 
on the Kabul river and also under the Persians in the 
Punjab as is evidenced by ·the use of Greek letters on 
Persian coins of that time. • There is again not much 
force in the argument advanced with reference to 
Indian alchemy. Jolly and Schmidt basing their 
authority on later texts on Indian alchemy believe that 
between the two possible hypotheses of a Greco-Syriac 
or of an Arabian source, the former derivation is more 
probable. They ·conclude that alchemy might have 
been imported into India at the commencement of the 
Christian era. But Dr. P. C. Roy has proved that its 
origin and growth are ·'the outcome of purely indigenous 
traits'.' Thus these arguments lose their value in the 
light of ·more positive evidence to the contrary. 

· 1 See Silappadikaram, Canto XIV. 1. 6S; Alat~imekalai, Canto XII. 
L~ • . . 

I a .I .AI. Socitly, Vol. XVI, pp. 4041, A. R. Sarasvati's article. 
1 See H,ind: Polil,, Part I, pp. 147-148 and 210. 

'See History of Hindu Chemistry, VoL II, ··ch. i and v (1909), 
M-3 
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Priority of Bhasa. 

· , ··~ A~ain the. contention that Kautalya was indebted 
to the dramatist Bhasa from whose Pratijiiayattgandha· 
raya1Ja he has. quoted a verse is true. Kautalya make~ 
. no pretension that the verse in question is his own. 
He clearly makes us understand that it is a quotation 
from his statement apiha slokau bhavatd~. It is diffi
cult .~o accept the theory that Bhasa was a later writer 
and Kautalya must have therefore lived after him. 
The date of Bhasa has been as much a vexed question 
as that of Pal).ini or even Kautalya. A number of 
dates ranging from the 6th century B.C. . t~· the .7th 

. century A.D. has been assigned by scholars mostly 
from imaginative reasoning. The discoverer and the 
learned editor of Bhasa's plays M. M. GaJ].apati Sastri 
has, thoroughly an~ in detail, examined the views of 
all cptics and ha,s come to the conclusion that Bhasa is 
pre-Kautaliyan. He assigns 5th or 6th century B.C. 
to Bhasa basing his arguments on indisputable 

·evidence.J. · This· learned view of ·one . Maha
mahopadhyaya is confirmed by the equally learned 
view of another Mahamahopadhyaya · Haraprasada 
Sastri who accepts without any ·reserve the priority of 
Bhasa to Kautalya on different grounds of -which two 
~ay be cited here. ( 1) The king of the country men
tit,med in the bharatavakya of every one· of Bhasa's 
plays is one of the Nanda dynasty which pr.eceded the 
Mauryas. \ (2) Bh.asa belongs to one of the older 
s~o,ols of Dramaturgy, and ~~ unacquainted. Vfith the 
rules laid.down ih the Bharata Nafya Sastra (bow pub
l~shed · in the Kavyamala series. H. P. Sastri 
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continues: "I have got a curious confirm~tion of the 
existence of the dramaturgy in Ancient India in 
the fact that Kautalya has· classed K1tsilavas or actors 
with the Stidras. NatyaJastra says that the original 
K1tsilavas were all Brahmans or better still of divine 
origin but they ridiculed the ~~is and therefore they 
were cursed to become Stidras. So their Stidra-hood 
is later than the origin of the drama. As in Cal}akya•s 
time they were classed to be Stidras, we are to infer 
that at that time drama was an old institution.m 

Fortified then by the consolidated opinions of two 
Mahamahopadhyayas of no mean repute we are in
clined to assign Bhasa to a period of antiquity not 
earlier than the 6th century B.C. It would not be 
therefore unreasonable to assign to the Kaufaliya 4th 
century B.C. 

Yajiiavalkyasmrti and ArthaJastra. • 
Equally inconclusive is the effort of some scholars 

to fix the date of Yaj1iavalkyasmrti in the 3rd century 
A.D.' and to bring down the Arthasastra to a later date 
on the evidence of several parallel passages. The 
close affinity of both the Arthasastra and the Dharma
sastra of Yajiiavalkya lands us in the difficulty to 
determine which was the earlier. There are three 
schools of thought. One holds the view that Yajiiavalkya 

1 See Bh4scls Ploys, p. 54, footnote. 
I The law-book of Yajfiavalkya bas been recently the subject 

of critical study by two German scholars. J. J. Meyer argues that 
individual authors were at the bottom of the Jaw-books of ancient India 
in his learned work Ubt:r das W tun dtr allindi.schtn Rechls.uhri/ltn 
(l..tipzig, 1927). This assumption is questioned by Hans Losch in 
his new book Die YtJj,ilJ'I!alllya Smrti (Otto.Harrassowitz, l..tipzig, 1927). 
This provoked a reply from Meyer, in his Gtstl6buch und PuriJI)tJ 
(Breslau, 1929). Here 'Meyer reaffirms the position which he has 
originally taken, in regard to the authorship of YiJjliavalkyasmrti. • 
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was a pre.:Kautaliyan wrjter. The second view is that 
whatever be the date of Yajfiavalkya he drew his mate

. rials .from ~antalya. The third school maintains 
that Kautalya lived in or about the third century A.D. 
(one date for the Yajfiavalkyasmrti), and the com-

- position of the Arthaiastra must have been about that 
date. Though arguments advanced by each school of 
thought are supported by evidence of some kind or 
other, .the substantive weight of the argument is cast 
on the side of the first school of thought whose staunch 
supporter is the late Gat:tapati ·Sastri. In the intro
duction to . his edition of the Arthaiastra the learned 
Indologist ·has examined this question in a scholarly 

. . ·~ 

spirit and his conclusion must appeal to every impartial 
student of Sanskrit literature. It would not be out 
of place to refer to some of his arguments as they are 
of much consequence . .. 

(a) Visvariipacarya alias Suresvaracarya in his 
commentary Balakrida on 'the Yajfiaval~ya Smrti1 gives 
. quotations from the Arthaiastra of Brhaspati and 
. Visalak~a, the predecessors of Kautalya Gat:ta
·pati Sastri says: ·"It is the proper practice of a com~ 
mentator that he should supply deficiencies in the state
ments of an author advisedly left out to be learnt from 
other sources by having recourse to those writers who 
are known either as ancient or contemporary authority 
to the author himself, but not to those that are poste
rior to the author." He did. not quote Kautalya 
because the latter was posterior to Yajfiavalkya.S 

. • II I 

(b) Yajfiavalkya, the author of the Srnrti, who 
studied his Yajurved~ under Vaisampayana, was a 

t T. S. S., No. 74. , 
I P. 6, Intro., Vol. I. 
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contemporary of Siita of Purat,llc celebrity referred to 
in the Art.hasiistra.1

• In dealing with · Pratiloma 
marriages Kautalya defines St1ta as a SOJJ begotten of 
a Brahman woman by a K~atriya and Magadha as a 
son begotten of a K~atriya woman by a Vaisya. At 
the same time he takes care to restrict the application 
of his definition in the case of St1ta-PauraQika and 
Magadha, the panegyrist, both sprung up from · the 
holy sacrificial ground o~ king Pfthu.• "It is cer
tain that centuries must have intervened between Siita 
and Kautalya before the latter could have. believed in 
the works of Siita as Pura:t}as .of archaic celebrity.8

" 

.(c) Shama Sastti's contention is ·that Yajfia
valkya and not Kautalya would have to be regarded 
as the borrower, for there are certain technical terms 

. which Kautalya appears to have used in a more original 
and appropriate sense. For example, sapathavakya
mtyoga of the Kaufaliya means 'trial of a criminal on 
oath' whereas Yajfiavalkya's ayuktam Jap'atham means 
'an improper oath'. The term ayukta in the Kattfa
liya means. 'an official' while ayogya of Yajfiavalkya 
means 'improper'. GaQapati Sastri has pointed out 
against this, that sapatha of the Smrti is in the opinion 
of Kautalya an unauthorised demand for statements 
on oath.' Similarly yoga and niyoga mean a 'privi
lege'. One having yoga is yukta and one deserving 
of yoga is yogya. Thus the difference . between 
yogya and yuk.ta is but nominal, and both really 
mean the same thing. It is then evident, as 
the learned scho~ar. concludes, that Kautalya was 

S.Bk. III, ch. 7. 
t Bk. 111, ch. lZ. 
• Vol. I, Intro., pp; 6-7, 
'Ibid., p. 9: Jolly's Intro., p, 18, 
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indebted to the smrtis and his position in respect of the 
smrtis was that of a commentator. It therefore fol
lows that the contention that Yajfiavalkya is posterior 
to Kautalya is untenable.1

• 

Evidence of- the Pancatantra. 

A number of. pas:sages can be quoted from the 
Pancatantra where explicit. references are made to 
Kautalya .and his· Sastra. 2· In a recent Annual Report 

. ( 1927) of- the Mysore. Archreological Department the 
question of the date of ·the Kaufaliya Arthasastra 

, has been re-opened and, an endeavour is made to re
affir~l the. generally .accepted date of the work 350 .. to 
300 B.c.s . It is generally agreed that the storie~ in the 
Pancatantra4 are based upon the political maxims pro
pour,tded in. the Kaufaliya. The Report r~ferred to 
above. says: "The titles, such as separation ·of friends, · 
winning of friends, war and peace, the loss of one's 
acquisition and hasty action, given to the five books of 
the .Pancatantra are political ideas ··explained in no 
work earlier than the Arthasastra." Again there 
is reason to believe that the author of the Pancatantra 
is indebted. to the Arthasastra for the use of the word 

. ' 

prakrti in the technical sense of sovereign~ to be consi-
dered. in time of war. 11 The interpretation of the term 
in this sense is Kautalya's own coining. (svasathjna)~ 

. l.See Introductlon, Trivandrum ed., Vol. I, p. 9; cp. Jolly, Intro., 
p.'18; Sh~ma Sastri'(1919) Ed. Intro., p. vii f; sec'atso Yaj. Smrti 

. with Visvariipa Commentary T.S.S., 74, Intro., p. iv-viii .. ' 
2 Artha5astrat;~i cat;~akyadinil. i I · t · _ 

! . I -Bk. I.l. I 
sa ausanasabarhaspatya cat;~akyamatavittadanu~thatal 

a See p, 15ff. · 
4 Ed. by J, Hertel and Dr. F. Edgerton, 
5 mitraprakrti and ariprakrti (Ar. Sas., Bk. VIII. ch. 2; Tautra-

~ukti1 Bk. XV, Ch. I. ' 
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·The author of the Pa1icatantra uses again the very 
words of K.autalya when dealing with the ·objects of 
lokayatra.~, 

This is not all. Some more passages· are bor
rowed from different portions of the Arthasastra. 
According to Hertel the Kashmirian recension of the 
Paiic~tantra which bears the title Tantrakhyayika 
dates from about 200 B.C. It can be presumed that 
the Arthaslistra which is repeatedly quoted must have 
been very familiar for a good number of years before 
the Pa1icatautra. At the least an interval of a century 
would not be too high. Even Prof. Keith concedes 
that "it is however perfectly possible that the Artha- · 
sastra is an early work and that it may be assigned to 
the first century B.C. while its matter very probably 
is older by a good deal than_ that."1 

Religious Data. 

An examination iu extenso of the religious data• 
afforded by the Arthaiastra shows that it belongs to a 
period when the Vedic religious practices and rituals 
were in vogue~ . Great significance is indeed attached 
to the performance of yajnas or sacrifices• and. there is 
an unreasoned belief in the efficacy and fruitfulness of 
such sacrifices. \Vhenever the kingdom or king was 
visited by vyasana or .dangers, providential or other
wise, prayers were offered to the Vedic deities5 like 
Indra, Varllt}a, Agni, Asvins, Jayanta 'and others. 

S.P. 1.1. 
•J.R.A.S., 1916, p. 137. 
• See author's article on the Religioru Data i11 lilt .4rtluUastra, 

Zeitschri/1 fiir l11dologie, Vol. VII.Z (1929). . · 
• Bk. ii~ ch. 14. 
II Bk. iv, ch. 3 i Bk. xili, ch. 1-2; Bk. ii, ch. 4, 
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Belief was then current that by propitiating these Gods 
.<;alamities of all sorts could be averted, or at least 
modified to a considerable extent: Even the worship 
of nature and nature deities like the rivers "and moun:. 
tains is' seriously recomm~nded. Worship of snakes, 
rats, and other similar creatures is not unkn~wn. .A 
recommendation is also made for achieving. objects 
desire~ . th~ough spells, incantations, and mystical rites 
prescribed in the Atharvaveda S amhita. The sacred 
books recommended for regal and other studiest.. are 
the .three Vedas and their six Ailgas besides the Ithi
hasa which is. also· mentioned under the category ·of 
'the .V edi~ literature. Hindu social polity of vartta
dharma and Mramadharma is explained and too much 
insistence is made on the principle of. svadharma the 
fundamental basis of all varttMrq,madharma system. 
A high place is giveri to the srotriya-the ideal Brah
man-who is the veritable master of all sacred litera
ture and who puts into practice the ideals contained in 
those books. · The Purohita is glorified and he occu
pies a social status, equal, if not higher than .the reign-
ing chieftain of ~e land. 2 

. 

There is little or no trace of Buddhism or J ainism. 
There is indeed a mention of. heretical sects especially 
monastic. Though Kautalya was not ·against san-
1tyasa still' he di'd not allow people . to indiscrimi
nately don the robes of a Sannyasin' on one day and 
give them U.P on the morrow if it did not suit their pur
pose. Absence· of direct reference to Buddhism or 
Jainism leaves one with tl{~ impression that1these reli
gious mpvements had not gained sufficie~t currency 

. . 
:t.Bk. I, ch. iii. . 
a See author's Hindu Admi11istrative Institutions, p. 123 ff. 
8 Bk. II, ch. 1. . ,. · ... 
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or enough influence in the country. These and other 
details which are scattered all through the ·pages of 
the work lead us .on to the conclusiv~ observation that 
the work belongs to an earlier epoch of Hinduism 
when the Vedic religion held fir1,11 sway in the minds 
of the people. The religious data furnished niay pos· 
sibly .go to support an early date for the composition 
of the work probably not later than 300 ~.C. 

Astrottomical Data. 

In fixing the date of the composition of the Artha
Jastra the. astronomical evidence comes in very handy. 
Two Indian schola~s have independently examined 
this question and the results of their investigations 
have been curiously identical.. These are ·the late 
Rajaraja Varma of Triy~ndrum and L. D. Swamikannu 
Pillai." . 

'l'he Chapter 20 of Book II of the Arthasastra 
gives us enough details to arrive· at a satisfactory cal
culation. The term y~tga is used in the sense of a 
period of five years which is, in other words, the Vedic 
quinquennial cycle.2 That Kautalya is indebted to the 
V ed(J;1iga J yoti~a is evident. Among the regal studies 
mentioned are the four Vedas and six Angas of whiCh 
Jyoti~a or astronomy is one.8 K~utalya says that the 
equinox is in the months of ·caitra and asvay~tja' (vernal 
and autumnal equinox), and it increases or diminishes 

'-See Some Aspects of At1.lnd. Polity, pp. 123-127 ~ 153·154. See als~ 
Jacobi's observations in Indian Antiquary, Vol. 47, pp, 157·161 and 
pp. 187-195. 
· 1Cp. Vayu PuriJ~Ja, cb. 31.28: 50.183, etc. I have discussed this 
at some length in my forthcoming paper on Some Aspects of V4.Yff 
.h~~ ' 

a Bk. I, ch, iii. 
•Bk. II, ch. XX, 

M-:-4 
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by three muhurtas once in every six months. This 
means that the length of the day and night (ahoratra) 

. may vary to the maximum extent of three mtthurtas 
or one and a half muhiirtas ( 72 minutes) before 
6 A.M. and one and a half mtthurtas after 6 P.M • 

. (local time). Says Swamikannu Pillai: "It will be seen 
from Table XIII appended to my Indian Chronology 
that this. condition will be satisfied_ only above the 
thirtieth parallel of latitude where a maximum varia~ 
tion of. about 70 minutes is attained. in the mo~~nt of 
sunrise. "t. 

Another statement ,·that 'no shadow is cast at 
. noon in the month of A~acJha'2 affords a positive clue 
that the author i~ a native of the tropics. ... 

1 · Again ·according to the · Arthasastra the solar 
month consists of 30! days whereas the lunar month 
consists of 29l days. Thus the lunar year is said to 
consi'st ·of 354 days .;-tnd the solar year 366 days. In 
the five~ year cycle the difference between· the solar, 
and the lunar, years is sixty days. These are charac
terised. as adhimasas.8 Thus "the position of the . ,., . .. . 

solstices as well as the occurre;nce of intercalary months 
and other items of lunisolar calendar ·in the Artha
sastra, are in agreement with the conclusions of the 
V edanga J yoti~a".' .... 

The Arthasttstra knows of the · sexagesimal 
'system when,. it ··~~ys two nalikas equal one _muhurta5 

. 15 m~hurtas equal a day, or a night and. ,, . 
( ~ I 

.. i,Some . .Aspects of An, Ind. PolityJ p. 124. 
t Bk. II, ch, xx. . . 
BJbitJ. 
'Some Aspects of An. lt~d.' Polity, p. 123. 
II Bk. II. ch. xx. 
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30 mtihtirtas equal one day and a night or 
· 60 naliklls. ·• 

According to Dr. Burgess the sexagesimal system of 
Hindu astronomy was borrowed from the Greeks.J. 
This implies that the J yoti~a Vedanga which has become 
a popular work in pre-Kau~aliyan days (4th century 
B.C.) mtist have· been written after India's contact with 
the Greeks. It is an untenable position. J yoti~a 
Veda1iga is an· ancient production belonging. at least to 
the later half of the Vedic Period. It holds the 
field as a valuable. piece of scientific composition. If 
Greece could develop in the direction of sexagesimat' 
system, could not I11dia develop also in that •line ?· 
Further that the sexagesimal system is exclusively 
Greek in origin has not been proved. It is just 
possible that India developed this system on independ
ent lines. 

Sec. iii.' EVIDENCE OF CLASSICAL WRITERS 

So much has been written both on points of simi~ 
larity and points of di~similarity between Megasthenes' 
Fragments . and the Ka~tfaliya A.rthasastra. ·. Every 
scholar who has had to deal with the Mauryan period 
or with the Arthdsastra has not failed to refer to the 
fragments of Megasthenes. A n7rtable endeavour in· 
this direction is ·by Otto Stein who lias examined the· 
whole question in his book Megasthmes ·mtd Kautalya 
and has essayed not with much success to establish 
the thesis that Kautalya the author of the Arthasastra 
could not have been ·a con.temporary of Megasthenes. 
In the introduction Stein writes: "The aim of this work 

.1/,R.A.S., 1893, p. 753. 
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is as far as possible to give all the corresponding items 
between the two an~ compare them in details. It is 
however difficult to find out an objective view-point for 
the . order of· the passages which have been compared, 
because we are. concerned with works of different 
riature. In the one we have a collection of geogra
phical and ethnographical fragments. . In the other 
we. have a text-book about administration including 
home and foreign polic;y. Besides one cannot include 
topographical, mythological, and even pseudo-historical 
statements. A comparison in the order of fragments. 
would lead . an an external view-point 'which is 
unpractical for·our present purpose."t. .: . .. 

The remarks of Otto Stein in the above passage 
demonstrate how on a feeble foundation a theory is 
being built by him. . No theory can . stand by mere 
comparison or contrast of two sets of documents, one 
foreign and the other indigenous, which treat, in Stein's 
own words, of different subject-matter.. The follow
ing reasons could be adduced in favour of the theory 
that Megasthenes' Fragments could not be taken seri
ously as a source of evi4ence for reconstructing the 
history of Mauryan India.· 

First, about the personality of the Greek writer, 
Megasthenes, ancient literary records offer only· scanty 

t
11Zweck der vo~liegenden Arbeit ist es, eine in eir~:zelnan durchge· 

filhrte Vergleichung moglichst aller vergleichbaren Punkte zu geben. 
·Schwer ist es, einen objektiven Gesichtspunkt liir die Anardnung der 
vergUchenen Stellen zu linden, da · 1!1 sich doth urn in ihrer Natur 
verschiedene Werke-hier eine geographisch-ethnigraphisc)e' Fragment· 
sammlung, dort ein Lehrbuch iiber Verwaltung, innere and ~usere Politik 
-handelt. · Ferner musten geograpbische, mythologische, (pseudo-) 

· historische Nachrichten auser Betracht bleiben; eine Vergleichung der 
Fragmerite ihrer Reihenfolge nach-ware ein auselicher, zudem fiir die 
Darstellung unpraktischer Gesichtspunkt gewesen." Megastl1enes und 
KauJalya, p. 16. 
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information. It has not been conclusively shown which 
his native home was and in what dialect he left his 
accounts. It is obvious that he was a Greek. Any
thing more than this is a supposition with no evidence 
to support." 

Secondly, we are not in possession of all the docu
ments which 1\fegasthenes is said to have left concern· 
ing India.• It is generally believed that.Megasthenes' 
ludika consisted of four· books. But what we have 
to-day is a fragment culled out from his books 
of bzdika here and there by other interested writers. 
It is highly regrettable that not even one full book of 
the Indika is available. And what is available, though 
fragmentary, is not even the original document but 
quotations made by his contemporaries and successors 
from such original documents. How far the quota
tions are faithful to the original is of course a matter 
of opinion. Granting them to be faithful only, such 
statements as particularly interest the writer would 
have been quoted leaving out of account the context or 
the chain of circumstances under which they were made 
by the author. ·It is, therefore, difficult to attach full 
significance to these fragments. 

Thirdly, ·the value of the statements expressed 
therein is not quite appreciable. • We cannot take 
every one of the statements at its face value and 
implicitly believe it to be a true picture of the times. 
Regarding the veracity of Megasthenes and the value 
of his .writings,· Schwanbeck, who has done signal 

1 Megasthentt find Kautalya, p. 1. Cp. B: Breloer, KautalJ;ya 
. Studitn (1927), I, p, 48. 

t Breloer op. cit., p. 47. 
1 See Vedic Index, Vol. II, p. 214; N. N. Law, Studies in Ind. 

History and Culture, p. 230 ff, 
" 
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serVice for the cause of Indian history by collecting to
gether the Fragments of the Indika of Megasthenes in 
one volume, writes: "The ancient writers, whenever they 

. judge of those who have written on Indian matters, 
are without doubt wont to reckon Megasthenes among 

- those writers who are given to lying and least worthy 
of credit and to rank him almost on a par with 
Ktesias.m It has been already said that the Indika 
was largely used by subsequent writers. Among them 
figure Strabo, Arrian, Diodorus, and Plinius. How 
these writers handled the Indika is given to us by the 
same authority Schwanbeck. It is said that bOth 
Strabo and Arrian did not ta~e the very original. but 
abridged the descri~tions given by Meg-asthenes and 

· presented them in an agreeable and pleasant · style. 
Consequently the- writers omitted "'whatever would be · 
out of place in "an entertaining narrative". Such par
ticula;s which have been left unmentioned or partially 
mentioned would have enriched our knowledge of India 
in the-4th century B.C. Dio4orus, on the other h~d, 
did not attempt in the style in which Strabo wanted it.· 
The object of Piodorus see~ to have been to use the 
I ndika for imparting instruction to others. Diodorus 
then.had an express view and with this view he made· 
extracts from the I ndika at random. The result was 
that he had to omit not only fiction but also 
fact · Agam Strabo. and others narrate to us practi~ 
cally the _same things and no fresh materiat is ~ade 
available. . This evidently s~ows that the major and 
perhaps the more valuable portion of the l11(1ika has . 
been lost beyond any probability of recovery.1 

A. 
1 Ancient India tJS described · by Megasthenes and Arrian, Tr. 

McCrindle, p. 18. 
1 /Wtl., pp. 18 and 19. 
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Among the writers who are indebted to the lndika 
for the knowledge of India, Strabo's name was men
tioned. Let us hear what he has to say"about Megas
thenes' writings. . Strabo says: ('Generally speaking 
the men .who have hitherto written on the affairs of 
India were a set of liars. Deimachos holds the first 
place in the .list, Megasthenes comes next; while Onesi
kritos and Nearchos with others of . same class, 
manage to stammer out a··few words of truth.111 That 
is then the tribute paid to Megasthenes by one of his 
own countrymen who lived not . very ·long after 
Megasthenes. 

Fourthly, there ' is the fact of the idealising 
tendency which is deeply marked in every page of his 
writings. In this strain says Jolly, Megasthenes "was 
anxious to present the life and manners. o.f the Indians 
in a very favourable light, much as at a later period 
Tacitus in his Germania held. out the Germans of his 
time as a model to his own countrymen".• Influenced 
Rerhaps by the stoic philosophy of his times, Megas
thenes carried too far the tendency of idealising things 
so much so that his statements are. open to question. 
Continues Jolly: "In some Megasthenes may have 
arbitrarily assigned the institutions ef other countries 
to India. Thus his seven classes of population may be 
an imitation of the seven classes of the Egyptian 
people, according to Herodotus, though the details 
differ. · The milestones may be a Persian institution. 
The Philosopher Plato in his · idealistic work on the 

·state might have furnished or influenced some of the 
political theories ·of Meg~sthenes. The sensational 

.. 
1 Ancient badia as described by Megasthenes, Tr. McCrindle, p, 2(}. 
a Pu11ja~- Sa11.skrit Series; K.autallya ArthaJllstra, Intro., p, 38. 
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element is represented by winged serpents, one-horned 
horses and long-lived elephants of Megasthenes as also 
by Pis assertions about the enormous size of the conti
nent of India and the. gigantic· dimensions of the ditch 
surrounding the capital of Pataliputra.m~ This view 
of, the learned German scholar, if true, must relegate 
to' the background the Fragments of lndika. If the 
tendency to idealise things is proininent it would be 
rather difficult to. get at the fact. As regards the sen
sational element at least one explanation may be offered . 
.It:is .that Megasthenes confused folklore with histori
cal facts. Even to-day ·such folk-tales .of 
winged . ~e;pents and horned horses are commonplace 
in .. India. · Megasthenes ~ight have heard of such 
stories and without inquiring into the truth muddled 
up. facts with ficti~n. If we again agree that some 
institutions of other countries have been arbitrarily 
~ssigried. to In~a then any institution may be foreign. 
There w:m, therefpre, be no necessity f~r us to compare 
coincidences or otherwise with a native contempora~y 
work in India. For it is building a_ . theory on doubtful 

''• . . 

issues. 

There is · again another point which must be 
seriously considered. Is the information contained 
in the Indika an outcome of the first-haD:d knowledge? 
In other words, did Megasthenes personally visit, study, 
and note down his own observations? Were his im
pressions the consequence of a personal and intimate 
knowledge of men and thing~ which he observed durin~ 
his sojourn to this ancie~t land? It is no~ very diffi-

. cult to answer these questions. How many times 
Megasthenes came to India and how long· he stayed 

1 Jolly,'s edition, p. 41. 
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each time are still matters of dispute among scholars. 
though there is a view that he visited India more than 
once1 some s~olars are of deci~ed opinion that he 
must have visited the cou.r1try only once and would not 
have stayed long enough to get into touch with. the 
whole of the machinery of administration including 
social, political, and economic organisations of the land. 
Sdi~?J.nbeck is of opinion that he visited ·India only 
on one occasion and that he did not see more of India 
than the parts incl~ding Kabul and the Punjab leading 
to Pataliputra through the royal road. Schwanbeck 
adds that 1\legasthenes acknowledges that he knew of 
the lower part of the. country traversed by the Ganges 
only from hearsay and rep.Ort.2 It is reasonable· to 
presume that Megasthenes could not have had a first
hand knowledge of things excepting the adminis
tration of the Capital city where he must have stayed for 
some time as a state guest The major portion of the 
Indika must have hence been drawn from mere hearsay 
and report. Even here he was confronted by a serious 
handicap which was his ignorance of the language or 
languages of India. · Unacquainted with the languages 
and literature of the India which he visited Megasthe
nes could not have correctly portrayed the story of J:rls 
India however reliable may be the source from which 
he had his report We ~n attach importance 
and value to a work which is the result of vast travel, 
long stay, and a good acquaintance with the languages 
of the country. · These three are hardly applicable in 
the case' of Megasthenes. His travel seems to have 

\Max :Miiller, A History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, (1859) 
p. ?:17. . 

I Quoted in the Intro., M'Crindle, Ancient India, pp. 15-16 (ed. 
Cat 1926). 

y.:::..s 
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been limited to a straight road leading to the Capital. 
As an ambassador we cannot expect him to stay for a 
long time. After he had delivered the message of 
his chief he should have left the place. ·Thirdly he 
was not familiar with the Indian languages. In 

· these circumstances peculiar in themselves Jolly's re
marks ca? be taken as true: "His (Megasthenes) 
work, though earlier in date, is .far inferior in intrinsic 
v~lue to. the Itineraries of the Chinese Pilgrims and 
to the great Arabian work of 1\.lberuni on India.m 

Date of th~ visit. 

Equally important is the fixing of the date o~.:. the 
visit. Megasthenes wa~ the representative o.f 
Seleukos at the Court of Sibyrtius, Satrap of Aracho-: 
sia. He .was sent to Pataliputra, Candragupta's 
Court, as King's ambassftdor. Seleukos Nikator de
feated Demetrios, son of Antigonus, in B.C. 312 and 
got ·possession of Babylon. He continued to extend. 
his successful march until he reached India in B.C. 305. 
Perhaps a war broke out which ultimately ·dwindled 
into petty skirmishes. Seleukos felt the weight of the 
strong a~m of Candragupta ~nd preferred the path of . 
negotiations to the actual field-operations. -- By enter .. 
i!lg into a treaty with Candragupta, S~leukos got a free 
hand for settling the affairs of the \Vest; In connec
tion with this Megasthenes was sent· to the court of 
Candragupta. · 

Hence Megasthene$ ,must have visited the 
Indian Capital some tim~ between 302' f ~nd · 288 
B.C. We cannot with· any certainty fix exactly the 
year when he visited Candragupta. There is a version, 

tlntro., p. 41 to his edition of the Art~aJastra. 
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as has already been pointed out, that Megasthenes' 
visits to the Indian· continent were often and frequent. 
This view is apparently b~sed on the statement made 
by Arrian in his E:rped. Alex. V, (vi), 2. Here he 
refers- according to Schwanbeck's interpretation of 
the passage.:....to freq~tent interviews with the kings and 
not frequent visits as rendered by other writers.1 In 
the same way in his Indika2 Arrian says: "Megas· 
thenes,. so far as appears, did not travel over much of 
India, though no doubt he saw more of it than those 
who came with Alexander, the son of Philip, for as he 
tells us, he resided at the Court of Sandrokottos, the 
greatest king in India, and also at the Court of Poros, · 
who was still greater than he". This would imply 
that Megasthenes visited king Poros who was 
dead in B.C. 317. Lassen regarded this hardly 
credible and thought 'the mention of Poros a careless 
addition of a chance transcriber'.8 Schwanbeck would 
retain the phrase and translate the original "and who 
was even greater than Poros".' Thus the theory that 
Megasthenes visited India more than once was due to· 
the misunderstanding of Arri~m's statement. Except
ing these uncertain passages, there is no other evidence 
to confirm the theory of frequent visits. On the other· 
hand there is the evidence of Strabo5 and of Pliny where 
mention is made of only one embassy. The passage of 

· Pliny as translated nms thus: "Megasthenes remained 
for some time with the Indian kings ~nd wrote a history 
of Indian affairs, that he might hand down to posterity 

1 The Italics are mine. 
IV, p, 220. 
a See Intro., p. 14. . 
'Ibid. 
0 XV, P·, 702 (Frag, 25); II, p. 70 (Frag. 29), 
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a_ faithful account of all that he 4ad witnessed."l. It 
is therefore difficult to credit Megasthenes with frequent 
visits to the I~dian Empire. It is reasonable to believe 
that he saw Candragupta in connection with the treaty 
and left his impressions of a people whose culture and 
civilisation evoked enthusiasm and wonderment in his 
mind. 

If then Megasthenes visited India between the 
years 302 and 298 B.C.,2 he must have noticed the 
administration of the land in its fully developed state. 
It was .more than two decades since Candragupta 
ascended the Magaciha throne and consolidated .his 
newly acquired empire. And so, his vi~it shouid·have 
been during the closing years of the reign of that re
·markable emperor. We could be really and fully in
debted to Megasthenes if he had taken pains 
to give us a fuller account like. Fa-Hien and Yuan 
Chwang of later days. The administrative edifice 
had been erected an~ it .was . almost nearing com
pletion. A trustworthy and true representation e of 

,. that edifice would have been invaluable. But as it is, 
the whole account is vitiated by discrepancies of a 
glaring character and this has considerab~y reduced its 
i!ltrinsic worth as a source of information for an im
portant period of Hindu India. The evidence of 
Megasthenes •could not be looked upon ·as something 
positive and concfusive. The same view has to be 
pronounced more or less on the evidence o£ other Greek 

II . 
writers who have written on India. Some of the 
classical writers who come under this Jategory are 
Justin, Arrian, Diodor'us Siculus, Strabo, Quintus Cur-

1 Quoted in Intro., p. 13 (Cal, ed.). · 
2 See Smith, Earl~ History of Indi(l1 p. 126, 
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tius and Ktesias. Justin narrates legends ~s historical 
facts when he says: "Having offended Alexander by 
his impertinent language he was ordered to be put to 
death and escaped only by flight. Fatigued with his 
journey he lay down to rest, when a lion of large size 
came and licked off the sweat that· poured from him 
with his tongue, and retired without' doing him any 
harm. The prodigy inspired him with ambitious hoP,eS 
and collecting bands of robbers he roused the Indians 
to rebellion. When he prepared for war against the 
captains of Alexander, a wild elephant of ·enormous 
size approached ~m and received hlm on his back as 
if he had been tam~d."l. This admixture of history 
with fable in the accotmt of Justin detracts the·value 
of his documents as a source for reliable history. In 
regard to Arriarr's account, again the same uncertainty 
prevails. It must be said to his credit that he himself 
confesses that most of his statements are not original 
but based on other reports. He .says: "Now if any
one wishes to state a reason to account for the number 
and magnitude of the Indian rivers let him state it. 
As for myself I have written ·on this point, as on others, 
from hearsay.,. Though no further proof is required 
to show that the material contained in his lndika is 
secondhand, still it may be remarked that the lndika 
of Arrian can admit of a three-fold division-the 
general description of India, the voyage of Nearchos 
and a description of the southern parts of the world. 
Of these the first part is based on the accounts of 
Megasthen~s and Eratosthenes and the second on the 
account left by Nearchos himself. The next set of 

• t.Justini Hist. Philip,. Lib., XV, c::h. iv, quoted in Muller's Histor~ 
of Ancient Sanskrit Literature. • 

•Indiko, p. 200 (Cal. ed.), 
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Greek writers are Diodorus Siculus and Quintus 
Curtius. Lack of space forbids us to examine,·their 
records in detail. How their .accounts are inconsistent 
and conflicting can be seen froin their statements re-. . 
garding Xandrames. The quotations speak for them-
selves. Diodorus says of him, "that. the king was 
but of mean and obscure e~traction, accounted to be· a 
barber's son; that the queen, however, had fallen in 

'love with ·the barber, had murdered her husband, and 
that the kingdom had thus devolved upon Xandrames/'1 

. . ' 

According to Curtius2 "the father of Xandrames 
had murdered the king, and under pretence ~f . ~cting 
as gu~rd1an to his SOI)S, got them into his power •and 
put them to death; that after their extermination he 
begot the son who was then king, and who, more worthy · 
ofhis father's condition than his own, was odious and 
contemptible to his subjects.''8 Strabo like Arrian 
based his ·writings on those of Megasthenes, and his 
account is generally regarded as much le~s car~ful than 
others. Schwanbeck remarks: "Nay, Straho in hi~ 
eagerness to be interesting, has· g·one so 'far that the 
topography of India is almosf entirely a blank in his 
pages.114 Sttffice it to say that Ktesias is al~o liable to 
make inaccurate statements. .In regard to the value 
of the records of these classical writers the estimate of 
Pliriy seems to approach nearer the truth: He says5

: 
, I . 

"India was opened up to our knowledge . .. . . even 
by other Greek wdters, who, having resided with Indian 
kings-as for instance Megas'thenes · and Diouysitts-:-

, . f ' . 
1 XVII, 93 
2JX, 2. 
8 Quoted in Miiller's History ··of Ancient Sanskrit Literalttre, p. 277 . 

. 'lntro., pp. 17-lBn (Cal. ed.). ·· 
G ms. Nat., VI, XXI, 3, quoted in lptro. ; p. 20 (Cal. ed.) ' 
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made known the strength of the races which peopled 
the cout?-try. It is not, however; worth while to study 
their accounts· with care, so conflicting are they, 
and incredible." On this account. these records are 
not to be discarded as entirely' valueless and thus 
relegated to oblivion. They are useful as sup
plementing the knowledge which we gather from 
other so1;1rces of evidence, literary and otherwise. 
Some unintelligible details and facts presented· mea
grely in contemporary literature would be made 
intelligible if the writings could in any way help 
us. . The classical writings are, therefore, useful in 
that they are supplementary. Such being the case any· 
endeavour to find coincidences and differentiations with 
an accredited work of the period is bound to prove 
futile. Still we are compelled to do this1 because 
scholars have attempted it rightly or wrongly and have 
drawn conclusions mostly of an untenable cha:racter. 

Sec. iv. INSCRIPTIONS OF ASOKA 

Thanks to the energy a~d enthusiasm as well as 
transparent earnestness of scholars in the field of 
Asokan script, we have to-day the history of Asokan 
studies. The discovery, decipherment and interpreta
tion of the Inscriptions of Piyadasi, as the late. Senart 
styled them, cover· a long and fruitful period of nearly 
two centuries commencing r.oughly from the middle of 
the eighteenth century. It would b~ interesting to 
know that Asokan scholarship had an ancient history 
as \yell. · In the everflowing and nay, overflowing 
stream of. foreign travellers and visitors to this ancient 
land from very earlr times for some reason or other, 

1 See Appendix. 
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The first honour of discovery of these. records so 
·important to the study of Indian History goes to Padre 
Tieffenthaler who found a few fragments of the Delhi 
Pillar at the city of Delhi as early as 1750 or there
about. In the year 1785 the Barabar. and Nagarjuni 
Hill caves were visited for the first time by J. H. Har
ington. The next stage was when Captain Polier 
had the privilege of discovering the Delhi-Topra Pillar 
Inscription. Some of these discoveries were published 
in the Asiatic Researches in 1801. 

The next stage was when Colonel James 
Tod discovered in 1822 the Girnar Rock Inscription and. 
M. A. Court the Sliahbazgarhi Rock Edict in 1836. 
The next year witnessed the discovery by Lieute
nant Kittoe of the Dhauli Rock Edict. In 1840 -Captain Burt discovered the Bairat Rock Inscrip-
tion otherwise known as the Bhabra Edict. Other 
~eries then followed: the J augaqa Rock In
~~!ion in 1850,. the Kalsi Rock Inscription i_n 
1860, and the Bairat Minor· Rock Edict in 1872~ 
oy-sir Walter Elliot, Forrest and Carlleyle res
pectively. Ctbe latter made also another impor.:. 
tant discovery in the Rampiirva Pillar Edict. 
The Riipnath Minor Rock Edict was the other dis
covery of this tim_$ and needless to say, that these dis
coveries enriched the Asokan scholarship by attracting 
many a savant in this direction. A· setailed study is 
bound to swell the section. Other important dis
coveries were the thre~~ore Minor Rock Edicts 

. --found by Lewis Rice i'n 1891, the Nigliva Pillar Edicts 
and th( Rummindet'ii1i895 and 1896 respectively. 
Far mol-e. important than· these wag- C. Beadon's 
discovery !of the Maski Rock Inscription in ·19~ in 

M-Q- .. 
! 
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the Raichur District of the Nizam's Dominions.t. The 
very first line of this remarkable inscription records 
Devana1npiyasa Asokasa.1 

· !fhis is the key which 
opened to us the new knowledge that after all Piya
dar.Si of the Inscriptions is no one other than Asoka. 
Last in the list\ but not least in importance is the new 
discovery made in 1928 of a set of Rock Edi~ near 
Gooty in the Kurnool District. 

But what is more important and perhaps valuable 
.. is the study. of decipherment, in which direction much 

energy and time have. been spent not without profit to 
the .schol~rly world. The publication of dt]W.irig · 
lithographs, impressions, and full copies of the inscrip-
. tions discovereci next occupied the · attention of Indo
.o~sts. In. 1834 in the Jou~tzal of the Asiatic Society of 
B?ngal (Vol. III) James Prinsep, the father of the in
terpretation of these dumb Edicts, essayed to read ar,cl 
understand the A:sokan alphabet by the classificati~n of 
vowels, ·co~sonants, . etc. His attempt produced vast 
and fruitful results. ·For Prinsep was able .to read· the 
~Delhi-Topra Pillar Edicts fully and successfully and 
published it with his translation in the I ourual of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal (Vol. VI). He pursued his 
studies with that critical and inquiring zeal character
istic of a born· researcher. In 1838 he began a com-' ' .. 
parative study.~£ the two inscriptions. at Dhauli and 
Girnar and he found to his surprise that bot:J:l of them 

'were identical in everr respect, whether it ib~ in script, 
contents or otherwise. He transl~ted ·.~em _and had 

1 See i R. A.' S., 1916, pp. 838-39. Also H~derabaci A.rfla. Ser. 
No. 1 (1915). 

• Corpw, p. 174. 
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the. whole published in the VII Volume of ~e 1 ournal 
of the Asiatic ~ociety of Beng'al.1 The year 1879 is 
memorable in the long and interesting story of Asokan 
scholarship from a variety of standpoints. Then was 
published the first volume of the C?rpus Inscriptiom~m 
I ndicarmn by Cunningham on the Inscriptions of Asoka .. 
The Cor pus embodied the Rock Edicts, the Pillar Edicts,. 
and the Cave Inscriptions so far discovered. A quick~ 
succession of publications with different interpretations· 
followed. Prominent among these early_ works were 
Senart's Les Inscriptions de Piyadasi (.1881) and 
Biihlers' contributions to the Z. D. M. G. _and Epigra
phia Indica (Vols. I and II). The momentous publi- · 
cation of all is the new edition of the Cor pus by the late . 
Hultzsch in 1925 whose life-work for the cause of 
Indian History is too well known to need mention 
here. It is a monumental publication, very valuable to 
students· of India's Ancient History. 

In addition to these various publications in all the 
learned journals throughout the world, we have four 
biographical sketches on the life and career of. that 
unique personality -who satisfi~s the qualities and quali-· 
fications of a Rajasattama as described in the · Epic 
literature. These are by V. A. Smith, D. R: Bliandar
kar, J. M. Macphail and R. K. Mookerji. When Senart 
and Buhler tried to interpret these records, they had 
neither the facility nor the opportunity of a scholar of 
to~day in the shape of numerous Pali publications, and 
above all the discovery and publication of the Kmtfaliya 
Arthaslistra which has very much modified the inter
pretation .of these inscription~. A cm;nparative study 

\See Sylvain Levi's ··remarks in the Journal of Deptirtmen, of 
l.elters1 (Cal.) IX, p. ll, . . 
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of. the ·different terms1
• and even o£ contents of both 

Asoka's Inscriptions and the Arthas~;tra has. been 
attempted by many a scholar, sometimes leading to a 
thorough revision and a radical change in the or.iginal 
interpretation.. In spite· of the ever-growing volumi-

~ .nous studies ·in. this ·particular directi01t, a vast· field 
stiil exists for a critical student of comparative 
studies. In interpreting. these records, one must 

. be ·very familiar not only with the tradition handed 
down from earliest times, but also contemporary 
history, and the history ahd policy of Asoka's 

. immediate predecessors~ ·In the light of this study ·a 
new outlook and a new interpretation· of the Edicts 

. . . 'l, • 

seems td be called for, with all due respect to scholars 
\Vhose sincere endeavours in. this direction no one can 
dispute. The next· question to ask is whether the 
Edicts have materially helped the historian of Ancient 
India and if so, in what respects. A bird's eye
view of the whole· indicates that the EdiCts enable us to 
construct a true history ·of the great Mauryan Emperor 
Asoka. Before the discovery of all these ·inscriptions 
we had simply to depen.d ~n ·the .legendary accounts of 
the Pali texts and Buddhist literature which claim 
the Emperor to be a· Buddhist. Such evidenc;e could only 
be one view of· his life and career and cannot be the 
unquestioned view. The inscriptions2 have thrown 
welcome light especially with regard to his relations · 
with his.ldth and ki~ though the legends make him out 
to be a blood-thirsty tyrant who killed his near and dear 
for the sake of the Magadha throne. This is only 
·one instance among the many which go to f show that 

1 See the last two pages at the .end of the chapter. 
s Cortu.r, Intro., l>· xlviii, · 
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fundamental differences exist between the accredited 
authority of ~·inscriptions and the "Bu~dhlst l.egends. 
The inscriptions again prove that.Asoka's,Dharma was 
not merely the Buddhist, as is repeatedly made out, J. but 
was non-sectarian in character. I~s aim was to bring 
satisfaction to all sects-orthodox as well as heterodox 
-of the Empire. Asoka felt it the duty of the State 
to afford protection and peace to any. faith or creed so 
lorig. as that creed or fait~ did not interfere with the 
neighbouring faith, ·and so long as there was no t_niS
understanding among them. Asoka prorpuigated a 
policy which helped the di~erent religious sects to move 
on friendly terms, with_no spirit of rivalry or rancour. · 

The inscriptions of Asoka are important from 
political and economic points of view also. It is the 
narrow view of the writer in the Encyclopaedia Brit
tanica .(11th edition). who remarks2

: "The inscriptions, 
which contain altogether about 5,000 words, are entirely 
of religious import, and their references to worldly 
affairs are incidental." Perha:ps the same view is heid by 
another authority, E. Hultzsch, who says: "His Edicts 
are not concerned with public affairs, but are of an 
almost purely relig1ous character."8

. This is due to the 
want of correct understanding of the ancient Hindu 
ideal of politics and religion. To the ancient Hindus 
politics and religion were intertwined, and neither could 
exist by itself. In fact secular affairs, as we under
stand to-day, were largely governed by religious 
and ethical ideas and ideals.' It was the. dharma 

1 Corpus, Intro., ch. v. , 
1 Vol. II, p, 764. 

. •C .. I. 1., Vol. I, Intro., XXXVI. 
' See Author's paper /; ArthaJ(JstrtJ .secularf See Proceedings of 

the Third OriPJtal Conference, 1924, pp. 61~1. 
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of the State, without which any function of the State 
would be ineffective and perfectly usel~s. Much of 
political and economic history could be gleaned ·from 
these inscriptions as could be seen from the. following 
pages. Suffice it to say here that the inscriptions have • 
·enabled us to reconstruct. an account of the central and 
provincial administration of the Mauryan empire. 
Asoka's interest. in live-stock, . their improvement 
and efficiency, in agriculture, in the census for 

. taxation and other purposes bears the t~stimony to 
prove that the Emperor "was much concerned 
with the material welfare of the State.1

• This is 
the trivarga conception of . the ancient political .. ~ 
philosophers. A statesman like Asoka must have 
known that. both mate'tial welfare and· moral welfare 
depended for their progressive realization on the politi
cal machinery of the land. Hence Asoka took so much 
pains to carry on the administration of the land. In 

· these respects the author·· of these inscriptions did not 
materially differ from the author of the Artha.Mstra 
and, on the other hand, the latter was the model for 
Asoka to follm\f. Thus the . inscriptiot:ts of Asoka 
have a many-sided interest. ' They are in every way 
concer~ed with public affairs, the latter. consisting 
mainly of the propagation and preservation of dharma 
in the wide sense of the term. In the absence of these 
records of incalculable value, there could be no authori
tative history of 1\Iaurya11 India. It is the dis~overy 
of the Arthasiistra and the more important discovery 

ll . 
of ·.these Edicts that have enabled us to speak· of 
Mauryan empire and Mauryan history. Tbese h~ve 
·enriched the history of this epoch for which we had to 

1 Cor1us, p. xlix (lptroduction), 
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depend till very recently only on the writings of ~egas
thenes and other classical writers. we are to·day in 
possession of different and independent _squrces of in
formation, a comparative study of which bears the test 
that the Mauryan India was socially, economically, and 
politically in an .advanced state, its institutions largely 
anticipating those of modem times. 

The following are, among others, the terms whose 
interpretations have been· arrived at by their identifica
tion with the Kauta_liyan expressions:-

l11miptiolls of A.ioka. 

1. Yuta (R.E. lli) 

2. Pradesika (R.E. lll) 

3. Parisa (R.E. I. VII) 

4. Pulisa (Pillar E. IV) 

5. Gal)anayam (R.E. III) 

Arlha.idslra. 

Yukta (Bk. II, ch. 5 and 9). 

Prade~tr (Bk IV, ch. 1). 

Par~ad (Bk. IV, ch. 1). 

Puru$a (Bk. II, ch. 5). 

Gal)anayam (Bk. II, ch. 6). 

6. tadatvaye ayatiye ca (R.E. X; Jau- tadatve ca ayatyam ca (Bk. V, 
ga4a version) ch. 1 and 4). 

7. Vraca (II. R.E.; VI, R.E.) Vraja (Bk. II, sec. 1). 

8. Nagala-viyohilaka (I Sep. R. ~. Paura-vyivaharika (Bk. 1, 
Dhauli) ch. 12). 

9. Palikile5a (Do.): Pariklesa (Bk IV, ch. 9). 

10. Dharmavijaya (R. E. XIII). Dharmavijaya (Bk XII, 
ch. 1). 

11. Athabhagiya (Rummindei Pillar). A$tabhaga (Bk. II, ch. 24). 

12. Viviitha (Shasram R.I.) Vy11$tam (Bk. II. ch. 6). 

13. Simale. (V P.E.) Srimara (Bk. II, ch. 17). 

14. Vracabhiimika (Shah. and Mans. Vivitadhya~a (Bk. II, ch. 
Edicts) 34). 
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. OrigitJal . mcanit1g. · 

:t; .Officer; 

2. Provincial chief or officer. 

·' 3. · School, Committee. 

ltJterpretation in the light of 
the Artha.fastra. 

Subordinate Government ser· 
vant. 

Officer in charge of criminal 
administration. 

Council. 

4. Agents. Assis~ants to Yuktas. 

5. For registering these rules, for Department of accounts. 
purposes of accounts. 

6. Immediate and long time to come. Present and future. 

· 7. Cow, cattle. Pasture. 

·s. Officer in charge of administm.· City Magistrate. 
tion of ci_ty. 

9., Trouble, torture, harsh treatment. Punishment amounting to tor· 

10. · 1Conquest by morality:• 

11. ·Partaking of riches. 

12. ·A civil . day spent in travelling. 

13. Some eatable animal. 

ture, ' 

Righteous war. 

An eighth share. 

A night and a day. 

Stag. 

14. Officer itt charge of high roads, etc. Superintett~ent of pastures. 

NorE.-Si~ce this w'as written I found a contribution on the sub
ject .of Parallelism .betwem Asoka's Edicts a11d Kat~lalya's Artllaiiislra 
by •Dr. Radhakumud Mookerji in the Proceedit1gs of the., Fifth Oriental 
Co11feretice (Lahore), pp. 329-347. · 



CHAPTER II 

THE EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF THE 

EMPIRE 

Sec. i THE EXTENT OF THE EMPIRE 

Elsewhere1 has been shown how from early Vedic 
times the king of the ancient Hindu State was the main
spring of the polity, and this state of affairs continued 
to exist down to the period of the Kaufaliya Artha
Jastra, if not, still later. Before we go to examine 
the position of the monarch in the polity of the Mauryas, 
and the· nature and extent of authority exercised by 
him in this period~ it will be well to survey briefly the 
events and circumstances, which in the epoch immediate
ly preceding that of the Mauryas, had tended largely 
to contribute to the consolidation of regal power. 

That the royal dynasty which immediately preceded 
the Mauryan was that of the great Nandas who exer
cised their sway for well-nigh a century, is quite clear. 
But the materials available at present· are too meagre 
to enable us to ascertain and describe the exact limits 
of their empire. But this much is certain that it in
cluded a good portion of the south of India in addition 
to their vast territory in the north. An inscription 
of the twelfth century after Christ records a tradition 
that one of the provinces subject to the rule of the 

I Author's Hindu Adr11i11ist"rative l11.stitutions, (Madra.s UHiumily, 
1929). ' 

M-2 
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~ andas was Kuntala which comprised the Western 
Dekhan and the North of Mysore. And this derives 
:very strong support from another fact, namely, that 
the Kadamba kings of $outh India trace their desc(int 
from a certain N anda, undouptedly a member of this 
ancient royal family. :t. The above . inscription there
fore shows that the Nanda empire embraced· also a 
good portion of the South. That being so, it may be 
safely assumed and it is not an improbable assumption . . ' 

that when Candragupta Maurya ascended the throne 
he was in possession of ·the whole of this e~pire left 
intact by his .Nanda predecessors. It has been con
tended, however, that in the revolution effected~ by 
Candragupta with the help of his minister Cat}akya, 
several States .which had been loosely attached to the 
Empire under the strong· hand of the N andas cut them
selves off the Empire and declared their independef:ice. 
Among these were, :perhaps, the South Indian provinces 
as they we~e far away from the Capital. That this 
was a . possibility can be seen from the history of the 
Mauryas. Mention may be made of four factors in 
the light of which one may conclude that th~ Empire of 
the N andas slowly expanded itself under the first rulers 
of the Maury~s. · 

. · The Jaina Traditio1t · 
First, there is the tradition transmitted by the 

sacred books of the J ains that . Candragupta Maurya 
was a Jaina ,by religion, and that in the evening 'of his 
l~!e he abdicated his ~ro~e iri' favour of his slon Bindu
sara who succeeded htm m 298 B.C., and tha after the 
·abdication Candragupta' placed himself und~r the 

1 See Rice, Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, (1909), p. 3; 
Smith, Early History of India, 4th Ed., p. 158; G. M. Moraes, Kadomba 
Kula, p, 9 (Bombay, 1931), ' ' ·: : 
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spiritual guidance of Bhadrabahu, the last. irt the cate
gory of the Jaina saints well known as the Sruta
kevalins. Both appear .to have. gone so -far south as· 
Sraval}a Belgola in the Mysore State where Candra
gupta embraced asceticism, and fimi.lly gave up his life 
in that very place by ·starvation, so highly meritorious 
in the eyes of ~e Jainas. Consequently Sraval}a Bel
gala is even to-day held in great veneration. by the 
members of the J aina sect. · If this story is not 'imagi, 
native history' as v~: 'A. Smith remarked in th~ first 
edition of his Early History of India} but 'has a solid· 
foundation on fact' according to the revised opinion . 
of the same historian, then it is quite reasonable to 
assume that the southern province of the N andas re
mained an integral part of the empire and did not show. 
any signs o£ revolt during the change of dynasty. The 
possible alternative supposition that Candragupta might 
have conquered the southern province will not ·Stand 
to reason, since Candragupta was the first monarch of 
a new line of kings who came to the throne after over
throwing the reigning Nanda dynasty. To effect this 
in his own Capital and to make the Empire rest on an 
unshakable foundation would have required and 
absorbed all the energy and effort of a life-time. Thus 
busy at home, Candragupta could ·have hardly directed 
his a~tention or diverted his activity to the Dekhan also. 
If again the tradition that..Candragupta chose the. far 
south, Sraval}a Belgola, for his retir,ement and death· 
is trusfwo!thy,J. Mysore must have been to him. quite 

1 For Jaina tradition, see Rice, Mysore and Coorg, pp. 3-9; (JJ.M.S.,· 
Bangalore, October, 1922; E. 1., VoL XIII, pp. 430-47; Rice, Inscription~ 
at Srava~;~a Belgola (1889), Intro., pp. 1-15. CgntrtJ ]. F. Fleet, 
Ind. Ant., Vol. XXI (1892), pp. 156-60; Ep. Indica, Vol. III, p. 171, 
note, 
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a home, which a recently conquered province could 
never be. It may then appear, that Candragupta must 
have succeeded to the N anda empire including the 

. Dekban province. 

Lewis Rice draws our attention to a number of in
scriptions at Sraval)a Belgola discovered by him in 1874 
where Bhadrabahu and Candragupta Munindra are 
frequently and jointly mentioned,'· adding that Candra
gupta attained such spiritual eminence as he was for 
a· long time served by the forest deities. This, :Mr. 
Rice, substantiates from literature. ·The Brhatk~tlr'a
kosa of Hari~~a (lOth century) refers to King Candra
gupta as a disciple of Bhadrabahu. There is, besides, 
another work, Bhadrablihucarita, attributed to Ratna
nandi of the 15th ~entu.rY, where a similar account 
occurs. The same is found in another modem work 
Rajavali..:kathii by Devacandra, perhaps belonging to 
the earlier part of the 19th century. The migration 
was, according to the Brhatkatlwkosa, to the Punnata, 
a province in the south-west of hi ysore• famous for its 
beryl even in the second century A.D. according to· 
Ptolemy who calls it Pounnata. 

The evidem:e of Tliranlitha · 

Secondly, there is the evidence of the Tibetan 
historian Taranatha,• according to whom, Bindusara 
assisted by the glorious cal)akia, who was rfsP<>nsible 
to a great extent for ~dragupta's accesSion. to the 

1 Mysore ond Coorg from tilt lMcriptioKS, pp. 3 and 4. 
I samgbopi samasta gunrvikyataf;t dak:$il}i pathadeSastha 

punnitavipyam yayul;tl 
a Schiefner p. 89, Taranatha's Gtscltichte Des Bruldllimnu, (1869). 
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Magadha throne, is said to have made extensive con
quests in the country south of the Vindhyas. "After
wards there ruled the ·son of Candragupta, ,by na.me 
Bindusara who was hom in the country of Gaura, for 
35 years. The Minister and Brahman Cat}akya con:.. 
jured up the jealous Yamantaka. After he had seen 
his face the power of his mantra became very great. 
By means of magic, he killed the kings and ministers 
of about 16 towns. ·And when in consequence of this, 
the king began a war, he brought the cou.ntry which 
was situated between East and West Oceans into hi$ 
power.1 Then this Brahman killed, by different 
methods, 3,000 people and by different uses of narkota 
he fooled nearly 10,000 people. Further he expelled 
several people, disunited them, made them immovable, 
dumb~ etc. As a result of all these sins, he died of a 
loathsome disease and was oonfined to Hell. During 
the time of this king, in the town of Kusumapura a 
vihara named Kusumalankara was erected in which 
the great Acarya M:atrceta .lived and propagated the 
law of the Mahayana and Hinayana. Towards the 
end of the life of the Acarya Matrceta there ruled 
}Jindusara's brother's son, King Sricandra. He built 
a temple to the Arya Avalokitesvara, and supported 
2,000 Bhik~us who taught the Mahayana. When 
Rahulabhadra was teaching in Nalanda he built there 
fourteen beautiful halls and fourteen incomparable 
religious schools. After King Sricandra had ended 
his rule many years had passed by, when in the west in 
the kingdoms of Tili and Malva a young king KaQika 
was elected ruler. . At that time 28 mines with pre-

t This means that Bindusara enlarged the territory already in pos
session under his father. • 
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cious stones were discovered and the king became rich. 
In all parts of the world he built big temples and enter
tained 20,000 Bhik~us of great and small· vehicles. 
Jherefore one must know that· the kings Kani~ka and 
KatJ.ika are not one and the same person.m Though 
the above statement is open to question inasmuch as it 
refers, to the time of Bindusara, the ·Mahayana and 
the Hinayana systems which were the products of 
much later times, yet it clearly demonstrates that 
Bindusara of whom we have unfortunately no docu
me!J.ts, literary or epigraphical, was busy extending the 
empire in the south of India in addition to that leftby 
his father. That Bindusara must have been a great 
soldier and conqueror · is corroborated by the testi
mony of the Greek writers who refer to him as Amitro
chates (Sans.: Amitraghata}, a terror to the enemies. 
It Is' not a name but a· surname which indicates his 
great prowess in war and his extensive conquests~:~ 

Bindusara could not have earned this title for nothing. 
There was no ne~essityo for his conquest of the North 
India as the whole territory was under his father's 
suzerainty. Nor is there any possibility of Bindu .. 
sara carrying his arms beyond the borders of the 
Indian co!ltinent. It is, therefore, obvious that his 
conquests of the Dekhan must have been so difficult and 
arduous as to ment this hard-earned title. In conclusion 
Candragupta succe~ded to the Kuntala provi~ce left to 
him by the Nandas. His son,Bindusara acquired fur
ther ! territories so much sci that the empire c{ Asoka 
c~mprised the whole of the Peninsular India roughly 

1 Tr. from Schiefner~ pp. 89-90: 
:e That it is but a mere title is proved by the· Ramli)'OI)a where 

Viilmiki describes the bold warrior Kumbbakal'\la as amitragbii.ta (VI, 
6()..97). 
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down to the latitude of Nellore. .If it is conceded that 
A5oka conquered the province of Ka.litiga, then Bindu
sara either in the capacity of the Vi~eroy under his 
father at the provincial capital, Vidisa, or in his own 
personal capacity as king, must have. been busy in con: 
quering and acquiring the southern· patjs other than 
that of the Kuntala. 

Conquest ·of Kalinga! 
It has been suggested that even the conquest of 

Kaliiiga was not the conquest of an indep.end~nt pro
vince but only a suppression of a rebellion.1 There. 
is of course the evidence of the PuraJ}as that the empire 
of the Nandas was as large and as extensive as that 
of the :Mauryan empire at the commencement We 
have· already shown· how the Kuntala provinCe must 
have been a part of the empire of Magadha under the 
N andas. There is again inscriptional evidence t~ 

show that Kaliilga was also one of these provinces. In 
the course of a learned note on the Hathi-gumpha 

· Inscriptions of Kharavela, R. D. Banerjea remarks: 
"Three centuries before Kharavela and two hundred 
years before A5oka, Kaliilga was conquered by N anda I 
or N andivardhana, the founder of the N anda dynasty 
of 1\Iagadha. This invasion was not a mere raid and 
Kalmga continued under the N anda kings at least for 
some time. This is proved by the mention of public 
works undertaken during the reign of Nanda I, who 
excavated a canal in this. country."' 

\Ve are not in possession of facts or figures which 
would definitely mark out the period when Kaliilga 

\Vide P. T. 5., Hisiory of Tamils, p, 140. Prof. E. J. Rapson 
seems to th!nk that this was possible from his alternative statement 
'or that it had revolted and was reconquered by A5oka' (C.H.l., p. 315). 

'See line 6 of the irlscription. Also I.B~O.R.S., III, pp. 502-3:, 
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threw off the yoke of th~ empire of Magadh~, and 
. whether it effected its independence even ·during the 
epoch· of the N andas or in. the revolution -effected by 
Candragupta Maurya or even later. If the Mauryan 

. 1nvasion of. S.outh India is an historical fact, ·and if 
Bindusara'~ :~ conquests were mainly be~ond the 

. Vindhyas, then it is plausible to postulate a theory that 
Kalinga _continued to b~ a part of the Magadha empire 
~nder the two first Mauryan emperors. But soon after 
Asoka's succession, the sturdy Kalingas declared inde
pendence. The emperor,' though actuated by the prin
ciple of d'harmavijaya, had no other option thctlJ to 
engage himself in aszwavijaya by conquering them with 
sword and bloodshed. There is of course a view that 
Asoka's· . eclectic. ethics were the. consequence of 
Kalinga war, its ·horrors and atrocities.. Though we 
do not hear of any other incident which made it 
necessary on the part of the Emperor to take arms 
it could not by itself be the ·starting poi~t of enunciat
ing the· ·. policy of peace and good-will. Aso~a 
must have possessed divine temperament from his early 
life, which enabled. him to tu~n even sour things sweet. 
The peculiar character in him, viz., to girdle all 
around with music, the music of the heart, must have 
been an inborn characteristic and not the mere out
come of a particular incident or even ~~series of in
cidents/· Until 'it is proved on reliable evidence that 
Kalitiga was an independent fcountry at the accession 
of 'Asoka, and that the l~tter pursued at thf 1outset a 
policy of aggression and self-aggrandisement for en-

1 This seems to be also the view o£ Edmund Hardy. See Konig · 
A.soka, p. 21 (last para.), published by Von .Kirchheim & Co., Mains, 
~~ ' 
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larging the territorial limits of his empire, it is reason
able to presume that Kalitiga continued to· be a part of . 
the empire of Magadha from N anda I to Asoka, and 
asserted its . autonomy under Asoka. This he put 
down with a strong hand, as befits the duty of an 
emperor of even of the Rajasattama type~ 

The evidence_ of the Edicts 

The next remarkable circumstance in this connec
ti<;>n is the fact that the Rock Edicts of A5oka have been 
discovered in a number of places in South India such . 
as Siddhapura, Brahmagiri, J atinga R.amesvara hill in 
Mysore in 1892, in Maski in the Nizam's dominions1

• 

and lastly in a place near Gooty in the Kurnool Dis
trict discovered by Anu Ghose, the well-known geo
logist of Calcutta, while directing mining operations 
in that district. The discovery of the Asokan Edicts 
in these places is in itself a sufficient testimony to the 
extent of the empire during the time of Asoka. In 
addition to this there is again. evidence of rare value 
in the inscriptions themselves. · Three inscriptions of 
A5oka, Rock Edicts II, V and XIII make specific men
tion of the southern provinces describing them at the 
same time as either· dependent on, or independent of, the 
Mauryan empire. In the Second Edict, mention is 
made of the neighbouring countries such as the Colas, 
the Pal}9yas, the Satyaputra, the Keralaputra and the 
Tamhapanni. In the V Rock Edict the neighbours 
mentioned are the Yonas, Kambojas, Gandharas, Ri~ti
kas, Pitinikas, etc. In the thirteenth Rock Edict the 
Colas, the Pal}qyas and the Tambapanni are mentioned 
in addition to the statement "likewise where the king 

'· 
1 For details, see Hyderobad Arch. Series, No. 1, 1915. 
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dwells among the Visas, Vajris, the .Andhras and Puli-
9as.'~,_ From these it is quite safe to infer that the 
Mauryan empire must have had its southern limits 
extended up to the Tamil kingdoms before Asoka's 
time, or at ~y rate in Bindusara's reign_-

The evidence of Tamil Literature 

The fourth and last is the evidence to be found 
on this point in ~arly Tamilliteraf:tire. There are four 
clear references to the Southern invasion of the Maur
yas, three in the AhanatJuru and one in the PuranlitJUfU. 
The following is the literal translation of the passages 
in question: ... 
· . 1. "The rock of the sky-kissing high mountain which 
the Moriyar had cut down for the free pa:ssage of their 
golden chariot-wheels.,. 

2. "If he should hear of our unbearable anguish and 
grief here he would not, even for the sake of ¢e im
mense riches of the N andas, tarry there amidst the 
mountain rocks which the new · Moriyar had cut down 
for the smooth passage o~ their well..:adomed chariot
wheels when they came down upon the south with an 
army of horses and elephants because the king of 
Mohiir had refused to submit when the Kosar with 
chariots, swift-flyhtg like the winds, routed. the enemies' 
forces on the field of battle with their drums vocifer
ously sounding on the high hoary P~diyil hill.,. 

1 Biihler, Ep. Ind., II, p. 471 and S. K. Aiyangar, Begit111i11gs of 
South. Indian History, pp. 69-70. 

1 
j 

, • V~poru neduVarai iyalter moriyar 
Poupugai tikiri tiritarak lru,raitta 

~-·· 
-Aiaam, 69, by ParaDkorragir. 

1 Nampatar kiirum-arutuyar ketpin · 
Nanda~ flecukkai eaitiuum maaavat-
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3. "The sky-kissing snow-capped mountain-rock 
which the Moriyar had cut down for the free passage 
of their golden. chariot-wheels when they: swept down 
on the south with the Va<;lukar marching before, strong 
with the strength of their mighty swift-flying arrows.m 

4. "'The mountain-rock which the Moriyar .with the 
sky-touching umbrella and the bannered chariot had 
cut down for the easy passage of their chariot-wheels."11 

That there was , an invasion of, or expedition 
against, the South by the M oriyar is perfectly clear 
from these extracts; but there is some difference of 
opinion as to who could be the M oriyar referred to in 
the above passages. Some hol~3 that the reference is 
undoubtedly to the army of the Mauryan King Candra
gupta or his son and successor Bindusara, while others · 

tatigalar va!i to!i vel kotit-
tunaik alanna punaiterk kocar 
to!.J.III.ii dalat tarumpal}aip podiyil 
innicai muracati katippikut tiratigat
temmunai citaitta ii.anrai mohiir 
pat.tiyi maiyir pakaitalai vanta 
makelu tauai rvamba moriyar · 
punaiter uemi uru)iya kuraitta 
vilanguvel laruviya araivii.i 

-Allam, 251, by Mamiilauar. 
1 mural}miku vadukar munnura moriyar 

tenriSai matiram muu!)iya varavirku 
vit.tt.tura vongiya paniyiruil kuntat
tot.tkadirt tikiri uru!iya kuraitta 
a rat 

-Allam, 281, by Mamiilauar. 
2 vil)poru neduilkudaik-kotitti!r moriyar 

til)katirt tikiri tirit!lrak kuraitta, arai. 
-Puram, 175, by Attiraiyavar. 

8 Beginni11gs of South Indian History, Cb. II, pp, 81-103 Proceed
ings of Second Oriental Conference (Cal.,), p. 319ff K. A. Nilakanta 
SaiStri in Q.J .M.S., Vol. XVI p. 305. Somasundalil De5ikar1 I.H.Q.

1 
Vol. IV p. 13Sff, · 
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think1 that ·the M oriyar here mentioned are only. the 
Mauryas· of Kotikan who came into prominence some 
time· in the fifth century A.D. But the weight of 
~~idence · . both direct and circumstantial, seems to 
incline. strongly in' favour of the former view. 

In these passages then there is a clear reference 
to.a·inighty·fnvasion to the South Indian Kingdoms by 
the northern M oriyar in the· course of which they had 
to· hew· down a mountain· that stood. in their way and 
carve a passage. for' their war-chariots; This grand 
. exploit 9f theirs is mentioned and commemorated in all 
·the four extracts quoted· above. The other .. facls con-
nected with this invasion mentioned in them are, . that 
the· i~vaders were · celeb'rated chariot-warriors,...;.'that 
their chariots were adorned with victorious banners, 
that. their umbrella, one of the· insignia of sovereignty, 
was as io£ty as the sky, that thi$ expedition was under
taken to put down the Moht1r king who had refused 
to submit to the Kosar who had on a former occasion 
. defeated in a pitched battle all the hostile forces of the 
South arrayed against them, and that the Vac;Iukar 
served in this expedition as their vanguard.· What is. 
of more interest i~ that in. ·one of them (the second 
e~tract above) the invaders are designate·d as the new 
Moriyar. -

. These several incidents unmistakably indicate that 
the invasion w.as by the mighty army of a victorious 
emperor for the purpose of bringing down a re
calcitrant .ruier of 3: South Indian . principality . who 
alone had refused submissidd when all others~ had been 
v:~nquished and overth~own by the Ko~Jr fighting 

1 History of the Tamils, pp. 521-6; PaJJdit Raghava :Aiyangar, 
Ceran-SeniJitiJuva~ (First ed.),.1915, p. 165 ff. The Paudit has omitted 
this portion in the ~econ4 e4ition of hi$ work, 
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evidently under the banner of the Imperial Mauryas. 
\Vho these Kosar•· and Va<;lukar were who form
ed part of the imperial forces? W e~e they allies 
or mercenaries? It is difficult to ascertain beyond 
doubt. But the allusion in one and the same passage 
not only to the fabulous wealth o£ the N anda-un· , 
doubtedly a ~ing of the great Nanda line-but also to 
the AI oriyar invasion• by the author 1\famiilauar, bears 
the weight of the evidence ~hat these facts were connect· 
ed by some association of ideas in the mind of the author. 
Now what other conriection could there· be. except that 
the Mauryas were the immediate successors to the 
throne and empire, and inheritors of the power and 
wealth of the Nandas? That this Nanda to whose 
vast hoard of wealth Mamiilauar here makes such 
pointed reference is the imperial Magadha N anda, is 
clear from another poem of his where also the wealth 
of Nanda is eulogistically mentioned: 

palpuka) nirainda velpar Nandar 
si.rmiku patalik ku!iik-Wgai 
nirmutar karanda nidiyari koJio. · 

-AIJ4,n, 265, MamuJal}ir. 

"Is it the wealth hoarded by the Nandas and kept 
in their capital Patali (modem Patna) but swept away 
and submerged later on by the floods of .the Ganges?~' 

Pau<;lit M. R.aghava Aiyangar agrees with this 
interpretation. To me this passage is significant in 
more than one respect. This literary reference 
to the floods of the Ganges, a fact support
ed by arclm>logical evidence• is further corroborated 

tJ have submitted a paper on the KoJM, Their #au ;, South 
Indian History, ~o the AU-India Oriental Conference, Patna, 1930. 
• t AlUJm, 251. 

• Vide An. Rt/1., 1912-13, pp. 55-61; 1913-14, pp. 45-74; 1914-15, 
pp. 45-46. 
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by an independent testimony. Haraprasad Sastri 
writes: "Buddha-gho~a says in his commentary that 
Bud~a predicted the destruction of Pataliputra by fire, 
flood and feud. So it seems that before his time, i.e., 
in the third and fourth centuries there were destructive 
fires, destructive inundations and internal strifes which 
is very possible in periods of anarchy.":~, In sum
marising bri~fly the synthesis published in the Annual 
Reports of the Archreological Survey, Bengal Circle, 
D. B. Spooner remarks thus: "The fact that we observe 
a belt of virgin soil some eight ;feet thick ·distributed 
evenly over the floor appea.rs to me susceptible of only 
one e~lanation, namely, that the building was flood~d 
while it stood intact: It was at all events buried to 
this depth, or its disjecta membra must certainly have 
lain upqn the floor. Whether this burial was due to 
flood or to some other cause, is not a question of much 
archreological interest,· but I assume it was by flood, 
because the soil is Ganges silt and virgin. 

. ' ' 

"A flood of .. this sort is evidenced by ~ofher 
ancient m.on~ent not far from. here. When General 

. Cunningham dug down around the Asoka column .which 
still stanas at. B"akhra in Muzaffarpur he found that 
. five feet of the buried sh~ft was . covered --by a virgin 
silt which he .attributed himsel£ to flood, and his state
ment has not been challenged so far as I am aware. 
But if there was in· early times a. flood like this at 
Bakhra, what was there to prevent its sweeping over 
Patna, too? I know of no hjgh land between ~e sites. 

1 · , ~ I · 

· "But flood or no flood, it is at all everlts certain 
. that the Mauryan building was buried with eight feet 

1 /.:P •. O./l.S., Vol, VI, p. 32, 
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of earth over its floor before the fire occurred which 
finally, destroyed it. 

"That fire was the medium of this .fina_l catastrophe, 
all evidenW; indicate infallibly. The thick carpet of 
biack ash and charcoal which lay like a pall over the 
whole site below the bottoms of the Gupta walls, is 
proof of this fact obvious enough for any child to read, 
and it is equally obvious that these ash~s cannot-be 
du~ to any burning of th_e Gupta structures. Other
wise how could they lie so uniformly UD:demeath the 
lowest foundations of these buildings? If, however, 
they cannot be of Gupta date, or rather if they cannot 
appertain to the Gupta stratum, they must, by the simple 
law of alternative, appertain to the only other level·of 
occupation traceable at this site, namely the Mauryan 
stratum.m 

There can then be no doubt that the N andas men· 
tioned by Mamfila!}3.r could be none other than the 
famous line of the N anda kings who reigned at Patali 
or Pataliputra and that the M oriyar or the new M ori
yar as they are called were the armies of the Mauryan 
King Candragup~ who succeeded to the throne of the 
Nandas or some one of his lineal successors. From 
the evident gusto with which Mamfilay.ar in more than 
one place refers to the magnificent wealth of ·the 
Nandas and the martial enterprise of the Mauryas 
where the subject of the poems does not call for it, it 
is safe to surmise that these incidents should have been 
of no distant occurrence, and therefore fresh in the 
memory of the poet. Now if we could from other 
sources of informati~n ascertain even approximately 
the time of Mamiilay.ar it would certainly set this -ques-

l.Ann!UJI Rtlorl 191.3-14, p. 47. 
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tion. at.: rest, but unforturlately the materials are too 
~eagre to arrive at any definite conclusion.:t. 

. The next point to examitl.e is the result of this 
invasion.· The. result was indeed far·reaching. 'The 
¥auryan empire expanded . a good deal southward. 
The .territory up to the frontiers of the chief Tamil 
~ingdom· came· direct under the Mauryan sway, at least 
during the reign of Bindusara, if not earlier. This 
is ~vi dent ·from· the Asokan Pillars and Rocks at the 
mai~ road leading to·the South (perhaps the Dak~i~a
patha of ·sanskrit literature) as well as at Gooty and 
~alinga. Aiiot4er ·result but more important than 
this was the alliance between the Empire and the. Tarnil. . '. ,. . . . . :..-' 

states· in. the South. According to tlte matt¢ala theory 
of the Kaufaliya the neighbouring state; is supposed to 
be a potential enemy, if not a natural enemy. The 
time or' Asoka.must have been the heyday of the teach
ings of . the_ Ar*aslistra. For literary tradition 
whether Brahmanical, Buddhist, or J aina makes 
Katitalya-Cal)akya as the minister of Candragupta, and 
Bindttsara. 2 Be that as it may, the influence of the 
Arthalastra must have l~een ,greaf and profound. In 

1, This fact of the flood of the Ganges sweeping over Patua is of con· 
siderable importance to a student of South Indian history.'. For it has been 
tnentioned by the Tamil poet Mamiilauar. From Cunningham's state· 
ment the flood must have occurred after A§oka's time, and from Spooner's 
_examination of the subject, ·the fire must have broken out at least before 
the ~poch of the Guptas. Thi·s may then give clue to fixing the date 
of this poet roughly; He may be said ·to have fiottrished between 
230 B.C. and 300 A.D. But his reference to the Vemba. Maur~a.s 
and his sile'nce regarding the fir~ incMent may induce us to assign hi~ 
to the last period of the· Mauryan epoch or perhaps not fa( from -lt. 
See also author's Studies i1• Tan·~u Literature and Illstof'~, (1930), 
pp. 133~134. 

2 Taranatha (Schiefner), p. 89; Hemacandra, Parlsi#a Parvan 
(Bibl. ~ndica), Canto VJII, sl. 445 ft. 
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spite o£ this we find that in practice the neighbours 
were allies of. the empire, the representatives of the 
latter opening hospitals for man and ~ast even in 
those territories. This indirectly demonstrates that 
these small states acknowledged in a way the superior
ity, if not the suzerainty, of the Mauryan emperor. 
The invasion opene~ further the possibility of a strong 
Tamil king overreaChing his enemies in the far north • 
. Three centuries later we hear of Cerag Senguttuvag 
carrying his arms as far as the Ganges and returning 
victoriously. In mucli later times another ~amil king 
Rajendra led his amy to the north fired by ambition 
to be the paramount inaster of all earth. It equally 
opened possibilities for a strong North Indian ruler to 
spread his sway over the distant south. We know 
from history Malik Kafiir's invasion of Peninsular 
India and his march through the Tamil kingdom as 
far south as Rame5waram! Not only, was 
therefore, the dakfi1)ppatha a commercial route 
for easy and frequent intercourse as suggested by the 
Arthasastra, but also a military route by which armies 
of the South and the North passed to and fro. It 
fonned the great highway for A8oka to broadcast his 
imperial policy. Its importance even in much later . 
times as in the days of the East India Company can be 
seen by a reference to F. H. Scott's military routes in 
his Routes in the Peninsula of India.'' 

t C.H.I.IJJ, pp. 86-87 •. 
:Published in lladras, 1853. 

:AI-9 ... 
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Sec. ii THE UJ.IJTS OF THE EMPIRE IN HINDUSTAN 

It is thus definite that all South India beyond the 
Vindhyas, barring of course the Tamil kingdon1s, was· 
included in the :Mauryan empire under Asoka. It 
would be equally interesting to know whether there is 
evidence to show that all Hindustan was under the 
}lagadhan sway. Among the places mentioned under 
his doffiinion are Pataliputra, Khalatika parvata, 1 

Kosambi, Lumminigrama, Ujjain, Takkhasila, Suval'J)a
giri and Kalhiga. The records of Hiuen Tsiang bear 
out the fact that Kashmir was also a member of the 

· Empire.• That the Empire extended in the north as 
far as the Himalayan region is also seen from the J.tock 
Edict XIII where there is a reference to the ·Nibha
pantis or Nabhakas. That the Tarai and Nepal were 
also part and parcel of the Empire is obvious from the 
Rinnmindei ·and Nigliva Pillars and from the monu
ments at Lalitapatan respectively. That Bengal and 
possibly Assam were included in the .Magadhan Empire 
is evident from different sources. · Though there is 
not any definite testimony to include Assam, there is 
no denying· the fact that Bengal formed an integral 
part of the Empire. The DivJ•iivadaua and the 
records of Hiuen Tsiang who noticed tl!e monwnents 
of Asoka at Tamralipti, :Karvasuvai1J.a, Samatata and 

t Kityiyana and Pataiijali refer to this hill as Khalatika parvata 
(Aialttiblaill)vs I. ii. 2): The same hill or a part o~ it as Dr. R. K. 
Mookerji surmises (Asoka, p. 205 n) came to be known as Gorathagiri 
as is evident from the Hathigumpha cave inscription of·· Kharavela 
and also other inscriptions.. ltga>Ctf there was a change in the name 
according to an inscription in the LomaSa. ~si cave of tte' Barabar hills. 
It came to be known Pravara hill. Now this hill is well known as 
Barabar Hill containing a number of cave Inscriptions. 

• Watters, Vol. I, pp. 267-71; cp. Rdjataratigir~i of Kalh~na 1, p. 19, 
ed. by M. A. Stein. Si··yu~ki, ~ p. ISO ff. 
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other places, all in Bengal, are the evidence.1 This is 
further attested by the Greek writers, according to 
whom Bengal (Gangaridre) was one among the divi~ 
sions of the king of the Prasii2 (sans.- prachya) or 
Magadha, even during the time of Agrammes (also 
Xandrames) identified with the Dhana-Nanda, the last 
of the Nanda line.3 From the mention of the ,state of 
Sura~tra, in the west, 'it is reaso.nable to suppose that 
the Empire extended as far as the Arabian Sea. Thus 
from Kashmir to Assam In the east, and the Arabian 
Sea in the west, ,u the country was under the direct 
rule of the Emperor Asoka, besides that · portion of 
South India of which mention has alre-ady been made.• 

Raja-Vi~ayas 

Within the imperial territorial limits were several 
political communities which, we may, for the sake of 
convenience, call "sovereign states within the empire". 
A peculiarity about them is that these were not under 
the direct rule of the emperor though they were inside 
the empire. Their constitution was of republican charac
ter.0 These were several in. number and on· all parts 
of the Empire. In the south and. south-west, com
munities possessing such republican character are the 
Andhras, Bhojas, Ra~trikas and Pulindas. The classi
cal writings refer to the vastness of the territory, and 
the fertility of the soil of the Andhras ( Andarre) .0 

1 See Smith, Asoka, 3rd ed., p. 255. 
2 On the different forms of the name Prasii see Lassen, llrd. Alt. 

II., pp. 210-1, n 1. 
8 McCrindle, ltwasiou pi Alexander, pp. 221 and 281. See also 

l11d. AIJI., 1877, p. 339 C.H.I. 1, p. 469. . 
'See above p. 64. 
11 Hiudu Polity, Part I, p, 142. 

'o /trd. Ant., 1877, p. 339, 
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probable.·· It is wrong to take Vi~as as a separate 
p~ple.i The word is certainly a corrupt fonn of 
Vi~aya and the full word is raja-vi~aya. The most 
interesting fact is that almost all the ra.javi~ayas in
cluding the Andhras are known to have been 

. republican.1 This position is to be granted in the 
light of the constitutional history in the epoch of Kau
talya and Alexander. The Kau.fa.liya knows of many 
republics some of whom were citizen republics or in 
the language of Jayaswal 'nation-in-anns' republics. 
Under this category Kautalya mentions2 the :l<atnbojas, 
the Sura~tras, the K~atriyas (kathroi), the Sre:t}is and 
others. Some of these are noticed by the classical writers 
as en jo~ng a republican form of constitution. '-The . 
ArthaJastra sets fort;h. the relation between the imperial 
Government and these republics in four full pages. s 

The . underlying motive is to conquer the disunited 
Sat].gha an~ to overawe the ·united,· with the policy of 
subsidy and good will. It would appear that this 
policy was vigorously pursued with the result "that the 
stronger· republics survived the :Mauryan imperialism, 
while- the weaker ones succumbed. For example, the 
Sura~tras survived as attested to by the inscriptions of 

· Balasri and ~udradaman.' 

1 See Hindu Polity, Pt. I, p. 146. 
a kambojasuri$traksatriya5rettyidayovirtiSastropajivina~l 

Ar. Sas. 
Bk. XI, ch. I. See also Hindu PoJi~j', Pt. I, pp. 60-61. Aecording to 
M.' M. Gal;!.apati Sistri's commentary the ksatriyas and srevis are not 
communities but mean lrC(Iis of ~triyas and other casles among the 
Kambojas and Suri$tras, Vol. .III. p. 144. 

a Bk. XI, Ch. L 
• E,. Iml., VoL VIII, pp. 44 anct 60. 
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Sec. iii. TilE CHARACTER OF TilE EMPIRE 

The Nanda Empire or the First Empire 

There is a general view that historically speaking 
the l\Iauryan Empire is the First Empire. But histori
cal facts prove that the Empire was a realised 
fact under the Nandas. In about 400 B.C. Mahapadma 
N anda ascended the throne of Magadha · and the 
Pural}as entitle him with lofty titles of ekarliJ, the 
sole emperor of the land. and ekachatra, the sole pos
sessor of the umbrella of the empire,~, titles sighed for 
in vain by ~y a monarch of Ancient India. Besides 
this literary tradition, there is the primary authority oi 
the inscriptions of varying dates which throw light ori 
the extent of the Empire of Magadha under the N anda 
monarchs.2 There is no denying the fact that a con
siderable portion of the Dekhan was brought to sub
jection by the Nandas; and possessing extensive terri
tories both in the north an~ the south of the Vindhyas, · 
they legitimately prided themselves in such high
sounding titles. It would appear then that the First 
Empire was of the N andas and that of the Mauryas 
wa~ only the Second. It is unfortunate that we have 
not sufficient details to reconstruct the history of 
India during the epoch of the Nandas •. 

The t~rtJZ.S 1Empire' and 1lmperial sway' 

\Vhat the tenus 'Empire' and 'Imperial sway' con
noted in those ancient days is too intricate a question to 
answer with any satisfaction. The remarks of a 
rece~t writer seem apposite. "The connotation of the 

1 Pargitct, Kali Age, p. 25. 
25ee Rice, A/:ysore aml {:oorg from l11scriptiolls, p. 3; abo refer

ence to Nanda'a conquest of Kaliilga in the Kharavela Inscription, 
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word Empire is such that it cam10t he used in Indian 
history without giving a misleading view of the course 
of that history. The Roman Empire meant the esta
~lishment of the P a;t: Romaua, the gradual extension 
of Roman citizenship, the institution of Roman juris
prudence,· and the spread of the Latin tongue. The 

· British En~pire means the establishment of British 
methods of the maintenance of law and ·order, the use 
of the English language for purposes of administra
tion, the spread of English schools and universities, 
the wide extension of British commerce, the startitig 
of Christian propaganda, and the slow dev~lopment of 

· British democrat!c institutions. The establishment of 
empire in ancient India meant none of these thing~;'"'' 

Imperial sway is Overlords hip 

Viewed in this light, imperial sway of ancient 
Indian monarchs meant the active rule of that indivi
dual monarch, who, by his abilities and capabilities, 
brought to subjection the neighbouring chieftains 
and rulers and proclaimed himself the sole ruler of all 
the earth. · He need not ha~e conquered every one of 
the states by sword. A state might feel the weight . . ~ 

of his arms and render obeisance of its own accord. 
So long as master minds were at the helm· of affairs, 
these states placed themselves in a· state of subordina
tion, sincere or feigned. But. when once these towering 
personalities disappeared from the arena of the 
Imperial stage, there was the opportunity for these sub
ordinate states to declare tl}~ir independence. The 
establishment of suzerainty was only a fomvJ affair. 
This simply meant that other states acknowledged their 

1 Histor:y of the Tamils, p. 146. 
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inferiority to· a supreme over-lord. This acknowledg
ment of the over-lordship of a certain mon3:rch, or the 
willing acquiescence of lesser powers to a greater power, 
was investing that monarch with the halo·of· imperial 
sway. It was the rule of the Emperor over other 
kings. But the rule was not personal ·or direct. : It 
was over-lordship and nothing more. 

The nat·ure of overlordship. 

But what was the nature of this overlordship in
relation to subdued or vassal states? The subjugated 
.ones either by coercion or willingness simply acknow
ledged the suz~r:ainty of a conquering monarch, the Viji- . 
gi~u of the Arthasastra.\ These states retained their 
individuality, their institutions and organization, their 
system of administration and government, their laws 
and customs, their language, and religion. In a 
majority of cases even the old royal dynasty was suf
fered: :to exist if its reigning members were not 
turbulent and · disloyal. The visible manifestation 
of their subordinate capacity consisted in p~riodical 
payments of tributes and . presents, assistance in 
wa.r and absence of separate foreign relations.11 

In other respects, these . states were given a 
free hand to act for themselves. Accepting over
lordship did not generally mean transformation in the 
methods of administration, ·or change of royal dynasty~ 
or planting of colonies, or stationing of military garri
sons from the iinperial capital. These autonomous 
states, then, incorporated themselves into the Empire 

J.BK. VI, Ch. 2; Bk. VII, Ch. 3. 
2 See N. N: Law, Interstate Relations in An. India, pp. 62-63 

(Cal. Or. Series, 1920). · 

M-10 
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· without Prejudice to retaining their peculiar individual
ity and the established policy of their government. This 
was the nature of the imperial sway over its subordi
nate chiefs and states. Thus the alleged imperial 
sway depended not upon a dynasty but an individual 

·as the monarch. It may be a line of kings as power
ful as in the case of the N andas or Mauryas whose 
overlordship Wf.S accepted unquestioned though one or 
two risings here and there are not unheard of. Gene
_rally the inferior states subordinated themselves by 
incorporating into the Empire but always waiting for 
the opportune_ moment to throw off the yoke. Under 
weaklings the Empire. broke up and. under the powerful 
It was built up. Its endurance depended mainlY. on - ~~ . 
the capacity . of the emperor. This largely explains 
why the Hindu empires had a short lease of life. 

''· . · TheCircle of States 

The above outline is not incompatible with the 
description in the 'Kaupaliya where the theory of a circle 
of s~ates is promulgated with instructions in detail. 
We have heard of the matz¢ala theory and the ma~t¢ala 
policy from other literature, but until the discovery of 
the Arthasastra one did not know the exact details by 
means of which the matzifala policy was put in actual 
practice .. It is in later literature known as the 
dvadasa-raja-m.atz¢ala. The conqueror, · his ally and 
ally's ally are the three ·chief monarchs who constituted 
a circle of states. This is said to be the conqueror's 
circle of states. The three monarchs comprising this 
particular mat;t¢ala poss~ssed respectively cle five ele· 

. m~nts of sovereignty,-namely, the minister, the terri
tory, the fortress, the treasury, and the army. Thus 
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a circle of .states consists of eighteen elements, the 
fifteen of the three states, and their kings.1

·. 

Sakti and Siddhi 

\Vhile the conqueror's circle of states is the pri
mary circle, three other circles are also mentioned They 
are the potential enemy's circle, the Madhyama king's 
circle of states, and the Udasina king's circle of states. 
Thus the total number of kings constituting the tna!•
gala are twelve and each-possessing five elements of 
sovereigntj, the aggregate of elements in the big circle 
of twelve kings is sixty. The chieftains of these twelve 
states constitute themselves twelve sovereign elements .. 
The dviidasariijamal)gala then contained altogether 
seventy-two elements of sovereignty. Every one of 
the states possessed besides the elements of sove~elgnijr 
two chief factors all contributing ;!o defining the active 
or inactive policy of every state. · The two factors are 
the consummation ( siddhi) and power consisting of 
strength of wisdom, strength of treasury and army, and 
strength of energy and enthusiasm ( sakti). In other 
words these were the means tQ the end in view, namely 
happiness. This end was three-fold, the consequence 
of the three-fold sakti or strength. Tha~ monarch who 
possessed of these elements and the means above men
tioned became the overlord of not only his tnal)gala but 

-ArtM.Jii.stra, Bk.. VI, c:h. ii. 
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of 'the whole of the ma'l}qala through further exertion 
of his power (Sakti). . By augmenting his own power 
arid behaving righteously towards his neighbours the 
power of the inferior . is th~own into the shade, and 
these have no option but. to accept the over lordship of 
the Vi jigi~u or the conquering monarch. After giving 
such details and . .more, the Kaufaliya ends the section 
with the very instructive and informing verse which 
says :. "Throwing the circumference of the circle of 
states beyond his friend's territory, and making the 
.kings of those states as the spokes of that circle, the 
conqueror · shall make himself as · the nave of that 
circle.m 

Primary kings and subsidiary states 

From this we are not to conclude that the whole 
of. the then known wprld was divided into twelve states 
and their relations were consequently defined. These 
twelve· kings were primary kings, heads of the primary 
states. It can be, therefore, affirmed. with reasonable 
confidence that these chief states were in their turn 
the overlords of several small subsidiary states, each 
en joying internal autonomy · and responsible to his 
superior so far as external policy of that kingdom was 
concerned. Thus. there was a number of~small states, 
all in a subordinate capacity to the superior who must 
have been one among. the twelve kings comprising the 
ma1,1.¢ala group. ':\'hen one of these twelve kings 
augmented his power and means, he became sup~rior to 
other kings and his suzeraiv,power was acknowledged 
by one and all. H;e was~ then ~e emperor. ~f the. land 
and his kingdom was empire and his policy was that of 

t Trans., Bk. VI, ch. ij; ep. Bk. VII, cb. xviii. 
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the imperialist. This 'is the idea of an empire set 
forth in the Arthasastra, and any other cQnstr1:1ction 
is to misunderstand the true conception that lies be
hind this significant notion. It has been remarked 
that the policy enunciated by the author of the Artha
sastra is not imperial in outlook but narrowed down to 
a small state. But let it be noted that the policy enun
ciated is applicable to a small state as well as to a large. 
state which we call an empire. 

'. 
The views .of Dr. S. K. Aiyangar 

In thls connection Dr. S. K. Aiyangar's remarks 
seem apposite: "Empires in India under the Hindus· 
.attempted to be no more than kingdoms, of a small com
pass comparatively, which gathered together under the 
re~s o.f the leading state, which went by the name of 
imperial state for the time being, other kingdoms con.; 
stituting merely an expanding mart¢ala in political de
pendence. ·The administration that ha~ to be carried 
on by the imperial state was a comparatively simple 

· one, as by a well established principle of devolution, 
most of the actu~l admitiistration was carried on by 
local bodies for comparatively small ·states. . . . . . 
If that is granted. there is no difficulty in understand
ing that what seems to be laid down for a congeries of 
smaller states cannot be far different .from what was 
necessary for a really imperial state.. Examined in 
this .light it will be found that even the Arthasastra 
polity provides the machinery for carrying on the 
imperial administration as well as the administration 
of a C0111Paratively siuau state.m 

~Author'~ Hindu Administrative Institutions, In~rc:l.~ pp, xiii-xiv. 
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State, federa.l not u11itary 

From this we are to understand that the state in 
Ancient india, at least .so far as the Maury~ India 
was concerned, was not unitary in type but federal in 
character, speaking in the language of modem political 
science. It was roughly a composite of federal states. 
It is indeed difficult to determine the nature of the 
ancient Indian state in genera~ and the :.Mauryan state 
in particular. It is again an intricate task to set forth 
the substantial relations which existed between the • 
imperial Government and each of the provinces or 
states now united in the Empire as its member. Every 
student of modem Political Science knows that fedet:a.-

- tion which lias its roots in the remote pa~t 'varits in 
form from place to place, and from time to time' .1 One 
view of a federal state is that when a central authority 
exercises limited jUrisdiction over authorities beneath 
it~ then that authority is a federal authority. Viewed 
in this light the Mauryan state was a federal state. For 
it cannot be claimed to have exercised· unlimited juris
diction over states beneath it, a mark of a unitary state. 
But its was not a rigid federal constitution~ It was 
a loose form of confederation made up of congeries of 
states.1 

Vassal provinces 

If it, then, be accepted that the Mauryan state was 
of a confederate type . or · rather . federal in 
character, then it.may be ~sked how could such flaborate 

I . ' ' 

1 C. F. Strong. Modem Political CoiUtitutions, .(1930, London), 
·P· 98. 

J Ibid., p. 82. 
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. provincial system of administration be in vogue as is 
evident from the Edicts of A5oka, not to spea~ of other 
evidences. This topic then requires a new and in
dependent examination.· It would seem that these 
provinces would come under the name of vassal pro
vinces, one form of ~e sub-division of what Bluntschli 
calls the compound states '(Zusammen gesetzte 
Statsform). · 

Relation of the central states to provinces 

A pro\ljnce can be liKened to a colony which is 
"at the outset no state~ It .is a local Government with 
perhaps more or less of local autonomy.m ·The sepa
rate organisation is only a form of Government,_ and . 
not a state, for if we subject this case to a rigid scienti
fic test, the moment a province becomes a state it ceases 
to be a part of the empire. The constitution was, 
therefore, a confederation of a number of states effected 

, n<Jt neCessarily by a treaty but with the express con
sent of the parties themselves. It was a sort of inter
state agreement by which the Imperial Government or 
the Emperor representing that Government, introduced 
a sort of governmental organisation which con~isted 
of a Viceroy and his Council of Ministers. The pro
vinces which were in the nature of different states 
agreed to abide by the recommendations of this body. 
This agreement, it is reasonable to infer, must have 
been "for the accomplishment of certain limited and 
restricted purposes". This system may, perhaps, 
roughly answer to what Burgess conceives to be a 
simple state of wider organisation! Viewed in terms 

1 Burgess, Political Scitnie. and ColtStitutioltal l.a'lll, Vol. l, 
pp. 'T/.78. 

1Jbi4., p. 79. 
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of modem political science it may not be right to style 
these provinces as states though in fact some continued 
as subordinate states. · It is true that imperial officers 
were stationed at . the provincial headquarters.c But 
our contention is that these imperial officers at the pro-

. vincial capitals were there to suppress any ·political 
rising against the Imperial Power and . to see that 
these states did not wilfully evade the payment of tri ... 
bute or presents to be paid to the emperor according to 
the original agreement with him. Nothing more was 
executed by. this body. But it can be asserted with 
re~sortable confidence that these imperial officers at the 
· provincial headquarters · aided the provincial or· state 
authorities in the conduct of their government, without 
a~y interference· in the details of internal ad.minr~tra
tion .. They seem to have occupied·a position that can 

·be-compared to th~t of the representatives of the central 
government in the Native States of Modern India. The 
states, _loosely called provinces, continued to be pre
cisely the same from the standpoint o~ law and custom. 

Sec. iv. :THE ENDS OF THE MAURY AN STATE.'. 

M auryan administration not a military rule 

To understand correctly .the Mauryan admini~tra
tive system and its achievements and failure, it is neces
sary that we must first examine the aims and ends of the 
Mauryan stat~.. , What is true of the Mauryan stale 
is largely true of Hindu states in general; :for the 
Mauryan state was not a dep'arture from the ~stablished 
tradition of the land. When we speak offthe ends of 
the state, there is the implication that the ends of state 
were both proximate and ultimate. The ultimate end 
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was spiritual in character and religious in scope. It 
perhaps . approa~ed. the doctrine inculcate4 by Hegel 
that morality ( sittliche-it) is the end of the state. By 
its nature the Mauryan administration was not a mili
tary rule and consequently the state was not a central
'ised despotism .. As has been stated elsewhere, the end of 
the state, namely the moral and material welfare of 
the citizens at large, could not be realised in a polity 
which made militarism its essential feature. No doubt 
wars were fought and _territories conquered. The 
object was to bring th~ whole country under.one sceptre. 
The laws of war are only -a code of honour very skil
fully incorporated into the body of the civil law, so that 
militarism may not .show itself in all its nakedness.1 

· 

The other a·spect, which is, that the Mauryan state was· 
not a centralised despotism, will be examined in the next 
chapter. 

Purpose of the State 

We may point out en passant that the Asokan 
inscriptions betray a scheme of decentralisation, .the 
signs of which ar~ alr~ady visible in the Arthasas~ra. 
The insistence on the principle of svadha.rma in the 
Kautaliya,Z and the inculcation of the laws of dharma or 
practice of morality by Asoka have no other end in view 
than the attainment of heavenly bliss .. If this was the 
chief purpose of the state, what were then the. proxi
mate. ends which contributed to the realization of this 
ultimate end? 

· 1 Hiudu ~dm. ltrst.1 p. 382. 

2 See Winternitz, Dlrarmasilstra aud Artl&asastra in the Sir Asutosl& · 
Mettioriul Vol11111t1 :ratna. · 

M-11 
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The triple end 

From a study of the literature and epigraphical 
records concerned, it appears that the triple end 
advocated by Von Holtzendorff, approximately answers 
to the proximate ends .of the Mauryan state. 
' · · ~ · The first is der nationale M achtzweck. . This is 
claiming a position of overlordship over other states 
iriaddition to its own subjects by proper exercise of 

. true power. 
The:second is der individuelle Rechtszweck. This 

is to let 'every citizen of the state enjoy liberty accord
ing to his station and purpose in life, but of course with 
'due r~gard to the conventions of society. . 

. The third and last purpose of the state is der ge.&elis
chaftliche cult~wzweck, general happiness. Towards 
ihis en'd, the state recognizes. the existence of institu· 
tions, social and religious, within its territorial limits, 
and keeps a vigilant watch over these organisations lest 
they should undermine the power of the state. Other 
duties of the state under this category are mentioned 
as· ·follows.: "It must prevent the rivalries . between 
different associations from coming to a breach of the 
peace. It must protect the· rights of the individual 
member. of any association against the tyranny of the 
association .. ·It must hold all associations to their 
prim.ary purpose, if such they have, and aid them, if 
strictly necessary, in its accomplishment. Finally, it 
must direct edu~a~on of its subjects.m ' 

... 
Immediate ends of the State 

. II . 

. T~o~gh there is a confusi~n here ?£ an, admixture 
o£ funct10ns of goverm;nent and functions of state as 

lol)urgess, PQ/itical Science aml Cottstitutiot~.al Law, Vol. I, p. 84. 
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Burgess holds, still they are important since they clearly 
show the immediate ends· of the state as realised in 
ancient Hindu polity. Attention has been already drawn 
to the Kautaliyan recommendation of the. two aspects· of 
governm~nt, power ( Ja.kti) and consummation ( siddhi)' 
and the different elements constitQ.ted by each. The 
Arthaslistra, if. it teaches anything, teaches the king to 

. concentrate all his power so as to ensure the lokayatra 
to his subjects and retain that power thro~gh an elabo
rate official machinery. , J'he social organization . with 
its· principle of svadharma so much insisted in the 
Arthaslistra is conceiv~d to be the body politic composed 
of individuals in various s~ates of evolution discharging 
their respective duties and yet enjoying freedom. This 
freedom of the individual is not of the type aimed at 
by the political philosophers of the 19th century. The 
individual-a~ Hindu social polity aimed not at asserting 
his rights and privileges but aimed at the far more 
important thing, namely, the _liberation of his soul by 
faithfully discharging' his obligations and oy means. ·of 
supreme knowledge (jnana). This opens to him the 

· royal path which ultimately leads him to the mok~a, the 
final release fro~ the bondage of birth and death 
(samsara). Not the least interesting is tlie fact that 
the chief proximate end of the state as proclaimed in 
the Ka~ttaliya and vociferously reiterated in the Edicts 
of Asoka, (which ·no political philosopher of modern 
times could ignore) is ~ummed up in two pregnant 
lines: 

"In ,the happiness of the subjects lies the happiness of the 
king~ it is no happiness or welfare to the king which is not 
the happiness or welfare' of the people at liuge."J, · . . 
• 1 Bk. I, ch. 19; R. E. VI, First Separate Edict. at Jaugada, and 
Pillar Edict VI. . ' 
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Towards this end Asoka directed all his energy and 
effort. He protected the rights of individual associa
tions in the land· whether it be Brahmanical, Buddhist, 
Jaina, Ajivaka or .any. other. He strove to promote 
brotherly feeling among these sects of variou~ denomi
nations and character. He allowed them to have their 
own ways of religious worship and philosophical specu
lation. ·He aided these associations in their function
in~ and in their accomplishment. . He promulgated 
regulations and ordinances to prevent a breach of the 
peace among these sects. Asoka felt these to be the 
primary duties of the state and executed them to the 
best of his abilities. \Y'hy these things were 
zealously pursued is explained by him and by ~e authQr 
of the Arthasastra. These are towards realisirigihe 
ultimate end, which, according to. the belief of the times, 
~as to find an honoured place in Heaven. 



CHAPTER Ill. 

THE CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION 

Sec. i. THE CHARACTER OF MAURY AN MONARCHY 

1 ntroductorJ 

At the helm of this vast Empire girt by the seas in 
the east and the west .were, one after another, Candra
gupta, Bindusara, Asokavardhana and other great 
kings for nearly a century· and a half. It was Pu~ya
mitra Smiga who extinguished the line and started the . 
Suitga dynasty. The evidence of the Arthasastra, of 
classical writers like Megasthenes, of Buddhist litera
ture, and of inscriptions like those of Asoka supply us 
with a wealth of material which helps us to frame an 
accurate picture of the polity in vogue in these early 
days of Hindu India. From all the pieces of evidence 
literary or epigraphical, we come upon one dear fact, 
that the king was an important limb of · the 
body politic. In fact, he is one among the seven con
stituents constituting a state (the sapta1iga of the Hindu 
literature). The tlrthasiistra, as has been already said, 
is one of the sources of information for this period. 
There is a view that the Arthasiistra is merely a theo
retical treatise on polity in general and does not treat 
of the conditions of the time. But a significant cir
. cumstance in this connection is that there is an express 
statement by the author in unequivocal terms that the 
treatise was composed for the use of N arendra. In 
this term there ha~ been no difficulty in recognising 
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Candragupta Maurya.1 Besides the fact that the 
Pur~l).as give a second name of Candragupta as 
Narendra, Jayaswal draws out attention to the term 
narendratzka, being the monogram or mark to he put 
on anns.2 

Succession generally hereditary 

Proceeding then on the assumption that the Artha
sastra formed the manual or the code on which the 

' . 
1Iauryas including_ Asoka and Dasaratha based their 
administration we· find the king· hereditary, con
stitutional, and limited by a 'system. of checks and 
balances. That it was hereditary no one will dispute. · 
According to Strabo son succeeded father. 8 Evecy 

. ..> 
one knows Bindusara as the son of Candragupta and 
Asoka, the grandson. The mere fact that a prince 
happened to be the son of his father did not procure him . . 

··the throne. Pliny states that the .king was chosen by 
people with thirty councillors.' Besides the officials 
of the ~tate,-the co~onalty of the p~ople were also 
present on· this great occasion, as well as the representa
tives o~ the Paura, Janapada and other corporate 
institutions. This choice of the king by the people is 
an important democratic factor which one cannot· 
~sily argue away. The principle of common will was 
thus ·a factor reckoned with *in the constitution of 
ancient Indian· polity. . Generally the eldest son sue-

. ceeded, while other sons were sent 'out as provincial 

J.Bk. II, ch. 10 . 
. sarvasastrfu;tyanukramya, pra)rogamupalabhya cal 

K.autalyena narendriirthe sasanasya vidhi~ krta~ I ( 
2 See In. Ant., 1918, p. 55, and Hindu Polity, Pt. I, p. 214. 
8 Aneient India as described in Classical Literature, p. 55. 
•Ancient India in Classical Literature, Sec, V, 
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viceroys or posted in other superior stations. The 
'legend contained in the Pamsupradana section 
popularly known a~ Asokavadami.1 to -'the effect 
that A5oka had to kill his near. and . dear 
including his brothers to get at the throne has been 
justly discredited. That the story extant in the Bud- · 
dhist work is an imagination of the wr\ter rather than 
an historical fact has been ·proved from one of the 
inscriptions where Asoka is said to have bestowed 
special care and attention_ to the habitations of .his. 
brothers and sisters, to the harem, etc.2 It is impos
sible to think of Asoka devoid of family affection and 
brotherly goodwill. -

Though the succession was generally hereditary~ 
one· could not style himself Raja or Maharaja 
until he went through the time-honoured cere
mony, of Abhiftcaniya. This was the anointing 
of ·the prince by the Purohita and other higher officers 
of the state. This institution is an ancient Vedic 
institution and is described in detail in the Aitareya 
Brlihtna!ra. It was an important occasion of feast and 
festivity. There was an age limit to this anointing 
ceremony' and if the tradition that Asoka was crowned 
four years after his accession to the throne. has any 
meaning, it is that Asoka had only a formal vesting-of 
regal powers at his father's death and that he had the 
legal abhi1eka ~n his twenty-fifth year! 

t See Divydvildd11a, XXVI. 
'Corpus, p. 155; Pillar Edict VI. 
1 See Jayaswa~ Hindu ,Polity, II, pp. 52-3. According to the 

in~Cription of Kharav~la the completion of the 24th year is the age for 
coronation. ' 

•See J.B.O.R.S., Vol. I, p. 93, and Vol. III, p. 438. 
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Abdication 

' There was also the practice of relinquishing the 
~one and the numerous honours pertaining t~ it by 
the sitting king in favour of his son and the Yuva
raJa. Such abdication was voluntary, dictated by 
honest and well-meaning motives. It has been 
a tradition, both Vedic and epic, that in ancient India 
when the king attained a· certain age fit for the third 
iiSram,a, the · vanaprastha, he abdicated his throne in 
favour of his son and retired to the .forest to lead a 
godly life of penance and prayer. If we are to be
lieve the Jaina tradition, Candragupta must have felt 
that his son had come of sufficient age to take 
up the responsibilities of ruling the empire, and . that 
it was high time he retired from the din and bustle of 
political administration to one of pe~ceful meditation. 
Whether he was attracted by the J aina doctrines on 
the eve of his life and whether he .stuck to them, it is 
not possible to show in any conclusive manner from 
the materials available. V. A. Smith did' not 
attach any value to this tradition· in his first 
edition of the Early History of India. In subsequent 
editions, however, he has changed his opinion and 
thinks that it may be possible that Candragupta 
died as a Jaina.1 \Vhatever be the truth underlying 
this· tradition the fact remains that Candragupta· after 
a reign of 24 years abdicated in favour of his son 
Bindusara wha ruled the empire equally well for 
is years according·· to the. Pur~as and 28. years 
according to the Ceylon chropicles.1 

· · 
• I l ' 

. ~See above,. p. 51. ·. f 
a It is an intricate attempt to :find a safe shore from the troublous 

·sea of Mauryan chronology. The date of accession of Candragupta 
to the throne is still far from being settled. 'The latest writer on the 
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Abdicatio1J of AJoka 

There is a similar tradition with regard to the 
abdication of A5oka in the evening of his life. Of the 
three Edicts in the Mysore territory-Brahmagiri:. 
Siddhapura and Japnga Ramesvara Hill1-Fleet would 
attach special interest to the version of the Brahmagirl 
text which discloses the fact that it was framed on the 
anniversary of Asoka's abdication, while he was living 
in religious retirement o~ the hill Suva11}agiri.1 

subject is Otto Stein, who in an article entitled the Ctwonolion of Comlro
outltJ Jlour)'tJ in the Jourmll of Czecho-slovakia OrienlallnsliiHit, 
Pngue, Vol. I, 3, argues on the strength of the classical sources that 
the accession could not be earlier than B.C. 318. Hultzsch agrees with . 
Fleet in fixing B.C. 320. · (C.I.I., Vol. I, lntro., p. xx.xv.) 
V. A. Smith is inclined to B.C. 3ZZ (Early History of India, p. 45), 
The writer in the Camlwidgt History of Indio makes out a case for 
B.C. JZl, while J, Carpentier brings it down to B.C. 313 (Ibid., 
pp. 156-64). Prof. Kern pleads for B.C. 3ZZ (Ind. Ant., Vol. III, 
p. 79), while J. Sen for 32S B.C. (Ind. His. Quar., Vol. V, pp. 6-14). 
K. G. Sankara assigns 321 B.C. (Ind. Ant., 1920, 49f). L. D. Barnett 
also suggests this date (Antiquities of /11ditJ, p. 39). I am ntber 
inclined to take the dale furnished by Jayaswal cir. 326125 B.C. (J.B. 
0. R •. s., Vol. I, Pt. 1, p. 116). The same difficulty is met 
with in the case of Bindusara and ASoka. The date of 
Bindusin's coronation ranges from 296 to 298 B.C. That the reign 
of Candragupta exttnded for 24 years seems to be generally adopted. 
But Bindusara's rule was 25 years according to the Purtl'}os and 28 years 
:II.CCOrding to the Ceylon chronicles. The same confusion awaits us 
when we come to ASoka. Profes50r Kern is inclined towards 270 B.C. 
when Aioka became emperor (Int. Ant., Vol. Ill, p. 79). According 
to Barnett Aioka succeeded his father about Z68 B.C. and his corona
tion was in 2M B.C. (Antiq~~ilitl of l11ditJ, p. 39). H. C. Ray 
Chaudry in his Polilical Hillory of An,itnt lt~dio pleads for 273 B.C. 
It i1 said that Aioka died in 232 B.C. after a reign of about forty yearJL . 
Barnett a.uigns 226 B.C. as the year of Aioka's death (Anliqriitits, 
p. 40). Aioka's reign was for 36 years according to the Vayu Purtl'}tJ 
and 37 according to the Jlalu'Jvamio. Kern places his death in 234 or 233 
B.C. (Ind. Ant., Vol. III, p. 79), 

'Cortus, pp. 175-79. • 
•J.R.A,S., 1905, p. JC». Here Fleet identifies Suvaroagiri with 

Songir, one of the hills round the city of Girivraja in Magadba. I think 
the identification with Kanakagiri HiU is more probable. 

:M-12 
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But what we can gather from this is that Asoka 
also abdicated his throne and led a life of penance and 
prayer. This may perhaps explain the traditi_on con
~ained in the Kalpanama~z.ififika of Kumarallitat.: 

tyagasiiro narendro savasoko maurya-kuiijara~l 
jambiidyipesvaro bhiitva jato ardhamalake5varabll 
hhrtYaib sa bhiimipatib adya hrtadhikaro 
danam prayacchati kilamalak.ardham etatl 
sribhoga vistaramadair .atigarvitanam 
pratyadisann iva manamsi prthagjananamj i 

"Asoka, the great Maurya, noted for his liberality, 
became the .lord of half of the amalaka fruit after ruling 
over J amptidvipa. 

"Having now been deprived of his kingdom by his 
servants (entrusted his kingdom to his servants ? ) ::.tle 
. . ~ 

gives away in charity half of the amalak.a,he has on 
hand. as if to direct the minds of. ordinary lT!en elated 
.with .extensive riches (to do charitable deeds)." 

A Constitutional Monarchy 

The Mauryan king was again -a constitutional 
monarch, law-abiding in the sense that he obeyed the 
law of the land. Almost every writer on the subject 
lias uniformly characterised the Mauryan monarchy 
as autocratic. Unfortunately the statement seems to 
have been made without any warrant for- it.11 •If by 
autocracy is meant absolute government wherein the 
ruler was all in all, and above whom there was. no 
authority to control and influence his acts and deeds, 
then it does not' admit of application in· the ·case of 

' . . 
1 H. Liiders, Bruchstiicke Dcr 

1Kalpa11amat1~iJika Des'Knmaralata, 
p. 150, (Leipzig, 1926). f . 

8 Early History, p. 145; Early History of Bengal,._ p. 35: 
· D. R. Bhandarkar, AJoka, p. 98; R. K. Mookerjl; AJoka; pp. · 47-49; 

Smith, Asoka, p, 92, 3rd ed. , 
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Mauryan monarchs. The question has been to some 
extent discussed elsewhere1 but still we cannot refrain 

'from referring to it once again here. It is a question 
of moment and it must. be settled once for all. 

King, 110t a law-maker 
· Before we enter into the detailed examination of 

checks and baiances -which considerably limited the 
power and extent of the ki~g's authority, there is the 
great conception of the ancient Hindus that the king 
could not be, and was. not, a law·maker. The 
law is eternal (sauata1~a) and is contained in the law
codes or the Dharmasastras of the different smrti
kartas, which were based on the srttti. The king 
of the land was to act according to the laws prescribed 
by these law·givers and he could not override them. 
To override the laws already established was considered 
sacrilege. If he did act contrary to the principles 
of the established law, people disowned him, rose in 
rebellion against him, removed him from the throne 
and set up another in his stead. Therefore, the 
law of the law-books was the real sovereign of the land. 
The king's orders amounted to proclamations explain
ing existing laws or reviving ·those which had fallen 
into disuse. He could not, and did not, make any 
legislation for the state.' 

• 1 See author's Hindu Ad. Insl., pp. 72-76. 
1 The observations of E. B, Havell may be quoted· here: "The 

student of Indian History may ~so be Jed to consider whether the 
Imperial Parliament of Great Britain constituted as it is now is on 
more or less empirical lines, is really more efficient as political machinery 
than was the philosophic scheme of Indo-Aryan polity, in which the 
common law of the 'land, formulated by the chosen representatives of 
the people, bad a religious as. weU as a legal sanction, and represented 
the highest power of the state to which even the king and his ministers 
must bow. It will be a surprise to many readers to discover that the 
Mother of Western Parliaments bad an Aryan relative in India. show• 
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Asoka, no legislator 

It is sometimes claimed with no justification what
ever that Asoka's Edicts were laws promulgated by the 
Emperor Asoka in utter disregard of this sacred ·tradi
tion.'- It is ~n erroneous position taken by the 
historian. . Asoka has nowhere claimed that. he made 
any departure in the legislation or the land. He simply 
enforced the regulations whidt had fallen into disuse 
by lo!lg and ·continual neglect. If Asoka did anything 
he revived old practices and put them in working order. 
The idea that the Hindu king was a law-maker is not 
countenanced in Indian jurisprudence at all. To regard 
therefore the siisana contained in the Edicts of Asoka 
as amounting to legislation by the. king . i~ ;. to 
say the least, . uncritical. What Asoka did was 
the re-affirmation of old laws which had 
gone out ·of.. practice. Therefore the term 
siisana.(rendered 'ordinance' by V. A. Smith) occurring 
i~ the Samath Pillar. Edict1 and continued in the pillar 
Edicts of. Sarhchi and .I~ausambi (Allahabad), does 
not mean promulgation of a new law, but does mean a 
declaration of· the old law without prejudice to the 
customary law. or the samaya of the ArthaJastra• and 
DharmaJastras.' In this sense the Kattfaliya uses the 
term sasana as can be seen from the chapter sasaniidhi
kiira[z.6 One punishment for infringing the 

ing a strong family h"keness, before the sixth century B.C., and that 
her descendants were a great poWer in the state at . the time of the 
Norman conquest!"' (lntro. xiii-xiv, History of At)'Oil Rtde ill 
Indio.) 

1 Stt Smith, Asoka, p. 9Z. , 
. 1 See Ctwp11S, pp. 161-3. 
• Ar. Sas., Bk. m; c:h. 10. 
4Manu, VIII. 21&-21. 
IS Ar. Sas., Bk. n. ch. 10. 
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monastic code was deportation of · these monks • 
to non-monastic places ( anlivasa), with ·a fur
ther penalty of replacing their yellow · by white 
robes.'- This is only a counterpart o~ the 
penalty of banishment to the misbehaved' according to 
the Dharmasastras. That such cases of departure 
from monastic life were common is seen from' the 
Arthasastra where stringent regulations are prescribed 
for donning the robes of a: sannylisin: It is said that 
those who left the order· of the monks for the world 
were entertained by the state for various purposes and 
especially as special intelligent officials who were let 
loose on the country so as to ascertain the· honesty or 
otherwise of its officers. • 

Like the term Jasana . the expression samaya 
occurring in the First and Second Separate Edicts of · 
Dhauli and the Fjrst Separate Edict of Jauga4a' has 
been used in the technical sense of resolution or deci
sion especially of corporate bodies or of judges. The 
expression is preceded in all these cases by the word 
sasvatam and Hultzsch in rendering the phrase sas
vatam samayam 'at all times' f~llows Kem5 and Liiders.• 
-The full sentence in the context as appears in the First 
Separate Rock Edict, Dhauli, is tiagala viyohalaka 
sasvatam samayam yajevuti. Hultzsch interprets 'in 
order that the judicial officers of the city may strive at 
all times'. If the rendering 'at all times' is to be 

~Corpus, pp. 16().61; Cp. S.B.E., Vol. 17, p. 388, n. 1. 
:a ArthoJilstra, Bk. II, dt. I. · 
•Ibid.1 Bk. I, cb. XI. 
'Corpu.s, pp. 92-94 and. 98 and 99 and 112-113. 
•J.R.A..S., 1880, p, 391. 
•S.P.A..W., 1914, p. 864. 
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, adopted the reading must be sasvat. A plausible read
ing- is slifvata1h mearung eternal or immemorial and 
hence customary~ Besides saivat means 'at all times,' 
and th~refore no significance is attached to the expres
sion samaymh. The translation suggested. is 'in order 
that the judicial officers of the city may be bound by 
the customary law of the land'· Thus stisana and the 

. samaya of the Edicts as well as the punishments men
tioned correspond to those of the Arthaslistra to which 
Asoka was of course indebted. In th~ light of the pecu
liar judicial concept of .law as eternal, and sama)•a 
an important. factor of the law, it is misreading the· 
history of Ancient India if we style any mqnarch as 
a law-maker: In the nature of things and in the 
circumstance-s in which he accepts the crown the .kixtg 
is bound to be non-autocratic and non-absolute. In 
fact there is no place for an autocrat in the polity of 
ancient Hindus. 

Checks and balances 

This was not all. There were. the chambers 
of the council and of the assembly where the represen
tatives of the groups and communities sat and dis:. 
cussed the affairs of the state. One was the mautri
pari~ad of. which the important official was the Puro
hlta who was the king's conscience-keeper.~~ in plain 
language, confidential adviser to the crown in matters 
spiritual· and secular. In addition to other duties 
these ministers with the Purohita were to guide the 
king in the right 'path lest he should fall into pitfalls 
due to carelessness.\ That I Jhese ministers of the· 
Maurya kings dischargeC:l their duties prpperly is 

· 1 Ar. Sas., Bk. I, ch. vii. 
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evident from the peaceful administration of the land 
during this epoch. A vast empire like ~at of the 
Mauryas could not • be sustained for a long time 
if it were simply crushed down by the heavy weight of 
the iron hands of the king. The kingdom endured 
for a long time because the people willingly acquiesced 
in the administration of the land. They acquiesced 
because the kings ruled them justly and in a perfectly 
constitutional manner. In this connection it may be 
remembered that the empir.e depended on the. dominant 
personality of the , emperor. Whence once that 
personality disappeared from the arena of 
the empire, the latter collapsed. In other 
words, the empire arose under strong rulers and broke , 
under weak ones.1 There was, then, an institution, a 
council or assembly, the pari~ad of Asoka inscriptions2 

which proved an effective check on the ~anarch by 
going astray from the ordained path.8 

• 

The mantripari~a.d o£ the Ka,ufaliya. was the 
Council of Ministers whose chief functions are cate
gorically stated: to undertake a new work, to complete 
the work already begun, to d~velop other possibilities, 
and to enforce discipline in the administration. The 
king usually consulted his counsellors and the assembly 
of ministers as well, before he finally set his seal of 
approval or rejection of a certain decision. If an 

\See above, p. 74. 
3 R. E. III and VI: Corpus, pp. 73: 52: 57-58 a~d 576. 
8 1'wo Indian scholars among others, K. P, Jayaswal and Dr. 

Bhandarkar, have identified not without reason the Pari.tad of 
the inscriptions with the Ma11tripari.tnd of the A.rtlaaJifslra o£ Kautaliya. 
(Bk. I, 14.) The interpretation suggested to the term by Lassen 
'Assembly o£ the Doc.tors,: Sena.rt as 'Clergy,' and Biihler 'Teachers 
and Ascetics of Schools,' falls to the ground in the light of the Artl•a· 
J4slra, 
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emergency presented itself the king summoned his 
counsellors and ministers and generally adopted the 
·course of ~ction suggested by thein.1 

There are what we may call administrative Edicts• 
and from )th~m we 'gather four facts among others: 
( 1) The parifad enforced the execution of the Icing's 
o.rders by the officials; ( 2) it was summoned by the 
kmg whenever necessary for consultation and advice; 
(3)' the kit1g interfered with its work whenever dif
ferences of opinion arose amongst its members; and 
( 4) it. had .a ·controlling influence over the officials' of 
the state: · After a close examination of these details, 

. K, P. Jayaswal conclusi~ely shows that the' Council of 
Ministers was so powerful that, the Emperou, was 
virtuall~ deprived of his sovereign authority.8 

The_ evidenc~ of Mttdrlirlik~asa 

The M udrarak~asa of Visakhadatta which can be 
coUnted· as one·o£ the source-books for the Mauryan 
epoch'. speaks in so many words of ~e delegation of 

. the authority to such an extent that the king rese~ts 
thafne .. 1S nothing if he is simply to carry out the pro
posaf of the chief minister and his council. It has been 
suggested that the passages in :question . refer to the 
fact that the minister was all powerfur but not the 
council of ministers.6 We shall examine in the sequel 
how weak the argument advanced for this assumption is. 

I . 

tAr. $as., Bk. i, cb. xv. 
a Bhandarkar, A sob, pp: 59-6~,·1 

' •J.B.O.R.S., IV, 43; I.H.(J., Vol. I, Radha Govinda Basak: 
Ministers i11 At~cient Ind«J. f 

'See Cambridge History vf India, Vol. I, p. 467. 
11 Glories of MagadhtJ, pp. 93-94n. 

0.. r 
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Tile eoideuce of the Divyavadana 

Added to this is the significant statement of the 
Div:ylivadana, namely, 'the king to-day has been de
prived of authority by his servantsn: 

bhrtYaiJ;I sa bhfunipatiradya hrtidhikaro 
dii.nam prayachati kil_amalakardham etatll 

This passage only corroborates our view that the pari
iad (Council) exercised real executive powers and the 
king was only the nominal. sovereign authority. This 
reminds us of the present Parliamentary system of 
Government in Great Britain where the real sovereign 
authority is the Parliament though the formal assent 
of the King is necessary to every administrative · 
measure, including the appointment of higher officials. 
Nothing more or anything less is implied in the polity 
of the ancient Mauryas. 

Tile evidence of Arria" 

In addition to the Buddhist tradition contained in 
the Divyavadaua there is the valuable testimony of the 
Greek writer Arrian. a "The ~venth caste consists of 
the councillors and assessors who deliberate on public 
affairs." This fits in with the observation of Kautalya 
that all kinds of administrative measures were to be 
preceded by deliberations in a well-formed council .. • 
Thus every independent evidence goes to . show that 
executive powers were exercised by the Mauryan 

'-.Cowell Ed., p. 432. 
a For the reliability of Arrian's accounts see Pro£. Freeman, Histori

cal Essays, quoted by K. G. Sankara in his paper on Soffit Problftu ;,. 
India,. Chronology: A1111als of Bh. Or •. R. lnstiltllt, Vol. XII, Pt. VI. 

, • Ar • .Siis. Bk. I, Q. 14. 

14-13 
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Council.. In . the light of such unanimous testimony 
can we still seriously believe that the Mauryan 
monarchs were absolute or autocratic? . . 

The paternal conception -

A significant circumstance in this connection is 
the paternal conception of the government so eloquently 
proclaimed by the insc~iptions left to us as an invalu
able.legacyby Asoka. Even to this concept Asoka was 
indebted,to the Arthasastra. · .This is evident from the 
fact that the Arthasastra pleads for such a healthy 
form of government. It is unfortunate that an 
indologist ~f the standing of Dr. · D .. R. Bhandar
kar has fallen into ~n error in exa~ning !he 
real · force .· that underlies the paternal concepti~n 
of administration. He .remarks1

: "Just as children 
are solely dependent up_on. their. parents who can 
·do to them just what they like, the subjects were at the 
mercy of the king who was th.us no better than a des
pot."· The statement of Bhandarkar amounts to the 
fact · that every father is a despot. · . If the f~elings 
of a father towards his children are to be ·despotic it is 
impossible to. cultivate homely virtues of peace and 
goodwill which were as much the crowning fruits of 
India's culture as those of other cultures. Nay, the 
notion of a father being despotic lays an axe at the 
ro~t of all human relationships, and is contrary to all 
religious. creeds. When we speak of parental feelings 
we mean undot!-btedly genuine affection,. transparent 
sincerity; and religious devotion to duty which 'consists 
in the upkeep of the childree. 'until they come qf p.ge and 
stand on their own legs. ' This and this alohe is meant 

1 Asoka, p. 63. 
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by Kautalya in his ArthaJastra and Asoka in his 
iriscri ptions,\ 

Asoka's aim was to win the affection of his people. 
Just as a father would do his best to his children, 
so that they may enjoy life thoroughly.-arid well· by 
pursuing a righteous path leadin'g ·them ultimately to 
the heaven of bliss, so Asoka wished to do to his people. 
He· wanted to see that every one of his subjects was 
happy and contented. In a word, Asoka liked to fol
low the Rajadharma in such a manner that it would tend 
to the y ogak~ema of the state comprised. of different 
communities of people: Welfare and happiness (hit a-

. sukham) correspond to the happy phrase of the Kaufa
liya Yogakfema. It wa; then the ambition of Asoka 
to discharge his duty, namely protection of his subjects; 
in a way calculated to promote their best interest& 

1 According to Kautalya 'happy is the king whose subjects are happy.'' 
praja sukhe sukharh riijnal) prajanam ca bite hitam . · 

. niitmapriyam hitam r,ainai) prajanam tu priyarh hitaml 
. -Ar. Sas., Bk. I, 19. 

This was the paternal conception of the ancient Indian monarchy. 
Kautalya refers to this theory in. more than one place where he advo
cates the remission of taxes whenever need arose for such a step. 
(Bk. II, 1; Bk. IV, 3.) In the chapter on !at~apadanivesa' (Bk. II, 1)' 
the · king is asked to treat the newly · settled people as · his children 
(nivrttaparihariin piteviinugrh1,1iyat. Again in the chapter on U pani
PiJtapratikiJra (Bk. IV, 3) the king is instructed to protect his .subjects 
as his own children : · 

tan pitevanugrhtJiy,atl 
. This is exac.tly what Asoka advocates. (First Separate R. E. 
Dhauli, Corpus, p. 9S.) . 

"All men are my children. As on behalf of '(my own) children 
I desire that they may be provided with complete welfare arid happiness 
in this world and in the other world, the same I desire also on behalf 
of (all) mert.'' 

save munise paja mamiil ath(a)pajaye khhiimi 
h(a)ka(rh) kirhti sa(ve)na hi ta-sukhena hidalo(kika)· 
piilalokike(na) y(iijev)ii '(t)i [tathii .. muni]sesu 
pi (i)chhami (ha)ka(rit). 

Ibid.1 p. 93. 
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possible.: Asoka's was not mere lip sympathy. He 
in fact did his level best to advance the comforts of his 
~ubjects. - His . administration undertook such kinds 
of public works as were acceptable to the common will 
and tended towards public utility. These were hos
pitals for beast and man, rest-houses, roads with 
medicinal herbs and plants, wells, irrigation works, 
prohibition of the eating of flesh as far as possible, 
avoiding war and. consequently bloodshed, endowments 
for religious· purposes and propaganda for moral and 
material uplift. 

The king, no despot 
• 

~ ,. The above observations will then lead to !he 
irresistible conclusion that the king was no despde who 
harassed the people at his will and pleasure, but a consti
tutionalist who promoted their welfare at all times, in 
all places, and at all costs. The king therefore felt 
that he was only the servant of the state. No pleasure 
was greater to him than to discharge the duties and 
responsibilities which he owed to the people and which. 
he . regarded as something sacred and religious. Any 
amount of re~ding through the several Edicts of Asoka 
does not bring home to us· the claim of royal prero
gatives, privileges and rights. Asoka tells us clearly 
and plainly that he would be available to -his people at 
all tim~s, and at all places, even when he dines and 
even when· he, bathes.1 This is surely a lofty concep
tion of the responsibility he feels to discharge, and not 
a privilege which he desires to abuse. Speaking on the ,, ' 

I I • 
1 s(a)ve kale bhurhj(a) manasa. me orodhanamhi .gabbagirambi 

vachambi va vinitamhi cha. uyanesu cha sarvatra pativedaki stita athe me 
(ja)nasa pativedetha itil sarvMra cha janasa athe karomill.' 

. . VI. R. E. Corpus, p. 11. 
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special tone of the Edicts, L. Rice remarks: "Solicitude 
for the welfare here and hereafter of aJ1 his subjects; 
high and low, is manifest throughout and it extended 
even to peoples beyond his boundaries in an 
all-embracing humanity."" A king who feels· or 
is made to feel_ that he is only a superior servant of the 
state could hardly be termed an absolute ruler. In 
the light of the above observatiol)s there is no 
justification for the remark that the Mauryan kings 
were autocrats or absolutists. 

Sec. ii. EDUCATION AND DISCIPLINE OF 
PRINCES ... 

To be actuated by such high ideals, the king must 
have been well disciplined both in body and mind from 
his boyhood. The fruit of discipline is the result of 
proper educational training. We may regard Kau· 
talya's prescription in regard to the education of a 
prince as the type · in ancient states . under · Hindu 
monarchies. Discipline (vinaya), says Kautalya, is 
of two kinds, artificial ( krtak~) and natural ( .rvabha
vika)! Instruction proper disciplines the natu· 
rally good man possessing great and noble virtues 
of obedience, restraint, discrimination and other quali
ties. \Vith the ceremony of tonsure which was 
usually at the age of three the prince learnt the alpha· 
bet (lipi) and arithmetic (satikhyiinatn.).' Two stages 
could be distinguished in the matter of education. The 
first stage was between the years three and eleven. In 

'Uf,sort arcd Coorg fr,;. lrucriptioru, p. 14. 
1 Bk. I, ch. 5 • 

. •Ibid. 
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this ·period what we call secondary education was com
pleted. The first rudimentary principles of arts and 
s~iences were learnt. From the age of eleven, the age 
for investiture ceremony, extending to sixteen, he was 
initiated into higher studies. Thus the educational 
training and practice were complete before the age of 
sixteen when the prince could enter the life of a house
holder. The higher education consisted in the study 
of· ·the three Vedas, anvik!aki (philosophy), vartta 
·(economics) and da1J¢aniti (politics). . Different 
teachers were engaged to teach these sciences. ~he 
trayi and anvik!aki were learnt from persons whq were 
learned i~ the respective sciences ( adhyakia), while 
vartta and da1J¢aniti from expounders and administ~a-

;.r 
tors of law (vaktrprayoktrbhya~).\ · s:J. 

··A perusal of the daily time-table of princes shows 
the. heavy programme of work before them. The fore
noons \vere devoted to the hearing of itihasas or stories 
of ancient kings, who had led great and glorious lives.2 

Listening to chivalrous tales about far-famed ancestors 
from competent Pura]].a tellers would. make a much 
greater impression on the mind of the young prince than 
simply reading them for himself. This was to infuse in 
him the fire of enthusiasm without which no noble work 
could be undertaken by any person. Ho~ it adds to 
the· efficiency of learning is observed thus: "Knowledge 
arises 01:1t of hearing and produces steady application 
(yoga), which, ultimately leads on to self-possession· 
(atmavatta).m , During the rest of ·the 'Clay ~nd the 

t,Ar. Sas., Bk. I, clt. 5. 
*Ibid. 

·' 

. a irutaddhi prajaiiopajayatel ' prajiiaya yogo yogadatmavatteti 
vidyisiimarthyamii-Ibid. · · 
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night the prince not only learnt new lessons in other 
branches but revised the old lessons lest they should be 
forgotten. If he came across passages which were 
not clear and intelligible to him then he would 
enter into a discussion with the teachers and elders and 

· thus free himself from doubts of any kind. Last but 
not least the prince was instructed to court the awe
inspiring company of the aged professors, the living 
example of great learning and healthy discipline.1 

Kauta.Iya raises a question why such attention 
should be bestowed on education and himself answers it 
excellently well. A prince with a disciplined mind 
and body could carry on administration on sound 
lines. 2 

• He alone would be able to control the organs 
of his senses properly and use them in the right direc
tion. No learning, no discipline; then arise all 
troubles for all men and specially so for kings. 
An unlettered person is not able to discriminate 
between vice and virtue, nor to appreciate the 
evils of such vices. Vices are due primarily to 
anger (kopa) and desire (kama). The triad of evils 
due to anger is abuse of decorum, abuse of money, and 
abuse of proper justice. Th~ evils of kama or desire 
are said to. be fourfold, httnting, gambling, women, and 
drinking! This does not mean that the king was pro
hibited from hunting, or in any way . enjoying life. 
Only excess was condemned. They could be indulged 
in but within certain limitations. Excessive indulgence 
will be an abuse and a vice. We know from Megas-

s Bk. I, ch. v: Bk. VIII, ch. iii. 
'prajanam vinaye ratal;li-Bk. I, ch. S. 

. I Bk. VIII, cb. 3. 
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thenes1 .that the king _actually went out a hunt on 
certain occasions. Ktesias informs us that in India 
·~eking is not.allowed to make himself drunk but that 
the Persian king is allowed to do so on one particular 
day,· that on which sacrifice is offered to Mitras.2 

Though one .need not give full support to such an ideal' 
statement it is reasonable to assume that the king was 
expected to cultivate temp·erate habits and lead a tem
perate life which would enable him to bring his sense
organs under control. For it is said8 that the vices of 

·anger would generate people's fury against him, and the 
vices of Kama would lead to negligence of the govern
ment and.consequently to the discontent of the subjects. 

· Inboth the cases the king would alienate the sympathies 
. of his peoples with the result that the. administration 
would seriously suffer. Tl'te fruits of discipline are 
th~n .. said to be freedom from lust, anger, avariciousness, 
pride, indolence, and extreme joy. These six are said 

·· to be the inveterate enemies of the king, and he who 
does not 'get over theni cannot be in a position to control 
'the whole kingdom.' . 

Having had the full course of study and having 
subjugated the s~nse-organs. the king should endeavour 
to improve hi.s general faculties. He should cultivate 

. wisdom by association with the aged, ·the sense of 
sight through the cara.S or Intelligence Officers, 
the . means for general welfare and. happiness by 
activity, the ' establishment of siJadhqrma (doing 

r "Fg, 21, 
IFg. 32. 
a Ar. Sds., Bk. VIII, ch. $. 
'Ibid. Bk. I, ch. 6. 
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one's duty) by the exercise of his authority, discipline 
by learning, healthy relations with the people by proper 
administrative measures, and a proper course of eon
duct by wholesome methods of action and movement 1 

"tthana or e:rertion of the king 

In the chapter entitled the prakrtisampaf, among 
the varied virtues expected of a good monarch is men
tioned that ·of utthana or active exertion on the part 
of the king. It is in fact the result of transparent 
enthusiasm ( mahotsaho adirghasutra~'). The fruits 
of the practice of utthana are then mentioned. Ever 
exerting, the king must exercise his authority. Exer
tion is the root of all artha (wealth and territory) .. 
Absence of exertion leads to the reverse. Lethargy 
leads on to the destruction of acquisitions, old and new. 
Exertion produces fruitful results and tends to increase 
the wealth. 

That such instructions of the Kaufaliya were fol
lowed by A5oka in detail is evident from his inscrip
tions.' 

1 vrdd.b.asarhyogena praJnam, cireJ}a calquh., utthanena yoga· 
k$emasadhanam, kiryfutu5asanena svadbarmasthapanam, vinayam vid
yopadeSena, lokapriyatvam a.rthasar:ilyogena, hitena vrttiml 

-Ar. Siil., Bk. I. ch. 1. 

2 Bk. VI, ch. 1. 

a tasman nityotthito raja kul')-ad artbanuSasanaritl 
arthasya miilamuttbanam anarthasya viparyayal.tll 
anuttbane d.hruvo na5ai.J, priptsyanigadasya cal 
pripyate pbalam utthana.Ilabhate carthasampadamll 

-Bk. I. ch. 19. 

I nasti hi me to(s)o 
ustinariJhi atha·sarhtiraviya val katavya-mate 
hi me sa(rva)-lokahitaml tasca cha puna esa mii.le 
u~tanam cha atha-samtiraJJli. chal · 

-R. E. VI (Girnar), Corpru, p. 12. 
M-14 
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By the course of his conduct, and by administra
tive measures to promote the welfare of his subjects, 
~soka endeared himself to the people at large. The 
·importance of the quality of utthana was also realised 
to a full measure, for, every action and movement of 
his depended on his powers of exertion .to which he set 

_· a special value above everything else. 

Daily time-table · 
The Mauryan -kings who set- before them

selves high ideals of royalty and were imbued 
with solicitude. for the welfare of an all-embrac
ing humanity could not .have piloted the ship 
of administration ~£ the ·daily life ·allocated to 
sovereigns in general in the Arthasiistra was riot nor-

. . . ~ 

mal. Days and nights were divided into eight periods 
respectively and a fixed time-table was drawn up. The 
king went to bed at 9 P.M., 3.!1-d got up at 3 A.M. 

accompanied by music on both occasions. Froin 3 to 
4.30 A.M. he pondered over miscellaneous state busi
ness especially concerning the business of the day: At . ' 
4-30 A.~. came to his chamber ,rviks, acaryas, purohita, 
and showeted. on him choice blessings. Consultations 
were then held with the Physician: the :Master of ·the 
Kitchen, and the Soothsayer respectively, and the king 
entered the Hall of Audience after the ceremony of 
circumambulating a cow with her calf, and a bull. 
We need not mention that even to this day it is reckon
ed to be auspicious to see a cow as first in the morning. 
Having entered' the public hall of audience the 
king ~as engaged first in ~9pervising and exainining 
the balance-sheet comprising the receipts a~d: expendi
ture, perhaps, of the previous day. From 7-30 to 

· 9 A.M. ordinary citizens were· allowed to have ·an 
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audience w1th -His Majesty and ventilate their 
grievances, if any, in· person, so: that immediate atten
tion might be given to such affairs as would seem urgent. 
Exactly at 9 A.M. he left the hall for morning bath, 
prayers and breakfast all of which he used to finish in 
an hour and a half. For from 10-30 to 12 noon he 
looked to the affairs of the officers of the state to whom 
perhaps interviews were given and when a free· expres
sion of their views was heard. At 12 noon he entered the 
council chamber to confer with his counsellors· and 
ministers on important affairs of state which requir~d 
their mature· deliberation and sound advice' so as to. 
pursue an effective policy. The period between 1-30 
and 3 P.M. was devoted to rest by way of some amuse-. 
ment. The pastime being over, he took a general 
supervision of the whole army and devoted the evening 
to matters relating to diplomatic relations with other 
states including military operations and undertakings .. 
Between 6 and '7-~0 P.M. the king gave audience to 
special Intelligence Officers and other confidential agents 
of the realm. Theil· he went to supper after his 
evening bath and prayers.1 

Some of the £,acts are corroborated by the testi~ . 
moriy of classical writers. According to Strabo2 the 
king did not sleep during day time. Megasthenes 
remarks that the king remained in the Court for the 
whole day.8 It was shown above that ·excepting for 
a brief interval for both, 'breakfast and rest, the king 
was practically engaged with the business of the state 
from morning to evening. The programme of work 

i • ( 

tAr. Sa). Bk. I, Ch. 19. 
1 McCri~dle: Ancient India as described in Classical Literalt~re, p. 55 • 

• . •Fg. 27. 
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was inde~d heavy an~ it required a strenuous and active 
man to follow. Need it be said that the first Mauryan 
~gs were full of these characteristics; 

Sec. iii PERSONAL SAFETY OF THE MONARCH 

It is but natural that any man at the helm of public 
affairs and especially with power in regard to the dis
tribution of patronage would have a number of enemies 
from discontent, prejudice, and envy. Men at the 
head of the state are no exception to this. Stones 
were lmown of unfaithful wives, unfaithful sons, and 
disloyal officials and servants. Hence it was· necessary 
to 'protect the royal person from these undesir~bles. 
From the prescription of the Kautaliya in this parti
cular,1 one cannot. draw the inference that in those 
days despotic kings ruled the land, and to ensure their 
personal safety regulations were laid down. The 
Kaufaliya is a manual on statecraft and the rules there
in are intended for every possible contingency that 
may arise in the state at s_ome time or other. It is a 
wrong interpretation of the Artha1astra to say that 
such dangers were the norm and "that precautions to 
be actually taken were laid down in every detail. For 
example, there are prescriptions. regarding- precautions 
against fire, lightning, and snakes. Are we to take it 
that fire broke out every day, lightning devastated the 
land continuously, or that the fear of sna~es was com
mon? The fact is that they are possible dangers, to 
avert which Kautalya . has# prescribed means and 

j 

methods. • · 

1 Bk. I. ch. 21. 
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The evidence of classical writers 

From the writings of the classical writers it is seen 
that some general precautions were indeed adopted to 
protect the royal person from possible dangers. The 
king generally lived in a well-built palace with gates 
well defended by guards and the rest of the soldiery. 
The dimensions of the towers and castles of Pata]i
putra1 given in classical books approximately oorres
pond to those mentioned in the three chapters of the 
Artha.iastra.' 

It is said that the royal palace was adorned with 
gilded pillars clasped all round by a vine embossed in . 
gold while silver .images of bfrds were a charm to the 
eye! "In the parks tame peacocks are kept, and 
pheasants which have been domesticated; and among 
cultivated plants tliere are some to which the Icing's ser
vants attend with special care, for there are shady 
groves and pasture-grounds planted with trees, and 
branches of trees which the art of the woodsman has 
deftly interwoven . . . . Parrots. are natives of the 
country, and keep hovering about the king and wheel
ing round him, and vast though their numbers be, no 
Indian ever eats a parrot"' Again with regard to 
medicinal plants Aelian says that the country produces 
harmful and poisonous snakes. "But the same country 
produces plants which serve as antidotes to their bite, 
and of these the natives have so much knowledge and 

t Fg. 26 and 'l/. 
t bhiimicxhidravidhanam, ~urgavidhanam, and durganive!a (Bk. II, 

ch. 2-4). 
• JJcCrindlt. Anciml I•JUJ-ltt inwsitr11 b, AltstmJtr, p. 189. 

· 4Aelian, Bk. :xnt. c. _xvill, Ar~tint lrt4i4 U. Clauital LittrtJIMrt. 
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palanquin,s, and this troop holds a separate place in the 
procession from the queen's retinue, and is as sump~ 
t13:ously appointed. His food is prepared by women, 
who also serve him with wine, w~ch is much used by 
, all the Indians. When the king falls into a drunken 
sleep,his courtesans carry him away to his bed-chamber 

_ invoking<the gods of the night in their native hymns." 
· The last sentence of this long extract from the classical 
writer is quite a contrast to that of another classical 
writer Ktesias who says that the king of the Indians 
does not. take wine.1 This only shows that we 
cannot .rely too much on their testimony. . The{rs 
seems to be mostly hearsay and hep.ce may be right or 
wrong. Generally the king appeared in 'public ~o 
receive petitions from his subjects, and dispose of thelr 
cases, to offer sacrifice in conformity with the religious 
practices ·of the time, and to go on hunting tours in 
the king's forest, <and on military expeditions against 
recalcitrant kings and chiefs. • · 

Hunting expeditions 

When he goes .out for the chase he is said to depart 
in Bacchanalian fashion. Says Megasthenes: "Crowds 
of women surround him, and outside o( this circle, 
spearmen are ranged. The road is marked off with 
ropes, and it is death, for man and woman alike, to pass 
within the ropes. Men· with drums and gongs lead 
the procession. The king hunts in the enclosu~es and 
sho,ots arrows from a p~atf,opn.. At his si~e' stand 

I ' 1 See above, p. 104. 

IS~bo, 55; Meg. 27; see ~Grl;~ H4stor~ of India, p. 130. 
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two or three armed women.. If he hunts in the open 
grounds he shoots from the back of an elephant.'1 

The custom of massage 

It would appear that massage or friction of limbs· 
with ebony rollers was a custom and luxury indulged 
in by the monarch. The Greek writers inform us that 
the attendant went on mas~aging the king while he 
was in the court. hearing causes. This may answer 
to the office of the samviihaka mentioned in the Kauta~ · 
liya." It may be noted in passing that it was not the 
privilege of the monarch alone but a custom observed 
in India even to-day. 

Ceremonial washing of the hair 

Another peculiar custom of the Mauryan monarch 
was the ceremonial washing of the hair of the king on 
his birthday accompanied by festivities and festivals 
when the king was the recipient of many a rich present 
at the hands of his courtiers and the nobles of the land. 
It is not peculiarly a Persian custom as some would 
aver, but a common custom of all the Hindus, high and 
low.• 

Ox races, etc. 

One other royal amusement was the visiting by the 
king of the combats of animals, gladiatorial contests, 
and ox-races. The race grounds extended to 30 stadia 
or 6,000 yards, and betting was indulged in such races. 

1 Meg. ?:1, cp. Ar. JiJs., Bk. I, ch. 21. Cp. Sakunld/d: King Ou~anta 
going out for 'he chase is accompanied by Yavana women wearing 
garlands of different flowers and armed with bows and arrows. 

s Bk. Vll, ch. 17. Cp. Mrcchakatik~. 
• Co111ra: Persian Influence on Ma11ryan India, Incl. Ant., 1905. 

M-15 
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Thi~ reminds us of horse ra~es which have become so 
very' popular_ ·in India to-day.1 

. But it would appear from the prescriptions of the 
Arthaslistra.that such sports as involved the loss of life 

"'to ·the animals were· disc~uraged by Candragupta, as 
also. by Asoka.2 If we read the chapter entitled 
. siln~dhyakfa with the relevant text in the Ffrst Rock 
Edict, and the second Pillar Edict, we see that Asoka 
enforces the laws of the Arthaslistra even with regard 
to the animal kingdom: Asoka was not against healthy 
sports where there was no · slaughter of the ·animal. 
What he did was to abolish cruel and unhealthy sports; 
but he provided edifying shows.8 On thi~ topic it 
may b~ proved that Asoka did not go far from. th~ 
prescription of the Arthasastra so far as the killing' of 
animals was concerned. Kautalya prohibits their kill
ing Jor is days during caturmasya and four days of 
the ful~ moon.' Thes~ are accepted Hindu fast-days. 
In.the same way Asoka who$ did not discontinu~ their 
killing for his . kitChen, forbade their killing on fast 
days (anuposatham)~ A ·remarkable circumstance in 
this connection is the ·coronion use of the term clitur:: 
mlisya bpth in . the Arthaslistra and the inscriptions. 
This coincidence demonstrate~ beyond doubt that 
Asoka ·was not preaching Buddhism but w~s pursuing 
the dharma established in the state. . . 

1 Cp. Smith, AJoka, p. 00. 
ll vatsovrfo dhenu.Scaifamavadhyab, fBk. It, .Ch. ~6. 

. . . ' 
• See Corpus, lntrt>. p. 51. · . · . . • 

. •Ar. las., Bk. XIV, Ch. 1. 
a See Fifth Pillar Edict. 
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Sec. v. DUTIES OF THE KING 

"In ancient India Government never si~fied mere 
police work. • • The Hindu conceived .of the Govern
ment's function as comprising in its entirety the whole. 
of protective and disciplinary measures, in addition to 
active duties necessary for ensuring the subject a proper 
realisation of his material ideals in human existence.~~~ 
Besides the general routine of duties in the daily life 
of the king there were more onerous ·and more res
ponsible duties which the_ monarch was expected to 
execute and fulfil. 

!he enforcing of svadharma · · 

First among them was the enforcing of svadharma . 
on the subjects of the state by regulations in regard to 
the practices, laws of castes and orders, according to 
the rules laid down in the Vedic literature.2 The king 
was to see that people of different denominations pursued 
their own avocations without in any way interfering with 
the professions of others and thus not transgressing 
the established laws of the realm. The object of the 
maintenance of this social polity was the general welfare 
of the citizens at large. Need it be told that the 
insistence of the healthy principle of niadharma (doing 
one's own duty) avoided competitive. impulses, and 
ensured the existence of the weak, side by side with the 

l.N. C. Bandyopadbyaya. Kaulilra, p. 107. 
2 ta.smat svadharmam bbut.anim raja na vyabhicirayetJ 

svadbarmair samdbadh.ano hi pretya citra ca nandatill 
vyavasthitiryamaryadal;t krtava11Jairamastithib I · 
trayyi hi rak.$ito lokal;t prasidati na sidatill 

~Bk. J. ch. ill. 
caturvaf~Jairmo loko rijna daJJ4ena pilitabl 
svadharmakarmabhirato vartate svqu vartmasuJJ 

' Bk. I. ch,. iv. 
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strong. . In , other words, the struggle for existence 
and the survival of the fittest were unknown to that 
sy~tem of . Hindu social polity. 

Protection of life and property 
Secondly, the state aimed at the yogak~ema of its 

citizens. This is protection of life and property as 
we understand it to-day. Hence the king is entitled 
as the lokayatrarthi. Progress of the world largely 
depends on the administration of the land by the 
king/ This is by the proper exercise o{ datJ¢a which 
is puni~hin~r the .wicked and the wrong-doer, thus 
enabling the individual citizens to pursue their avoca
tions in peace, undi~turbed. In the conduct of his 
adminil)tration the king looked upon all people, of what-
ever caste or community, equally and imP.artially.•.,. 

· Promotion of trade and commerce 

Thirdly, promotion of agriculture and commerce 
was a function that devolved on the king. If the 
king and his council felt that a certain part of the 
empire was harassed by the enemy chieftains, and was 
subject to intermittent epidemics and fammes, then the 
people were asked to emigrate to some other fertil~ region 
and there to settle in comfortable lodgings specially 
built. Much attention was bestowed on the develop
ment of .agriculture. Arrangements were rnade to see 
that the livestock was free from c~ttle-lifters, wild 
animals and diseases peculiar to them. The king was 
to guarantee safety and security of ·comrpercial and 
trade routes, for ·the latter are liable to disturbance 

,J . 
1 Ar. Jas. Bk. I, Cb. 4. ~ 1 • 
2sarvabhiita bite ratal;li-Ibid., I, Cb. 5. See N. C. ~andyopadh· 

yaya, Development of Hindu Polity and Political Theories, Pt. I 
(Cal. 1927), p. 295-ff. . 
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from chief herdsmen, labourers, thieves, and boundary 
guards. ln this way the king was to protect timber
forests, elephant-forests,' dams, and embankments.1 

Proper administration of justice 

It was again his duty to see ~at justice was pro
perly administered so that there would be no violation 

· of the rules and laws established. Hence the king is 
called dharma-pravartaka. 2 Proper protection and im
partial justice, it is said, find to the king· the abode of 
heaven. In meting out Justice, a king should make 
no distinction between his son and an enemy.8 In a 
word, punishment was to be regulated according to the 
gravity of the offence." 

State and sannyiisins 

Yet another function of the king was to watch the 
conduct as well as the movements of the ascetics 
as a class. Though Kautalya mentions in. several 
places that due regard must be shown to ascetics, and 
preference must be given : to cases touching them, 
yet unrighteous proceedings by them were not 
to be tolerated. _ Because ·they were Sanriyasins 
and consequently honoured by the state, they 
could not · abuse their privilege. Any such abuse, 
wilful or improper, was dealt with. Fines were the 
usual form of punishment. , It was realised that such 
improper conduct on the part of the Sannyasin would 
be not only a negation of righteousness but the pre-

tAr . .Jilr. Bk. II, Ch. 1 and 34. 
~Ibid., Bki III, Ch. 1. • 
•Ibid . 

.. "Ibid,, Bk. IV, Ch. 4 and 10. 
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dominanc~ of vice which, ·according to the author of 
the ArthasastraJ . would tend in the long. run to be a 
so~rce.of harm to ¢e idng.1 

. 
· Protection' from. calamities 

The ~ng. was. further to . protect the 1ana xrom 
national calamities including providential visitations. 
The latt~r are mentioned to be fir~, floods, epidemics, 
faJ.Tlines, rats,· wild animals, ·serpents, and demons. In 
these Gases the king was expected to take precautionary 
~easures and try to avert the visitations of. such 
calamities .. For. prevention is better than cure. But '1£ 
such untoward things ·happened it was for the monarch 
to rectify them with proper remedial measures. These 
measures included the propitiation of . supeniat.ural 
forces, ·and the performance of magical and religious 
rites~ The belief was that such prayers would tend tc 
ininirclse't.he.evil effects of such an outbreak. In conclu· 
sioh if is said that the king should ever protect the 
afflicted among his subjects as a father would his sons.1 

Foreign policy 
Another important £tinction of the king was the 

.. <;onduct of 'foreign policy. . ,The king who was gene
~ally a· tfi~mber ~n the circle of sovereign states, consist
i~g of enemies, ~Ifies, ·.and neutrals, ·should endeavour 
to' attain:·the state of stagnation from that of deteriora: 
tion, and in the. end to the state of progress. This 
stage was to .be reached by pursuing six different forms 
of state policy of which the primary form.s, acc9rding 

:t Bk. III, Ch. 16 .. Cp, Kauian:bf ~mar-Edict: Allahabad-KoJam 
and Samc/R Pillar where Asoka refers to the nature of 6unishment to 
monks and nuns. Corpus, pp. 159-160. · 

llBk. IV. ch. 3; Bk. VIII, ch." 4i ;B~. IX, ch. 7, 
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to Vatavyadhi, are peace and war.· It is thus pres
cribed: "A wise king shall pursue that form of policy 
which according to his knowledge will·enable him to 
construct fortresses and other buildings, lay out trade
routes, open possibilities of colonisation, exploit mines 
and timber and elephant forests, and at the same time 
create disturbance to the similar works of his enemy.'11 

It is also laid down that "enemies from enemies, sub· 
jects from subjects, should ever be guarded, and both 
from his subjects and enemies a learned man should ever 
guard his own person."1 

· · 

Promotion of arts, education, etc · 

The king as the chief representative of the state 
attended also to the social and socialistic functions, such 
as promotion of arts and education, health and sanita
tion, medical aid and poor relief, and other charitable 
acts and deeds.• ·Hospitals, rest-houses, donations, 
grants to learning and learned men, and maintenance 
of the widow, the orphan and the helpless were some 
of the institutions which came under this category! 

tAr. ids.,. Bk. III. Ch. 1. 
• pare parebhyassve svebhyab sve parebhyassvatal.t pare I 

ralqyassvebhyal) parebhyaka nityamitma vipaSclt!ll 
-Bk. IX. ch. 3. 

• See for details the chapter entitled ftogorakapra~;~idlti in the Arllul
. idslrtJ balavrddhavyidhltavyasanyanathamica raja bibhrYit Bk. II, Ch. I 
licaryavidyivanta.Sca piijavetaniihi yathlirham labheran, paiica5atavaram 
aahasraparaml . 

'See See0t1d Rock Edict, Cor Jill, Girn4r, p. 3. 
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Sec. vi. PRIVILEGES OF THE KING 

J' • 
King owner of no-man's property 

. Apart . from these responsibilities the Mauryan 
monarch enjoyed certain rights arid privilege·s consist
ent with the dignity ·and status assigned to ·him by the 

_ law of the land. It is contended'that the Mauryan king 
added the no:.man's property suclt as forests, mines, 
and waste lands to his dominions with the result 
that 'the . Mauryas became financially sound, and 
secured even financial independence.1 History teaches 
us that financial independence of the king marks the 
beginning of despotic and irresponsible rule. Was 
this the case with the Mauryas? The answer is simple. 
There· is no ·evidence to show that the Mauryas ~e~e 
financially independent in spite of. the fact that . the 
above property came to be. reckoned as state property; 
fori does not Kautalya prescribe many means to get the 
coffers of the state filled? 

. Public works undertake1~ 
Granting that the Mauryas had a large and 

guaranteed money supply, there is nothing to show that 
they misused it in an irresponsible fashion sacrificing 
the public interests of the· state at the altar of self
advancement. For the Mauryan state patronised many 
arts and crafts including. architecture and sculpture 
whose excavations and discoveries are a surprise and 
puzzle to arch~ologists.8 Money was lavi~hly spent on 
public works· which tended. to the common goqd, ·such 

' ~I . . 
. 1.See N.C. Bandyopadhyaya, Kau#lya, pp. 87-89. f I' ' 

II Ar. SilS., Bk. V, Ch. 2. · 
8 On the Art of the Maurya period see, Monahan, Early History of 

Bengal, Ch. XIX. . 
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as .laying out grand trunk roads, constructing reser
voirs and embankments for agricultural purposes, 
founding hospitals,. rest-houses and store:.houses on 
public roads and other prominent places/ 

A Categorical list of Privileges 

This then explains that the Mauryan king enjoyed 
prerogatives which went to him as a matter of right, 
accepted and approved by the common law of the land. 
But there was no assertion of such prerogatives and 
rights so as to nullify the will of the people. Some of 
the privileges enjoyed by him were the following:-

( 1) Society confer~ed on him the headship of the 
kingdom, and all regard and honour due to that position · 
were publicly shown. 

(2) He became the owner of all the finds and 
treasure-troves valued 1,00,000 pat)as or above. For 
the less valued ones, the discoverer was entitled 'to one
sixth of the value. But no claim was made on such 
tr~sure-troves as a man of honesty could prove them to 
be his ancestral property. 2 

( 3) All property where there was no legal heir 
to succeed, became the king's property. Even here, there 
were certain exceptions. For example, the king had 
not the right of escheat to the property of the srotriyas. 
This was generally presented to other srotriyas in the 
·state! 

( 4) All unclaimed property, whether lost or stolen, 
. lapsed to the king. But when people would prove their 

title. to such articles, they would be. handed over to the 

lAr. Sas., Bk. I, Ch. 1 • 
tAr. Sas., Bk. IV, Cb. 1. 

. •Ibid., Bk. Ill, Ch. S. 
M-16 
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. . . 

owners. ~s against this it :may· be pointed out . there 
is . a prescription in the same chapter that the king 
should compensate the loss accruing to his ci~zens by 
the£t.1 

( 5) His social position is something more. than 
that of an ordinary citizen. He could not be taken 
as _a•witnessin the law-court. Perhaps the. idea under
'lying this principle was that as the king of the realm he 
should, be .. impartial and must not take one ~ide or the 
other. To.him all. the subjects were equal.2 

(6) The royal person was protected by special 
laws·as the Law-of Treason/' and this reminds us bf the 

.. Law: of Treason which. was promulgated in the 
medireval period of English H.istory. . ·· 

The following are treasons according to · K~~
talya :-::--~ 

( 9 Endeavouring to subvert the authority in 
power. 

(2) .Violating the chastity of the members of 
~the harem. 

( 3) Instigating forest tribes or enemies against 
the. r~igning monarch. - _ 

( 4) . Inciting fortresses, rural parts and the army 
agairi~t the king. • .·. . · 

( 5) Tampering with seals and forging of _docu
merits.6 . 

(6) Insult offered to the king .. 
·., (7.) Publ~sping -state sec~ets.8 

' 
1Ar. Jas., Bk. Ill, Ch. 16 • 

. . 2/bid., Bk. III, Ch. 11. 
S.Ibid., Bk. IV, Ch. 11. 
'See Kautil~a, p. 232. 
IS Ibid., Bk. IV, Ch. 9. 
•lbitl., Bk, IV, Cb. 10. 
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These ~ights and privileges which are nothing 
compared with the duties and responsibilities ex
pected of the monarch have elicited the .unwarranted 
opinion that the Kaufaliya is a secular treatise, the 
politics of which are immoral. Against this it may 
be pointed out that .the prescriptions of the Arthasastra 
always coincide with those of the Dharmasutras and the 
DharmasastrasJ and. it is indeed difficult to mark out 
any deviations in that treatise from the ordained and, 
accepted path of the land.1 The privileges enjoyed by 
the monarch are after alr tiot in any way striking as 
to arrest our special notice. 

t, See author's paper Is the Arthalilstra secularf in the Proceedings of 
th, Third Oriental Conference, Madras. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE CENTRAL ADAllNISTRATION-(Co,td.) • 
Sec. i. THE COUNCIL AND THE ASSEMBLY 

The cormcil, a11 a11cie11t i11stitutio11 

The chapter entitled m~11tradhikara!• in the Arthal'" 
Jastra helps us much to understand the details con
nected with the ma11tripari1ad or the royal_ council of 
the Mauryas.1 The learned discussion as regards the 
number of councillors to form the council enables us tQ 
infer rightly that an institution of the kind was not an 
innovation of the Mauryan genius but an institution of 
much earlier times. In the discussion Kautalya.incor
porates the views of other political philosophers such 
as Visa.J~, PiSuna. and Para5ara who were his pre
decessors, and who lived long prior to the inauguration 
of the Mauryan epoch. 

The cou11cil chamber 

There was a council chamber. It was to be well · 
guarded. It was a secret hall not easily accessible to 
man and beast. It was so constructed that any endea
vour to overhear the proceedings would prove futile. 
Kau~ya knows of cases where birds and beasts had 
disclosed the secrets of the council-business}• \Vith 
necessary precautions the king \Vas to enter the chamber 
lest the proceedings of the council should be divulged. 

1 Bk. J, a.. IS. 
.'lbi4. 
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Kautalya did not believe the members for they were 
liable to ·let out secrets 'through the unconscious channels 
of. signs and gestures (ingita and iikara). Hence 
according to the Arthasiistra they should also be kept · 
under some restraint until the resolution of .the council 
was given eftect to ( ay~tktapurufarakfat;tmh akilrya~ 

-kiiliit). 
\ 

The composition of the council 

Next our discussion centres round the composition 
of the council, the number of members and their quali
fications.1 · There are different schools of _opinion on 
this questi~n. Visaiak~a· discarded the mantra with a 
single member and advocated a number of men gro~l 
grey in wisdom, though young in ~ge. In the opicion 
of Pisuna, only those who were experts' in the special 
business to be undertaken·were to be consulted if mantra 
had to fructify at alL . He had made a distinction ·be
tween ability to offer counsel ( mantrajfianam) and 
ability to keep it secret ( mantrarak~attam). Kautalya 
did not subscribe to this view, for suclt a position is 
anavasthii. In other words, the number of works, 

_ their va~iety a~d nature are such that a consultation 
with experts in each and every business needs a number 
of heads, and to hold counsel with a good number is an 
impossibility and an impracticability. Hence three or 
four are generally. "to be consulted. The consultation 
with a single member would lead to no. resolution. The 
minister would be all in all. Nor is consultation with 
two· .desirable. For if tlJW happen to take two 
opp~site views, the .ki!lg lias to favour one vifw against 

1Ar. Jlls., Bk. I, Ch. 15. 
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the other. He who is not in the good g:race of the 
king will try to bring about· the ruin of that under
taking. Hence three or four are recommended as the 
safest number. That would en~ble a king to decide a 
definite_ action ( arthanis~aya). 

Choice of councillors 

Much attention w~s bestowed on the appointment 
of councillors. The subjects dealt with by the coun
cil being varied and large in number, special care 
was taken in the choice of members to this all important 
institution. Just as the deserving few are fit to take 
part in the sraddha of a srotriya, so also the eminent 
few are considered fit to be members of a king's learned: 
counciP What qualifications were expected of these is 
mentioned in another chapter of the same book. They 
are to possess the following twenty-five qualities: being a 
native of the soil, coming of a noble family, self-con
trolled,· versed il} all arts and crafts, learned in the 
Arthalastra, wise, of retentive memory, clever, sweet 
in speech, generous, being a good debater, full of enthu
siasm and energy, enduring, . of tested honesty, of 
airucable nature, of unimpeachable loyalty, possessing 
good conduct, good physique, good health and courage, 
humble, of resolute nature, possessing an attractive 
personality, and being one who is ever for reconciliation. 
It may be pointed out here that the purohita was a 
member of the council/ and only a "duly qualified man 
was appointed purohita. 

tt.fr. sds., Bk. I, Ch. 15. 

a See Proceedi11gs of the Third Orie11tal Cot1/ere11ce, p. 615. It is 
refreshing to note that Dr. ~{. Winternitz has agreed with this view· 
point, see 11011 on p. 34, Sir Amtosh .Memo. Vol., Paltia. • 
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The king attd the council 

The next question is whether the king who was of 
course the President of the Council was expected to 
act in adininistrative affairs with the previous consent 
of the council or he could act on his own initiative. As 
an answer to this Kauta.Iya. definitely lays down the 
significant statement~, that the administration of the 
kingdom is learnt from personal knowledge (prat;,akfa), 
and. from devoted friends (parokfa), members of the 
cabinet to speak in modem political parlance. Kautalya 
is repeating this statement which he has already given 
in the chapter entitled mantripttrohitotpattP In fact 
he seems to lay emphasis on this point with ihe implica
tion that the king expected the assistance of mmttri!}s 
and the Pttrohita for all rajakarmas, i.e., carrying on 
the government of the state. 8 Again it is said that a 
gove.rnment, which is· carried on according to the in
junctiop.s of the siistras, where the purohita plays a 
significant role, and where definite action is taken on 
the resolution of the council, attains unqualified success, 
without any resort to field engagements! · . 

The iuterpretattou of the· term dharmavijaya in 
the Edicts 

This ideal government o£ the Kattfa~liya became 
actually realised under Asoka. His dharma'l,;ja;'a5 

1 pratyak~aparok$3.nume:Ya hi rajavrttibl 
I Bk. I, Ch. 9. 
1 See commentary of Gaoapati $astri : 
pia~paro~etyadivakyena rajakarmal'.lal.t sarvap:Ya · sahaya

sapeksatvam mantripurobitotpattiprakarQJ)oktam smarayatij 'Vol. I, p. 13. 
'Bk. I, Ch. 9. 
•R.E. xnt 
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has been anticipated by KautaJya to a large extent 
Besides this mere inference from an elaborate state
ment of the means enabling the dharmavijaya, Kau
talya gives us elsewhere• three kinds of victories which 
depend 'on the nature and quality of the i:ulers for the 
time being.' These are dharmavijaya where the con
quering king is satisfied with the mere acknowledgment 
of his suzerainty by the conquered, lobhatlijaya where 
the aim pf the conquering monarch is to covet the terri
tory and treasure of the enemy and then continue him 
in his kingdom, and a.mravijayg where the enemy is de
prived of his kingdom, treasure, sons and wives, and is 
himself captured as a prisoner of war, or slain. In the 
light of these statements in the ArthaJastra, it would 
be incorrect to give a new interpretation to the term 
dharmavijaya occurring in the A5okan inscriptions. 
F. J. Monahan who followed the old interpretation of 
dhammavijaya has remarked as follows: "As to the pre
cise nature and effects of this 'conquest' we are left in 
the dark; it is unfortunate that Greek records are silent 
on the subject. From the edict we gather that 'con
quest' was made through envoys (dlila). They were 
sent to the various countries to preach, not Buddhism, 
but 'dhamma', and in A5oka's view, as we know, 
'dhamma' was compatible with adherence to various 
creeds. \Ve may infer that the envoys were politely 
received."' 

The true vosition becomes intelligible in the Jight 
of the ArlhaJiislra. \Vhat A5oka aimed at was to make 
known to the conquered states, as well as to neighbour
ing states through ambassadors or special messengers 

1 Bk. :XU. Cb. 1. 
•cr. Jtllb. S611ti, a. 59, 38. 
• LlriJ HisiO'f'1 of Bmgal, p. 219. 

ll-11 
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( dutas) that. the. king had given up lobhavijaya and 
asuravijaya in which he had indulged· in the early part 
of ~is rule, .and had taken his stand at the 
pedestal o£ dharmavijaya. In other words,, .. the 
emperor informed his subjects and the kings of other 
states. that he would be satisfied with mere. obeisance 
from them and he expected them at the same time to 

-follow the sastraic injunctions without recourse to any 
. r~bellion or war.1 Any other meaning will ~ave no 

leg_s· to stand on. . No wonder the Buddhist traditio? 
has utilised this material for its own purpose when it 
mentions the conversion of Chandasoka to Dharmasoka, 
·furnishing the occasion for unten!).ble theories. This 
then forms ~n unimpeachable evidence to demolish the 
theory .that Asoka was a· Buddhist. · For, this. term 
dh.(!rmavijaya has been a· convenient peg with schoYar~ 
to hang· the Buddhist theory on. 

King consulted the council evei1. on emergencies 
· · That the king could not by himself pledge to any

thing relating to. the state, ~ven in extraordinary cases 
urging immediate ·attention, and that the decision of 
the council was binding·on him is testified to by a re-

: markable stater.tJ.ent of the Kautaliya. Whenever urgerit 
and' unexpected occasions arose for prompt action, the 
king summoned· his council and placed the matter 
before. them for final decision. He was to act on the 
considered ·advice of the best men in the council." 

Una11imityJ . no majority opinion 
·Here the term bhuyi#ha~ as has been els~where 

said,' does not connote majority opinion but refers to 
. • '' I. 
1 tastranugamasastritam. , ' • t 
I Ar. $as., Bk. I, ch. 15: yadbhi1yi$thib kiryasiddhikaram va briiyub 

tat kuryatl 
· •Hindu Adm. lnst., p. 139, note. 
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the mature. opinion of the highly learned members, if 
we interpret the tenn in the light of the expression 
buddlritrddhii[' in the same chapter. This does not mean 
that the voice of the other members was not heard. · 
On the other ~and there is evidence tO shpw that a 
frank discussion was allowed in the council and every 
one including the· absentee members had his say. For 
the absentees had to send their views for discussion 
in the council.1 But final decision rested with the coun
cil as a whole. In other words the ministers were· 
consulted individi!ally and then jointly.1 It was the 
onerous task of the king as the president to convert 
th~ opposition to his side and thus act on the unanimous 
decision: 

The Asokan Pari1ad 

That such emergent 'matters were also debated 
upon even in the provincial parilads of A5oka is evident 
from more than one inscription. • 

The texts of these Edicts throw a considerable 
light on the procedure of the council meetings. The 
tenn 11ijhati in the Edicts is interpreted in different 
ways: 'meditation,' 'reconsideration,' 'amendment,' 'ad
journment,' and 'appeal'. Hultzsch renders it as 
'amendment'. This seems to fit in with the first part 
of the statement which says' that sometimes the king 

1 anisanuaissaba patra.saJilprt$31Jena lll2DlTayetJ 
2(p. Kdlffantloio, XI. 68. 
1 R. E. VI. Ctrrpru, p. lt; Dhauli and Janga4a VI. CorJIU, pp. 8S 

and 11)). 
f yam pi ch [~ mukhate Wpa.yami) [b:akaDa da.pakam. vi savalca.m 

\"i ye vi puui mahimate hi 
atiyike ilopite bo(t)i ·ti(yetl})i(ye) Yivide nijbati vi saridam 

palis(i)ye anamtali)'mi pati •••• viye me savati savatil kilariaJ 
Ctrrlfu. p. 34. 
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~ent oral orders to the mahamatras, and these were dis
cuss~d and generally agreed upon in the. council. 'rt 
might be that dfsputes arose on the point resulting in 
amendments. But such amendments were to be com
mitted to the king wherever he was. This means that 
full weight w~s not attached to the oral orders, though 
the latter was .hi practice: This practice.became quite 
discredited· by the time of the Sukranitisara where the 
king issuing an o;al order is reg~rded as a thief in law.1 

anusamyiinam 

. The tenu~e of office for the ministers is not exa(!tly 
given in the Arthastlstra. Still it prescribes transfer 
of officers.11 The tenure of office seems, to have 
been restricted to five years in certain citie~ 
and three years in certain other places.' The latter 

· term of office was applicabl~ to the · · ministers 
at. Tak~a5ila and Ujjayini. The special Edicts-so are • 
called the Kaliilga Inscriptions by the Epigraphists
reaffirm this principle of retirement and transfer. The 
technical term for this process of retirement and trans
fer .is am~samyanam.6 In the light of the Artha.fastra 
it would be a far cry to take the term as meaning 
admi~istrative tour.· As it often happened that the 
provincial ministry arrogated to itself too many powers, 
which led to risings of the citizens, as for-instance in 
Tak~asila. It is reasonable to assume that no permanent 
council was aimed at, and new ministers were appointed 

t 

1 II.293 (Oppert ed:): 
II Bk. II, sec. 9. 
a Dhauli R. E. I and R. E. }II .1 i 

· • Katinga Edicts II. · . 1 
1 

& J.B.O.R.S., V.36ff. Smith, Asoka, p. 164. According to 
Hultzsch, Mookerjee and other scholars, the term has reference only to 
periodical administ.rative tours and not transfer of officers. 
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ordinarily every three or five years, to quote V. A. 
Smith 'designed to prevent the abuses apt to arise when 
officials remai~ too long in a particular locality.'1 

Functions of the council .. _ 

What were, then, the functions assigned to the 
council? From the fact that the king sought its advice 
on the administration of the land including home and 
foreign policy, and acted on it, the main functions of 
the council were executive in character. Enjoying the 
confidence of the king, as it did, the council was largely 
responsible in shaping the policy of the government . 

. Among ·others the following five points engaged its 
attention. They were ( 1) means of undertaking 
works including expedition into the enemy's terri
tory · (karmaf)am arathbhopayal;l); (2) gathering of 
resources in men and material in relation to the internal 
and external policy of the kingdom (puru~adravya-

• sathpat); (3) use of discrimination in undertakings 
with reference to place and time ( desakalavibhagal;l) ; 
( 4) me~ns of averting possible dangers and calamities 
arising from his own state and from that of the enemy 
( vinipatapratikaral;l) ; and ( 5) results arising from such 
works undertaken {karyasiddhi)." 

Oth,er functions 

After a free and full discussion of the means, 
resources, and results in regard to a particular work or 
works, the council came to one of the following four 
decisions.8 They resolved, first, ·to undertake new 
works in their- own country ( akrtarambha), second-

1 See also Woolner, AJo4a Test and Glossary, Pt. II, p. 62 and 
Samaddar, Glories of Magadha, pp. 88-91. 

•Ar. Sas.,' Bk. I, ch. 15. Cf. Kamandaka, XII.36-40 • 
. •Ibid. ' 
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ly, , to complete works which had been already 
begun in their own state ( arabdhanu~tana), 
thirdly, to improve works ~lready executed ( anu
~ptavise~a) with an eye to .their importance ·and 
necessity, and lastly, .. to effect changes and improve
ments affecting the services of the state comprising 
both the civil arid military departments ( niyogasampat). 
The above functions allotted to this institution show 
its irripo~ance and par~mount necessity of the mature 
deliberation on which the whole administrative edifice 
was· aUowed to rest. 

· , The council not a mere advisory body · 

It is not altogether correct to take a narrow vie~ 
of the· functions attributed to the counci!. It has--been 
contended that the deliberation was of .an advisory 
nature and the minister was all powerful; but not the 
council of ministers." These s.tatements are untenable 
for variou~ reasons. First, if the council was merely 
an advisory body, and H the final voice rested with the 
king, what is .then the force of the stat~tnent that even 
in matters of urgency the cotincil should be summon~d 
and the decision of its best ;men be adopted ?11 

Secondly, there is another prescription of the Kaufaliya 
which says that "all kinds of administrative measures 
are to be preceded by deliberations in a -well-formed . 
counci1".8 Thirdly, ·there is the interesting statement, 
namely, kingship is possible through assistance. One 

I . 

wheel is useless by itself: Hence the king must ap-
point councillors and act up to their advice.• Fourthly, 

I I 
· 1 See Glories of Magadha, pp. 92-97. 

11 Ar. Sas., Bk. I, ch. 15. 
a Ibid. See also Bk. VIII. ch. 1. 
•Bk. I. ch. 7. 
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there is th~ statement which we have already quoted 
that government is dependent not only on the personality 
of the king but also on the help of his friends, 
the councillors. Fifthly, even in the matter of appoint-

.~ ,. 
ing superintendents and heads of departments, it was 
done with the approval of the ministry including the 
Purohita.~ It is thus evident that the council enjoyed 
executive powers, and that the· king did not generally 

. go against its wishes. Thus neither the minister alone 
nor the king alone could act, but the king with the body 
of ministers did act. 

Sec. ii. THE PAURA-JANAPADA. 

That tlie state policy of thi Mauryan em
pire was much influenced by the conduct and 
mode of the assemblies of the Paura and the 
Janapada is evident from the Arthasastra. The 

. Arthasastra dis~inguishes Janapada and Durga2 while 
the Ramayatza (roughly 500 B.C. to 200 B.C.) refers 
to the Janapada and Nagara.8 The terms Nigama, 
D-ttrga and Nagara·denote one and the same territorial 
unit, and mean either the provincial Cap~tal or the Head
quarters of the empire. It transpires that these assem
blies were ·a feature of bo.th the provincial and the 

· imperial Headquarters. Hence the commentator of the 
Kamasutra interprets nagarika~4 as Patalip~ttrika~. 
The term J aJtapada in the Arthasastra5 refers to th~ 

• 1 Bk. I, ch. 10. 
II Bk. I, ch, 1. 
8 ayodhyii, ch. 79, 12. 
'Bk. II, ch. 5 . 

.. a Bk, II, ch, 1. 
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area. covered by villages and towns of the whole king
dom, except perhaps the capital, as a distinction is made 
between the J anapada and the Durga. 

',The Janapada located in the capital 

That the J anapada assembly hall was located at the 
eapital· is testified to us by the Mrcchakafika. The 
news· of the deposition of the reigning king and the 
election of his brqther to the throne were· brought by a 
inesse£1ger to the J anapada-S amavay·a or the assembly 
hall of th~ Janapada institution.1 Thus the term 
J anapada-S amavaya is ·significant as it shows in un
mistakabl~ terms an assembly of the wh9le of the 
J anapada having its headquarters at the Capital city 
and not a miscellaneous assemblage as some sehol~rs 
would have it. True the materials are lacking in re
gard to a number of particulars ().S to the working of 
that body, viz., the method of electio.n, system of voting, 
writ to the· members, spokesman of the assembly, etc., 
which are all features of modern democracies. · But 
.it· is misreading history · to import modern ideas into 
ancient systems of democratic government. Nev~r
theless the Kaufaliya throws ~elpfullight even in these 
respects. 

Procedure 

The terms buddhivyddha~, bhuyi~!a~, srofriya~ 
indicate that the best and wise men :were always 
·chosen to these' representative bodies. · The$e were 
returned unanimously. There was no system of 
voting, though some s~liol~:s would even textend the 

"Act X, 
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principle of voting. It may be granted, however, that 
there was a kind of voting in the meetings of the assem· 
bly, the voting even here ultimately reducing itself to 
unanimous resolutions._ The term patrasantprefal}a/· 
used in connection with the absentee ~embers of the 
pari1ad may well permit us to infer that some kind of 
writ was in use. Again whenever there was occasion 
for the mention of a spokesman ( 1m1khya, sref!itJ) it. 
was mentioned.' Under these circumstances to charac· 
terise these assemblies as mere crowds of the .inhabi· 
tants of the city and from the village parts is positively 
meaningless. 

The Pattra-Jauapada in Pataliputra 
It is obvious that there were two assemblies · 

in the capital with the designation the Paura and the 
Janapada. PataJiputra had a Paura association,· and 
the members of the Paura can be identified with the city 
magistrates of Strabo.' It .is said that these city 
magistrates exercised municipal administration in addi
tion to their other functions by resolving themselves 
into six. committees of five members each. The Paiicika 
Satirghas of Patafijali may he the equivalent for these · 
committees of the Greek writers. The Paura attended 
among others to the industrial and commercial con
cerns of the capital, watched the interests of foreigners 
resident in the city, and were in charge of the census. 
They also looked after the health and sanitation, besides 
police and magisterial fmtctions. In addition they 
were in charge of the buildings like the assembly halls, 
temples, resthouses and public p3:rks! 

1 Bk. I, cb. 15. • 
'See Mhb., XV, ch. 8-10, (Trans. by Duu). 
I Bk. XV, so, +10, lleg • 

. 'Ar. $4., Bk. II. cb. 36. 
M-18 
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These were not all. The N egama coins1 and the 
coins bearing the name .of towns, for example, U }eniya} 2 

which were taken to be coins issued by the merchant 
guilds are possibly coins which the Paura got,-minted 
at the capital on behalf of the city. For the Sreni or 
the merchant guild was a sub-committee of the N aigama 
which is a synonym for the Paura.3 The Artha~astra 
shows that the J anapada too had the coins struck at the 
r9yal mint.• · It is said that a king of small treasure 
would.be a nuisance to the Paura-Janapada.5 ~rom 

~e fact that these assemblies are frequently ~eferred 
to in connection with ·taxation, it is reasonable·· to 
asswne that these assemblies exercised some control over 
taxation. Any additional. tax was to ·be sanctioned by 
them.: Kautalya says that the king had to beg.o{ the . .. ~ 

Paura and the Janapada towards this end.8 

, · ·· Janapa~a in Asoka's Inscriptions 

. . . A Similar circumstance perhaps actuated As9ka to 
employ Rajukas in such a manner as would win the 
affection a:nd goodwill of the J anapada assembly. In the 
Pillar Proclamations IV,' the term Janapada occurs in 
three places where it is said that the Ra.jukas were -hJ 

discharge their duties so as .to secure the goodwill and 
affection of the members of the. J iinapada and grant 

1 Cunningham, Coins of Ancie~t India, pp. 63-65, Pl. III. 
2A,S.R., Vol. XIV, p. 148. . 
• See Car;ldde5vara _V. R., pp~ 177, 180, Naigamah Pauriil;i naigamah· 

paurasamiiha, quoted by Jayaswal, Hindu Polity, Pt. II, p. 77n. Cf. 
Nasik Cave Inscriptions Ep. Ind., VIII, 82. -
. • suva111ika\t paurajiinapadiinam riipyasuva111amavesanibhib 

k,iirayeti-Bk. II, ch. 14. 1 1 . 
& Ar. $as., Bk. II, ch. 1. ! . I 
e etena pradesena rij_i paurajiinapa~iin bhik$etai-Bk. · V, ch. Z. 

Cp. Bk. XIII, ch. 5 
· 'Corpus, pp. 147-8, pp. 122-123. 
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them anugrahas.1 The discontented among them were 
to be brought round. The officers were to conduct them
selves tn such a mann¢r as the J anapada would not 
gtt offended. Asoka attached so much importance 
to the J anapada that he discussed with them· the 

·ways and means of propagating dharma in the land.2 

It. appears from the fact that the phrase Paura
Janapada occurs together whenever there is occasion for 
i_ts mention, that these two bodies severallY: and con
jointly carried out the political functions . devolved· on 
them. That they had to attend to such functions daily 
is evident from the kings' time-table where th.e second 
portion of the day is devoted to attending to the 
business of the Paura-liJnapada.' . 

As in the Capital so also in the provincial Head
quarters, the Paura and the Janapada assemblies had 
important functions to perform. The tenure of the 
local ministry depended on its harmonious relations with 
these organisations. If the ministers abused their 
powers, the citizens who had apparently the moral sanc
tion of these assemblies, rose in rebellion and continued 
the struggle until their grievances were redressed. In 
Tak~asila this was the case both during the reigns· of 

1 kammrmi pavatayevii janasa janapada~ hitasukham ~p~dahevii 
anugahinevu cha sukhiyana-dukhiyanam janisamti dhmma-yutena 
cha viyovadisanti janam janapadam kimti hidatam cha piilataril cha. .• 
hevam mama lajiika kata janapadasa hitasukbaye yena ete abhita 
asvatha samtam avimana kammani pavatayeviitill 

· Cor pus, PI!. 122-23. . 
t R. E. VIII (Girnar): 

bamhrujasamru,anam dasaQe cha dime cha thairanam dasaQc cha 
hiramQapatividhano (ba janapadasa cha janasa daspanam dhammanusasli 
cha dhamaparipuccha cha • • • • • ' 

I ;.;..Corpus, p. 14. 
advitiye paurajanatmdanfim -karyal)i pasyetl 

~P· Mhb., 'santi, 40, 19. 
-A,, Slit. Bk. I, ch. 19. 
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Bindusara and Asoka. Kmnaras or princes were sent 
to rectify the wrongs perpetrated by the ministry. 
This so highly pleased the citiz~ns who demo11strated 
that their loyalty to tht erp.peror was unflinching. 

The story of Ti~yarak~ita . 

These assemblies again were entrusted with 
responsible executive· work. A stori goes · that 
once Ti~yarak~ita, the queen of Asoka, made 
overtures of love to Kunala, the son of Asoka by 
another wife. Kunala's righteous nature rebelled at 
the very idea. This drove Ti~yarak~ita to severe wrath 
and she resolved to punish him at the next available 
opportunity. . Asoka Jell ill and Ti~yarak~ita ;.at
tended on him carefully that the. king ~pro
mised to do her anything she ·wanted. . Her 
request was that she should be at the helm of the empire 
for· a week. It ·was agreed upon. The queen 
sent an order sealed,.·as if from the king, to the Paura
Janapada at Tak~asila to get Kunala, the provincial 
governor of that city, blinded. The members of the 
assembly met and discussed the unpleasant duty which 
had fallen on their shoulders. They informed the 
prince of the royal orders, to which he readily consenteq. 
'The assembly got him blinded.· The rest of th~ story 
is . not relevant to our purpose. The story may or 
m~y not he. true. 'Vhat we are concerned with here is 
the administrative detail thrown out by the story. The 
Paura-Janapada. enjoyed executive powers amounting 
to punishing even the provincial heads of the' empire. 
It would be idle to deny tlt~ existence of such institu-

. t 
1 See· author's article in the 1 nd. His. (Jnarterl)•, Vol. VI (1930). 

pp. 181-4, with N. N. I.aw's reply thereon, · 
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tions or to underrate the nature of the onerous work 
which fell to their lot. 

Sec. iii. DEPARTMENTS OF TAXATION AND 
ACCOUNTS 

The Mauryan state like any other Hindu state had 
for its aim the realisation of the trivarga-the trinity 
group of Dhanna, Artha and Kama. Of these the 
author of the Arthasiistra attaches greater 
importance to the second, namely, Artha or wealth, for 
on this depended the realisation of Dhanna and Kama. 

artha eva pradhana~ arthamft!au dhat1nakamaul 
This does not mean that Artha or wealth is superior 
even to Dharma. But it does mean that wealth is the 
means, nay the indispen~ble means, towards the reali
sation of the two ends, namely, Dhanna and Kama. 
This statement is confonnable to another statement 
which says . 

kosapiirva~ sarvarambha~1 

that every activity of the state was to be 
necessarily preceded by a well-fonned treasure. The 
idea is further traced and it is remarked that with an 
insufficient treasury the king would be forced to re5ort · 
to resources which would invoke popular discontent, 
revolt and revolution.• 

In the absence of a sound treasury the consequences 
coUld be well imagined. There would be no proper 

1 Bk. II, cb. 8. 
t alpakOfo hi raja paurajanpadaneva grasattJ 

• -Bk. U.t. 
k$i1Jib prakrtayo lobbam lubdhi yinti virigataml 
virakti yintyamitram va bbartaram gbnanti ,;rigariml 

-Bk. vu.s. 
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exercise of datJ¢a} for neither the arniy nor the·officials 
woitld be loyal/ This discussion of the pros and cons 
of a well-furnished, partially furnished, and non
furn~sh~d treasury, bears the test that Kautalya was 
more than a theorist. .In short Kautalya seems to drive 
at the fact that a fully furnished treasury alone can 
ensure the successful working of the administration, 
home and foreign. 

Sources ·of revenue. 

W4at were, then, the dir~ct sourc~s which· tended 
to swell the king's exchequer? The primary source 
constituted the different kinds of land-tax, such as 
sit a or the· produce of crown lands/ and bhaga or share 

. of revenue apparently from private owned lands:8~his 
was invariably the traditional ,.one-sixth of the produce. 
Bhaga is· itself termed in the chapter entitled ko~tha
garadhyak~a, · sa¢bhaga. 4. Megasthenes informs us 
that one-fourth went to the king's share, and mentions 
another tax which was one-fourth of the produce of the 
soil, which also th~ husbandman paid into· the treasury. 
This seems to be entirely wrong. Professor Hopki~s 
is right when he remarks "the fourth part evidently 
declared by Megasthenes to be the proportion exacted, 
contradicts the perpetual statement of native authorities, 
that the proportion on grain is qne-sixth, arid one-fourth 
Ol}ly in emergencies."5 Normally and generally the king's 
share -is one-sixth ~s testified to by the Arthasastra. 
Asoka who collec!ed a ·sixth share of the grain harvest 

1 kosabhiive dhruvam dat;14avinUa.Jt~ 
z Bk'. II, ch. 15. ~ · 
a Bk. I, ch. 13. 
4 Bk. II, ch. 1; cp, Manu, VIII, 304-5. 
GJ,A.O.S .. ·XIII u. 88. . 
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made an exception in favour of the village of Lumbini 
by reducing it to a eighth share. The text of the 
inscriptions has the term aJhabhaga. \Vhile Biihler 
took afha to mean artha,t others took it to mean Offa.2 

According to Bfihler' s interpretation the term afha
bhagiya means 'partaking of riches'. \Ve cannot follow 
this interpretation. 'Partaking of riches' is mislead
ing. \Ve are in the dark as to the 'riches' which 
Lumbini village contained and which the king made use 
of. Besides if A.SOka meant artha by the term afha he 
could not have added the ·suffix bhiiga. This suffix 
bhiiga itself implies a numerical connotation. There
fore afha ·cannot be artha but only alfa. Ajfabhiiga 
means 'entitled to an eighth share,., as Fleet would have 
it, or ;;paying a eighth share', as Thomas3 and Hultzsch4 

would have it The latter meaning is more appro
priate in the light of the use of the term bhaga in the 
Kat,falJya.' 

Other 'items of rural revenue 

Other items of income which came under the cate
gory of rural revenue are mentioned. Pi,;u!a
kara was a fixed commuted ~x paid by the village 
community from time to time. Serwbhaktam was a 
kind of punitive tax imposed on the country parts 
whenever the anny was marching through them· It 
is natural to suppose that this was in kind, such as, oils 
and rice. Bali is another kind of impost on the land 
coming down from early Vedic times" and seems u' 

1 £/1. Ind. V, p. S. See abo Z.D.JI.G., 68, pp. 7Zl-2Z, 
2 See, for example, Fleet I.R.A.S., 1~ pp. 479-80. 
•J.R.A.S., 1914, pp, 391-2. 
4 CorJnu, p. 165. • 
I Bk, lJ, ch. 24, 
•Jt v. X, 173. 
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have been an annual contribution- to the central ex
chequer. i It is again different from ~agbhaga which is a 
separate tax though Kulltikabhatta takes both of them 
as one and the same tax/" It is not a relig~ous tax as 
suggested. by Shama Sastri.8 This is again mentioned 
in the Lumbini inscription of Asoka where it is saiO. that 
Asoka caused. that village· free from. the impost of balit 
in honour. of his visit to the place, and· as already men
tioned, further redt1ced the traditional · fa¢bhaga into 
aftabhaga. 

· ·lurlunini-game ubalike kate a·tha bhagiycchal , 
-Corpus) p. 164, 

The term 'ca' mel:!-ning 'and' connecting bali with 
. a~fab~dga in the inscriptions lS an evidence to sh9w 
that separate taxes were meant. From this ~it is 
~vident that Asoka accepted and followed the system 
of revenue collection and fiscal policy enunciated by his 
grandfather Candragupta. 

Next cmnes kara. which is apparently the share of 
produce from fruit and flower-gardens. 5 Shama 
Sastri's. interpretation M 'contribution by- subdued 
princes' does not fit in at all. For; it must be remem
bered that it. .finds ·a place in the group- of taxes arising 
from the ra~pra, ·literally, country parts. · 

btcome from trade_ and commerce 

Another source of revenue, next only in importance 
to the taxes connected with the land, is trade and com· 

' 

1Manu; 7.80. 
2 See the commentary on ·verse. j~ o£ the chapter viii., Manu . 
. acp. Raghu, 1.18. . ~ · 1 i · 
'ubali (skt. tul-bali) has the analogous form ucchut'Ra in the Ar. 

Sas., Bk. II, ch. 21. See Thomas, J.R.A.S., 1909 pp, 466-67. 
& GaQpati Sistri Ed., Vol. I, p. 230 .. 
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merce. The Kaufaliyai& state recognised the value of 
this unfailing source of revenue and hence endeavoured 
its best to encourage trade and oommerce.1 

. What we 
understand to-day by the nationalisation of industrie$ 
was, to a great extent, realised in the Maurya.n epoch. 
The s~te undertook . manufactures and industries. 
State' manufacturies were established. These were in 
charge of the Superintendent· of Commerce.111 But 
private individual efforts and co-operative activities of 
guilds were not interfered with. Discrimination was 
used in the imposition of taxes on commerce. Foreign 
merchants were allowed a good deal of freedom.. Illicit 
transactions ( vyavahara), _!Disappropriation ( upa
bhoga) • and defalcation ( apahara) were severely dealt 
with. To this list of punishable offences were added 
the offence of tampering with weights ·and measures' 
and offering forbidden and bad articles for sale in the 
market.' 

The income under this head of trade and commerce 
included tolls which varied according as the articles 
were necessaries or luxuries-;' dvaradeya (literally, the 
gate dues), road-c~ probably collected by the anta-
pala' and profits earned from . weaving and spinning. 
This last was pursued by women of different castes and 
age for both, time and piece, wages. a Under this head 
came also incomes from ocean, and river, traffic. 
Fishermen generally paid one-sixth of the value of their 

• praciirasamardh.il)-11.8; paqyabahuly.un--(lbid.). 
~~~ Bk. ll, ch. 16. 
I Ek. II, ch. 8. 
• Bk. 11. ch. 19. 
r; Bk. II. ch. 21. 
•Ibid. 
'Bk. n, ch. 21 and 22. 
~ Bk. II, ch. 23. 

M-19. 
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haul Customs duties . were levied on ships touching 
the port towns. Income also came from coastal traffic.1 

Ferry dues (taradeya), tax. on markets (paf!alwm),' 
fee ·from licences of different kinds of passports, tax 
from the guilds ofthe artisan classes (karuiilpigatta[l), 
monopoly of income from salt and other commodities, 
tended to swell the .revenues of the State from com
merce. . Special mention may be made here of the 
encouragement given by the State for exports of 
indigenous goods.• 

Other items of inco1ne 

The other category of income to the state compris
ing of those items arising from the State~wned pr~
perties like forests/ . wastelands including the- ptd:ilic 
past:ui:-age,5 ·land and ocean mines,•· treasure finds, the 
mintage,' unclaimed properties, forced labour ( vii!i), 
and fines of different.descriptions for transgression and 
trespass of law. Added to these were the incomes collect
ed by the excise department ( suradhyakia }8 the depart
ment of gambling (dyuta)' which wa~ centralised ·lest 

t Bk. II, c:h. 28. 
• Bk. n, ch. 34. 
• See Kaulilya, p. ~. 
'Bk. II, ch. 17. . 
i Bk. II, ch. 29. Rock Edict XI refers to the superintendent of 

pastures. The term vachamTU in R. E. VI is vraja of the Artlw
SdstrtJ (ll.6), meaning a herd of cattle and other animals. This 
f!raja is said to have been inspected by ASob. If we consider the great 
attention paid to the preservation and upkeep of cattle in the Kau.taliya 
as indispensable fo~ agriculture, A§ob's interest in livestock only 
shows how the king 'interested himself in the material welfare of his 
people as in their moral welfare. ·' 

• Bk. ll, ch. 12 • 
. 'Bk. II. ch. 12. 
a Bk. II, ch. 25 • 
• ~. m, ch. 20. 
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the evil should spread widely, from the institution of 
prostitutes (veiya) /the department of slaughter-house: 
and other miscellaneous taxes collected from religious 
and charitable endowments, heads of cattle, building 
sites (vastuka), spoils of war, tributes, voluntary con .. 
tributions and other several minor dues like tltsanga, 
pariva, for which there was no absolute and fixed rate! 
In cases of emergency extraordinary taxes and enhanced 
exactions (pravaya) were collected.' The resources 
of the rich were primarily but carefully tapped.11 

Nonnally the State kept in-stock half of the gr~ col
lections, to meet unforeseen circumstances' like the 
setting in of famine. 

Principles of taxatio11r 

Remark has been elsewhere made that the theories 
of early writers like Maine who called the Hindu states 
'tax-collecting institutions' have little justification at any 
rate in regard to the Mauryan times.' Or in other 
words let us examine the principles· under which taxes 
were imposed and expended. Kauta}ya is a strong 
advocate of a gradual system of taxation. Says he: 
"A king should endeavour to gather the revenue 
from his subjects ·in the same way as the fruits 
of a garden are gathered as often as they become ripe. 
Just as the gardener would abandon the unripe fruits 
lest their source should be disturbed, so that the State 

1 Bk. n. ch. 'D. 
I Bk. II. ch. 26. 
1 See Hind"' Ad. r ... , pp. 176, 177, 179, 180. 
• Bk. IV, ch. 2. 
1 karbnam. vamanam vi kurJiti-Bk. II. ch. 1. 
• tato ardham ~ apad;frtlwn janapadanamll Cp. Iml. A111., 

1896, p. 261. . " 
.' Hindt~ Ad. lt~d. p. 00. 
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should abandon the unripe sources of the kingdom lest 
they should.cause anger to the people.1 Grant of im 
munities from taxes and· escheat ~as another feature 
of the Kautaliyan system. This was always shown in 
. the case of the deserving-the needy cultivat~rs and 
the JrotriyasJ the.latter being wedded to the promotion 
of the· public good ·of the country as the custodian of 
the education of the people in· addition. to other public 
services according tQ the belief of those days. Mis
behaviour on the part of the tax-collecting officials was 
anticipated by a statesman of the type of Kaut:alya. 
Hence proper safeguards were taken to keep a check 
on these revenue officials who would collect either twice 
the levied tax or more than what was due, 
by unduly harassing the subjects at large. r~. pre
vent such corruption and extortion special Intelligence 
officers were appointed, and it was their duty to see 
that the regulations of the State were properly 
carried out. Any infringement was· reported and 
severely dealt with.z Taxes were so collected that 
the people did not feel them to be a str~n on their purse. 
In the light of these healthy principles there is least 
justification to call the Kautaliyan recommendations as 
in any way immoral or even unmoral. 

Public e~pendit11re 

The vastness of the empire and the many-sided 
activities in which the Mauryan state displayed itse1f 
chiefly from the point of view of the yogakfema of the 
citizens involved· a costly machinery and 'consequently 
heav} expenditure. Public, ~xpenditure depended pri-
• I j " 

t Bk. V, ch. 2. 
I Bk. IV, cb. 9. 
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marlly on the various functions which the State imposed 
on itself. The functions of the Mauryan State were 
political, economic, social, religious, and sociological. 
One of its chief political functions was to afford 
proper defence from internal dangers through 
an elaborate police system, and external dangers 
through the organization of the army and 
navy. In this direction the State buil~ fortresses 
on the frontiers of the empire and garrisoned them 
under the control of the officers known as antapalas. 
There are the aJZtamahamiitras mentioned in the Edicts 
of Asoka.1 In the interior the rural divisions of the 
sthaniya, dro1}amukha, kharvafika and sangraha!za 
were primarily headquarters though the officials in 
charge of those places there were entrusted with 
various other 4uties.' In addition to these arrange
ments in the frontiers and the rural parts, the central 
administration maintained a large army and navy if 
we are· to believe the Greek accounts. A fragment 
speaks of the Maurya army as -consisting of six
hundred thousand footmen, thirty thousand cavalry
soldiers and thirty-six thousand elephant-men and 
twenty-four thousand chariot-men .. The same source 
testifies to the fact that the naval force was equally 
elaborate. These are corrobOrated by the Kaufaliya. 
Under the category of political functions mention must 
be made of the civil side of the administration and its 
establishment though it must be borne in mind that the 
Mauryan State did not draw any line of demarcation 
between the military and civil establishments. 

I See Delhi-Topra Pillar, Corpus, pp. 119-120. 
'Ar. $41., Bk. III, ch. 1. 
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The civil list· 

The ·civil list which includes the eslablishment of 
royal household, the religious establishments, pay and 
pension of other officials including the menial services, 
is a long one involving again heavy· items of expendi
ture. 

':pie following is the civil list as found in the 
Kaujaliya1 ~ 

Allowances for the rtvik, guru, minister, purohita., 
seuapati, crown-prince, king's mother, and queen con
sisted of 48,000 Patras each. 

The chamberlain, controller of the household, pra
sastr, revenue officer, and sannidhatr each got 24,000 
pa'f.'as.. . ~ 

The other sons of the king, nurse, nayaka, SUPerin
tendents of the city, judge, superintendent of manufac
tories, members of the ministry, superintendent of 
country parts, and boundary guards were paid 12,000 
Pa!~as each. 

· The ·leaders of the military corporations, of 
elephantmen, cavalry and chariots, each got 8,000 
pa'f.'as. 

The captains of infantry, cavalry, chariots, and 
forest-guards were paid 4,000 pa!tas. 

The charfot-driver, physician, horse-trainer, car
penter, trainer of other animals, each was allowed 
2,000 Patzas-

•. 
The astrologer, pura?Ja reader, bards, assistants 

of the Purohita, and all superintendents of other de- . 
i . 

partments were. paid 1,000 Pa!Jas each. 

tBk. V, th. 3. 
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The pay·of the soldiers, accountants, and clerks 
was 500 patJas each. While the musicians got 250 
patJas, artisans 120, the menials were paid each 
60 patJas. · 

Other items of expenditure 

. In addition to this regular establishment the follow
ing were other items of expenditure incurred now and 
then by the state. Officers on special duty were paid 
1,000 pa1Jas, Intelligence officials 500 parJas, while tra
velling allowances were calc_ulated according to distance. 
Honoraria for the learned ranged from 500 to 1,000 
patJas. Whether the above allowances were annual 
or monthly has been raised by N. N. Law in a note to 
the Indian Historical Quarterly.1 On the strength of 
two significant statements in the Arthasiistra, viz., that 
the pay was so fixed that the officials were above wants2 

and that 60 pa1JaS could be substituted only for 1 adhaka 
or 32 seers of the staple food gram3 i~ is argued that 
the wages must have been monthly and not yearly. As 
there is no statement in the text to warrant that it is 
an yearly ·allowance, it is reasonable to assume the 
allowances to have been monthly. 

Productive e:rpendittwe 

The economic purposes for which the State expend
ed lavishly were many and varied. Some of these 
were industrial and manufacturing establishments, such' 
as factories, manufactories, exploitation of the forests, 
mines, an~ treasure troves, constructi~n of big irriga
tion wo~ks, . and aid to co-operative irrigation 

I 

1 Vol. V, No. 4. . 
IBk, V, ch. 3. · 
•Bk. ·v,· ch. 3; Bk. II, ch.· 19. 
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schemes, construction of dams and embankments, help 
to the new settlements of villages, grants and loans to 
agricultural classes, regulation of trade and commerce, 
and regulation of b~nking and currency etc. ~n fine 
the State aimed at the nationalisation of industries . 

. including that of agriculture. Need it be said that 
the investments under these heads· were heavy and 
even abnormal? 

Poor relief 
The social functions came in for a large item of 

the e~penditure. Public poor relief was deemed as one_ 
of the functions of the State. The State undertook to 
protec~ th~ aged, the starving, and the disabled poor. 
It also ~elped otherwise poor people wpo deserved coD;· 
sideration at its hands like the srotriyas an<f-!the 
ascetics. . It was again the patron of the Brahman and 
the Sram~a.1 It guarded the interests of the orphan 
and the widow. Relief of distress was also rea:,oarded 
as on~ . of the kingly duties. The state anticipated 
dangers, providential and otherwise, like famines 
and epidemics, and made provision for, such emergent 
purposes by keeping in reserve half · of the total 
revenues collected possibly both in kind and cash. 
Whenever the ~expected happened, relief came by 
advances from the storehouse. 

Works of public utility 

Other works of public utility consisted in construct· 
ing lakes and other reservoirs of water ~d laying out 
roads well furnished with medicinal herbs, plants, and 
.trees.• The Sudarsana Laket under Candragupta and 

~ f I 

1 See Meg. Fg"' Rock. Edicts IV and XI. 
I See A..Sokfis In~criptions, Corpus, pp, 3-4. 
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the Grand Trunk Road leading to Pataliputra are 
evidences. 

Some more items of e~t:penditure · 

Closely connected with these are the sociological 
functions which entailed also an appreciable 
expenditure. Under this category mention may be 
made of educational grants and educational pensions. 
In the Arthasastra while the srotriyas were teachers of 
the sacred branches of learning, the acaryas, vidyavan
tas, vaktara[t, and prayoktaralt were the other teachers 
imparting instruction in scientific and technical arts in
cluding practical training. Students including those 
from the artistocratic classes flocked to the cottages of 
these teachers which were the seats of learning. There 
was no fixed salary paid to them. But generally 
the state endowed them with gifts of lands tax-free 
called brahmadeyaJ and sometimes with agraharas with 
the sole right of enjoyment. Occasional gifts of money 
were not tmcommon. Teachers who were in charge of 
secular branches of learning got pensions ranging 
from 500 to 1000 Patws each according to his W'Qrth.1 

The state extended its hospitality in different other 
ways the object being the lok(Jyatra of the world. Pro
vision was made to the families wherein the earning 
memher had given up his life in war for the sake of the 
country. To avert distress and suffering, hospitals for 
man and beast were founded throughout the empire· 
The State adminfstered ·to the general health. of the 
community and its moral progress. 

1 iiryayuktarohakamat;~avaka5aila khanakiissarvopasthayina 
iidirya vidyavanta5ca piijivetanani yatharhatn labheran 
paiicasatavaram sahasraparami-Ar. Sds., Bk. V, ch, 3, 

, M-20 
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The Religious Establishment 
~ . 

This leads tis on. to examine the vast expenditure 
on the religious ~stablishment of the State. Reference 
has already been. made to the _salary of the purohita, 
rivikJ ·guru, the assistants of' the purohita, an<;l the astra~ 
lager according to the civil list. In those days people had 

· ~trong belief that the· performanc~ of sacrifices, rites, 
and ceremomals could enable them to avert calamities 
or to achieye desired results. Besides, no fine distinction 
was made between secular and religious duties. Both 
were regarded as· complementary to each other. The 
srotriya was the recipient of all honours at the hanas of 
~e king. So also the siddhas and tapasas. Sannyasins 

· as a class were loo~ed upon with regard and esteel!l. 
Toleration was the k.eynote of the administration, ·wfiat
ever be the king'.s personal religion. Religious sects in
cluding those of the heterodox found favour with the 
State. Thus the activity of the State was many-sided 
and hence incurred ~eat expenditure. 

Department of ~c~~·unts 

The total income of the Maurtan State was large 
and the ·. expenditure was equally enormous. This 
income· and expenditure then· necessitated an 
elaborate machinery of administration for receipt 
iJ.nd audit." A~ the. apex of this department were the 
Sanl).idhij.ta or th.e Finance Minister · and, Samahartii 
or the Collector-General. The Samaharta was the 
supreme controlling agency 1 6f the fortressep; . mines, 
agricultural works, forests, roads and cattld. . One of 

. his duties was to look to the proper classification. of 
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the villages for the purpose of revenue collection: 1. The 
Sannidhata on the other hand, was a sort of Receiving 
Officer whose duty it was to see that the revenues were 
properly received and the same kept ·in safe custody.2 

He wielded eqmilly other onerous duties. -He kept cus
tody of precious stones, metals and coins as well as 
grains in charge of Ko~t}tagaradhyak~a, forest produce 
sent in by the Kupyadhyak~a and other articles. received 
in kind. We need not be detained by his other functions, 
among which figures his control over the buildings in 
respect of the armoury, the prison house, and courts of 
justice. A review of the duties pertaining .to his office 
as o~tlined in the Kmtfaliya shows that he was in charge 
of both the state-treasury and the store-house. 

The Treas'ttry 

To the treasury of the Mauryas came pearls from 
the Patt<Jya and Kerala States,· from Persia· and the 
Himala'ya regions, gems of varied value from the Vin
dhya and the Malaya mountains, diamonds from 
Kalinga, Kosala and Benares and coral from the Isle of 
the Yavanas.8 To th~ capital CatJ.?.e also varieties of san
dal,·perfumes of all sorts, different kinds of skins from 
the Himalayan forests and of woollen: blankets and other 
fabrics including silks and fibres. These demonstrate 
the richness of the treasury under the Mauryas. The 
store-house was egually rich in grains of different kinds, 
varieties of oil, sugar, pungents, salts and other neces
saries of life. . Both the treasury and the storehouse 
maintained records of income and· expenditure' ru~nfng 

t For details see Hindu A!. In., p. 201-ff. 
t Bk. II, ch. 5. . 
a Bk. II, Cb. 11. . 
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over a hundred years.t. The office of the Sannidhata 
was again 'engaged in preparing budgets and presenting 
the same. The accounts were systematically maintain
ed· under three heads: opening· balance ( vartamtina), 
balance on hand ( paryu,~ita) and windfalls ( an.ya/ata). a 

How accou.nts were kept 

The account-books were to be submitted each year 
at the commencement of the month of Sravat;ta in sealed 
covers for auditing and approval. 8 Vvrong entri~s and 
defalcations were severely dealt with! To prevent 
bribery and corruption among the revenue officials Kau
talya introduced the system of periodical transfers of 
the State officials from one place to another.6 Asoka 
too followed the same line and had his officers trfns
ferred in some cases every three years and in other 
cases every five years.6 It may be noted in passing 

.. that certain offices like those in charge of the palace, 
fortress and country . parts were exceptions to this 
general rule.7 The official year was ~eckoned as 354 
days and nights. The budget session was towards the 
close of the month A~ac;Iha or roughly the middle of 
July,B 

1 Bk. II, ch, 5. 
2 Bk. II, ch. 6. The terms may also ·mean 'curretrt,' 'arrears' and 

'miscellaneous', 
3 Bk. II, ch. 7. 
'Ibid., also ch. g·, Note Kautalya refers to forty forms of embezzle· 

ment by Government servants. See Hi11d11 Ad. l11s., pp.. 208-10. 
G Vikrepa, Bk. V, ch. 3. 
~Inscriptions at Dbauli and J,attga4a. 
'Bk. V, ch 3 
s trisatarh caturpaflcasaccahoratriit}lim karma sarhvatsatabl 
tama~iiQhiparyavaslinamiinath piirt;mrh va dadyat!-Bk. II, ch. ?. 
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The ak~apatala of Kautalya is not only the 
Accounts Office but also a. general record room.1 The 
assumption is that while the current accounts were 
maintained in the Department of Accounts, past records 
were kept in custody in the Record office which was 
under the supervising eontrol of the Accounts depart
ment. Here were preserved, in addition to the above 
records, title deeds of ~e immqvable properti~s, docu
ments concerning royal grants, copies of ultimatum 
issued to neighbouring kings, and of treaties with other 
states, records generally relating to the civil list anu 
the military administration of the land. 2 

Gatramlyam 

The same was also the case in the administration -
o~ A8oka as is evident from a significant expression in 
the Edicts (R E. Ill)-the Ga!laftayam which simply 
means the Department of Accounts referred to in 
the Arthasiistra.3 ·We shall quote here the whole of 
the Edict as it bears relation to the topic in question. 

devanampiyo piyadasi raja evaril aha! 
dbadasavasabhisite~a maya idam ajfipitaml 

sarvata vijite mama yuta· cha rajiike cha prade
sike cha panchasu panchasu vasesu anusath-yanam 
niyatu etayeva athaya imaya dharhmanusastiya yatha· 
ajfiaya pi kammayal 

sadhu matari cha pitari cha susriisa mitrasathstu
tajiiatinaril bamhat:ta-samat:tanam sadhu danam prat:ta
nam sadhu anarathbho apavyayata apabha~ata sadhu 

1 Monahan, Early History of Bengal, p. 45. 
1 Bk. II, ch. 7. For different kinds of official documents see Bk. II 

ch.·tO. • ' 
4 Bk. IT, ch. 7. 
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parisa pi yute ajfiapayisati gat;tanayarh hetuto cha 
vyarhjanato chal-Corpus, p. 4: . 

· "King Devanampriya Priyadarsin speaks thus. 
(When I had been) anointed twelve years,.the follow-. 
ing was ordered by me. E\rerywhere in my dominions 
the yuktas, the rajzika and the pradesika, shall set out 
on a complete tour (throughout their charges) every 
-five years for this purpose (viz.) for the following . 
instruction in morality as well as for other business. 
'Meritorious· is obedience to mother and father. Libe
rality to friends, acquaintances, and· relatives,· to 
Brahrrianas and Sramat;tas is. meritorious. Abstention 
from killing animals is meritorious. Moderation in 
expenditure (and) moderation in possessions are meri-
torious.' - "._> 

.. 

. The council '(of. M ahamatras) also shall order the 
yuktas to register (these rules) both with (the addition 
of) reasons and according to th~ letter."-Jbi~., p; 5, 

V. A; Smith's transaltion is more to the point and 
it is as follows:-

. Thus saith His Sacred and Gracious Majesty the 
King: 

"When I had been cons~crated twelve years this 
· command was issued by me:-

"Everywhere in my dominions the subordinate 
officials, the Governor and the District Officer must 
every five years proceed in succession ( amt) on transfer, 
as well for their' other business, as for· this .special pur
pos~, the inculcation of the Law of Duty (or Piety) to 
wit:- t I I 

j 

"An excellent thing is the hearkening to father and 
.mother: an excellent thing is liberality to friends, 
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acquaintances; relatives; Brahmans, and ascetics; ex
cellent is abstention from the slaughter of living 
creatures: excellent. is small expense 'with. accumula
tion." 

"The council also will inculcate· (the same) on 
the officials in the Accounts Department, with regard 
both to the principle and the text (of the order)." 

From this some facts emerge. ( 1) The tnantripari
~ad ·was the executive authority which issued orders 
of the king t9 the variou~ departments of. the State. · 
(2) The accountants were ·transferred every five years. 
(3) Asoka attached great value to small expense with 
its inevitable. accumulation though small enough. It 
is· mteresting to note that these correspond to the pres- . 
criptions in the Kautaliya which have been already 
examined. 

The Department of !Tinance under the Mauryan 
Government thus possessed many attributes of modem 
administration supervised by two officials of· the state, 
the Samaharta and Sannidhata. It was run on efficient · 
lines as attested partly by the fact of an elaborate machi
nery, and partly by the healthy principles on which the 
administra~on was based. The Kautaliyan State .en~ 
deavottred in the direction of augmenting the sources 
of income with the consequent increase in the receipt 
with a proportionate diminution in the expenditure.1 

This does not mean that the state was chary of public 
expenditure but it does mean that the State recognised 
the value of a replenished treasury by cutting money 
on . useless and unproductive works but without pre
judice to works of puqlic utility. 

t Bk. II, Ch. 6. 
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Sec: IV.; ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 

Heads of Law 

Mention has already ·been made of the peculiar 
concept of Indian Jurisprudence that the law of the 
land was the. de facto if not de jure sovereign of the 
)and~ .and that the monarch of the kingdom was bound by 
it and .. should act according to it.1

• In: other words, the 
an~ient Indian king was 110 law-maker. His function 
was to adf:I1inister the law. already established. This 
is orie of. the. powerful weapons by which the people 
were · abl~ to check and curb the arbitrary powers of 
the king. . ·We shall now e~amine what constituted this 
law or in clear language, what were the different heads 
of law: This is not the place to discuss the varigus 
heads of law as adumbrated in the Dharmasutras or 
Dharmasastras. Confining ourselves to the contempo
rary work of the Mq.uryan epoch, we find that four 
heads of law are mentioned in th~ Arthasastra: dharma 
(to give; o'ut what has actually happened), vyavahara 

. (to rest on evidence)' caritra (customs and precedents)' 
and rajajasana (royal procl~mations).2 It. may be 
noted en ' passant that these royal proclamations 
a~ounted to promulgation of laws fallen into disuse 
and not introd~ction of new laws altogether. 

Equity 

Equity. ( nyiiya also dharma-nytiya) again is given 
due prominence and in conformity with the law-giver 
. Yajfiavalkya, Kautalya mentJ~ns it ·as a source o£ law 

I 

1 See above p. 91. 
a Bk. III, ch. 1, 
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to be applied, in case the -positive law of the smrti cannot 
properly provide equality of justice. In other words 
equity came in very handsomely so far as the inter
pretation of the law was concerned. Perhaps the term 
dharmayutena in the Asokan inscriptions is another 
form of dharmanyliya.1 The term 'equity' is not used 
in the same sense, in which it is used in Roman Law 
but· in the broad sense of supplementing in some 

· cases, or interpreting in other cases, the law of the 
land. Again it is remarked that in India law was 
dharma. This is no doubt true. But what· is more 
important is that dharma alone did not constitute law. 
There were other heads of law also. 

C {}Uris of Law 

The Arthasastra mentions two kinds of law-courts; 
the dharmasthiya or courts where civil law was adminis
tered and the ka!tfakaiodhana or ~e criminal court of 
law. Kauta,lya devotes two books2 to the province of 
jurisdiction of these two important courts of law. A 
study of the nature of the cases which came under the 
purview of the ka~1[aksodhana court, and an examination 
of the functions· allocated_ to that department 
lead us to the conclusion that in addition to its adminis
trative functions, that court acted also as a police court. 
For, the detection and preve~tion of crimes as well as 
the award of corporal and capital punishments rested 
with it 

Though it would be interesting to study in detail 
the cases which came before the dharmasthiya court 
for disposa~, still lack of space forbids us an attempt at 

1 Pillar E. IV. Corpru, p, 123. 
a Bks. III and IV. 

M-21 
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it. As it is, a passing mention of these cases will itself 
be 'of much interest. These may .be categorically 
stated.1 

· · 1. Contr~Cts of a general nature ( vyvaharastha
pana).2 

2. Agreements ~£ service, etc., ( samayasyana
. pakarma). • 

3. . Duties and ·rights of the employer ( svamya
dhikara~). 

4. . Duties and privileges of the employed (bhrta-
kadhikara~). . · 

5. Questions.concerning the slaves ( dasakalpa~). 
6. Au relating to loans {gtadanam). . · · 
7.. Deposits of different kinds (aupanidhikam), 
8 •. Sales and pre-emption (vikrit~ritanusay~in). 

· · 9 Presents and gifts ( dattasyanapakarma). · 
: 10. High~ay.robbery (sahasa). 
11. Assault ( dal}<;laparu~yam). 
~2· Cases relating to defamation ( vakparu~yam). 
13. Questions concerning gambling ( dyiltasama-

.hvayam). . . . 

' 14.· Irregular sale of property ( asvamivikraya~). 
15. The. right of possession (svasvami samban

dha)· 
16 .. Formation of boundaries of lands··and settling 

of disputes arising from them ( simavivada, maryada-
sthapanam). · · 

. ' I • 

17.' Cases regarding the immovables .(vastukam) . 

.. 1For further details see Hindu1Ad. Inst., p. 228-tf. See also 
N. :N .• Law. Studies in Hindu Polity, pp. 119-120. f 1 

ll Bk. III, ch. 1, 
•Ibid, 
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18. Destruction · of crops, pastures, roads, etc. 
( vivitak~etrapatha hi.lhsa). 

19. Laws of marriage ·{vivahadharma, stri 
dharma-kalpa~). 

20. Questions relating to co-operative enterprise 
( sambhiiyasamuthanam). . 

21. Cases of inheritance and succession ( daya
vibhagaQ, dayakarma): 

22. Rules of procedure ( vivadapadanibandaQ). 

Jurisdiction of the ·criminal Law-Co~trt' 

The criminal law-court on the otherhand dealt with 
the following cases1 

: 

1. Protection of artizan~ and merchants (karmi- · 
ka vaidehakarak~at;1am). 

2. Protection and regulation. of th(t claims of 
labour.1 

3, · Protection of the prostitutes (gii<;lhajivinam 
rak~a). 

4. Tracing criminals through· spies (miit;lava
prakasanam). 

5. Arresting the suspicio~s or real culprits ( safl
kariipakarmabhigraha). 

6. Post-mortem examination (asumrtakaparik~a). 
7. Maintaining discipline in the different depart

ments of the State (sarvadhikarat;1arak~at;1am). 
8. Punishment for 'mutilation ( ekarigavadhani~

krayal;t). 
9. Capital punishment with or without torture 

( suddha8citlrasca dat;t<;IakalpaQ). 
I 

1 the whole of Bk, IV, 
»Bk. IV, i:h. 2. 
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10, R~vishment of immature girls (kanyapra
karma). · 

·u. Examination by word of mouth and action 
thereon ( vaky~karmanuyoga). 

12. Other ~riminal offences ( aticarada1,1qa~). 

A·survey of the cases that cam.e within the purview 
of the criminal ·_law-court shows the combination of 
police . functions with magisterial . duties. Much 
of the ·pollee control was· by means. of informants who 
s~meti:r:nes acted as agents prov_ocateurs. One of the 
functions assigned to these informants was the shadow
ing of the suspected, and in this respect it resembles that 
of the modern secret police organisation. The pr_g,ce
dure prescribed for investigating cases of theft and . 
homicide\ is a test to prove the perfect organisation of 
the judicial department. In regard to suicide committed 
by men or women, equal punishment was awa~ded. The 
idea was to check such a heinous offence as far as possi
ble. Neither burial nor cremation was allowed. The 
bodies of persons who committed suicide were exposed 
on thoroughfares by having them dra~n on public roads 
by Ca1)galas and were cast a~ay uncared for.1 Thus 
the seemingly arbitrary punishment was to put down 
such crimes as they would otherwise become numerous. 

t Bk. IV, ch", 4 and S. 

• ghatayetsvayamatmanam' stri vi papena mohitall • 
rajjuna rajamarge tim r.at.:u;lalenapakarsayetl 
na smasinavidhiste~am na sambq.ndhikriyistathall 

bandhuste~am tu ya~ kuryatpretaka.ryakriyavidhiml 
tadgatim sa caretpascat svajanadva pramucyatell 

. -Ar, Sa.r .• Bk. IV, ch. 7. 
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Capital fnmishment 

Punishments were of different kinds: fines, 
imprisonment, mutilation and death penalty.1 It is 
often remarked that the Kaufaliya does not mention 
the method of trial by jury but recommends torture to 
the suspected persons to elicit confession of guilt.1 The 
statement is of course misleading, and is the result of 
a wrong interpretation of the Arthasastra texts. Th.e 
chapter entitled vakyakarmanuyoga' means 'examina
tion on evidence and acti~n to be taken ther~on.' 

The technical sense in which the word karma is 
used, is 'examination' or 'cross-examination' and does 
not mean 'torture'! . 

The interpretation of the title of the chapter goes 
a long way in settling an important issue. A careful 
study of the chapter in the light of the above interpre
tation goes to prove that only avowed culprits were 

tBk. IV, ch. 2, See R.E. V, Corpw, p. 19; IV Pillar Edict, 
CorPfU, p, 123, 

J Early History of Bengal, p. 109. 
• Bk, IV, ch. 8. Shama Sistri translates: 'Trial and torture to 

elicit confession'; MQnahan 'the. questioning of an accused person by. 
word and by act'. ' 

• The technical term for ~orture' is pari/deJa the palikle.ia of 
ASokan inscriptions. · Hultzsch who takes 'karman' in the Kat~taliya 
in the sense of 'torture' is obliged to interpret parikle.iG-'harsh treat
ment!: The inscription runs thus: baritdhanam va paliklesaril ( C ortfls, 
p. 93) meaning imprisonment or torture. 

Parikle.ia cannot be merely 'harsh treatment' for two reasons: First 
imprisonment itself is harsh treatment: secondly parikle.ia in the sense 
of ~orture' to which Senart and Liiders agreed, is found used in the 
Artha.idstra (IV-9). According to the latter authority the superintendent 
of the jail was liable to be punished if he would imprison persons without 
assigning reasons, torture them and kill them, See also R.E, V where 
imprisonment, death and torture seem separately refet,ed to in the 
terms bandhana, vadba, and paJibodba, bandhana-badhasa patyidbanay{e) 
apalibodhaye mo(ksaye) ayi anuba. (Corptu, p. 56.) See also 
Mookerjee's 1Uoka, p. 143, note 2. 
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.1ubjected to torture and not the 'suspected'.1 Kautalya 
no doubt does not mention the ordeals of fire, water, 
etc., recommended in the law-codes. These ordeals 
~ere in vogue for long after Kautalya. Hence the 
author of the ArthaJastra ·could not be charged· with 
ignorance of that age-long institution. What is therefore 
reasonable to infer is that Kautalya regarded these 
;ordeals . as questionable expedients, the application of 
which was restricted to cases involving more than a 
thousand Pattas2 and introduces the more healthy me
thod of judicial enquiry, thus sowing the seeds of the 
modern ju~y 'system. . That punishment was meted out 
only after the guilt had been proved is evident 
from. the· following, among other statements of the 
Kaupaliya. · It is said that the guilt of a ·suspected 
person should be proved by the production of . srlch 
_evidence· as the· instruments used in committing the 
crime; accomplices t~;nd. abettors,. the stolen articles and 
persons· .concerned in their . sale or· purchase. In the 
abs~nce of such eviden~e ·the accused should be acquit
ted.''8 

Here th~re is no mention of torture to elicit confes-
• sion of a cri~e. On the other hand there is evidence to 
show that the judge was empowered to act on the cir
cumstantial evidence which any judicial enquiry must 
take into account. This is corroborated .. by another 
equally important statement- ·· 

1 See also Prouediugs of Third Or. Conf., pp. 628-29; Hiudu Adm. 
lnst. p. 236-ff. 1 

:a Ya). II.lOl. 
8 sankiini$pannamupakarauamantrisahiiyariipavaiyavrtyakaranni$-

' padayetl 1 ' I · , 
karma!}asca pradesadraVyadanamsavibhagai~ pratisamiiyayetl 
.ete~am karat;~anam anabhisandhiine vipralapantamacoram vidyatl 

_:.Bk. IV. c~. 8. 
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. aptadofam karma k~rayet 

meaning that action was to be taken only in case where 
guilt had been proved, and not in doubtful cases. Thus 
torture is recommended as a kind of punishment for 
proved cases. · · 

The nature of capital punishments in practice in the 
4th century B.C. in India and the principle on which such_ 
punishments were inflicted are clearly furnished in the 
chapter on JuddhscitraJcadat;ujakalpa~ of the Kaufaliya.1 

Death-penalty was not the rule: Two classes of crimi- . 
nals ate distinguished-those who are cruel in their 
offences, and those who are not cruel. Death-penalty 
without torture to the former is recommended. . Even 
in this prescription the Arthasastra distinctly mentions . 
that thiS ruling had the aUthority Of the SaStYaS behind. II 

Again in inflicting banishment to the Brahman 
culprits, Kauta,lya shows himself a follower of the 
Dharmasastras. Thus it ·is seen that in this, as in 
other respects, Kauta,lya has not broken any fresh 
ground but has consistently adopted the basic principles 
of the Dharmasastras. ·· · 

That there was judicial trial for criminal suspects 
and that judgment was passed on !he strength of the 
evidence is obvious from the Fourth Pillar Edict of 
Asoka. Though one of the punishments involved 
death-penalty, still a grace (yote) of three days was 
granted to those on whom the sentence of death had 
been passed! ' 

t Bk. IV, ch. lt 
II ete sastrf$vanUgatab kJeSadal}4o mabiitmanaml 
akli~tanam tu papanam dharmyab suddbavadhassmrtabll 
a ava ite pi cha me avuti 

bamdhana-badhanarit munisiinaril • . 
· til (i) ta-daril4iinarit pata-vadhanarit 

timni div-aR(o)i me yote diritnel-Corpus, p. 123. 
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There is an exaggerated. statement in the Asoka~ 
vadana where Asoka is said to haye totally abolished 
capital punishment on account of his rep~ntance 
for having caused death to a monk who , ·was 
his own unfortunate brother.1 How this state-· . . 
ment has no basis in fact is proved by· the inscrip- · 
tions themselves where the sentence of death is recog~ 
~nized as the punishment for extreme forms Qf criminal 
offence. But Asoka w~s prepared to mitigate the sever
ity of punishment provided somebody interested in the 
culprit would g~t the sentence revoked by satisfying 
the judicial officers concerned as to their innocence. 
This reminds us of Kautalya's advocacy of the release· 
of prisoners 'on payment of prop~r compensation price.2 

·Referring to the case of those on whose ac~ount 
no body ~as forthcoming to effect their rescue, tFere 
was no escaping the judgment. Hence . they are ad
vised to act in such a way as to win enjoyment in 
heaven.8 

Other Courts 

In addition to the High Court o£ Judicature, which 
we have examined above, there were a number of local 
courts in the proVinces and . districts. They were 
generally located in the chief towns of the different 
administrative districts: janap~dasandhi, s~grahaQ.a, 
diol}amukha, and sthaniya. Three judges and three 
commissioners· conducted the cases in each of these 
courts.' 

1 See Dieyavada11a, a.Sokavadana section . 
. tpuQya.Sn,assamayanubadha vii doSf~likrayam dadyub-Bk. 11.36. 
8~~~~~a ! I 

'dharmastbastrayastryomaty3. janapadasandhisaQgrahadrof}amukba· 
sthaniy~u ~vaharikiinarthan kuryubl 

-Ar. Sds., Bk. III, cb. 1. 
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In addition to these, the Arthasiistra recognises 
the authority of the village courts which were self-suffi
cing md independent of imperial control. - Here 'the 
gramavrddhas or the village elders, decided the cases 
arising in the village. They had magisterial func-

• tions which were binding on the villagers. J. The State 
felt called upon to accept as valid every local usage, cus
toms of the caste, community, clan, and family, every 
bye-law of the corporate bodies, the guilds andsu~ 
other organised non-political communities.= 

Thus there was a gradation of the Co~ of Justice 
ranging from the local courts of the village community 

:to the supreme courts of judicature. The lOcal usages 
and customs were respected by the centrai government . 
and an appeal lay from the lower court to the. higher 
co_urt. Inasmuch as the king received ~omplaints from 
his subjects and dispensed justice according to the 
nature and urgency of the case he with his councillors 
represented. the highest court of appeal and also acted 
as the court with original jurisdiction over certain cases. 

- . 
Legal Procedure 

It has been already mentioned that the ArthaJastra 
mentions four bases of law in the order of their in
creasing importance: dharma, vyavahiira, satitsthii, and 
rajaJdsana. · Every case was decided on its merits. 
Generally honest and truthful witnesses were let in 
to depose. Srotriyas, the king, members of the in-

. terested party, degraded criminals, etc., were ineligible 
. 

1Bk. lli. ch. 9 • . 
:rsve sve tu varge de5c kite ca svakararJakrtib 

sampii11Jacirilluddhade5id!ltariipa.: 
Ja4uJa pramit)agul)il} sarvavyavaharal} 
siddbycyubi-Bk. III, ch. 1. cp. Anc. Ind. Pplily, p. 54. 

M-22 
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to depose as witnesses.1 Only those who came of an 
honourable family and whose character had been put 
to test were eligible. These took the oath in the usual 
procedure befo.re they were cited as witnesses. 2 The 
court allowed them traveJling and halting allow.ances, 
which appear to have been met by the defeated party.3 

Cross-:-examination was a feature of the legal pro~ 
- cedure. . So far as the criminal cases were concerned the 

suspected was not to be apprehended after the lapse 
of three days from the day on which the crime was coin
mitted. The suspected ·was arrested and kept jn police 

. custody (caraka) ~til the next day when he. \Vas tried. 
That the Judge should not decide a case on mere cir~ ·· 
.cumstantial evidence is the opinion of Kautalya, as he 
cites the case of MaJ}gavya where injustice was. f!s>rie, 
relying, as the judge ~id,. on the strength o{ such cir-

~ cumstantial evidences. 

· 'J:he following court offences ~(paroktadofa) among 
others are mentioned by the Ka;ufaliya, as punishable by 
the Court whether committed by .the defendant's party 
or the plaintiff's party.' These are: 

( 1) . E':ading a straight answer t~ the questio~ 
· · (2) Inconsistent statements. · · 

( 3) ·Seeking a~yice from undesirable sources. 
( 4) Not continuously answering the question at 

. issue. 
( 5) Adducing irrelevant points. · · 
, I . 

1.Ar.' Sas., Bk. III, ch.'2. 
2/bid. 

B puru~abhrti~tangabl . ' I · 
· pathi bhaktamarthavise$atah.l 1 

tadubhayam niyamyo dadyati-Ar. Sas., Bk. III, ch. tJ 
•Ar. Sas., Bk. III, ch. 1: 
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( 6) Contradicting· the statements given by his 
own witnesses. 

( 7) Talking in secret to the witnesses without 
obtaining permission from the court. 

(8) Meeting the arguments of defence on the 
same day. 

(9) Failure to defend or to prove one's case . 
withip. the time fixed for the purpose. 

(10) Unwarranted statements. 
The fines for these offences are said to be' pafica

bandha and dasabandha, the fifth and tenth p~rts of 
the sums sued for.1 The Arthasiistra ntles that credi
tors of high social status, guilty of parokta,· shall pay 
a fine, equal to one-tenth of the amount sued for, and 
creditors of lower status one-fifth, of the amotmt.1 

. 
The jttdge and other court offici~ls 

The judge or the dharmadhikaritt was the chief 
official of the High Court of Justice.8 In this connec
tion the dharmasthas, amiityas and pradeffiiraft are men
tioned. The dharmasthas, from the very nature of the 
term, were men versed in the law of the land and of 
unimpeachable character. They were judges who ad
judicated cases and dispensed justice on the nature of the 
evidence tendered by the witnesses on examination. 
These were probably assisted by a panel of counsel who 
went by the name of amatyas. The pradeffiiraft were 
commissioners who occupied somewhat lower status, 
and answer perhaps to our modern District Judges and 
District Magistrates. One feature of the administra- · 

\Bk. III, ~h. 11. Cp. Vijiiine§vara's commentary ~n verse 171, 
(II) of Yajiiavalkya: Also Srimiilam commentary, Vol. II, p. 68. 

• See for detail.s Hindu Ad. I11JI., p, 258. 
BAr. Sas., Bk. IV, ch. 9, 
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tion was to entrust dispensation of justice not to a single 
judge or· ~ommissioner but a panel of judges or com
missioners. . The usual number was three. When the 
Court was proceeding with the ·case, a class o~ officials 
known as ·lekhakas, literally writers, took down the 
evidence tendered by both the ·.parties of the plaintiff 
and the defendant an~ presented it for the judge to de
cide the case on its merits. If the judge on the other 
hand misconducted himself and did 'not do proper. 
justice, he was also punish~d like · ~ny other citizen; 
It is evident from the chapter entitled sarvadhikara
t~arak~atz-am that the judge guilty of offence was tried 
in the Samaharta's court, the Samaharta being assisted 
by the Prade~tara officials.1 Perhaps this reminds 
us of. the Administrative law-court. of France (:ge 
Droit Administratif). instituted for the tr1a:1-t of 
officials. ·Thus· as in modern France there were two 
sets of courts (a) 6r~inary courts for the trial of pri-. 
vate individuals; and (b) administrative courts for the 
trial of officials. 2 The ·offences. punishable on the· part 
of a judge are (a) offending the contending parties for 
no reason whatsoever, · (b) causing insult to the 
parties by raising irrelevant points (c) tutoring ' 
witnesses, (d) showing partiality ·to either party (e) 
or otherwise infringing the 'rights of the parties con
cerned. The punishment was in the :first instance 
fines, ~nd then, dismissal, if the judge was -found guilty 
of the same for a second time. 8 

· 

The officers of the jail were known as bandhana
ga1·adhyak~a and caraka. The former '\vas the Sup-

. d 
;· 1/bid. . 1 . t 

2 Gilchrist, Principles ~I Political Science, p. 319, (fhird ed.). 
s punarapariidhe dvigttn,am sthanatvyaparopan.am ca. 
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erintendent of the Jail and the latter was one of his 
assistants. If these officers were found charged with the · 
ill-treatment of the prisoners or with violating the rule 
of law they were also punished. Some of the offences 
punishable were the infliction of - punishments 
more severe than what was due, ill-treatment 
of the· prisoners in the matter of rations and 
bedding, transfer of prisoners from one jail to 
another without assigning sufficient reason, and illicit 
intercourse with female prisoners. From the 
duties expected of the dharmamahiimatras of A5oka's 
Edicts, it would appear that these officials correspond to 
the dharmasthas or judges of the civil and criininal 
courts mentioned by the Kaufaliya. The suffix maha
miitra like the term adhyak~a in the Arthasiistra is a 
technical term for an official. According to A5oka, 
these officials were to be engaged with the employers 
and employees, and were employed for taking steps 
against unjust imprisonment, and the release on insuffi
cient grounds of those already imprisoned. They were 
also to see that the people did not molest one another. 
Some of these were the functions of the dharmasthiya 
court of the Kaufaliya. At the least the dharmamahii
miilras of the Edicts can be compared to the Superin
tendents of the Jails found mentioned in the Arthasii.f!ra. 
According to A5oka1 these dispensers of justice must 
he impartial as between one citizen and another. .All 
men were equal in the eyes of law, and proper award 
of punishment not only entitled the judges but also the 
king whom they represented, to merit heaven.2 

1 rll"5t separate R.E.: Dhauli. CortiU. pp. 9J.9.J. See also Ind. 

"'"'· ~ . 
1 viyobala-samati dal}~--sarnata-IV P .E., Cortru, p. 123. 
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. Elsewhere Asoka expects these judicial officers to 
behave towards the people. as a father towards his 
son. He realises that this is in a majority of cases an 
ideal rather than the actual. For, says he, 'some single 
'person orily learns this (and) even he (only) -a portion 

· (but) not the whole'.J.. On the negative side.Asoka ex~ 
pects his judicial officers to be bereft of unhealthy 

, dispositions like envy,- anger; cruelty, hurry, want of 
application, laziness· and fatigue. In his opinion the 
possession of some of these dispositio_ns would lead to 
maladministration of justice, and this would in the long 
rit~ retard the progress of the State.2 

. It is.noteworthy that. the Kautaliya mentions some 
of these as tending to mar the administration of justice, 
-and. ptovides ·for the punishment of·. such judg~_~s 
those who failed to. discharge their duties.·properly.8 

. It was the sincere wish of. the emperor that none of his 
. subjects suffered ~rom u~just imprisonment or un
deserved capital. punishment. To see that his officers 
fulfilled their duties impartially and justly, certain com
missioners wer.e . sent . o~tt. from the headquarters 
to watch their co~dttct and report . to the 
authorities at the capital.4 This reminds us of the 
Kautaliyan p~escription to set members of the Intelli
gence department over these offiCials among others. 
Again, as under every civilised government the Mauryan 
kings gave a general amnesty to p-risoners on certain 
occasions. According to the Ka1-ttaliya the young, old, 
di$eased and destitute prisoners had to pe set free 

. I . 

1 First separate R.E., Dhauti. 
ll Corpus, p, 95. · 
SJbicl, 
4 Corpus, p. 95. 
11 Corpus, p. 93. 
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on the king's·birthd~y and on the full moon days. Pri
soners were also released on the acquisition of a new 
territory, on the anointment of the crown prince, and 
on the birth of a son· to the king.1 

This is confirmed by the Asokan inscriptions 
especially by the Fifth Rock Edict. Some portion of 
the Gimar Edict is unfortunately not traceable while 
the Mansehra gives the following text:-

bhatamaye$U bramar,tibhye$U anathe$U vudhreshu 
hida-su(khaye) dharma-yuta-apalibodhaye viya.(p)uta te 
bandhana-badha (sa) pativi ( dhanay) e apalibodhaye 
mokshay(e) (cha iyam) anubadha p(r)aja t(i) va katrabhikara 
ti va mahalake ti va viyaprata te 
Corpus, p. 75; see also p. 32, Kalsi version; 

Perhaps a new interpretation of these lines is re
quired in the light of the Arthasastra texts. It is evident 
that Asoka was familiar with the ruling of the Artha
sastra in this particular instance as in others. For Asoka 
speaks of as much as twenty·five jail deliveries effected 
by him ~n the course of 26 years since his anointment 
to the throne.2 Yet another healthy regulation .relat
ing to the jail was the frequent visits to the prisoners 
made by the authorities concerned once a day, some
times once in five days, to enquire into· their conditions 
in regard to their" specific work and health, and some-

1 bandhaniigare ca biilavrddhvyidhitiinathanam 
ca jatanak$atrapaul'l')amasi$U visargab , • • • 
apiirva.de5adhigame yuvarajabhi$ecanel 
putrajanmani va molqo bandhanasya vidhiyatell 

Bk. II, ch. 36. 

yliva Eaduvisati vasa-abhisitena me etaye 
. amtalikaye parima.viisati barildhana-ritokhani katani. 

•Pillar E: V. Corpus, p. 126. 
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times grant them money. perhaps for their personal 
upkeep.· This is evident from the following verse:-

divase paficaratre va bandhanasthan visodhayetl 
karmal).a kayadai)Q.el).a hiral).yanugrahena yall 

-II, 36. 

The. translation of this sloka by . Shama Sastri is 
faulty. It ·runs as follows: 'Once in a. day or once 
.in five nights, jails may be emptied of prisoners in con
~ideration ·of the work they have done, or of whipping 
inflicted upon them, or of an adequate ransom paid by 

· them in gold.'l, 

tp, 179. Tran.s. (Secon,1 ed). 



CHAPTERV 

THE CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION-( Contd.) 

THE .MILITARY SYSTEM 

Sec. i. INTRODUCTORY 

\V~th the commencement of the Mauryan epoch 
the military system of the ancient Hindus becomes 
more perfect and more practical. The ~eories of 
diplomacy which have been in vogue from the earliest 
times Qf the Vedic period are formulated into a dip
lomatic code for princes to copy and follow. The well
known diplomatic means were four :-siima ( concilia
tion), diina (gifts), bheda (creating division among 
his ranks or subjects), and da!r4a (open war). The 
first· three means were pursued one after another, and 
the institution of war was only the last resort 
though the Hindu political philosophy recognised it 
as the chief political weapon to bring to sub
jection recalcitrant chiefs and troublesome neighbours.· 
The Ka11[aliyau code of diplomacy is a great improve
ment upon the original standard. During the epoch 
of .the lf-gved(J Sa~hhitii there is evidence to show that 
deceit was practised upon the enemies to turn them back. 1 

Though Kauta).ya seems to accept the basic traditional 
principles, still the methods recommend~d for employ
ing the means of diplomacy are not unmoral. Kauta_lya 
no doubt mentions different kinds of ,varfare including 

1 IV, 15-4; III, 18-1. 

:M-23 
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treacherous wars or kupayuddha.1 This does not 
mean that Kautalya is recommending such a course of 
action for all time. As a writer on the different aspects 

. of the subject, Kautalya could not avoid 'mention
ing them and ex~laining yvhat he meant by them. This 
aspect ·'ha:s . been ' misunderstood . 'and ther_e has been a 

· tendency on the part .of some scholars to equate the 
principles formulated by Kautalya with the immoral 
. teachings of KaJ}ika, the Brahman Minister of Dhrta
rastra in ·the Mahabharata.2 

PI , .. 

. It has been shown elsewhere that Kautalya's poli-
tical_philosophy m~re agrees with that of the sage 
.Nara~a in the same ,epic. 8 The fundamental ideas com
~11on to 'both. are that conquest is not an end in itself. 
The.~ictory is counter-balanced by responsibilities, :and 
acq~isit~ons by the necessity of having to provtde for 
safeguarding them. The general _ principle of the 
Kattpdliya, then, is the practice of the first two means of 
d.ipio~-~~y, sam.a ~nd dan~ towards the local chieftains, 
an4 the. last . two means · blieda and da1J¢a towards 
foreigners. This prescription ·is in . accordance with 

. '. . ' 
that of Manu the. law~giver." ·rn formulating this 
policy.Kautalya, being P-.. s9und politician, discrimina:tes 
between l~cal people. and for~igners, and shows his 
leniency •. toward~. the former. . Kautalya is practical 
when he concludes . this portion o£ the ~discourse by 
sa;Ying _that intern~! risings must first be dealt with. He 
is of ·_opinion that, without internal peace and security, 
foreign expeditiorts should not be. launched upon. 
The following ' ·is the. reflection of Kautalya on 

· · 1 Bk. · III, ch. 6. 
1 

2 Ad4 Parvan, ch. iii. 
ssabha Parvan, ch. v. 
'Manu VII, l~ff. 
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diplomacy. "An arrow shot by an archer may or may 
not kill a person, but the skilful diplomacy of a wise 
man kills even those unborn.m 

Sec. ii. FOREIGN POLICY 

Kautalya divides the foreign rulers under four 
classes__.ari (the enemy), mitra ( alfy), madhyama 
(intermediary), and udtisina (neutral).2 The inter-state 
relations are determined by the· respective situations 
which each state possesses in the circle of states. While 
the second, the fourth and the sixth states are inimical, 
the third and the fifth states are allies. a Kautalya dis
tinguishes three kinds of international relations: vigra
ha (war), sandhi (peace), and tisana (neutrality).' 
According to Vatavyadhi there are only two divisions, 
war and peace. · But this division is questioned rightly 
by the Kattfaliya. According to this there is a .six-fold 
policy of action.5 The _remaining three attitudes are 
samsraya (policy of alliance), yana (preparation of. 
march), and dvaidhibhava. · 

These three are minor. divisions which are, pro· 
perly speaking, absorbed in the three major divisions 
of war, peace and neutrality. The last aspect of in· 
tern~tionallaw discussed in the Kautaliya is a promi· 
nent feature of the Kaufaliyan policy in relation to the 
other states or nations. The relation of the Kaufaliyan 

tAr. SiJs., Bk. X, ch. 6. 
t Ibid., Bk. II, ch. 2. 
•Ibid. 1 

•Ibid., Bk. VII, cb. 1. 
I Ibid. 
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treacherous wars or kufayuddha.1 This does not . 
· mean that Kautalya is recommending such a course of 
action for all time. As a writer on the different aspects 

. of the subject, Kautalya could not avoid mention
ing them and explaining what he meant by them. This 
aspect ·'ha:·s been' misunderstood and there has been a 
tendency on the part .of some scholars to equate the 
principles formulated by Kautalya with the immoral 

.. teachings of . Kat)ika, the Brahman Minister of Dhrta
rastra in ·the M ahabharata:~ 

: ~ . ; ' - ' . 
. . It has been shown elsewhere th~t Kautalya's poli-
tical philosophy m~re agrees with that of the sage 
N:ara~a in. the same epic.8 The fundamental ideas com
mon to .. both are that conquest is not an end in itself. 
The. ~ictory is counter-balanced by responsibilities, ;and 
acq~isitions by the necessity of having to provide for 
. safeguarding them. The general , principle of the 
Kattfaliya, then, is the practice of the first two means of 
diplolll.acr, sam,a and dana towards the local chieftains, 
and the last two means bJieda and datt4a towards . 
foreigners. This prescription ·is in . accordance with 

' j • ,. 

that of Manu the law~giv:er.' 'In ·formulating this 
policy K~mtalya, being a s9und politician, discrimimites 

· between local . people. and . for~igners, and shows. his 
leniency towa~ds the former. . Kautalya is practical 
when he concludes this portion of the._discourse by 
saying that intern~l risings must first be dealt with. He 
is of· .opinion that, without internal peace and security, 
foreign expeditions should not b~ launched upon. 
The following ' ·is the reflection of Kautalya on 

· 1 Bk. · III, ch. 6. 
' 2 Ad4 Parvan, ch. iii. 

i1 Sabhil Parvan, ch. v. 
'Manu VII, 106-fi, 
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diplomacy. "Ari arrow shot by an archer may or may 
not kill a person, but the skilful diplomacy of a' wise 
man kills even those unborn."' 

Sec. ii. FOREIGN POLICY .· 

Kautalya divides the foreign rulers under four 
classes-"ari (the enemy), mitra (ally), madhyama 
(intermediary), and ttdiisina (neutral).1 The inter-state 
relations are determined by the· respective situations 
which each state possesses in the circle of states. While 
the second, the fourth and the sixth states are inimical, 
the third and the fifth states are allies.8 Kautalya dis
tinguishes three kinds of international relations: vigra
ha (war), sandhi (peace), and as ana (neutrality)! 
According to Vatavyadhi there are only two divisions, 
war and peace. But this division is questioned rightly 
by the Kattfaliya. According to this there is a .six-fold 
policy of action.11 The remaining three attitudes are 
samsraya (policy of alliance)' yana (preparation of' 
march), and dvaidhibhiiva. · · 

These three are minor . divisions which are, pro
perly speaking, absorbed in the three major divisions 

·of war, peace and neutrality. The last aspect of in.; 
tern~tionallaw. discussed in the Kanfaliya is a promi
nent feature of the Kaufaliyatt policy in relation to the 
other states or nations. The relation of the Kaufaliyau 

tAr. Sas., Bk. X, ch. 6. 
tibid., Bk. II, ch. 2. 
•Ibid. I 
•Ibid., Bk. VII, cb. 1. 
B Ibid. 
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. states was that each state acknowledged the sovereignty 
of the central power. The Arthaslistra recommends 
territorial expansion by the policy of conquest. 1 

Diplomati~ Agents 

These new acquisitions were treated as protector
ates or vassals, in inodern political parlance. The 
border-peoples to which repeated reference is made 
in the Edicts of Asoka2 come under the category of 
these protectorates. . The principle underlying the 
foreign policy· was the maintenance of the balance of 
power~s This was effected by the diplomatic ·agents of 
the Empire. Kautalya makes mention of different 
classes' of such agents.4 

· Some of them correspond to 
our ~mbass~dors. The car as are those employ~&' in 
secret service. · There is the ubhayavedana who ·was 
perhaps the permanent ambassador in a foreign court. 
It is dimcult to interpret the term as it comes under the 
commo~ ·t.itle ~f Gu<;Ihapuru~as. These latter were the 
secret informants in war in addition to their office in 
the rank and file of the Mauryan bur~aucracy. 5 They 
gathered news about the strength or otherwise of the 
enemy-state, ·and reported the same to the head-quarters. 
In ·accomplishing their ends . they assumed different 
guises-, of a trader, an ascetic, a physician, an agricul
turist, lest they should be unable to get at the required 
i.nformation, and lest they should be detected, and the 
real state of affairs be kept from them.· These per
haps are meant by Megasthenes' 'supervisors'. 

1 Bk. X, ch. 5 and 6. 
2R,E. II and XIII. 
a Ar. $as., Bk. VI, ch. 2. 
"Bk. I, ch. 11, ·12 and 14. 
ll[bid. 

I 
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The inscriptions of Asoka furnish us with a specia
lised kind of reporters designated prati11edaka who were 
engaged in a sit~lar. work of furnishing to the capital, 
information collected about the enemy's country.1 As 
these officers were entrusted with re.sponsible ditties 
Kautalya recommends the appointment of only tried 
men to these posts. The state "'as to render all possible 
help to them when they were in service. . It is said that 
the king gave audience to them only at nights. This was 
perhaps to avoid the common people and interested 
men, lest the secrecy _should be divulged. \Vhenever 
they put down some inforination in writing, they did it 
in a special form of writing gft4halekhya translated as 
'cipher writing.' The idea was that even if it were 
miscarried the ordinary citizen could not make out its 
contents. Though the st!lte had implicit confidence in 
its employees, still it did not hastily resort to action on 
a single report. Unless the report was confinned by 
two sources, other than the one received, no action was 
taken.2 

Dutas or Ambassadors 

The other class of diplomatic agents who were en
trusted with still more responsible work to discharge 
were th~ datas. The term can be tral}slated as ambas
sadors or envoys. The diUa is an open spy. \Vhile 
the cara collected secret inf9rmation, the diita delivered 
the message in person_ without fear or favour some
times at the risk of his own person. ··The qualifications 
for this office were by no means simple. A dlita must be 

\R.E. VI, Corpus, p. 58: 
z trayanam ekavakye saritpratyayabl · 

Ar. S41., p. 21; cp. Rama: Ayod., ·ch. 100; p. 36. 
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one who belonged to a well-known high-class family 
versed in the science of land, of a towering personality, 
humorous, eloquent, bold, faithful, and capable of me~t~ 
_ing trying situations. Tactfulness and a resolute mind 
were his other characteristics.~. The envoy we~t to the 
foreign court only with previous instruction.' The~e were 
letters of credence, Siisana1 containing the message. of 
his· king. . There ~s a significant statement in· the 
Kaufaliya which says that letters of credence are im
portant to the kings. On these depend cessation . and 
outbreak of .hostilities.2 The duta was the king's 
representative ·and hence his person was sacred.8 

However unpleasant the mission he was engaged in and 
. the.message he delivered, he was not to be slain. When 
·once the message had been delivered the dut_a · cauld 
leave' the station with or wi!}lout the sanction of the 
king of the country.' In addition to these ambassa-

. dors, there were consular officers as is evident from the 
records of Megasthenes. Referring to the second Muni
cipal Board mentioned by the Greek writer, V. A. ·Smith 
remarks that this Board performed duties which in 
modern Europe. are entrusted to the consuls represent
ing foreign powers.5 The term diita also· occurs in 
the inscription of Asoka. The mission entrusted to 
them seems to be tl_le spreading of peace and goodwill 
between the respective states and the empire. 

tAr. Sas., Bk. ~. ch. 16. 

11 sasanapradhana hi. rajana)J; tanmiilatvat sandhivigrahayo)J-Ar. 
Sas., Bk. II, ch. 10. 

a diitamukhavai raj anal) .-Ibid. 

'Ibid. 

& Ind. Ant., 1905, p. 200. · 
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Foreign Einbassies . 

The Mauryan Empire grew in extent under Can
dragupta and got further expanded under ·Bindusara 
and Asoka. Candragupta succeeded to the throne imme
diately after Alexander's invasion and the latter in
cident involved him in international relations. After 
having consolidated his empire Candragupta turned his 
attention to the countries which were under the Mace
danian rule. Seleucus Nikator who wa~ in charge of 
the Greek kingdoms in the Indian frontier relinquished . 
his rights to that portion of the country belonging to the 
Indian Empire, the satrapies of the Paropanisadai, Aria. 
Arachosia, and Gedrosia, and he was presented in return 
with 500 elephants. Seleucus felt the strength of the 
arms of Candragupta and arranged for peace through 
negotiations. This peace was effected wit)l success by 
Megasthenes, the Greek ambassador of Seleucus in 303 
B.c.· 

. 
The friendly relations between India and. the 

Hellenistic kingdoms begun by (;andragupta. continued 
during the reigns of his successors. Dionysius came to 
Bindusara as the envoy of. Ptolemy Philadelphus · 
of Egypt, and Daimachus as the envoy of Antiochus I 
Soter of Syria. It is not yet settled whether Dionysius 
delivered his lette~s of credence to Bindusara or his son 
A5oka, for the rule of Ptolemy Philadelphus extended 
from 285 to 246 B.C.3 It is evident that both these 
envoys followed the example of Megasthenes and left 
records of their observations with regard to the country. 
Very few ~f the notes of Daimachus are preserved 

1 Smith. Early History of India, pp. 125-26. 
*Ibid., pp. 155-156; C.H.I., p. 433. 
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while those of Dionysius are lost. About the latter 
Pliny mentions. in his Natural History~ VI, 17 and 58.1 

. It s~ems that Asoka had unbroken friendly 
relations not only with the states within. the 
·country . but also. without. The . Hellenistic king
doms to . which Asoka sent his e.nvoys were 
·Syria under Antioch us Theos, Egypt under Ptolemy 
Philadelphus, Cyrene under Magas, Macedonia under 
Antigonus Gonatus, and Epirus under Alexander.2 We 
d.o not hear of any foreign embassy in lndia during the 
reign .of Asoka, nor retu~·n embassies froin India to 
foreign. courts during . the· reigns of Candragupta. and 
Bindusara. It is however· reasonable .to assume that 
mutual and unbroken intercourse went on continuously 

·under the first three Mauryan monarchs, if not·late..r. 
. •' • ··p. 

Allia1tces and Treaties 
Mention has already been made that the ambassa

dors played a prominent part in effecting political com
binations and peace negotiations. Let u~ now examine 
the nature and kinds· of alliances contracted between 
the different states. The· alliances were both offensive 
and defensive in character; The motive ·and time for 
such alliances are examined in extenso in the Kaufa
liya. These all~ances were ·sometimes voluntary 
(pratibhu~) and sometimes effected by purchase (prati
graha). The former contained elements of permanence 
( sthira) and the latter .elements of impermanence 
(cala). 8 

, 

···:: :Alliances are again definite· (pa'ripa·Fitd) and in-
definite (aparipat.Jita).' The former are to be e~ected 

1/bid. . f J 1 
•R.E. XIII, Corpus, pp. 46-48; C.H.l., I, p, 502. 
a Ar. Sas., Bk. VII, cb. 17. 
'Ibid., ch. 6, . 
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according to the place ( aesa), time (kala)' and pur
pose in view ( artha). Five kinds of agreements are 
mentioned. These are to win an ally ( mitra-saudhi), to 
acquire wealth (lziranya-sandhi)/ to acquire territory 
( bhiimi-sandhi) ,2 to achieve some specific purpose 
(karma-saudhi),3 and lastly the agreement contracted 
with no detennined aim ( auavasita-saudhi).4 Kautalya 
next explains under what conditions these alliances ate 
to be effected. First, when the king feels his inability to 
march against the enemy, he must ally himself with 
equals, inferiors, or superior?.'; Secondly, alliance is 
generally made with one who is more powerful than 
the enemy.6 Thirdly, if a powerful ally is ·not avail
able the king should try to win the goodwill of his neigh
bours.' Fourthly, a king between two strong powers 
mu~t ally. himself with the stronger of the two, or with 
both; or with a neutral.8 

• 

Lastly, coalition is recommended for the king devoid 
of strength.' Coining to practical politics, according 
to Justin, Candragupta defeated the Nandas with the 
help of a lion and an elephant identified with the King 
of Simhapura in Rajputana, and the Gajapati King of 
Kali.Dga.lO 

1/bid., ch. 9. 
*Ibid., ch. 10. 
*Ibid., ch. 12. 
•Ibid., ch. 11. 
5 samahinajyayobhissamavayikaib sambhiiya 

yayati-Ar. St1s. Bk. VII, ch. 4. 
8 yatbalab samantab tadyisistabalarilasrayetai-Ibid., · ch. 2. 
'tadvisi$taballi.bhli.ve tamevli.Sritabi-Ibid. 
8 baliyasorva madhyagatastrli.J:Jasamarthamli.Srayetl 

yasya va antardhisyat; ubhau va kapalasamsrayastisteti-Ibid. 
8 saktihinasamsrayetalfbid., ch. 1. 
10 McCrindle, lnt•a.sion of rlluander. the Great, pp. 327-28. See 

S. V. Visvanatha, lnterrrational Law i11 Ancient India p, 95 and 
S. V. Venkatesvara in Ind. Ant., 1916, p. 30. ' 

. M-24 
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-..three kinds of treaties are mentioned sama or 

equal,. v¥ama or unequal, and hina, inferior.1 Other 
forms of peace were not unknown. The following three 

_ a~tnami.fa, purr~antara and adri!apuru~a entailed sup- .. 
ply of army and the giving of a woman of high rank as 
a hostage. Peace on payment of money was of four 
kinds: parikraya, upagraha, suvartrrasandhi and kapala. 
Other treaties were concluded on payment of raw mate
rials and by ceding territory.• 

Sec. iii ETHICS OF WAR 

Though wars w~re fought on a large .scale in An
cient India, still they were resorted to only as the;. last 
means. '\Vhen once war was declared, ilie warrl6r was 
·expected to fight to the finish. All glory was to the 
soldier who died in the .field of battle. Appeal was so 
made by the Puroliita to the soldiers as to stimulate 
their heroic spirit It is said that the valourous soldiers 
who give up their lives in righteous warfare reach the 
worlds of heaven much more quickly than the Brahmans 
who wish to attain heaven through performance of 
saCrifices and austerities.• The idea is that once in the 
field, the soldier must not desert it or even retreat. 

kutayuddha 

A detailed reference to the krifaj'llddha or warfare 
by deceit by the author of the Arthasiistra has made 
some scholars draw the conclusion that the Arthasiistra 

• 1 Bk. VII, ch. 3. 
*Ibid. 
1 13k. X. ch. 3. 
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attaches importance to that kind of warfare where con
siderations of morality are subordinated ·to those of 
expediency and practical gain.1 But later on it is stated 
that even in the Arthasastra1 the ktifayztddha occupies 
only a secondary or less honourable place.2

·- The Artka
sastra being a. text-bopk on polity considers all tlie 
aspects of that polity. In speaking on the different 
kinds of warfare it is natural for the author to· refer 
to every one of them and supply such details as were 
then available to him. This does not mean that the · 
kiifayuddha is recommended at · all times.: This 
kind of warfare .is justified· only in certain cases, 
and under peculiar conditions.. Kautalya 'advocates 
oply :fair fighting and this is seen from the way in which 

· he. discusses the different methods of capturing a .for
tress. He condemns incendiarism· by saying that the 
use of fire is an offence against God inasmuch as H would 
cause destruction to men, grains, cattle, gold, raw 
materials, etc. 8 

attention to the sick and the wounded 

Special attention was devoted to the sick and the 
wounded. Physicians accompanied the ·army with sur
gical instruments ( sastra), mechanical appliance~ 
(yantra), healing balm (sneha), dressing cloth (vas
tra), and nurses ( striya(~). They took their stand in 
the rear and inspired the soldiers.' 

.1 S. V. Visvanatha, Inter. Law, p. 12L 
2 /bid., p. 124. 
8 avisvasyo hyagnib daivapidanam cal . apratisamghata . 
praQidhan~apasuhiraQyakupyadravyak~ayakarab 1-Bk. XIII, ch. 4. 

4 Bk. X, ch. 3. Cp. Santi, 95, 12 •. 
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Non-combatants ~mmolested 

Another feature of the ancient warfare was that the 
non-combatants were left unmolested. Megasthenes 
says: "Nor would an enemy coming upon a husbandman 
at work on his land do him any harm, for men of this 
class being regarded as public benefactors are protected 
from all injury. The land thus remaining unravaged and 
producing ·heavy crops supplies the inhabitants with all 
that is requisite to make the life very enjoyable."t. Again 
with regard to . the treatment of the c9~que~ed, Kau
talya is of. opinion that the conquered' people should 
not be disturbed from the observance of their own laws 
and customs (dharma). 2 This is per hap~ in keeping 
with what Asoka says concerning the unsubdued .bor
derers. 'The King desires that they should riot be 
afraid ·of me, that they should trust me and should re
ceive from me happiness and not sorrow. The king 
,:v~ll bear patiently with us so .far as it is possible to 
bear with us ........ the king is to us even as a father: 
he loves us even as he loves himself : we are to the 
king even as his children.''8 It is qrdained that the 
family members of the slain soldier should. not be .de
prived of their property or lands. On the other hand 
they must be reinstated.' There is thus a record of 
humane laws ofwat expounded by Kautalya in accord
ance with 'tradition and corroborated by the Greek 
contemporary writer. 

I 
1Fg. 1, p. 39 (Cal.) 1926. 
IIBk. VII ch. 6; Bk. XIII, ch. 5. 
a Smith, Asoka, p. 177. , j 

; • na ca hatasya bhiimidravyaputradaranabhimanyetal 1 ' 
· kulyanapyasya svesu patresu sthapayetii-Bk. VII, c&. 16. 

Cp. SanA, v. 57. . 
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Sec. iv. THE ORGANISATION OF THE ARMY 

The army primarily constituted of the K~atriyas, 
well-trained and well-disciplined. , In discussing the 
merits and demerits of forces consisting of the Brah
mans, K~atriyas, Vaisyas, and Stidras respectiv:ely, Kau
talya would attach no value to an army composed of 
Brahmans. He would prefer only a pure K~atriya host, 
though under certain circumstances a mixed host could 
be recruited which would be only bales of cottot;1 signify
ing thereby the uselessness Qf that army. Much dis
crimination was urged in the matter of recruitment. 
There were of course the hereditary troops (maul a) 
and these .certainly constituted ·the standing ~rmy · to 
which there is the evidence of Diodorus.1

• Accord
ing to this authority this army was paid a handsome 
salary and was regularly supplied with arms, ammuni
tions, etc., by the state. This corresponds to the 
Kautaliyan arsenal department under the lead of th~ 
Ayudhagaradhyak~a. Under the latter's management 
weapons of war and other accessories to a military ex
pedition were manufactured and kept in store for the 
supply of soldiers whenever th~re was an occasion for 
it. \Vhat these were and what the nature of the equip
ment was are given in detaiP The reference to th~ Board 
of supply and commissariat in the Greek records can be 
fitly compared with this department of the Arthasiistra. 

Besides the standing army, the fighting force 
consisted of hired men ( bhrtakas), contingents 
supplied by corporate associations ( Jre!tibala), contin
gents supplied by the ally ( mitrabala), and members 

10, 41. 
tAr. S4t., 'Bk. II, cb. 18. 
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of forest-tribes ( ataviba.la). From the' nature of the 
recruitment and from. the significant statement in the 
Kau;{aliya) hrasva~ pravasa~ it can be safely assumed 

. that this part of the army was engaged only for the 
time being, and when once their service was not re
quired it ~was disbanded. There is no evidence on re~ 
cord to show that either ~onscription was in use 
or ~e army was a militia. If the records of Plinyt. and . 
Plutarch2 could be believed the army of Candragupta 
consisted of as many as 9,000 elephants, 30·000 horses, 
and 60,000 footmen besides chariots. This means 
.that the traditiox{al four-fold division of the army con
tinued in existence and was in the employ of the state. 
This division of the army also finds a mention in the 
Kaufaliya with .the respective uses to which ea~ limb 
·of that organism was put. 

We have the evidence of Arrian to show that there 
was more than one method of equipment in 
~ague. The common mode is here furnished. 
"The foot-soldiers carry a bow made of equal 
length with the man who bears it. This they rest 
upon the ground, and pressing against· it with their left 
foot thus discharge the arrow, having drawn the string 
far backwards: for. the shaft they use is little short 
of being three yards long, and there is nothing which 
can resist an Indian archer's shot,-neither shield, nor 
breastplate; nor any stronger defence if such there be. 
In their left hand they carry bucklers made of undress
ed ox-hide which are not so' broad as those who carry 
them, but are about as long. Some are equipped with 
javelins instead of bows, but all wear a sword, which 

f I f ; 

J VI, 19. 
t Alex •• ch. 62. 
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is broad in the blade, but not longer than three cubits; 
and this, when they engage in close fight (which they 
do with reluctance), they wield with both hands, to 
fetch down a lustier blow.JJl 

\Vith regard to the equipment of -the· cavalry 
Arrian remarks: "The horsemen are equipped 
with two lances like the lances called 
sa"11ia, and with a shorter buckler than that carried 
by the footsoldiers. But they do not put saddles on 
their horses, nor do they curb them with bits like ihe 
hits in use among the Greeks or the I}elts, but they fit 
on round the extremity of the horse's mouth a circular· 
piece of stitched raw· ox-hide studded with· pricks of 
iron or brass pointing inwards, but not very sharp: if 
a man is rich he uses pricks made of ivory. \Vithin 
the horse's mouth is put an iron prong like a skewer, to 
which the reins are attached \Vhen the rider, then, 
pulls the reins the· prong· controls the horse, and the 
pricks which are attached to this prong goad the mouth, 
so that it cannot but obey the reins."21 

The equipment of the chariot of Poros can be 
taken as the standard in vogue in the Mauryan epoch. 
Each chariot was "drawn by four horses and carried 
six men, of whom two were shield-bearers, two archers 
posted on each side of the chariot and the other two 
charioteers as well as men-at-arms, for, when the fight
ing was at close quarters they dropped the reins and 
hurled dart after dart against the enemy."• Three 
archers besides the mahout or driver rode an elephant. • 

t.:Mccrindlc, Arl"ia~t XVI, pp. 225-26, (Cal.). 
:11/biJ., p. 226. 
I Cfl,titu, \111. 14. 
• See Slrobo, XV, 52; .4tli4n, Xlll. 10. 
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of forest-tribes (ataviba.la). From the· nature of the 
recruitment and from the significant statement in the 
KattfaliyaJ hra.sva~ pravasa~ it can be safely assumed 

. that this part of the army was engaged onlY.. for the . 
time being, and when once their service was not re
quired it .was disbanded. There is no evidence on re
cord to show that either conscription was in use 
or ~e army was a militia. If the records of Pliny\ and 
Plutarch2 could be believed the army of Candragupta 
consisted of as many as 9,000 elephants, 30·000 horses, 
and 60,000 footmen besides chariots. This means 
.that the tradition'a.I four-fold division of the army con
tinued in existence and was in the employ of the state. 
This division of the army also finds a. mention in the 
Kauf.aliya wi~ the respective uses to which each,_)imb 
·of that organism was put. 

We have the evidence of Arrian to show that there 
~as more than one method of equipm~t in 
vogue. The common mode is here furnished. 
''The foot -soldiers carry a bow made of equal 
length with the man who bears it. This they rest 
upon the ground, and pr~ssing against it with their left 
foot thus discharge the arrow, having drawn the string 
far backwards: for. the shaft they use is little short 
of being three yards long, and there is nothing which 
can resist an Indian archer's shot,-neither shield, nor 
breastplate; nor any stronger defence if such there be. 
In their left hand they carry bucklers made of undress
ed ox-hide which are not so· broad as those who carry 
them, but are about as long. Some are equipped with 
javelins instead of bows, but all wear a sword, which 

~ .. ' 

J VI. 19. 
t Alex., ch. 62. 
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is broad in the- blade, but not longer than three cubits; 
and this, when they engage in close fight (which they 
do with reluctance), they wield with both hands, to 
fetch down a lustier blow.m 

'\Vith regard to the equipment of -the- cavalry 
Arrian remarks: "The horsemen are equipped 
with two lances like the lances called 
saunia, and with a shorter buckler than that carried 
by the footsoldiers. But they do not put saddles on 
their horses, nor do they curb them with bits like ihe 
bits in use among the Greeks or the I}elts, but they fit 
on round the extremity of the horse's mouth a circular· 
piece of stitched raw· ox~hide studded with ·pricks of 
iron or brass pointing inwards, but not very sharp: if 
a man is rich he uses pricks made of ivory. Within 
the horse's mouth is put an iron prong like a skewer, to 
which the reins are attached. When the rider, then, 
pulls the reins the· prong· controls the horse, and the 
pricks which are attached to this prong goad the mouth, 
so that it cannot but obey the reins.''1 

The equipment of the chariot of Poros can be 
taken as the standard in vogue in the Mauryan epoch. 
Each chariot was "drawn by four horses and carried 
six men, of whom two were shield-bearers, two archers 
posted on each side of the chariot and the other two 
charioteers as well a~ men-at-arms, for, when the fight· 
ing was at close quarters they dropped the reins and 
hurled dart after dart against the enemy.'" Three 
archers besides the mahout or driver rode an elephant.t 

t.Mccrindlc, A rnan XVI, pp. 225-26, (Cal.) • 
s IIJid., p. 226. 
a Ct~rtiu.r, Vlll, 14. 

'See Strobo, XV, SZ; A.elion, Xlll, 10. 
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Of all. the figting forces the elephant force was deem
ed the. best.and fuii·reliance was placed on its strength. 
On this depended victory or defeat.1 ·It is said that 
the superiority of this force. attracted the attention of 
the Seleucid monarchs who took to the oriental mode 
of, warfare and especially employed. elephants. 2 

. 
Sec. v. THE WAR OFFICE 

The control and the organisation .of the army and 
. ~avy were unde; an efficient staff of six boards consist
ing of thirty' commissioners in all. Five members 
constituted each board. The boards were .those of the 
infantry, cavalry, chariots, elephants, the admiralty, 
and ·the commissariat.8 Kautalya makes no ·nrention 
of such .maf!.agement by boards. According to this 
authority the six departments were under the control 
of different superintendents, such as the padyadhyak~a, 
the asvadhyak~, the rathadhyak~a, the hastyadhyak~a, 
the navadhyak~a, and the a}rudhagaradhyak~a, the last 
possibly the commissariat department of the Greek 
chronicles. Coincidences exist between the board of 
infantry and the department of padyadhyak~a. the 
board of cavalry and the department of asvadhyak~a, 
the board of chariots and the department of rathadh
yak~a, the board· of elephants and the department of 
hastyadhyak~a, and the admiralty and the department 
of navadhyak~a. Suffice it to say here that every depart
ment looked after the proper training of ·animals and 

5 
\Ar. $as. Bk. VII, ch: 2. 1 

. a E. R. Bevan, Tile Ho.u.se of Seleucus, Vol. II, p. 289 (1902, London). 

a Fg., 35 and 36. 
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men, their feeding, their health, their equipment, and 
their discipline. It is unnecessary to enumerate here 
every one of these. Though there is no pointed 
reference to the naval force and a department of ad
miralty in the Kaufaliya, still we can assume that 
Kautalya has in mind a similar institution by his-regu
lations to prevent smuggling, and other regulations as 
regards instruments of warfare, native vessels leaving 
for foreign countries, and foreign vessels entering the 
native · ports. This asswnption is well supported by 
the Greek evidence. \ 

The commander-in-chief 

Among the chief army officers the commander-in
chief played a significant role. He who was skilled in 
ever)' kind of tactical and strategical mode of warfare 
and in handling weapons of war, and who could decide 
easily action or inaction in the circumstances of the 
situation, was qualified to be a commander. The follow
ing were among his other duties. He was to select the 
field of battle and camping grounds. He w~s to re
inforce the strength of his army and take advantage of 
the time and the place for march, for engagement and 
for retreat He was to maintain discipline of the host. 
He should employ such means as to create a dissension 
in the ranks of the enemy.' He was a permanent 
officer of the imperial government drawing a liberal 
salary of 48,000 Patra.s. 

Other Army 0 fficers 

Other officers of the army were commandants of 
cavalry, infantry, chariots, and elephants.' There was 

s Bk. 11 ch, 33. . 
:a Bk. II. cb. J0..32. 

M-25 
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yet another officer designated as nayaka.J. The 
salary 'fixed for him was 12,000 paf)as. Hence he held 
a -status lower than that o~ a commander-in-chief. The 

•ttayaka is the chief of ten senapatis or commandants. 
~ext in rank to the latter is the padika who is the chief 
of ten smaller military officials.. The nayaka attend
ed to the array of different army constituents, to col
lect the scattered 'soldiers, to arrange for the · halt, 
march, and retreat. . He also .arranged these army 
constituents by various signs, such as, the trumpet
sounds, flags, and s}andards. 2 Besides the various 
military officials there were other officers and serv'ants 
who were non-combatants and were attached to the 
department of transport and co-ordinate supplyt There 
were, first of all, cooks for the supply of foodJ;o;.the 
fighting men under the head-cook ma~anas~r' · ··There· , 
were the purohita and war musicians wit}{ drums· and \ 
gongs to encourage the troops to pght with enthusiasm. 
Medical men followed· the army for the treatment of 
the sick and the· wounded, besides nurses. a Sappers, 
miners, and engineers ( vardhaki and vif#) under the 
cominand of an official designated prasasta went in 
advance of the army in the course of the march repair
ing roads ahd constructing·, wells wherever necessary. 
They had also to attend to raising fortifications or 
demolishing them. They were again in 'Charge of the 
construction of camps . 

. "Bk. V, cb .3. , 1 I. 
2 ArthoSastra, Gaoapati ed., Vol. 111, pp. 141-2. 
a purastadadhvanassamyak prasasta grahoani cal 
yay,advardhakivi~tibhyimudakani ca karayetii-Bk. X, ch. 1. 
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Sec. v. CONCLUSION 

Thus the organisation of the army was efficient 
and excellent It was so ably managed ~at the first 
Mauryan emperor succeeded in bringing a great part 
of India under his control besides effecting the expul
sion of· the Macedonian chieftains. The latter were 
so much impressed with the superior force of not only 
Candragupta but also his successors that they sought 
permanent alliance with the 1\lauryan emperors. The 
superior arms again enabled Bindusara to effect other 
conquests in the Dekhan and South India. · They fur
ther enabled Asoka to effectively resist the ·Kalmgas 
who also possessed an equally formidable force. 'Ve 
shall close this section with the observation of 
V. A. Smith: "The military organisation of Candra
gupta shows no trace of Hellenic influence. It is based 
upon ancient Indian model and his vast host was merely 
a development of the considerable- army maintained by 
the kingdom of Magadha.''" 

l &w/y History, p. 153. 



CHAPTER VI 

PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL GOVER!~MENTS 

Sec. i. A GENERAL SURVEY 

It has been already shown (Ch. II) that the empire 
of Candragupta extended froni Afghanistan to Mysore 
and that of Asoka was far greater in extent includii:tg 
all the· Dekhan and South .India upto the frontiers of 
the Tamil kingdoms. The vastness of the empire under 
A5oka can be easily gauged from the distribution of the 
Pillars, Edicts and the Topes1 which are usually asso
ciated with his name. A significant fact is that A5oka 
has invariably caused the :Minor Rock Edicts to be 
located on the borders of the empire. A study of the 
sites wherein all Asoka's dumb monuments were located 
is in itself an interesting one. The chief places where 
the Major Rock Edicts are found are the following*:---=-

1 In regard to the topes of A5oka we have no reliable authority 
except a few legends in the Buddhist books. [Watters, Ytran Clru'Orlg, 
II, pp. 21 and 159; also I.R.A.S., 1901, pp. 397410.) The statement 
by Olinese pilgrims, Yuan Cllwang and Fa-Hien, that as may as S.t,IXX> 
topes were set up for A5oka by Yak~ or even human agents cannot 
be credited with any trustworthiness. (Pp. BS-91.) But in his tour 
beginning with the country of Kapis, through Gandhira, TaksaSila., the 
Ganges and the Jumna. Kinyakubja. Koiamb~ Lumbini, Vaisati, Tamra
Jip~ KoSala., Cola. Dri.vida., Mab.ari$tra to the middle Sindh, Yuan 
Chwang refers to as many as 6f\}' .. topes seen by him. Hence it is 
reasonable to attn"bute a few topes to ASoka's credit Or e\·en it 
may be that later on some of these topes were associated with this great 
name to establish the authenticity of ASoka's faith in Buddhism. Yuan 
Chwang also refers to about eight pillars of A5oka of various dimen
sions standing near Kapilavastn, Lum.bini (p. 14), Kusinara (p. 28), 
Vaisali (p. 65). Pataliputra (p. 93), and Rijagrha (p, 162). 

a A reference may be made with profit to a map appended to his note 
on the new finds of the Edicts of A5oka in the Ind. Ant. (Feb.), 1932 
by C. E. A. W. Oldham. 
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· Elsew:here Asoka expects these judicial officers to 
behave towards the people as a father towards his 
sot:t. He realises that this is in a majority of cases an 
ideal rather than the actual. For, says he, 'some single 
person orily learns this (and) even he (only) a portion 

· (but) not the whole'.], On the negative side Asoka ex~ 
. pects his judicial officers to be bereft of unhealthy 
dispositions like envy, anger; cruelty, hurry, want of 
application, laziness and fatigue. In his opinion the 
possession of some of these dispositions would lead to 
maladministration of justice, and this would in the long 
run retard tlie progress of the State.2 

It is noteworthy that the Kaufaliya mentions some 
of these as tending to mar the administration of justice, 
and provides ·for the punishment of such judges as 
those 'Yho failed to discharge their duties ·properly.8 

It was the sincere.wish of. the emperor that none of his 
subjects suffered ~rom unjust imprisonment or un
deserved capital. punishment. To see that his officers 
fulfille.d their duties impartially and justly, certain com
missioners were sent . out from the headquarters 
to watch their conduct and report to the 
authorities at the capital. • . This reminds us of the 
Kaufaliyan p~escription to set members of the Intelli
gence department over these offiCials among others. 
Again, as under every civilised government the Mauryan 
kings gave a general amnesty to prisoners on certain 
occasions. According to the Kattfaliya the young, old, 
diseased and destitute prisoners had to be set free 

1 First separate R.E., Dhauti .. 
2 Corpus, p, 95. 
8/biil. 
• Corpus, p. 95. 
G Corpus, p. 93. 
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on the king's birthd~y and on the full moon days. Pri
soners were also released on the acquisition. of a new 
territory, on the anointment of the crown prince, and 
on the birth of a son·to the king.1 

This is confirmed by the Asokan inscriptions 
especially by the Fifth Rock Edict. Some portion of 
the Girnar Edict is unfortunately not traceable while 
the Mansehra gives the following text:-

bhatamaye~u brama1,.1ibhye$U anathe$U vudhreshu 
hida-su(khaye) dharma-yuta-apalibodhaye viya(p)uta te 
bandhana-badha (sa) pativi ( dhanay) e apatibodhaye 
mokshay(e) (cha iyam) anubadha p(r)aja t(i) va katrabhikara 
ti va mahalake ti va viyaprata te 
Corpus, p. 75; see also p. 32, Kalsi version; 

Perhaps a new interpretation of these lines is re
quired in the light of the Arthasastra texts. It is evident 
that Asoka was familiar with the ruling of the Artha
sastra in this particular instance as in others. For Asoka 
speaks of as much as twenty-five jail deliveries effected 
by him ~n the course of 26 years since his anointment 
to the throne.1 Yet another healthy regulation .relat
ing to the jail was the frequent visits to the prisoners 
made by the authorities concerned once a day, some
times once in five days, to enquire into their conditions 
in regard to their. specific work and health, and some-

1 bandhanagare ca balavrddb;Jvya dhitiinathiinam 
ca jatanak$3trapaurQamiisi~u visargal} • . • • 
apiirvadesadhigame yuvarajabhi$ecanel 
putrajanmani vii mok~o bandhanasya vidhiyatell 

Bk. II, ch. 36. 
yava ~aduvisati vasa-abhisitena me etaye 
amtalikiiye pariutaviisati bamdhana-mokhiini katani. 

•Pillar E. V. Corpus, p. 126. 
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Elsewhere Asoka expects these judicial officers to 
behave towards the people as a father towards his 
son. He realises that this is in a majority of cases an 
ideal rather than the actual. For, says he, 'some single 
person only learns this (and) even he (only) -a portion 
(but) not the whole'.], On the negative side Asoka ex~ 

-pects his judicial officers to be bereft of unhealthy . 
dispositions like envy, anger; cruelty, hurry, want of 
application, laziness and fatigue. In his opinion the 
possession of some of these dispositions would lead to 
maladministration of justice, and this would in the long 
run retard tl:i~ progress· of the State. 2 

It is noteworthy that the Kattfaliya mentions some 
of these as tending to mar the administration of justice; 
and . provides ·for the punishment of . such judges as 
those who failed to discharge their duties properly.3 

It was the sincere wish of. the emperor that none of his 
subjects suffered ~rom unjust imprisonment or un
deserved capital punishment. To see that his officers 
fulfilled their duties impartially and justly, certain com
missioners were sent out from the headquarters 
to watch their conduct and report to the 
authorities at the capital.' This reminds us of the 
Kmtfaliyan prescription to set members of the Intelli
gence department over these officials among others. 
Again, as under every civilised government the Mauryan 
kings gave a general amnesty to prisoners on certain 
occasions. According to the Kaufali)ra the young, old, 
diseased and destitute prisoners had to be set free 

;a First separate R.E., Dhauli .. 
t Corpus, p, 95. 
&Jbiil. 
'Corpus, p. 95. 
II Corpus, p. 93. 
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on the Icing's birthd~y and on the full moon days. Pri~ 
soners were also released on the acquisition of a new 
territory, on the anointment of the crown prince, and 
on the birth of a son· to the king.1 

This is confirmed by the Asokan inscriptions 
especially by the Fifth Rock Edict. Some portion of 
the Girnar Edict is unfortunately not traceable while 
the Mansehra gives the following text:-

bhatamaye$U bramaQibhye$U anathe$U vudhreshu 
hida-su(khaye) dharma-yuta-apalibodhaye viya(p)uta te 
bandhana-badha (sa) pativi ( dhanay) e apalibodhaye 
mokshay(e) (cha iyam) anubadha p(r)aja t(i) va katrabhikara 
ti va mahalake ti va viyaprata te 
CorptfS, p. 75; see also p. 32, Kalsi version; 

Perhaps a new interpretation of these lines is re-
quired in the light of the Arthaiastra texts. It is evident 
that Asoka was familiar with the ruling of the Artha~ 
/astra in this particular instance as in others. For Asoka 
speaks of as much as twenty-five jail deliveries effected 
by him ~n the course of 26 years since his anointment 
to the throne.2 Yet another healthy regulation .relat
ing to the jail was the frequent visits to the prisoners 
made by the authorities concerned once a day, some
times once in five days, to enquire into their conditions 
in regard to their. specific work and health, and some-

1 bandhanagare ca baJavrddh;Jvya dhitanathanim 
ca jatanak$atrapaurQamasi$U visargal, • • • • 
apiirvadesadhigame yuvarajabhi~Secanel 
putrajanmani va mok$o bandhanasya vidhiyatell 

Bk. II, ch. 36. 

yava saduvisati vasa·abhisitena me etaye 
amtalikaye pathnavasati bamdhana-mokhani katani. 

»Pillar E. V. Corpus, p. 126. 
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( 1) Shahhazgarhi, in the Peshawar district of 
·the North-West Frontier Province. 

(2) Mansehra in the Hazara district of the 
North-West Frontier Province. 

(3) · Kalsi, in· the Debra-Dun district of the 
United Provinces and near the hill-station Masuri (also 
Mussooree). 

( 4) Sopara of the Thana district, Bombay. 
( 5) Girnar, neat Junagarh in Kathiawar. 
( 6) Dhauli, seven ·miles of Bhuvanesvar, Orissa. 

(7) .Jaugaga in the Ganjam District, Madras. 

The· Minor Rock Edicts. are found at the following 
places:-

( 1) Maski, Raichur District. 

(2) Siddhapura, Japnga Ramesvara_and Brahma-
giri in ·the Chitaldroog District of M ysore. 

( 3) Sahasram in South Bihar. 
( 4) . Riipnath in· the Central Provinces. 
( 5) Bairat in the Jaipur State of Rajputana. 
(6) Barabar Hill: 

The Pillar Edicts are at the following places:
-. ( 1) Topra in the district of Ambala.1 

(2} Mir~t8 (Delhi-mirath) in the, United Pro
vinces.• . 

(3) Kausambi (Kosam) aboat thirty miles from 
AlJahabad. a 

1 But this Topri Pillar is now located near the "Delhi Gate" nmo\·ed 
thereto by Emperor Firoz Shah in the fourteenth century. 

• This Mirath Pillar bas also been removed by Firoz Shah and now 
stands .on the ridge to the north of Delhi. · 

a A column is now found at Allahabad, 
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(4) Lauriya-Araraj,. Lauriya-Nandangarh and 
Rampurva, all in the Champaran District~£ Bihar. 

( 5) Sarnath near Benares. 
( 6) Samchi in Bhopal State, Central India. 

( 7) Rummindei (identified as the site of the 
Lumbini garden, the birth-place of the Buddha) in the 
Nepal Tarai. 

(8) Nigliva (Nigali-Sagar), about 13 miles 
north-west from Rummindei in the Nepalese Tarai. 

This geographical distribution of the Edicts and 
Pillars. bears infallible testimony to the limits of the 
~mpire in the hey-day of its existence. 

Administrative Divisions 

This wiqe and extensive empire of the .Mauryas 
was then a union of states, loosely called provinces, 
under the supreme dominion of the Emperors like 
Candragupta, Bindusara, Asoka and his successors. 
\Vith such extensive territory it is impossible for the 
central executive machinery, however efficient, to func
tion properly. Hence in those days, as is now being 
done, the empire was split up into different administra
tive units, these in their turn into smaller divisions, so 
as to facilitate the smooth course of the general 
administration. These administrative divisions may be 
termed for the . sake of convenience, provinces, dis
tricts and villages. It cannot ~ said with any definite
ness that the government of the provinces was an 
innovation of the Mauryas. It is perhaps reasonable 
to take the view that provincial government began with 
$1Je Saisunagas, and the Nandas under whom the empire 
was growing. 
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M auryan Provinces· 

Coming ta the · Mauryas we know there 
were several viceroyalties· under Candragupta. Un
fortunately we are not in possession of the full materials 
to make a defini.te stat~ment as to the number of pro
vinces, the names. of viceroys and such other details. 
There is evidence to show that 'Girnar was the head
quarters of one of the provinces of Candragupta, and 
its governor ( ras,triya) was one Pu~yagupta Vaisya, 
apparently a local chief.1 It is evident from the Bud
dhist books that prince Bindusara was the-viceroy of the 
sou~em provinces.2 It is reasonable to ass~y {hat 
the provincial administration continued to be growing 
under ·Bindusara as gather~a from the Buddhist legends. 
Under him Taxila and Ujjain were among the provin
cial capitals. At these places Bindusara appointed his 
sons Sumana (otherwise known as Susima) and Asoka 
as govern~rs. 8 This is further corroborated by the 
Divyavadana which mentions a revolt of the citizens of 
Taxila during the reign of Bindusara, when.Asoka was 
sent to take up the governorship and pacify the people. 4 

Under Asoka 

We have both literary and epigraphical evidence, 
as we shall see subsequently, to show that the govern
ment of the provinces was an accomplished fact under 
Asoka. That the wealthy city of TaxilaG continued to be 

1 Ep. Ind., VIII, pp. 46-47. 1 

'Malutuam.fa, Ch. V. 
a Ibid., Ch. V, pp. 45-46, (S.B. Ceylon) Vol. I. 
4 Pp. 371-72. , 
& That Taxila was one of the richest cities when Asoka ascended 

the throne, Cunningham mentions on the authority o£ Burnouf's "lntro· 
duction a' l'histoire de Buddhisme lndien" (p. 373). The passage is 
taken from his Ancient G_eograph1 oj/Hdia. "At the time of Asoka's 
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the capital of the uttarapatha or the northern province 
is evident from the Divyavadana. \Ve hear of a $imi
lar rising of the citizens under A5oka when he sent his 
son Kunala as governor." Viewed from the present 
geographical situation, Taxila was the ancient Head
quarters of the North-\Vestem Province which prob
ably included the Punjab, Sind, the country beyond the 
Indus, and Ka~mir. Besides this, there were certainly 
three more provinces whose respective capitals were 
Ujjaini (modem Ujjain in the Gwalior state), Tosali 
and Suvafl}3giri. The latter was probably the head
quarters of the southern provinces beyond the .Nerbudda 
river.' The jurisdiction of the governor of Tosali ex
tended to the eastern provinces including the K.alitiga 
country. Ujjain was the capital of the western provin
ces which included Malva, Gujarat, and Kathiawar.' 
According to an inscription of Rudradaman, Gimar con
tinued to be the capital of one of the provinces of A5oka, 
under whom the governor was the Yavana chief 
Tu~aspha! Other cities which were seats of gover-

accession the wealth of Tax.ila is said to have amounted to 36 kotis 
or 3ro millions ohome unnamed coin, which, even if it was the silver 
longia or six pence, would have amounted to nine crorts of rupees. 
or £9,1XXJ,<XXI. It is probable, however, that the coin intended by the 
Indian writer was a gold one, in which case the wealth of this city 
would have amounted to about 00 or 100 millions of pounds." This 
statement goes to prove the reputed wealth of Taxila within fifty years 
after Alexander's expedition. 

1 Pp. 407-'03. 
2 Suvan)agiri Dr. W. Geiger identified with a mountain of that 

name near Girivraja in Magadha (Alahih'Omsa,lntro., p. xxvii). It is now 
identified \llrith Kanakagiri in the Nizam's dominions, south of Miski, 
famous for an Edict of Moka. (See Hyderobod Arch. Series No. J, 
p. 1. Hulusch, Aloia, Intro.) p. xuvili: Biihler, Ep. Ind. III, p. IU.lf. 

• See ~arly Hi11or1 of Indio, p. 172. 
•Eplntl., Vlll, pp. 46-47, 

M-26 
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nors were Saniapa (] auga9a) and Kausambi, the 
. modem Kosam in the west of the Magadha province/ 

Kumaras· or Aryaputras · 

The governors of these provinces ·were either the· 
local chieftains like the Yavana Tu~aspha or royal 
princes who accepted the suzerainty of the emperor. 
Ordinarily members of the blood royal were deputed. as 
viceroys to distant provinces. Bindusara and Asoka 
were in their turn the recipients of this honour at the 
hands of the Imperial government. There are two 
Rock Edicts11 according.'to which the kumaras or.:3.~rya
putras were generally appointed· as heads of the pro
vinces. From the Rock-inscriptions of Asoka we find 
that the· governors at Ujjain and at Tosali were 
kumaral while the governor at Suvaqtagiri was an 
aryap~tra.~ Hultzsch is of opinion that the. two 
kumaras were probably ~e sons of the king' himself 
and the aryaputra, some other member of the royal 
£aniily.6 

Districts and villages 

For purposes· of administration the provinces 
were divided. into districts and these again into 
villages. The term meaning a district is ahala 
(Sanskrit ahara), occurring 1 in the Rupnath 

1 See Kausambi Pillar Edid of Allahabad-Kosam (Hultzsch, 
pp. 159-160). Also Cunningham's ln.scriptio11s of Asoka, p. 39. 

II Jaugada First Separate R.E.,· Corpus~ p. 112; Mysore Edicts, ib. 
pp. 175-178. 

a Dhauli Separate R. E. I & II. Corpus, pp. 93 and 97. 
4 Brahmagiri and Siddapura R.E., Corpus, pp. 175 and 178. 
fi Corpus, Intro., p. xi. 
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Edict1 and ahala in the Sarnath Edict.1 There 
is again the mention of the district of Isila~ which was 
probably under the supervising control of the viceroy 
at Suvat1)3giri. For, the Icing's orders were not direct
ly conununicated to the district officer at Isila, but wel]-t 
through the officials at the headquarters of the Suvar
I]agiri province! The next administrative di\'ision 
was the griima or a village, or a group of a number 
of villages which formed the political uhit That these 
were also under some sort of control of the district 
officials is borne out by an important record, viz., the 
Soghaura copper-plate inscriptipn whose interpretation 
remained unsettled for a long time.' This inscrip
tion which is accepted to be of the period of Asoka is 
an order to the villages of Manavasitilqtasrimanta 
and O~ama .by the mahamattras of Sravasti. 
Sravasti was apparently a district. Though we are not 
at present concerned with the object of the grant, still 
it may be noted in passing that it was an order to the 
respective villages to put up two temporary store
houses on the road with full provisions. Thus we are 
enabled to see in an outline how the local government 
was carried on during the epoch of the Mauryas. 

I CtwJtfU, p. 166. 
1 /biJ., p. 162. 
2 Ibid., pp. 175 and 178. 
4 See for more details, the :t.lysore Edicts at Brahm.agiri an•l 

Siddbapura, Ctwttu, pp. 175-179. . 
1 For a discussion on the subject see the proctedi~gs of A.S.B., 

J.W).J, p. 8711: I.R,A.S., 1901, pp. S231f: A,noJs of the Bh. R. Institute, 
Vol. XI, pt. 1, pp. 32-4&. 



MAURYAN POUTY 

Sec. ii. LOCAL ADMINISTRATION IN THE KAUTALIY A 

The four divisions of the J anapada 

Before we proceed to examine the details in re
g~rd to the government of the provinces let us pass in 
review the scheme of provincial administration as out
lined in the extant Art has astra. The whole J anapada 
is divided into four convenient parts, the sthatzij'a, 
dro'l)anutkha, kharvafika and smigrahatza.1 These· divi
sions were different stations where government 
officials were posted primarily for the purposes of police 
and secondarily for revenue purposes. The st~aniya 
is the largest division in the midst of 800 villages:· The 
dro'l)amukha, kharvatika and smigraha'l)a were the head
quarters for 400, 200, and 10 villages respectively. The 
area of the Kautaliyan village extended from one to 
two krosas, a krosa measuring 2250 yards. 

The Antapiilus · , 

The officers at these respective divisions were 
graded officials all subordinate to the Sama
harta or the Collector-general. \Ve are not able to fix 
the exact functions assigned to these rural officials. 

· That these headquarters were not fortified garrisons 
for purposes of defence is evident from the fact that in 
the next line of the same book, z we find a set of officials 
called antapalas who were placed in charge of the 
frontier-territories. In each of these were military 
stations at least one recalling to our memory' the 
Palatine earldoms under \Villiam the 1 Conqueror. 
That the officials at these rural head-quarters had some-

t Bk. II, ch. 1; cp. Bk. III, ch. 1. 
1 Bk. II. ch. 1. 
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thing to do with the revenue collection is evident from 
the fact that these were answerable to the Collector
general. Added to this is the fact that this 
division occurs in the chapter entitled the J auapaqt;~. 
11ivesa1 where the question of the settlement .of the 
villages is discussed. If it is then conceded that these 
officials had the supervising control over the collection 
of revenue and were partly· answerable to it, then it is· 
reasonable to take the view that the central govern
ment entrusted the same agency· to guarantee safety 
and security to the rural areas. This means that these 
officials undertook to defend the people from thieves 
and robbers, for the antapalas guarded the entrance into 
the kingdom. This pasition, it is possible to take, for 
in those days there was no fine distinction between the 
police functions and revenue functions. 

Other officials 

In addition to these the Central · government 
appointed other age~cies to ensure internal peace. The 
trap-keepers (viihr,rika), archers (sabara), hunters 
(pr1lindas), outcastes (ca~gliliis), and wild tribes (ara~~
)'acara) were set about to reconnoitre the country parts 
including the forest regions, and whenever they antici
pated disturbance or danger of any sort, they sent in
formation to the capital. The means. of carrying this 
news was by the blowing of conch shells or the beating 
of drums. Sometimes it was by flying the pigeons with 
writs (mrtdrii), or causing fire and smoke at respectable 
distances.• 

J.Bk. II, ch. 1. 
I Bk. II, ch. 34. 
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· Clas~fication of villages 

The administrative classificatipn of the villages 
. is not without interest to the .· antiquarian. 
Kautaly!J. speaks also o~ three-fold classification of 
the villages.1 These were, first, villages exempted 
from taxation (pariharaka ), secondly, villages sup-
. Plying sold,iers ayudhiya), and thirdly, villages liable 
to taxation in cash or kind.2 In the same chapter• a 
further sub-division of the villages according to the 

·quality of the soil is given. These are again classified 
under three heads-the superior, the middling and the 
inferior. Apparently such considerations weighed with 
the settlement officers in regard to the assess~ent of 
the revenue. Barring this the central administration did 
not interfere in the rural politics which were in the hands 
of the village communities. These villages, economi
cally self-sufficient, enjoyed complete rural autonomy. 

Duties of the Gopa 
-· 

In every village there was an official who went by 
the name of Gopa.• He was the official of the Central 
government appointed over' a small area ranging from 
five to ten villages. He held the jurisdiction of this 
area :for which he was responsible. He was primarily 
a revenue official. Among the functions assigned to 
him the followif!g may be noted: ·. 

1 For a correct interpretation of ,the term grama see K·. A. Nila· 
kanta Sastri•s article in the /.O.k.· (1930), part 3, being -a rtPIY to 
the ingenious interpretation of Prin Natb in his A SlfUy ~" the Eco-
tlomic Condition of Ancient India. . 

1 See the excellent comment of Ciat)apati Sistri on this passage 
Vol. I, pp. 34445. · 

a Bk. II, ch. 3S. 
4 Ar. Sas., Bk. II, ch. ·35, 
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( 1) He maintained proper records of the accounts 
relating to the village or villages under his jurisdiction~ 

(2) He set up boundary limits of villages, fields, 
forests and roads. 

( 3) He numbered the plots of ground under res
pective heads: cultivable and non-cultivable, dry lands 
and wet lands, number of gardens including fruit, 
flower and vegetables. 

( 4) He also kept a note of the grounds ~overed by 
temples and altars, cremation grounds, rest-houses 
where food and water were supplied, pasture grounds 
and roads. 

( 5) He maintained another register wherein were 
noted down gifts, sales, charities and the cultivable lands 
remitted of r~venue. 

( 6) He kept yet another register showing the 
number of houses in his charge, both tax-paying and 
tax-free. In this he further noted the number of 
inhabitants, their castes and professions, their income 
and expenditure besides the heads of cattle in each. 
household, as well as other domestic ailimals. 

These rural officials were not left to themselves. 
·The Central government appointed as many as three 
commissioners in every headquarters of the rural areas. 
They went about the country and kept watch over the · 
revenue officials lest they should prove tyrannical or 
harass the people unduly with unjust' taxes. These 
commissioners were then an effective check on the con
duct of these government servants who were thus given 
no opportunity to misuse their powers.t. If any com
parison could be made, the sthaniyas and the drotta-

1Jbid. Also see Bk. III, ch. 1. 
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· mukha: officers were the viceroys and provincfal gover
nors, while those at the kharvapika and the sanghrahat;w 
were district officers. The gopas were. the members 
·of the subordinate civil service who w~re in charge of 
the accounts. 

~·ec. iii. THE GOVERNMENT OF. THE PROVINCES 

The relation between the· central government and 
. the provinces . 

· . It 'would be particularly interesting to examine how 
far the scheme of provincial administration ~iri the 
Kaufaliya coincides with such aspects of that admi
nistration as can be gathered from the inscriptions of 
Asoka~ It is indeed difficult to define the exact rela
tions ·between the central government and the local 
government. It is evident that at the head of each 
province there was a viceroy or a g~vernor. Re was 
Invariably a member of· the royal dynasty ·and prefer
ably a royal prince. But in the provinces 
where it was felt that a· local chief might prove a better 
administrative head, the local mail was appointed.1 

This governor was assisted in his work of administra
tion· by a body of officials known by different designa
tions; the mahiimatras, 'the rajukas and the prade~trs. 
These were executive officials appointed •again by the 
Central government Their chief functions appear. to 
have been the collection b£ revenue~ and defence by 
means of an elaborate police organisation. T~ese provin
cial heads were also the channer of communication be· 
tween the Central government and the rural officials. The 

t,See above, pp. 201-2. 
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orders of the imperial Headquarters were communi
cated to the provinces by Edicts and royal prescripts of 
which we h~ve some specimens in those of A5oka to the 
officers at Tosali and Kausambi.lo These officers at the 
Headquarters of the provinces in their turn communicat
ed the orders of His :Majesty to the rural officers .. 
For instance, the prince and the mahamatras of Suvar
:t}agiri communicated to the.mahamiitras at iSila what 
the Devanampriya had CO!JlDlanded. 21 If the admini
strative details contained in the Divyiivadana,.undoubt
edly a later work, could be relied upon, then there were, 
in addition to those officers above mentioned, political 
organisations in the provincial capitals which went by 
the name of the Paura, the Janapada and others! 

The mahiimiitras 

Let us now examine the status assigned to and the 
functions expected of the mahamlitras, the rajukas, and 
the pradeftrs one after the other. The term mahii
matra occurs in several places in the Arthaiastra and 
has been translated by Shama Sastri as 'minister'.' 

There is also another term mahiimiitriya5 meaning 
'the official-chamber of the ministry'. Excepting the 
fact that these mahiimatras were ministers or high 
officials of the state, no other functions definitely mark
ed as such can be gathered from the Arthasiistra. A 
comparative study of the Arthasastra and inscriptions 
of A5oka' where the designation .mahamlitra occurs, 

1 Cqrtus, pp. 9Z. 191, 155, etc. 
t Brahmagiri R. los., p. 175. 
1 Dfuyiit'fJ, p. 411. 
• Bk. I, ch. 12. 
• Bk. II, ch. 5. 
• Rock Edict V, XII, Minor Rock Edict I. Kalinga Edicts, Pillar 

Edict VII, KauSimbi and Simith Edicts. Cp. Vatsyayana, Kama· 
M-27 · 
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bears the possibility of equating the term 1n:ahqmatra 
. in the Edicts with .that of the adhyak~a in the Artha
sastra.. This possibility of change was mil;y in. designa
tion but not· in function. This correspondence of 
adhyak~a-mahamatra does not negative the special in
terpretation of 'I'IWhamatra meaning a minister. It 
would seem that whenever the term is used without any 
prefix it may be generally taken to denote ministers. 
More of this later on. 

Similarity of offices i'J1! the Arthasastra and the Edicts 
• • t • 

. As. Kautalya mentions a number of adhyak~as in 
charge. of the respective departments of the state!-Asoka · 

·speaks of a ~umber of superintendents in charge of 
different departments. We shall mention here such 
officers from the Arthasastrd as correspond to those 
und~r the mahamatra officials of the Edicts. Nagar aka 
who is the superintendent of the' townl. corresponds to 
mahamatra-nagaraka. The paurq-vyavaharika2 cor
responds io the nagala-viyohalaka.8 These'Iattej- are 
found . as administrators of justice for their cities, 
Tosali and Samapa.' Perhaps the ga'l)tikadhyak~a5 or 
the superintendent of courtesans can be compared with 
I thijhakha-mahamata6 or striadhyak~amahamatras.' 
Probably these officials attended to the needs and com
forts of the women members of the royal family. What 
their functidns .exactly were is not clear. A com-

slitra, pp. 285, 287, and J00.
1 

JS~e also H. C. Chakladar, Social Life 
in Ancient India (Greater India Society publication, ~~ 3), p. 106. 

1 Bk. II, ch. 36. . , . 
2 Bk. I, ch, 13. 
8 Corpusj p. 92. 
4 1bid. 
3 Bk. II, ch. 27. 
8 XII R.E .. Gimar, Corpus, p. 2(). 
7 M,ansehra., XII and Sha~., XII, 
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parison can again be made between the dharmfirvasa
thina(t of the Arthalastra:~, and the dharma-mahama- . 
tras of Asoka. In the former they were managers of 
religious and charitable institutions,~· who administered 
to the wants of the srotriyas and ascetics, and who kept 
in check the pa~atJrjis and other heretical sects. They 
interested themselves in the promotion of morality and 
religion.2 

Functions of dharmamahamatras . 

More or less the same functions were expected 
of the dharmamahamatras by Asoka. s Their func-
tions were as follows:-

"These are occupied with an· sects in estab~ishing 
morality, in promoting morality, and for the welfare 
and hap'piness of those who are devoted to morality 
(even) among the ypnas, kambojas, and gandharas, 
and whatever other western borderers (of mine there 
are). · 

"They are occupied with . servants and masters, 
with Brahmanas and Ibhyas, with the destitute, (and) 
with the aged, for the welfare and,happiness of those 
who are devoted to morality, (and) iD: releasing (them) 
from the fetters (of worldly life). 

"They are occupied in supporting prisoners (with 
money), in causing (their) fetters to be taken off, and 
in setting (them) free, if one has children, or is be
witched or aged, respectively. · 

"They are occupied everywhere, here and in all out
lying towns, in the harems of our brothers, of (our) 

1 Bk. II, ch. ·. 36, 
•"Ibid., p. 10. 
•R.E. V, XII and P.E. VII. 
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sisters, and (of) wh(J.tever other relatives· (of ours 
there are). 

"These mahamatras. of morality are occupied 
eve~here hi my dominions with those who are devoted 
to morality, (in order to ascertain) whether one is eager 
for morality or properly devoted to charity.m· 

The antamahi:imatras 

The antapalas of the Kaufaliya correspond t~ the 
antamahamatras of the Edicts. The ·Empire had 
grown so huge and so vast that effective frontier admi
nistration was of paramount necessitY:. Clear instruc
tions are laid down in the Arthasastra as to the duties 

"Hultzscb, Trans., pp. 33-34. See above pp. 168, 173-5, for a slight 
modification in the interpretation of certain terms. 

The statements in the inscriptions (V.R.E.): 
atikatarit arittararit na bhiita-pruvarit dhammamahimiti namal 
ta m(a)yi traidasavasabbi(s)i(tena) dhammamahamati btal 

· (Gimar, corpus, p. 9). 

se atikarittam arittalarit nohuta-puluva dham(m)a-mabamata nama! 
. t(e)dasa-vasabh(i)sitena mamayi dharitma-maha.mat(a) kat (a) I 

(Kilsi, corpus, p. 32). 

sa atikratarh atara no bhuta-pruva dhraritma-ma(ha)ma(tra) namal 
so toda5avasabbisitena 
maya dharma-mahamatra kita 

(Sbahbazgarhi) corptu, p. 55. 

This has been rendered by Hultzsch in his translation thus: "Now 
in times past (officers) called mahamatras of morality did not exist 
before. But mahamatras of morality were appointed by me (when I had · 
been) anointed thirteen years." This interpretation has also been gene
rally accepted. The words 'no' arid' 'na' may equate and .mean 'indeed', 
'now', etc. Hence the first line may be translated "In tQ11es past officers 
called dharma-mahamatras indeed existed." What ASoka apparenriy 
wants to make out is that this office which once existed did not exist 
during the period of his first thirteen years. He perhaps felt the neces
sity for such office and appointed special officers. In the light of the 
ArthaSiistra where there is evidence of a similar office, with most of the 
functions as found in the Edicts assigned to it, the interpretation that 
it did not exist before seems to be incorrect. 
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and responsibilities of the boundary guards and fron
tier chiefs and their relations with the central govern
ment. They had both political and economic functions 
to perform. The economic duties were to collect the 
road--cess (vartani) on imported goods, mark them with 
the royal seal and ~e charge of these goods until they 
passed beyond the toll house.~ Kaut.aJya advises a good 
number of frontier-guards to be appointed lest- they 
should be won over by the enemy. If they we.re a good 
number, they would be afraid of betrayal from one 
another and conduct themselves loyally to the empire.1 

The frontier peoples, whether conquered or unconquer
ed, forest-folk or others, were kept in good humour and 

. the paternal principle of government was even extended 
to them as is evident from the Kaliitga Edicts.3 The 
antamahihnatras like the antapalas were chiefly occu
pied \\ith the administration of the frontier provinces! 
The Arthasastra refers to three kinds of dritas
( 1) those possessing ministerial qualifications, (2) those 
possessing lesser qualifications, and ( 3) those possessing 
ordinary qualifications.• It would appear that gene
rally from among the first class of messengers, ambas
sadors were selected and sent to other states to deter
mine the relation of states to one another. This 
practice corresponds to that in A5oka's time. From a 
study of the Rock Edict V it can be safely said that 
from among the mahiimatra officials, ambassadors 
(dlitas) were selected. ·They were sent not only 

1 Bk. u. th. 21. 
I Bk. n. th. 4. 

• Cortu, pp. 98 and 102. 
• First PiUar Edict-Delhi Topra, Cort11s, p. 119. 
I Bk. I. ch. 16. 
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to the neighbouring states but also to foreign countr.ies 
with· which ·the empire· had diplomatic relati~ns/ 

The mantripari~ad of the provinces 

As already mentioned the Arthasastra refers to the 
terms mahamatra in the sense of a minister/' and the 
mahamatriyl· as the official chamber of the ministry. 
It is significant to note again the term mantripari~ad, 
meaning thereby the council of mir~isters. Suffice it to· 
say here' that tlfis council enjoyed the right of consulta
tion by the king before he would launch on some busi
ness affecting the state. What is interesting is that 
As~ka uses the terms mahamatra and pari~ad Jn a 
similar sense. There are two important. "Edicts, . 
R. E. III. and V, which bear this out.·· The first is an 
order . of the council to the officials in the 
Accounts Department,' and the second refers distinctly 
to the inner working of the councils.11 It is refreshing 
to note that Hultzsch agrees with this interpretation.6 

He writes: uJayaswaF has drawn attention to 
the occurrence .of the term mantripari~ad ,_1the 
council of ministers," in the Kaufaliya. This mean
ing fits admirably both here and in the Rock Edict VI." 
That the aryaputra or the provincial chief did not ad 
on his own initiative, but .consulted his ·~ouncil before 
he took action, is seen from the fact that, even :fhe orders 
of the provin,cial Headquarters were sent both in the 
name of the provin~ial chief and his mahaina,tras as is 

' ~tl t See R.E. XIII, Corpus, p. 61, 
:a Bk. I, ch. 13. 
8 Bk. II, ch. 5. 
'Edicts R.E. III and VI. 
8 Corpus, p. 4. . 
e In a footnote on page s'. 
'Ibid., p, 11. See also I.A., 42, pp. 282·284. 

' 
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evident from the phrase 'ayaputasa maha.mata~arh 
cha'.1 Though the .members of the mahamatra-pari~ad 
seem to have eiJjoyed a good deal of freedom,. 
still they did not go unchecked. They could 
not abuse their rights and privileges: If differences of 
opinion ~rose. among them, the matter was reported 
to the king at the imperial Headquarters who was the 
final arbiter.2 Again if they should conduct themselves 
badly the citizens would raise the standard of revolt, 
. which would be du1y reported to th~ King. 

Revolt again~t provincial ministry 

A practical instance of this is seen.from the. history 
of Asoka. The citizens of Taxila; the capital of uttara· 
patha or the northern provinces, resented the insolent 
behaviour of the ministry at their provincial capital. 
When the matter reached the Emperor Bindusara, 
Asoka was sent to restore law and order. The citizens 
accorded the prince a cordial welcome with purt,takum
bhas and other invaluable presents. They addressed him 
thus: "We are not hostile either to the Kumara or even 
the king Bindusara .. But we are hostile to the ministers 
who by their high-handedness provoke us to excite
ment.m There was a similar rising in the same ·place 
under Asoka who sent his son Kunala. He was also 
warmly received by the pauras who ventilated their 
grievances against the ministry.' It has been shown 

1 See Corpus, p. 176, Brahmagiri R. E. 
2.See R.E. VI, Corpus, P·. 11. 
8 srutva. tak$asilanivasinab paur,abl ardhafrtiyani 'yojan.ani marge 

sobham krtva piirQaghatamadaya pratyutgatabl pratyutgamya ca katha
yantil Na vayam kumarasya viruddhal;l, napi rajfio Bindusarasyal api tu 
dustam,atyal;l, asmii.kam paribhavam kurvantil mahatil ca satkilrena tak· 
sasilam pravditabi-Divyavadana, pp. 371-72. 

'Ibid., pp. 407-8. 
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already that these ministers retired from office in some 
. places every three years as at ,Tak~asTia, an4 i~ other . 

places every five. years.1 Mention has again been made 
of ·the relations which e:risted between the ministry and 
the local assemblies of the realm such as the paura and 
the janapada. 

Rajukas 

, Another. body of higher officials went by .the 
designation of rajuka or lajz~ka. It. would be indeed 
interesting here to examine whether this office o! the 

• rajuka is mentioned in the KauJaliya Arthaslistra. The 
term occurs in the work with a prefix (cora', .and~ the 
full designation is c corarajjttka.'2 It would appi;r that 
the designation rajjuka is the more correct technical 

.,term and not (rajuka.' It is not clear .. from what root 
the word derives its present form. Perhaps it comes 
from the old root rasj or rajj. Whatever. this may be 
the passage in the Arthalastra throws welcome light on 
the rural administration of the land. , ·Rural policy de
pended obviously on the nature of the territorial area. 
In the intervening places between any two. villages was 
the officer in charge of the pasture lands ( 'l)i'l/itadh

yak~a) and he was responsible to make good the loss 
occurring in his territorial jurisdiction. If the· locality 
was not considered of sufficient importance from a com
mercial point of view, and the traffic was slack, there 
was the cora-rajjuka who was responsible for the secur
ity of the place. There were again other places where 
transactions were next to n~thing, and in tfose places 
the people of the locality made their own arrangements 

1 See 'above p. 132. 
I Ar. S&., Bk. IV, c:h. 13. 

' 
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for the upkeep of peace. Perhaps the responsibility was 
fixed in the village community.1 In Chapter VI of 
Book II, the terms rajj1l~ and corarajj1i[,· occur and 
are respectively interpreted as 'income from the terri
tory' (tlilayapiiladeyam), and as 'income from the vil
lage for protection against the thieves."1 The officials 
in charge of such incomes. were those who were con-· 
nected with the department of revenue. \Vheneyer 
they were chosen for specified interests, they were de
signated with a title, the prefix of which denoted the 
functions allotted to them.. It may be presumed that 
they were officials connected with 'survey, land settle
ment and irrigation'.• This was also the interpretation 
which Biihler gave in discussing the phrase mahiivala
bham rajjuka·m• when examining the Satavahana 
inscription containing a grant of Haritiputta Sa~i 
of Banavasi of the second century AD. That such 
officials existed is corroborated by the Greek authority, 
Megasthenes! ·· 

To turn our attention to the A5okan inscriptions 
the term occurs in the Rock Edict III and the Pillar 
Edict IV .. According to the latter the rajukas are set 
over hundreds of persons. An examination of their 
powers and functions shows that they occupied a status 
next in rank only to the viceroys. Says V. A. Smith: 
'The modem term governor may serve as a rough equi-· 
valent." According to the. same authority the word 
raj11ke or raju (Mansehra R. E.) is etymologically con-

\Ibid. 
z c:ongrihak.iya gri.madeya.m, T .S.S., Vol. I. p. 134. 
•See F. W. Thomas, CJIJ., Vol. I, pp. 487 and 508. 
•See Z.D.JI.G., xlvii, p. 466, ''· E,. Ind., II, p, 466. 11. 
1 Fg • .M, p. 86 (Cal., 1926); see also Law, A.s,tcls oflnd. Po/il)•, 

lntro., by Mookerjee, p. 36; Contra Stein, Meg. tmd Kaulal)'4, p. zz, 
· • A.iola, Pe ~. 

:M-28 .. 
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nected with raja, and hence Biihler's con~truction can~ 
not be accepted. If it is connected with the term raja, 
he should have been one of the mahamatra officials, since 
raja in Pali means mahiimiitra. The term may there~ 
fore mean 'all those who have power of life and death' .I 
The Rajukas were very likely the· chief provincial 
revenue officers. It appears that Asoka invested them 
wi~ extensive powers and allowed them the use of their 
independent discretion 'without. the necessity of obtain~ 
ing sanction for particular acts by referenct; to the 
Crown/2 Categorically their powers and duties may 
be stated as follows3 

:-

. ~ 

. ( 1) They were the sovereign authority with regard 
to the questions of war and peace ( abhihara) so far as 
the· provinces were· concerned. This means that they 
informed the C~ntral government of the movements of 
the enemy and breaking up of hostilities in the neigh
bouring kingdoms or border tracts. 

(2) They were the final authority in matters re
lating to the upkeep of internal peace. This was to afford 
protection by the proper exercise of dat•¢a and datt¢a
nit~. That .their decision was binding is evident from 
the term atmapatiye in the inscription. ,. Local affairs 
were left to the hands of local men who had first-hand 
knowledge of the locality. It was felt improper to dic
b.te a policy from the imperial capital by _members who 
had neither the opportunity nor the occasion to get 
themselves acquainted wit],) i the needs and aspirations 

' I 
peculiar to the locality. t 

1 See Childer's Pili Dictionary. 
1 See Pillar E. IV, Corpus, p. 123; also Smith, AJoka, p. 203 •. 
1 See P .E. IV. 
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(3) They exercised also civil and criminal juris
diction. 'Vrongs were righted and griev~ces were 
redressed by an impartial administration of justice: 
They thus took cognizance of both civil and criminal 
causes within their territorial jurisdiction. 

( 4) They were. to conduct themselves in such a 
way as to win the esteem and confidence of the Jana
pada organisations. Co-operation was therefore sought 
with the Janapada or popular as_sembly for awarding 
punishment or granting auugrahas ·(favours -and con
cessions). In their acts and deeds they were to be like 
nurses whose only care was to look after the proper 
growth and progress of children .. 

( 5) They were to discharge their responsibilities 
with a sense of duty, peace of mind, and with no feel
ing of hostility. They were to promote what was good 
for the praja and the loka (people) and on behalf of 
the Janapada. By taking a dispassionate view of 
things and acting selflessly with an eye to the welfare 
of the people, they realised their.objects easily. They 
were, in short, expected to do what the common will 

' dictated as tending for the common good. 

Thus according to the Arthasiist.ra and the Edicts 
of A5oka, the Rajjuka or Ra.juka was the officer of the 
Janapada entrusted with duties of a varied character 
as warranted by the circumstances of the situation. · 

Tire Priidesikas 

'Ve have now examined two institutions, thrown 
off to exercise, as their peculiar work, administrative 
and. judicial functions of the provincial govern
ment, that is, the offices of the Jf ahlimlitras and 
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the Rajukas. The next body of officials was that of 
the Pradesikas. The· Arthasastra mentions. a class of 
officers called the prade~trs. 1 They were appointed by 
the Samaharta.2 They seem to have8 been primarily 
revenue commissioners:' They had also magisterial 
functions to perform. It is said that a Board of three 
commissioners was formed, and that it was deputed 
to enquire. after the disturbers of the peace including 

· state officials in the locality, .and to bring them to book 
. so that the trade and industry which were the mainw 
stay of the empire had an unhampered continuity.11 

The. term ka1Jtaka · in this · passage is inter
preted as artisans in the T. M. comrri~n.t'ary.6 

But it is hardly acceptable. It is highly improbable that 
three ministers or three commissioners would have been 
appointed to look after the artisans. It is very likely 
that these officers resembled the justices of peace of the 
medireval England who made · extensive tours in the 
'country parts, and awarded· punishment to men of 
criminal tendencies and acts.'{. In meting out 

· 'ju~tice the commissioners were to be . impartial· and 
equitable8 and if not, they were liable to the same 
penalty.' These commissioners like the judges were 

1 Bk. 1, ch. 12. 
llBk. l'V, ch. 9. 
a The pay of a pradefla officer is computed to be 8,000 Pavas equal 

to that of the president of the Jreni and leaders of elephants, horses, 
and chariots. (Bk. V, ch. 3.) · 

• gopasthiinikasthanesu pradestlirab karyakaral)am balipragraham ca 
kuryul;lll Bk. II, ch. 35. 

1
J . 

, 11 Bk. V, ch. 1,4 a~d 9. ~ . t : 
prade~tarli$trayastrayo yi amiityiil,l kaQtaka§odhanam l<uryul;ll 

e See Shiima Siistri Trans. p. 245-n. 
'prade$ta coramiirgaQam, Bk. IV, ch. 6. 
8 Bk. IV, ch. 10. 
o Ibid., ch. 9. 
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watched over lest they should become corrupt by accept-
ing bribes. Those who were proved guilty were 
punished.1 This shows that they were ·expected to 
discharge their functions with full responsibility. 

Identical with these officers are the praddikas of 
the Asokan Inscriptions.2 The term has had the benefit 
of a Full and critical examination by scholars. 
F. W. Thomas renders it as 'the head of the executive 
revenue and judicial service'.3 Mookerjee· tran
slates it as the divisional comniissioner' ·and sur
mises an ascending order of rank from the mention of . 
the yuktas1 raj1tkas and pradesikas in the Rock Edict 
III. Samaddar holds that their position was equal to 
that of a minister and that they could not have been 
mere 'district' officers.6 If the term is derived from 
pradesa 'which means a territorial division and hence a 
specified area, the pradesikas might be provincial 
officers entrusted with jurisdiction over a specified area. 
If the term anusamyanam means 'tour,' then these offi
cials toured round the country once in every five years.' 
But if it means 'transfer,' they were also transferred 
every five years, when new commissioners took their 
place. The latter seems to be more probable. 

t. Bk. IV, ch. 4. 
•R.E. III, Corpus, pp. 4 and 5. 
sJ.R.A.S;, 1914, pp, 383-6. 
•Asoka, p. 56. 
o Glories of Magadha, pp·. 87-88. 
8 R.E. III, Shah., Man., Gir., and Kat. 
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Sec. iv. MAURY AN CIVIL SERVICE 

The Puru1as 

· Administrative work, civil or criminal, o~ even 
military, would be impossible without an organised civil 
servicer In the·Mauryan empire we find that two classes 
of civil servants.· are distinguished. They were the 
purufas and· the yuktas. While the yuktas belonged 
to the: cadre of SUbordinate civil service, the pttrtliOS 
were of the superior civil service. The Arthasastra men
tions G~WJhap1lrufas, and they are mainly Intelligence 
Officers.1 An examination of the functions assigned to 
them in the Kaufaliya d~onstrates corroboratio~ with · 
the writings of the classical writers like Megasthenes, 
Arrian and Strabo. ~'They spy out what goes in coun
try and town and report ever}rthing to the king" •1 Again 
Megasthenes says: 'the sixth class consists of the over
seers to whom is assigned the duty of watching all that 
goes on and making reports secretly t~ the king. Some 
are entrusted w!th the inspection of the city and others 
with that of .the army. The former employ as their 
coadjutors the courtesan of the city and the latter the 
courtesans of the camp. The ablest and most trust
worthy men are appointed to fill these «;>fflces.'1 The 
Arthaslistra uses the term purttia in both a general and 
a technical sense. Besides it speaks of ayukta-purufas,' 
abhityakta puru1al ( outcaste men according to Shama 
Sastri), yogapunl§as, and pravirapttrufas ·(members of 
military associations ).8

. There is besides in it a chapter 
. r' , 

l. Bk. I, ch. 11-12. 
1 lml. Ant., VI, pp. 124 and 237. 
1 Fg. 36. 
'Bk. I, ch. 15, 
6 Bk. II, ch. S. 
8 Bk. VII. ch. 14. 
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titled pur~'favya.sanavarga~. ~ But this does not r~!er 
to the troubles of civil officials, but treats i11 general. of 
vyasanas to which a man is liable to. There is a dis
tinct mention of pun,fas and yuktas in the sense of . 
civil servants in chapter V of Book !1. 

That they were employed in all departments and 
that misappropriation on their part was severely 
punished is seen· from the ~arne chapter also. 2 Per
haps the statement in chapter 20_of Book III in regard 
to the purufas and their qualifications is a .reference 
to the civil servants. . Regard was to be shown to 
those p~tYUfaS who were learned, wise, bold, of high , 
birth and skilled in discharging duties.8 It would 
appear that only qualified men were appointed to this 
service. 

The evidence of inscript-ions 

From the Edicts of Asoka,' the pur1t'faS who were 
civil' servants of the superior rank were appointed in 
three grades-the lower, the middling and. the higher. 
This remin~s us of our own civil service system where 
a civil servant who is started in the lower scale is pro
moted to the upper division after a certain period of 
service. From Pillar Edict IV where these pttr-ttfaS 
are said to be acquainted with the wishes of the king 
it seems that these government servants were appointed 
by the. authorities at the imperial Headquarters, and 
they were hence answerable to them. The Edicts are 
valuable in as much as they refer to the duties expect-

~Bk. VIII ,ch. 3. 
I sarvadhikarlll)e~u y·uktopayukta tatpuru~aQam 
· ~at)adicaht$PaQ1ih paramiipahare$U piirvamadhya· 
·mottamavadho dat)Qa\)1-Bk. II, cb. 5. 

a piijya\) , vidyabuddhipauru~abhijliakarmatisayata9capuru$li~. 
'Pillar I, IV and VII. . 
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ed 9f these officials. These two duties are mentioned. 
First, they were the inspector,ate of the goverruuent, 
and in that capacity watched whether the provincial 
officers were loyal to the king.1 Secondly, they were 
sent over to the common people2 to get at the prevailing 
public feeling with regard to the government ·of the 
land.. This, it may be remembered, is a £tinction 
assigned to the gu~hapuru~as by Kauta.Iya. 3 

The Yuktas 

The other class of. civil servants who were of the 
s~bordinate rank went by the technical. name 
of the yuktas. Apart from its· use in the· Asokan 
inscriptions, as we shall see presently, it occurs in the 
Art has astra in ·different connections. There is a very 
inforrnjng chapter entitled upayuktaparik~a.' Two dif
fer~nt clas.s~s of officials are mentioned, the yuktas and 
the upayuktas in the KauJaliya.5 In every department 
there were y~kta.S and upayuktas.• They had again · 
their own assistants. They were subj~ct to punishment 
as every other government official was. The punishments 
were of a varied character.~ Such of those civil ser
vants as were "employed in the collection and distribu
tion of revenue coUld not easily avoid the temptation of 
tasting a portion of the Icing's revenue. Sometimes it 
would. be impossible to detect the amount so misappro-. 
priated, just as it is not possible to find. out whether 

1 Pillar E: IV: also Mookerjeo,IAioktJ, p. 57. . · 
• 1 babune janasi ~ P.E.: VII, Corpus, p. 132 Clflhi-Topra). 

a See Bk. I, ch. 12 and 13. 
• Bk. II, cli. 9. · · · 
I These may be also identified with the Ayuktas and Viniyuktas or 

the Gupta Inscriptions. (Fleet, C.IJ., III, p. 169, n. 4 and 5.) 
8 Bk, II, cb. S. · 
'Ibid. 
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fishes drink water or not. In Kautalya's opinion it is 
even possible to spot the birds flying high_ in the air, 
but it is an intricate task to ascertain the conduct of the 
government· servants with dishonest motives. Hence 
it is recommended that those who would not covet the 
king's wealth but would show an increase through legi
timate means, and who would prove loyal, are to be 
appointed as government servants.1

. 

The title of Chapter 8 of Book II, sanwdayasya 
yuktapahrtasya pratyaizayauam shows that the 
)'ztktas, generalfy ac~oi.mtants and clerks, had some
thing to do with the collection of the revenue. It is 
reasonable to assume that they maintained accounts in 
r~gard to the various revenue items. This is obVious 
from the fact that in case of embezzlement, amo1,1g the 
persons to be examined; is tneJltioned first in the order 
of importance the ttpayttkta.1 The translation of 
Shama Sastri has omitted ·upayukta.3 The ~tpayukta 
held a subordinate . position and when he was 
fotmd guilty, in cases of embezzlement, the punishrnent 
amounted to that of a yukta ~ is evident from the 
Arthasastra: 

mithylivade cai~lim y·"ktasamo da~¢a~l 

Thus while the upayttkta was one among the eight 
officers connected with the accounts, the yukta in the 
official staff of the department, held a position superior 
to that of the· other eight officials, who were the ttpa
yukta, nidhliyaka (cashier), nibandhaka (prescriber), 
pratigrahaka (the· receiver), diiyaka (the paying 
shroff), dapaka (officer in charge of the payment of the 

S.Bk. II, cb. 9. 
• Bk. II, cb. 8, T.S.S. Vol. I, 157. 
•P. 73 (II ed.), 

M-29· 
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department), mantrivaiyavrttikara (ministerial ser-
vants).1 

· 

The ·mode. of appointmen~ 

It is evident that each department was manned by 
an army of civil officials of different grades and status .. 
The yttktas and. the upayuktas had their own assistants 
as is evident from Chapter 5 of Book II of the Kau
!aliya. 'These servants of the government were 

. appointed temporarily in the first instance.2 In this 
connection the term bahumukhya is important and is the 
same as the word anekamukhya in chapter 4 of the same 
book. This shows that there were a number of tempo-

. . ;.-' 

rary officia~s~ These were in course of time taken to 
the permanent service, on the merits of the case in res- · 
pect of qualifications, character and conduct. It is 
said that those who would not eat up the wealth of the 
state, those who would swell the wealth by fair and 
legitimate means, and those wh9 would court the wel
fare of the king and kingdom were to be appointed as 
permanent servants of the state3 

( ftityadhikarii['). 
Thus the tenure of service largely depended on the 
ho~esty and e~ciency of the government servants. · 

The evidence of the Edict.r 
Coming to the inscriptions of Asoka, we find the 

term yukta mentioned in the Rock-Edict III.' F. W. 
Thomas was correct in rendering the term into a sub
ordinate official:~~ · The yuktas of Asokan Edicts may be 
:i~entified with the yuktas~ lind th~ upayuktas of the 
. ' t 

1 T.S.S., Vol. I, p. 157. 
*bahumukhyamanityam cadhikaral}am sthiipayet, Bk. II, ch. 9. 
1 Bk. II, ch. 9. 
'Corptu, pp. 4-5. 
'l.R.A..S., 1914, 387, 91. 
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Kaufaliya. The duties of the yukta according to the 
Asokan inscriptions are1

: 

( 1) to go on tours like the Ra.jukas and Prade-· 
sikas every five years i£ anusathyana means 'tour'. 
From the position assigned to these officials we have 
to take that they accompanied their official superiors on 
tour. If the term anusamyana means 'transfer',2 this 
cannot be accounted as a part-of their duties, but merely 
points to the administrative detail of transfer of 
officials.• 

(2) to be in charge of the department of accounts. 
The last line of the ROck-Edict III• has been translated 
in different ways by scholars. The term ga1}atzayam 
has been a puzzle to many in spite of the fact that the 
same term occurs in the Arthaiiistra and means the 
department of accounts. D. R Bhandarkar translates 
this line as follows: 'The Council (of Ministers) shall · 
order the Y uktas in .regard to the reckoning (of this 
expense and accumulation) both according to the letter 
and according to the spirit.'5 From this it would.appear 
that the yttktas maintained accounts of receipt and ex
penditure and were subject to the scrutiny and control 
by the courtcil of the mahiimiitras.• 

t, Mookerjee, AJoka, p. 57. 
1 l.B.O.RS., IV, p. 36-fJ. 
a See Smith, A.ioka, p. 164. 
• CorpiiS, p. 4. 
5 AJoka, p. 278. 
• Reference may be made to the untenable criticism of Samad

dar in regard to the position of the mmisters and the Department of · 
Accounts in the light of the interpretation offered by JayaswaL He 
asks· "were the ministers whom Mr. Jayaswal has endowed with all 
executive powers, and who aCcording to him were even more powerful 
than the king himself, at the mercy of the department of accounts? 
If the ministers _were so powerful how could they be at the mercy of 
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Sec. v. ADMINISTRATION OF TOWNS 

In regard to the administration of the city, 
Megasthenes, the Grecian ambassador of Seleukos, 
has given us elaborate details. According to this testi
mony the city of Pataliputra was governed by thirty 
Municipal Commissioners who formed themselves into 
six committees of five each. · These committees looked 
after the moral an~ material interests of the city.~ Of 
the functions assigned to these, Megasthenes says1

·: 

"The members of the first look after everything 
relating to the industrial arts. ~ 

-~ 

"Those of the second attend to the entertainment 
of foreigners. To these they assign lodgings and 

· they keep watch Qver the modes of life by means of 
those persons who were given to them for assistants. 
They escort them on the way when they leave the 
country or in the event of their dying, forward their 
prope~ty to their relatives. They take care of them 
when they ar~ sick, and if they die, bury them. 

"The third body consists of those who inquire 
when and how births and deaths occur with the view 
'not only of levying a tax but also in order that births 
and deaths among both high and low may not escape 
the cognisance .of Government. · 

that department?" '(Glories of Magadha, p, 92). It is a simple .. "llSe of 
misunderstanding the true relations between the two departments. It 
is not here a question of inferior v&lus superior officers. It is about the 
question of accounts. So tong as the accountants wtre accountants 
they had to maintain proper records. This does not mean that the 
accountants were more powerful than the ministers. To-day for ex
ample the Accountant-General can disallow the allowance or pay of 
any superior officer of the stafe on some audit objection. 

tFg. 34. 
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"The . fourth class superintends trade and com
merce. Its members have charge of weights and 
measures and see that the ·products in their season a,re · 
sold by public ~otice. No one is allowed to deal in 
more than one kind of commodity unless he pays a 
double tax. 

"The fifth class ~upervises manufactured articles 
which they sell by public notice. What is new is sold 
separately from what is old and there is a fine for 
mixing the two together. 

"The sixth and the last class consists of those who 
collect the tenths of the prices of articles of food. Fraud 
in the payment of this tax is punished with death." 

These committees and their duties are also found 
mentioned by Strabo, another classical writer.J. Besides 
the special functions allotted to each one of these six 
bodies all of them in their collective capacity interested 
themselves in matters of general interest, such as, the · 
upkeep and repair of public bpildings,. the regulation of 
prices, the care of markets, ~arbours, and temples.• 
Every writer on the Mauryan polity has not failed to 
quote this long extract of Megasthenes~ It has been 
followed here, the object being to quote parallel passages 
from the Arthasastra. 

Protection to artisans 

The first committee interested itself in the promo~ 
tion of industrial arts. The Artha.Mstra in more than 
one place refers to the work of artists and artisans. They 
were expected to work for a day in a fortnight for the 

' 
1 See Strabo, 51: McCrindle, Ancietlt India as dmribed "' Classical 

Literature. 
•Ibid., ~IV. 
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king. This enabled them to commute their· payment 
to the state into their manual labour." ·There is 
a .. special chapter• containing regulations affording 
protection to artisans. It is said ·that artisans 
shall carry on their business according to the 
engagement in respect of time, place and nature 
of the work. Such of those who put off their work · 
under the plea that 1:1?-ere was no definite engagement as 
regards time, place, and the nature of work were not 
only deprived of i of their wages, but also punished 
with a fine equal to two times the prices of_ their labour 
except when they were in trouble, or visited by a cala
mity. Besides they compensated the loss of dru~age 
to the employer. Those who engaged themselves in 
contravention of definite orders forfeited their wages in 
addition to their. paying a fine equal to two 
times the amount of their price of labour. • 
It is further said that such of those who were respon
sible for lowering the quality of the work by an artisan 
and who interfered in their transactions were to_ be 

·severely punished with fines." When we see the excel
lent standard to which artistic skill was developed in 
the days of Asoka, what with lofty edifices in brick, 
wood and ~tone, massive embankments,- handling of 
monoliths, construction of chambers, a profusion of 
spirited bas-reliefs, attractive statues of men and 
animals, masterpieces of some fine carvings, it is reasqn
able to take the' view that Asoka continued the patron
age and protection of artis~s l~ke his gra~d,father. 

k. II, ch •. 2 and 36. 
k. IV, ch. 1. 
k. IV, ch. 1. 
id., ch. 2. 
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Protection to foreigners -

~ regard to the regulations affecting !he foreign
ers to which the Greek ambassador has referred, we 
find numerous passages where Kauta.Iya asks the officers 
of the state to show favour to them. For example, while 
the Superintendent of ships concerned himself with the 
weather-beaten ships, the Superintendent of Commerce 
attended to _those· who- dealt in foreign merchandise. .. 
Kauta.Iya recommends the mvitation of foreign traders 
to settle in the country with a view to foster th~ trade of 
the land. These merchants enjoyed certain privileges 
and could move about freely. They could not be sued 
in the ordinary courts of law. There were special 
courts which decided their causes. z 

The citizens were to make a report of the strangers 
residing with them or leaving the station.1 The boun
dary--guards or antapiilas were to collect what is known 
as the road cess ( 't'arta11i) and they were held respon
sible for the loss incurred by merchants. in the part of 
the country under their charge. Thus adequate atten
tion w~ paid to the safety and··security of merchants, 
travellers, foreigners an~ others! 

Considering the extensive international relations 
that e.~sted between A.Soka and other foreign countries 
and the healthy intercourse that existed between the 
empire and the neighbouring states, where A5oka also is 
said to have established hospitals for man and beast, and 
considering again the great material prosperity attained 

t Bk:. U. ch. 16 and 28. 
:1! parabbDmijam ~~rihaJdl Di,ibsartba,-abebhya$-

ca ~yatilqamam dadr311 anabiJirogaSca ~Iii· 
D3aD)"atra sahbyopakirihh)-l}l-fr $as .. Bk. U. ch. 1. 

Cp. Meg. Fr. I. p. 42 (Cal. 1926) • 
• Bk. n. ch. 36. -
• Bk. n, da. Zl. 
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· 
1 Bk. II, clt. 35-36. 
II EM11 Hi.rtp,, p. 125. 
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Trade a11d commerce 

The fourth administrative board was that of trade 
and commerce. The Arthasastra asks the city mer- · 
chants to entertain strangers on their own responsibility. 
and make a report of these merchants who deal in for
bidden articles of merchandise, and who sell these in 
any place or time without due regard for the orders of 
the authorities of the city. Ordinarily merchants were 
to deal in their own merchandise and not in those which 
belonged to others. Perhaps to deal in them required 
a special license which Megasthenes probably calls a 
double tax.t. It may be pointed out also that Kautalya 
imposes stringent regulations in regard to weights and 
measures.1 Even the slightest difference was ·not tole
rated. Sale by public notice was exactly what the 
author of the Artha.fastra h~s r:ecommended. The 
process of this sale is given as follows: "In ·a place 
proximate to the flag of the toll house, articles of mer
chandise for sale are to be gathered· ~ch in· their res
pectiv~ place~~ . The owners o~ the articles in question 
were to proclaim the· real quantity contained together 
with its value. Three times it was given aloud. \Vho 
will buy such a. quantity of merchandise for so much 
price? Afterwards he who was willing to buy it for 
that price could purchase it."1 The tax on sales was 
one of the sources of revenue, and hence the control of 
sate was under the Board of Trade, each article offered 
for sale being marked with the official stamp. • 

t.Bk. 11, ch. 36. See also ch. 16, 19, and Bk. IV. ch. 2. 
z Bk. II, ch. 19. 

I Bk. II. ch. 21. 
• abhij,ianam.Jra, Ibid. 

M-30 
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Control of nlanufa'cture · 

The fifth Board concerned itself with the control 
of manufactured articles. Here also the same regula~ 
tions were in practice. Perhaps this refers to 
the manufactures run by the Department of the 
state in · its manufactories. Kautalya is very 
particular in regard to the purity and good 
quality of the articles sold. A distinction was main~ 
tained between-old commodities in stock and fresh sup
plies.1 If articles inferior .in quality ~ere sold as g9od 
ones, the sellers w~re liable to a heavy fine. 2 In accord~ 
ance with the economic laws of supply and dema:.nd the 
sal{ of manu,factured articles like that of liqhor was 
centralised or decentralised .. It was an offence to sell 
bad liquor and bony flesh. 8 It is prescribed that only 
articles of. good quality were to be sold. And if ~ad 
ones were offered for sale, the price was to .be fixed 
considerably below the market-price. 

Tolls and other charges 

The sixth board attended to the collection of 'reve
nue on sales of merchandise. According to the Artha
sastra the Superintendent of Tolls was generally the 
officer who was engaged in such business.' The rate 
mentioned by Megasthenes as li'IOth must have been 
a conventional one like the lj6th share of land revenue. 
In practice however the rates varied a~cording to the 
quantity and quality of the articles, their easy availabi
lity, necessity, or otherwisr, Flowers and fruits which 

. were luxuries were taxed lj6th while 'Cptton cloths, 

t Bk. II, ch. 15. 
11 Bk. IV, ch. 11. 
8 Bk. II, ch. 25 and 26. 
'J3k. II, ch. 21 and 22. 
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arsenic, metals, sandal, raw materials, carpets, and 
woollen goods were charged from lllOth to ll15th. The 
rate va~ied again from ll20th to ll25th for-articles of 
absolute necessity-cattle, cotton, medicine, fibres, skins, 
clay pots, oils, sugar, salt, etc,~, Towards the end of 
the chapter entitled sulkav;yavaharaf~ Kautalya 
rightly remarks that agreeably to the customs of coun
tries or communities, the rate of tolls shall be levied on 
commodities, old and new.* · 

Pataliputra the capital 

That Pataliputra was the Capital of the Mauryas 
is evident not only from the records of the clas:;ical 
writers but also from the fifth Rock-Edict and the Sara
nath Edict where a distinct mention is made of it. It 
stood on the northern side of the river Son, a little 
above the confluence of the latter with the Ganges. De
fended thus by two big rivers it formed a strong citadel 
for its occupants· perhaps answering to the nadidurga · 
of the Arthaslistra. Over this ancient site now stands 
the modem Patna with a number of villages surround
ing it. The city presented to Megasthenes an appear
ance of a long narrow parallelogram nearly nine miles 
in length and ll miles in breadth.• A great 
fortress i~ was, containing 64 gates, 57Q towers, 
surrounded on all sides by a deep moat of 
waters. It cannot be denied that Asoka im
proved it by an outer masonry wall and decorated it 
with durable stone buildings ·as testified by the recent 
excavation;. Unfortunately the.excavations have been 
partial since the nature of the land does not. easily 

J, Bk. II, cb. 22. 
IJbid., cp, IV, cb. 2 and 7. 
• Fg. 26. Cp. Smith, AJoka, pp. 84-85. 
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admit of it. The depth of the overlying. silt often 
reaching as ·far as twenty feet and the existence of 
numerous mode~ buildings make the excavation ex
ceptionally difficult. :a. In this connection_ mention may 
be made of 'The Discovery of the e.·ract site of Asoka's 
Classic Capital and the Report on the Excavatious at 
PiiJalipt~tra'2 being the works of that enthusiastic writer 
L.A. Waddell directly dealing with the excavations of 
the imperial Capital of the Afaur}ras. Dr. Spooner of 
the Department of Archreology conducted further exca
vations and discovered a· hall of 100 pilla!s.• 

The nagaraka imd his duties 

An examination of the administrative machinery 
shows that the '!agaraka was the chief official of the city, 
possibly a nomine~ of the Imperial Government The 
nagaraka may in some respects answer to the Corpora-

. tion Commissioner of the modem day. He was an official 
of the state and was responsible to the imperial Govern 
ment for the conduct of the civil administration. . His 

· duties were many and varied. They can be categori
cally mentioned.' 

1. He was to preserve the peace of the clty by 
keeping watch over the movements. of -strangers and 
new-comers into the city. . 

2. He was to maintain an elaborate census of 
the houses an4 ~e residents therein ·noting their total 
income and items of expenditure. 

·~~' • 
2 Smith, AJoka, p •. 85. • 
I (1903) (ed, Cal.). . . 
1 A.nntUJl Report of Arduuological Surt•ey of Indio, E. Circlt, 1912-13, 

pp. SS--61. 

'Bk. n. ch. 36. 
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3. He to~k precautions against the outbreak of 
fire. People were forced to keep water-pots and other 
things which were useful to quench fire. 

4. He looked after the health' and $anitation of 
the city. Stringent regulations were promulgated 
under penalty of punishment for committing nuisance 
on public roads, and for throwing dead bodies care
lessly on thoroughfares, and for offences of a similar 
nature. 

5. He was to keep watch and ward by means of 
special watchmen especially during nights. No one was 
allowed to leave the city or move about in a late hour 
at night except in cases of necessity, when a permit was 
usually granted. Such of those who violated this were 
punished. 

6. He attended also to the sluices, embankments, 
and other buildings connected with the city so that no · 
damage of any sort was done to them as it would 
cause inconvenience to the neighbours. 

7. He was to hold a supervising control over the · 
· antapalas a:t the military frontiers and the official in 

charge of the toll house. Perhaps they had to remit 
their collections through him. 

8. He kept in safe custody articles either stolen 
and recovered or lost. These were however. returned 
to the owners on their claim. 

9. If among the guilty were children, old men, the 
diseased and others he could s~t them free by receiv
ing proper compensation price. Other prisoners were 
liberated o~. the king;s birthday, and on similar occa
sions. 
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10. He was also responsible for the public moralf 
of the city. By means of police regulations he arrestee 
and punished the suspicious and men of criminal ten· 
dencies. .Those who. misbehaved with slave girls and 
seduced the kulastri or family woman were severely 
punished. ·He also looked after the religious and chari
table institutions with the help of the managers of 
those institutions. 

Mention has already been made of nagar~vya
vaharika as occurring in the. Asokan inscriptions.~ 

These officers are also styled as mahamatras as is seen 
from the Dhauli and J augac;la Separate Edict I. ,The 
officers mentioned are of the provincial towns ':'like 
Tosali and Samapa and not of the capital city. That 
these exercised important judicial powers is evident 
from the fact that the officers are taken to task for 
having inflicted arbitrary punishment including impri
sonment to some of .the citizens. The . nagar aka could 
not be expected to shoulder such heavy responsibilities 
single-handed. He was assisted by a body of offic!als 
called the sthanikas and gopas. 

The sthanika 

For. purposes of administration ev:.ery .city was 
divided into four di~isions . over each of which was 
pl~ced a sthanika. The sthanika was then responsible 
for his ward. He ·was entrusted .with large police 
powers: He 'wa~ the intermediate official'behyeen the 
gopa and the nagaraka. · · ' 
. . . . /1 

'· . The gopa 
The gopa was the .official next in rank to the sthii

nika. He maintained registers showing the names of 

!,Separate Kalinga Edict J, Corpus, p. 92. 
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persons in his territorial jurisdiction together· 'with the 
amount of property possessed ·by each. A . gopa .was 
expected to maintain the accounts -relating from ten to 
forty households. It was also his quty to maintain a 
statistical record of the inmates of the 'households with · 
their respective castes, gotra names, profession, income 
and expenditure. He was a small census officer. It is 
reasonable to assume that ~ number of. gopas were 
under a sthanika, for each gopa was entrusted with 
about forty households. The Managers of .religious 
hou~es and charitable institutions sent reports to the 
gopa or the sthanika as regards the movement of here~ 
tics (pa~an¢a) and strangers. They further ~ntertained 
ascetics and srotriyas of pure character. Artisans, 
merchants, and other grhasthas were to report to them 
as to their movements, as well as those of their friends, 
who were strangers to the city. The sentinels and 
watchmen were also held responsible to some extent. 
They also Sent their reports to the gopa or through him 
to the sthanika who ultimately reported to the nagaraka.'-

Asoka' s interest in mmdcipal affairs 

From a study of the inscriptions of Asoka it can be 
·seen that parks, hospitals, rest~houses, educational insti~ 
tutions, and metalled roads with medicinal plants and 
herbs received the attention of the Mauryan city
administration. The inscriptions further tell us that 
on these roads banyan trees and mango trees were 
planted affording shade to cattle and men. At inter~ 
vals of eight kos or one yojana wells were dug with 
flights of steps for easily getting to the water. It 

1 Bk. II, cb •. 36. . 
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appears that watersheds were also built here and there. 
To these may again be added theatrical entertainments, 
public shows, and exhibition.- In short the Mauryan 
state bestowed utmost care and attention to beautify 
the cities and niake them centres of culture and light. 
In this direction Asoka, more than. any other monarch 
of the dynasty, did much and earned the eternal grati
tude of ~s subjects. 

1 See Sevmth Pillar Edicts; Delhi-Topra, Corpus,. pp. 134-135. 



CHAPTER VII. 

MAURY AN STATE IN.RELATION TO DHAIUIA 

Sec. i THE CONCEPT OF DHARMA 

:No question is more difficult to answer than the 
questiotr-what is the true concept of dharma ~s under
stood and realised in the epoch of Hindu India? This 
question has been raised by a number· of distinguished 
scholars, but it is still a problem requiring a definite 
answer. 

As a tentative definition dhan11a may be taken to 
mean the totality of duties expected of every individual 
to his family, community, country, and ·God. The 
Vedas were believed to be revealed texts, and are still 
so believed, and hence whatever is ordained in them is 
absolute truth which ought to be pursued even at the 
sacrifice of one's life. The doctrines and rules found 
scattered in these works of high antiquity came to· be 
generally known as the vedic dharma. It is also known 
as the srauta dharma. These were in a highly techni
cal language, the interpretation of which required 
special skill and expert knowledge. Hence the ancient 
sages and seers of this land felt called upon to impart 
this hidden knowledge to the masses by reducing them 
to an easily understandable style. This ~vas the attempt 
of the different authors of the Dharmasiitras and the 
Dharma.Sastras. \Vhen these, what are now called 
Brahmanical codes, · became popular, the . smiirta 
dharma became the accepted and accredited dharma 

M-31 
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for both the ecclesiastic and the laity. \\'bile the vedic 
dhanira was essentially religious, the s11iartd dharma 
constituted visible lay _elements, though the religious 
element was still predominant,_ From the statement 

~ that the vedic dharma was religious, it must not be taken 
. that no lay element was in it It was there but not 
: ~ predoihlnatingly. 

S1narta dlw-r~1w. 

The smarla dlwn1w. or the dharma of "the Law
codes was, then, an analysis of the symbolic dltariiUJ of 
the Vedic texts. The classification was seculax> and 
religious as well. But according to the· old coifception, 
nothing was purely secular, for the latter bore the tinge, 
a distirict tinge of religion to support it The dharma 
of_ the Law-codes may be reduced broadly to two divi
sions: the riijadhar11UJ and. the prajadharma, in other 
words, the duties of the state and the duties of the 
subjects. The prajiidharma wa8. the follo\\ing of 
Siladharma by every individual member of the society 
according to the rules prescribed. These came to be 
known as the sa11ata11a dharma, the dharma for all 
times and for all places. The rajadhar!11a came in to 
aid the progressive march of this samltana dlwrma into 
accomplishment, by clearing· the roads which lead to 
it, of the weeds and thorns, which might othen\ise 
hamper the '~elf(\re and happiness of the world. Not
withstanding the trifle differences in doctrines these 
dllarmas were common· to' ~rthodox as well as to hete
rodox sects prevalent then in the land, Id:e the Bud
dhists,· the J ains, the Ajivikas_ and others. 
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The dharma of Buddhism 

Perhaps what the late Professor Rhys Davids 
meant in speaking fo~ the dhanna of BuddhiSm is 
equally applicable to the Brahmanical notion, and;~ 
may· we add, even Jaina conception. f'Dharma• 
is .not simply law but that which underlies an~ 
includes the law, a word often most difficult to 
translate and best rendered by truth or nghteousness."\ 
It is a difficult and intricate labour to attempt anything 
~ike a distinction as regards the conception of. dharma 
according to the Brahmanical, Buddhist, and Jaina lite
rature. In fact there is a significant statement in the 
Atig11ttaranikaya• according to which the dharma to 
the Buddha w_as the dharma formulated by the ancient 
seers and sages, like Devala and Asita. It is the cor-· 
rect estimate of Prof. Keith who remarks "Nor in 
choosing the term dharma for the system, \Vas Bud
dhism without U pani1ad precedent; the Brhadara!':. 
yaka1 tells that Brahman created the Dharma than 
which nothing is higher, and the ~Jahli!zaraya!za• asserts 
that the whole universe is encircled by the dharma than 
which there is nothing harder to describe."11 The con
cept of dharma can generally be viewed from two 
standpoints, namely, the standpoint of ethics and that 
of the doctrine. Examined under these partiCulars the 
coincidences are something striking, something pheno
menal, that they defy a student of comparative ~eligion 
to draw any line of demarcation. 

' 

1 Bvddhism, p. 45. 
1 11, p. 51. 
1 I, pp. 4-14. 
'Bk. XXI, ch. 6. 
'Religion ar~d Philo.to~l•y &/ tilt Ytda, Vol. II, p. 550. 
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Vieu•s of Dr. Jacobi 

The ripe scholar Hermann Jacobi who is, competent 
to sp_eak with authority on these matters has justifica

, tion for holding the opinion which we quote below: 

"From the comparison which we have just msti
tuted between the rules for the Brahmanic ascetic and 
those for the J aina .monk it will be apparent that the 
latter is but a copy of the former. It may be assumed 
that the Nirgrantha copied the Buddhist Bhikku who 
himself was but a copy of the Sannyasin.. This sugges-. 
tion is not a probable· one, for, there being a model of 
higher antiquity and authority, the Jainas wou~d-pro
bably have conformed rather to it than to the less res
pected and second-hand model of their rivals, the Bud
dhists.''\ We see that the germs of dissenting 
sects like those of the Buddhists and the Jainas were 
contained in . the institute of the fourth asrama, and 
that the latter was the model of the heretical sects; 
therefore Buddhism and J ainism must be regarded "as 
religions developed out of Brahmanism, not by a sudden 
reformation, but prepared by a religious movement 
going on for a long time.,. 

J ainism and Buddhism, only monastic sects 

This means that the Vedic doctrines and 
ethics formeq the convenient model. for the J ainas and 
the Buddhists .tQ copy. As a matter of fact, in the 
period of which we are now speaking, there ·were no 
r~ligious systems, -suc4 ·,].'/ Jainism and Buddhism, 
though one cann'ot deny that there were m~nastic sects 
embracing the ide~~n~ ~deals inculcated by the foun-

. '1"'•• S•""'· Pt. ~ Inlfo., p\29. S.B.E., Vol. XXII. 
21bid., p. 32. 
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ders, Mahavira and Gautama. These monastic sects 
had not yet spread to the extent so as to _assume the 
dimensions of what one may ordinarily understand by 
th~ term religion. Elsewhere this point has been exa~ 
mined\ in extenso} and suffice it to 'say here that the 
history of Buddhism in the Mauryan epoch was still 
the story of the monastic sect looking for royal patro- -
nage and affording no loc~ts standi to a lay' man.· If 
at this time Buddhism did not. attain the status of a 
religion in the technical sense of the term,11 it then natu- · 
rally follows that Asoka's conversion · to· that 
faith becomes a fiction. For, the .examination of 
Asoka's religion much depends on the evidential con
clusion of the larger question whether there is justifi
cation for the assumption that Buddhism had been re
cognised as a religion, different from the· established 
religion of the land. And yet we have strange, but as . 
we shall soon point out, incredible stories about Candra
gupta becoming a J aina, and Asoka turning now to 
J ainism, and now to Buddhism. 

Sec. ii DHARMA AND THE STATE 

Religion and politics 

Before we· actually enter into the subject of the 
religion of the Mauryas, personal religion as well as 
state religion, it would be better i£ we would try to 
understand and realise the exact position of the Maur
yan state in ·relation to dharma. A state and its insti
tutions are, if judged by modern notions of polity, 

:!,See the author's article on 'Tht Early Histor}• of B11ddhism in 
India,' Bombay Hist. Society, Vot II, pt. 1. 

I K~rn, Ma~ual of bad. Buddhism, p, 50, 
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secular. They aim at human welfare, moral and mate
rial. But the concept of dharma connotes a:· religi9u~ 
significance that permeates the whole. . Did religion, 
then, .function in politics? Did religion largely 
guide and. control the state policy and administration? 
These are indeed questions which require a satisfac ... 
tory answer. It must be taken as a matter of fact that 
religion, to the extent it meant dhannai law and mora
lity, .. exercised a moderate and healthy influence on 
ancient Indian polity and politics. It had a smoothen
ing effect on the machinery of administration. Dharti'ill, 
doctrinal or ethical, was considered to be the eternal 
law· as against the man-made law of our legislature. 

Ancient conception of law 

The ancient Indian conception of Ia~ was that it 
was something superhuman, and something transcen
dental. A great amount of sacredness was attached 
to. it, noi only by the people but also by the ruler with 
the result that law became the king of kings, I. the k~atra 
of the k"fatra. · According to the Vedic tradition, which 
was handed down in unbroken succession, there is 
nothing higher than dharm,a, the observance of which 
will tend to universal moral welfare, and righteousness 
·of a ·general kind. If we are to accept the definition of 
the term by th~ philosopher Kai)ada ~at dharma is the 
source of material welfare in this world· and spiritual 
welfare in the other, 1 then it is easy to realise· the full 
import attached to it especfally by the reiping sove
reigns of the land. If the state emerged from a well-

. established s~ciety for the welfare of that society, and 

t.Brhad. Up., I-IV, 11-14; CluJml. Up., 11·23, 1-2. 
1VaiJe.fika Sutras 1, 1-2. ·· 
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if the state represented the common will of that society, 
hJ upholding principles which tended to the common 
g;od and the common welfa.re, (the yogakfema of the 
Hindu literature), 1 then· necessarily that institution 
which we call state, must take cognisance of the social 
order, peculiar to that society, and function in such a 
way that that social order Js maintained intact, and that 
an orderly progress is the ultimate. result. 

With this end in view ancient Indian 'Yriters on 
polity rightly based their theories . of state and 
its institutions on the lines of the dharma of the 
land. .It proved an effective check on the arbitrary con
duct of the monarch. For, the latter was expected to 
rule and reign according to the establisl_led law of the 
country.,: Transgression of that law would lead in the 
first instance to revolt from people, and ultimately to 
revolution and anarchy, disturbing the peace and 
security of the people. 

The primary function . · of the state was, 
according to the Arthasastra, the upkeep of the social 
sthiti or in other words, the maintenance of the social 
order. Society, in those days was divided into castes 
and orders, the castes being an economic classification 
on the principle of the division of labour. Castes were, 
therefore, so many occupational groups with this pecu
liar difference that these occupations were to be deem
ed hereditary. Viewed from an economic point of view 
the motive for this classification cannot be questioned, 
for, it drove the last nail into the coffin of economic ills. 

1 See in this connection the interpretation of the phrase ilyai artham 
occurring in the Qg Veda in the Eco11omiques et Politiq11es Dcu1s L'/mle 
Ancienne, by H; C. Jqshi, pp. 17-18 (ParisJ 1928). 
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The.· competitive principle, . as we experience to-day; 
pr_oduces more of evil than good. This was avoided by 
the principle known as svadharma, so much insisted on 
by Indian writers, secular or religious. This is the 
very principle on which the author of the Arthasastra 

_ has .worked out the theory of the s·tate. The svadharma 
of the king is to endeavour and protect the people 
acco~ding to dharma or law." .And the fruit of such 
svadharma is the attainment of heaven. This is ex
·actly what the authors of the Dharmasutras and 
Dharmasastras have prescribed.2 The Arthasastra 
. clearly states that the social polity, entitled var~Jtisrama 
dharma, and the prosecution by the king of his duty 
·demanded that the castes and the orders did not err 
from the ordained path, but pursued the path of dharma 
by sticking on to their own duties. This shows that 
the state punished that member of the society who gave 
up his own, dharma and interfered with the dharma of 
the other communities. In a word the state expected 
every citizen to discharge his obligations according to 
the dharma of his caste and order. 

The doctrine of Trivarga 

We thus gather that the dharma of the state was 
to see that the respective dharmas of the people were 
followed and to exercise the rod of punishment towards 
him or her who would misbehave. Hence the Maha
bh'arata views the dharma of the· ·state or the kfatra 
dharma superior to all other dharmas.' Dharma 

t Bk. III, ch. 1. 
lAp. II, pp. 25-15; Baud. 1, 18, 1; Manu, VII.2; Yiij., I-335, 

etc. Also the artic:le on 'Dharma.fastra and Artha.fastra by Dr. Winter
nitz, in Sir Asutosh Memorial Volume, Pott~a, esp. pp. 31-32, 

•Santi 64, 6; 62, 30; 63, 29. · 
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then, is the compo_site expression which, if properly 
analysed, will be the means for and the end 'of the pro
gressive realisation of the trivarga or $e muppal of 
Tamil literature. This term is significant in more than 
one respect. It includes dharma, artha, and kama. In 
other words every citizen of the state, whether male or 
female, was to pursue his or her dharma, which was 
the svadharma or the peculiar duties which he or she 
owed to the society· at large. In performing these 
duties, let him or her use artha and kama, so far as 
they help him or her to realise this object, _namely, the 
fulfilment of his or her obligations. Over-indulgence 
would lead to the misuse of power with the result that· 
there would be a conflict as regards the relations which 
exist among these three factors of life. The object under
lying the principle of trivarga is the attainment of the 
last aim in life, namely, mok!a or salvation, one form of 
which is heavenly bliss in after life. Life to the ancient 
Hindus of all faiths including the Buddhists and Jamas 
was a race to be run .and the ·goal was absolute free
dom from the fetters of the mundane world. · The 
people required material comforts and welfare so as 
. to realise this end. Towards this end the state came 
to function by looking after their material and moral 
welfare. These are eXa.ctly the motives which under
lie the political philosophy of the Kattfaliya. Kautalya 
envisages a social order of castes, and pinning his faith 
in the trivarga and the catttrvarga, he prescribes means 
and methods by which the social order should be main
tained. The means and methods laid down are dharmaic 
in the sense that they help the people to realise their 
chief aims in life. It is reasonable to assume that this 
idea must have profoundly influenced the administra-

M~2 
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tion of the first Mauryan emperor and his ·son, not to 
speak of Asoka. 

Sec. iii. A$0KA'S DHARMA . 

The P.ractical aspect 

The dharma of Asoka' s inscriptions has a twofold 
aspect-the practical and the doctrinaJ.l Under the 
first category come: 

1 Dutifulness {Susru.ja) to parents.2 

2. Reverence to elders3 and teachers.' 
3. Dutifulness towards superiors5 aghrabhz7ti. 

The rendering of this term as 'men of high caste, or 
. I 

pay' is not convincing. 

4. Regard for· Brahmans and Sramal)liS6 (smiz
pratipatti). The term Sramat:ta means_ ascetic .in the 
'Qroa~ sense. It does not mean, as has been taken by 
almost all scholars, heretical sects of ascetics. · Sramat:ta 
in Sanskrit literature of the period of our study is an 
equivalen~ and synonym for the parivrajaka, ·whatever 
might have been its meaning in later times. This pari
vrajaka is the Hindu Sannyasin of the orthodox type. 
The term has ~een unfortunately taken to mean Budw 
dhist and J aina monks. But more of this later on. 

5. Regar~ for family relatio~ships.' 

1 See Mookerjee, AJoka, p. 194. 
IR.E. III, IV, XI, XIII and P.E .. VII 

I I f 
•R.E. IV. . 
'R.E. XIII, P.E. VIL 
aR.E. XIII. 
• R.E. IV, P .E. VII. 
r M.R.E. II, R.E. IV, and XIII, 
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6. Kind treatment of slaves (dtisa) and sen:ants 
( bhafaka). ,_ 

7. Kindness to the poor an<l the suffering ( kapa- · 
na-valaka).' · 

8. Regard for friends, rela~ves, and others.• 

9. Gifts ( danam) to Brahmans and ascetics! 
10. Gifts for friends. (mitra), acquaintances 

(sathstttfa), and relations (jnati). 11 

11. Gifts of wealth- to the aged. • 

12. prtitzlintim antirambha' translated as 'absten• 
tion from slaughte~ of living ·beings,' Plit.Jei"' 
sayamo• translated as 'restraint of violence toward~ 
living beings.' Again in M.R.E. (II) there occurs 
pratzei'Jt drahyitavya~.· 

13. Non-injury to living beings. ( vihithsa bhll
tanam),l0 

14. Sava-bhutanlim achhatim11- or non-violence 
towards all creatures. 

Thus the practice of dharma involved virtuous 
qualities of dayti· or sympathy/1 dana or gifts, satya or 
truthfulness11 saucam or purity of mind and body/' 

t R.E. IX, XI, XIII and P .E. VII. 
1 P.E. VII. 
•R.E. XIII. 
'R.E. III, VIII, IX and XI. 
G R.E. III and XI. 
•R.E. VIII. 
7 R.E. III, IV, XI and P.E. VII. 
8 R.E. IX. 
11 Corp'H.t, p. 176. 
1.oR.E. IV, P.E. VII. 
'.tR.E. XIII. 
'.2P,E.' II and VII. 
taP .E. II and VIII. 
t• P .E. II and VIII'. 
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mi.irdavam or kindliness:1 siidhutii or goodness,2 apavya
_yata and apabhandata or economy in expenditure and 
in saving,• satnyama or restraint of the senses,'. bhava
Juddhi or honesty of purpose,5 krtajfiata or grate
fulness, • drifhabahktita or abiding loyalty' and dhar
tnarati or morality in act and deed.8 To these are 
added also dharma-klimata or a desire to act righte
ously, parik~a or confidence in ones' own self, s11srti~a or 
dutifulness, bha3•a or fear of wrong action, and tt.fsiiha 
or enthusiasm.• 'Vhile the positive aspect of Asoka's 
dharma consisted in doing good things/·0 the negative 
aspect constituted · in apariSravam or not doing 
evil deeds11 generally caused by a host ·of dispositions 
like rage, cruelty, wrath, pride, and envy.1

•
2 ~j 

The doctrinal aspect 
In the category of the doctrinal aspect of Asoka's 

dharma the doctrine of toleration occupies the fi~st place. 
·Every man was allowed religious liberty so far it did 
not undermine the social order. The next was that 
special. care was taken to promote the noble virtues of 
all his subjects irrespective of their faith. 
The term kalii!liigama of the inscriptions may be equat
ed with ·the kalyar;raglltla of the Hindu literature.11 

tR.E. :xm P.E. VIl 
*P.E. VIl 
•R.E. IlL 
•R.E. VIL 
&R.E. VIL 
•R.E. VII. 
1 R.E. XIIL 
8 R.E. Xlll. 
•P.E. I. \ ) • 
:t,o balsiini kayakiini, P .E. II. 1 Corpus, pp. 120-121. 

J,IR.E.X. ~ 
1.1 P .E. III. see ookerjee, AJoka, p. 71. · . 
11 See Bh?g(W(Jd-G, , Chap. VI. st. 40; R.E. XII (Gimar), Cor/'111, 

pp. 20-21. -· ' 
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Asoka's special insistence on the moral and ethical rela
tions" among men and women because of the fleeting 
nature of life, has been taken by some scholars to mean 
that Asoka had no respect for the rituals and cere
monials pertaining to the religion of the land. There 
is no evidence to demonstrate that Asoka condemned 
them. Insistence on a general principle is not the nega
tion of the existing practices.· For example, the Bhaga
vad Gita which insists on the svadharma so much in ·all 
its eighteen chapters concludes by saying "Give up all 
dharmas. · Identify yourself with me. I shall emanci
pate you from the bondage of all sins." ·On this ac.
count can we say that the Gita teaches here against the 
practice of dharmas and prescribes giving them up?. 
Certainly not. This is exactly the position. with re .. 
gard to the moral precepts of the Asokan inscriptions. 

The third was the principle of an _all round exer
tion1 as prescribed in the Arthasastra. In the opinion 
of the Kaufaliya~ 1ttthana is the chief requisite of a 
monarch. One ·Should exert oneself and cultivate this 
habit even though one has to sacrifice other qualities 
( sarvam parityajya). Lik~wise A:soka simply glorifies 
active exertion, but does not recommend a serious 
giving up of other things. 

Fourthly, the term dharmadana11 si'mply means gift 
to really deserving persons. Dana is indeed one of the 
cardinal principles of the Hindu sanatana dharma 1' and . 
various restrictions are ordained in the Dharmasastras 
regulating dana or gift. The law-books do not 
advise any indiscriminate gift. They . draw a 

t.R.E.' IX. 
11 R.E. X. See the Malu'lbhilrala, Santi, 57, 14-15. 
•R.E. XI. 
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line of. demarcation between righteous gifts and un
righteous gifts. Asoka wished that the gifts went for 
a . worthy cause. Charitable and religious institutions 
were abundant in those days, and no wonder that the 
state patronised all creeds by helping them. Hence 
the shi pas, caityas; and other monuments were raised by 
the kings · of the land whatever be their religious 
conviction. 

Fifthly, there are other and similar doctrines such 
as the doctrine of dhartnavijal•a.1 The phrase dharma
t•ijaya-commonly translated into 'the conquest by moral
ity' pccurs in the thirteenth Rock Edict, immediately 
after describing the consequences of the Ka1.itiga rebel
lion where there was heavy slaughter of men inclt.lding 
innocents. Those who advocate Buddhism as the faith 
of Asoka believe. that the emperor susbrltuted the 'con
quest by morality' for the 'conquest by arms'.1 This 
is interpreted so as to suggest that Asoka gave up his 
arms and became a monk, and again the same principle 
found acceptance with his vassals and neighbours. The 
general belief, that the preaching and practice of simple 
virtues like ahitilsa constituted the dharmavijaya of 
Asoka, is difficult to be accepted for the following 
reasons:-

1. The Mauryan empire consisted of different 
peoples and tribes professing different faiths and creeds, 
and to them the cult of dhart~z.a'llijaya in the sense of 
complete disarmament as is alleged ·could not havr. 

; 

appealed. 
2. The Edicts mention.. that envoys were sent to 

various kingdoms, which r fact shows, if artYth.ing at 

1 See above p. 128. 
a See Corp.u, Intro .• p. 53. 
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all, that there were extensive international relations be
tween the empire ·and . the frontier . as well as the 
neighbouring kingdoms. 

3. There is no testimony to believe that Ptolemy, 
Antiochus, Antigonus, Magas of Gyrene and Alexander 
of Epirus preferred 'conquest by morality' to. conquest 
by arms. More unconvincing is _that the peoples and 
states outside the pale of the empire like the Cola and 
the Pal).gya accepted this cult. · 

5. Asoka feels satisfied that he has succeeded 
everywhere by .extending the dharmavijaya, but adds 
that that satisfaction is of little consequence since his 
goal is the attainment of heaven. If dliarmavijaya 
means· 'conquest by morality',· there is· no occasion .for 
f\soka's remark th·at dharmavijaya is of little conse
quenc~ and the heaven is of much consequence and that 
is to be won by peaceful means and will be more 
stable and more effective. To achieve this. a separate 
department was instituted and it was.manned by officers 

. called dharma-mahamatras. Anything relating. to this 
department was prefixed by the term dharma, such as 
dharma-lipi, dharma-gosha, dharma-:mangala, dharma
sambandha, etc. Though the details of this department 
are not found in the Kautaliya, yet there is mention in 
it of some kind of that institution. But Kautalya's re
commendations are to a large extent creative and aid to 
spread a moral atmosphere and a moral force in the 
administration . of the land. In fact, it is laid down 
that it i~ the duty of the best of kings ·to aim at ~e 
practice and observance of . such moral virtues and 
qualities~ Though this was expected o£ all the K~at
'riya monarchs, yet .those who were occupied more with 
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wars arid foreign policy, could have had no time to 
attend to the internal progress on peaceful lines. 

·. · 6. According to the Arthasiistra the expression 
~harmavijaya is a political term of much significance. 
There are three kinds of conquering monarchs-the 
righteous conqueror, the greedy conqueror and the 
demon-like conqueror. Of these the righteous con-. 
queror is content with mere obeisance which is the 
acknowledgment of his overlordship1 by other kings and 
chieftains. I. Asoka who indulged in aiuravijaya, as for 
instance, in the Kalmga 'war, took ·to dharmavijaya.2 

7. ··This position is confirmed by the Edict itself.
"Even (the inhabitants of) the forests which are in
cluded in the dominions of Devanampriya, even those 
he pacifies and conv~rts (instructs?). And they are 
told of the power to (punish them) which Devanam
priya (possesses) in spite of (his) repentance, in order 
that they may be ashamed (of their crimes) and may 
not be killedns . 

This means that the forest tribes ·wh94vere inde
pendent or seini-independent, Asoka was ifraid, might 
or might not acknowledge his overl<;>rdship. Hence diU as 
were sent to them with instructions that, if they did not 
do obeisance, they would be attacked and killed. This ex
plains unmistakably that Asoka did not reli~quish con
quest by arms~ for does he not say that he still posses
sed power to attack them? This is exactly the Kau
taJiyan policy of ,dharmavijaya.' 

1 Ga,oapati S3.stri ed., Vol. III, p, 155. See also Na3•acandrika 
comm., p. 213~ Pun. Satukrit Series,'No. IV. i · 

2 See for a parallel Yudhi~thira's feeling after the Kuri.k~etra incar
ceration in the Jlalaabhamta. 

a Corpru, p. 69, R.E. XIII, Sb.ahbizgarhi. 
'For similar ideas see the Pallava inscription published on p. 51, 

Ind. Attt.1 Vol. V. 
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8. That same Edict of Asoka instructs. that his 
successors should not abuse their power ~nd engage 
~en1selves into deadly wars actuated by the land-grab-· 
bing ideal. But, if certain states showed· cause fo·r 
provocation, Asoka was for engaging in righteous war, 
where mercy would be shown: and light punish
ment be awarded. Thus runs the Edict: (His 
successors) "should not think that a fresh con
quest ought to be made (that) if a conquest does 
please them, they should take pleasure in mercy and light 
punishments, and (that) they should regard the dharma-

. vijaya (conquest by morality) as the only.(true) .con-· 
quest".t. -It istherefore inferable that both the vassal 
and the independent states felt the might of Asoka's· 
arms fully and acquiesced in his overlordship. Hence 
the pr:ocla~ation that the whole world has been won 
over by means of dharmavijaya. 2 

• 

Asoka who realised this point of view gave ·up 
further pursuit of territorial acquisitions and devoted 
his full attention to the promotion and prosecution of 
dharma. 

Attainment of heaven, the end and aim of life 

What were . the guiding motives which impelled 
these monarchs of old to cling to this ideal? As has been 
already said, in those days the people believed, just as we • 
do, in svarga or heaven, and the end .and aim o~ life was 
~upposed to be the attainment of that heaven. H~ who 
could not go to heaven would be condemned to the tor~ 
tures of hell. Men feared hell and longed for heavenly 
enjoyment. It was a common belief shared both by the 

t Corpus, p. 70. 
»ye se(la)dha etaken.a hoti savi vi(ja)ye piti-ase(se), Corpus, 

p. 46. 
M~3 
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ordinary and aristocratic classes. So far as the Hindu 
king was concerned there were only two courses open to 

·him to realise this end. One was to fight in _the open 
field and heroically fall in battle. The other was to 
protect the people and administer justice· according to 
dharma and $us earn heaven by well merited action in 
this world. The latter course appealed to Asoka more 
effectively. "In this .scheme of values he considered 
the· pther world as of supreme consequence and as the 
objective of life.m In. the Rock Edict (X) there is the 
plain declaration ·as to why he was doing all that; it is 
all for the happiness in the next world. 2 In the Rock 
Edicts (VI), he re-affirms this by repeating once again 
that .the one g~eat obligation on the ·part of the ruler 
is to act in suCh a manner as would tend to the COl~On . 
good of the .world.3 

. 

These sentiments and beliefs are more charac
teristic of the · Brahmanical Hinduism. A student 
of Sanskrit literature knows that · most of the id.eas 
that' find expression in the Edicts are in no way new 
but are found scattered in ancient Hindu lite
rature, especially the didactic epics. The dharma en
trusted to the K~atriya is something real and fruitful, 
testifying to one's own self, stable, and tending to the 
common good.4 Perhaps parik~a in the Edicts stands for 
atmasak~·ikam "of the Sa1iti parvan1 and mahaphala is 
the phala bhuyi~!ha of the verse referred to above .. 

l.R.E. XIII; Mookerjee, Asoka, p. ~5. 

liCp. R.E. IV and P.E. 1\f. ' f 1 -

•na(sti)hi kamatara(rit)sarva-loka-hitatpa, Corpus, ilf 12. 
4 pratyak:$a.IJl phalabhiiyi$thamatmasak$ikamacchalaml 

sarvalokahitaq1 dharmarp k$atriye~u pratisthitamll 
· · · -Santi, 63, s. 
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The tttthiiuam and arthasamtiratJii which are said to 
be the roots of the administration in Edict (VI) are 
equivalent to the Sanskrit tltthiinam and arthasamhitii
nam. They are the main prescriptions of'the Kmtfaliya 
and the epics. Bhi~ma in addressing Yudhi~thira on the 
kingly duties says: "Oh Yudhi~thira, you must ever 
cultivate exertion. Even gods do not help business 
(artha) of those kings devoid of activity.m The 
Arthaslistra contains similar prescriptions.2 In fact 
Kautalya speaks of these as the essential requisite~ for 
a government to conduct itself to the satisfaction of its. 
subjects. Much stress is indeed laid on the requisite 
ntthiinam by the author of the Arthaliistra, for, on it 
depends the prosecution of state business. These pres
cripts show that in the field of political administration 
as in others Asoka was merely following the Kaufaliyan 
tradition. \Ve may now conclude this portion with 
Professor Kern's remarks: "Nothing of Buddhist 
spirit can be discovered in his state policy. From the 
very beginning of his reign he was a good prince."• 

1. uttbanena sada putra prayatethi Yudhi$thiral 
nahyuttbanamrte daivam ~jfiimartham prasadhayetll 

-Santi, SS, 14. 
z•·orlhOSJamiifam Mllhiinom", Bk. l, ch. 19. 
•Ind. Ant. Vol. V, p. 275. See also Ibid., Vol. III, pp. 77-81, 

where J. Muir gives an analysis of the eSsay of Prof. Kern on A5oka's 
religion. Cp. J.R.A..S., XII, pp. ~SO. where H. H. Wilson dis
cusses the religion of ASoka; J.B.B.R.A.S., 1850 and 1853; Bumouf, 
Lottu de fa Bonne Loi, Vol. I, Paris, (1925), Ap~dix X, pp. 628 fl. 
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Sec. iv. PERSONAL RELIGION OF- CANDRAGUPTA., 
MAURY A 

The above discussion leads us on to the considera· 
tion of the personal religiol) of the chief · Maurya~ 
monarchs, and to the consideration whether the embrt. 
ing of a faith by a king· did prejudicial 
affect the . state policy and practice during tl-~ 
period and after. Despite· all progress of mod~ 

· science it is an intricate : task to attempt to · d 
fine the -term religion. It is a curious fact that eve 

~ body speaks of religion, but nobody is prepared .. to .fu , 
nish us .with the full meaning connoted by it · T~1 

fact . is that no 'two ,thinkers of any nationali 
' have agreed on a common definition of the term.llenc 

the term religion like our own popular term dhanna is·. 
used in different sens. es. This is cle~r from a reference! 
to the New Oxford .Dictionary. It is a point of <ijs
pute .whether ethics, metaphysics, doctrines, etc., form 
part of religion. It is a general notion that the kernel 

. · of religion consists i~ the belief in. the existence of a 
personal Supreme God. If this is . accepted can we 
speak of Buddhism as a religion? If it is no 
religion, then, wh~t is it?. Can we compare it to 
Theism which is reckoned to be a doctrine? If the 
question how· far Buddhism is a religion still looms 

·large in the province of hot controversy, much more 
was it so· when the· Buddha sowed the seeds a few 
centuries before the Christian era. 

I 

Buddhism, a child_ of Hit~duism 

. "Buddhism began ~s ct ~ild of Hindu\sm!'t. So 
long as it continued to be so pursuing its own phil?sophic 

:t.Gour, SfJirit of Buddhism, p. 413. 
. . 
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speculation without encroaching upon the region of other 
sects,. and other .faiths, it secured the patronage of the 

.. state to whatever faith the king at its helm might have 
.personally belonged. Hence it flourished for 
ce0me centuries in the land of its birth. But it. dis
ki.ipeared from the country. because it beca~e by slow 
CUlt sure degrees a misguided child of Hinduism. In . 
(~her w9rds, when it assumed later on the garb of a 
APfious rival and made an onslaught on its parentage 
Ky disowning its vitaf principles and tenets, the energy 
a;£ its youth became extinguished. The olci parent 
snowever was too strong to be supplanted. · The result 
~was Buddhism found shelter in countries outside India~ 
:though it left behind remnants of it, here and there, 
in its native home. . 

J ainism, a doctritJe, not a religion 

The same observation is true of another child of 
Hinduism, namely, J ainism. The influence and range 
of J ainism were much· less than those of Buddhism. 
The followers of this sect did not seem to have spread 
beyond the confines of Bihar and Ujjain at the com
mencement of the Mauryan epoch, though there is testi
mony to show that towards the end of the reign of Can
dragupta there was a J aina migration to South India. 
In spite of the seeming influence of this movement Jain
ism was still a sect not in conflict with the settled reli
gion of the land. Jainism was a doctrine,· but not a 
religion. Perhaps. it is the correct estimate of the 
writer who, speaking of the time of Kharavela,:J. remarks 
"Jain~sl'l) was yet more of a philosophy than a religion 
of dissenting Hindus".1 

I 

1173-160 (B.C.). 
•l:B.O.R.S., Vol,· III, p. 447. 
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Some assumptions 
Among the various kings· of the Mauryan dynasty 

we have some authentic records of Ca~dragupta 
Maurya, Asoka, and Dasaratha. A critical examina·· 
tiori of the documents pertaining to these monarchs 
leads us to the conclusion somewhat different from 
what has been generally accepted. 

Historical investigations have laid bare new mate· 
rials to reconstruct the history of Ancient India though 
imagination still plays a significant role owing to the 
paucity of materials. In spite of ·a century and more 
of research ·we are not yet able to get at plain and reli~ 
able history, and one has need to seek th.e aid of imagi~ 
nation as well. Hence some possible and some probable 
theories and assumptions are set afloat in the wide 
sea of India's past. · One such assumption is that 
Candragupta died a Jaina ascetic while Asoka ended' 
his career as a. Buddhist monk. Among the 
old school of German historians, Lassen, ~h? 

still holds the field as an acknowledged autho
rity, gives it as his opinion that the Mauryan 
empire began with a , Brahmanical reaction.1 The 
Nan~as had misused their authority and power so much 
that both the sastra and sastra fell into desuetude, 
and king Dharma seemed transplanted from h~s exalted 
throne. Hence Ciil)akya, well-known as Kautalya, 
assisted Candragupta in effecting a revolution. The 
attempt proved fruitful. The Mauryan dynasty was 
established. There can be little doubt that Candragupta 
must have invoked furthe~ th<:; assistance of ~iil)akya. 
to guide him in the administration of· the epipire by 
awarding to him the. office of Chancellorship. From 

1Jnt. Alt., II, pp. 209-11. 
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the extant ArthasastraJ of which he was the author~ it 
is transparent that the public religion of the state as 
well as the personal religion of the Emperor were the 
same, namely the Brahmanical religion. -

Evidence of the Art~asastra 

It has been pointed out elsewhere that the Artha
.Sastra belonged to the school of early Hinduism 
when the Vedic modes of worship were still 
extant and when the Vedic sacrifices and rites were yet . 
common.1 Though it is impossible to build anything 
like a theory on the disputed phrase siikyiijivikadin still 
there are scholars who wish to speak of the influence of. 
Buddhism and even J ainism in the Arthasastra. 2 There. · 
was very little influence, if there was any influence at 
all. There is no denying the fact that religious specu-
. lation was rife in this age owing to the expansion of 
the philosophic sects of the dissenting Hindus. The pro
hibition of the Kaufaliya in regard to householders from 
taking the fourth asrama or sannyasa8 under penalty 
of punishment may go to prove the fact that the Maurya 
state extened so much patron::tge to the members of the 
ascetic sect by providing for free boarding and perhaps 
lodging, that every householder found the· ascetic life 
more attractive and more advantageous than that of a 
family life ( sa1hsara) with all its obligations and res
ponsibilities. There are other circumstances in 
the book to warrant the belief that indiscriminate san
uyiisa was the order of the day, and that, when once 
an ascetk did not find it profitable, he turned back to 

! 

3. See Z.l.I., Vol. VII, pt. 2. 
a See J.R.A.S., 1929, 
a Bk. I, ch. 19. 
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the mundane wor,d. Him the state provided with some 
means of livelihood by employing him to set purposes, 
-such· as to act as a cara, a ·gu¢hapur"!a. The fact 
again that KautaJya wrote for his king ( naren
dra), and the statemen.t that the king gave audience 
to ascetics, physicians, aciiryas, and others from 
the chamber of the sacred fire ( agnyagara) are 
further proo~s that Candragupta was out and 
out Br~anical in his religion. Heretics and 
members of dissenting sects were also shown due con
sideration by the state; and toleration was the principal 

· doctrine, in matters religious and social. 

According to Taranatha, the Tipetari historian, 
Cai].ak}ra continued to be the chief minister of·· :aindu
sara, son and successor of Candragupta.1 If this 
tradition has any basis at all, it must be. a~tted that 
the same policy must have been continued and that 
Bindusara's religion must have been the established 
religion of the land. This is further corroborated by 
.the M ahavamsa. · · 

I de1ltification of Prabhacandra 

In his work on 'Jainism or the· Early Faith of 
AJoka/ Thomas says: "the testimony of Megasthenes 
would likewise seem to imply that Candragupta sub
mitted to the devotional teachings of the Sramai].as as 
opposed to the doctrines of the Brahmanas,"1 and 

. remarks that Candragupta and his succe,ssors _Bindu
sara, and Asoka, at least in his early years of his reign, 
were Jainas, and that i,t was Asoka who ~traduced 
Jauusm in Kashmir as the Rajatarangitzi (vould ha"e 

1 See also Pari.Httaparvall, ed. Jacob~ p. 62. 
ap. 23. 
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it. The theory that Candragupta adopted the J aina 
faith ·seems to . have_ won the general 
approval of scholars interested in the subject.1 ·The 
distinguished Mysore Archreologist Rao Bahadur 
R Narasimhacariar (now retired) who has re
opened the question after Lewis .. Rice, and has ex
amined it in the light of literary and other evidences, 
concludes "the evidence may not be quite decisive, but 
it may be accepted as a working hypothesis until the con
trary is proved by future. research.m This theory is 
built upon two lines of evidence, one that of Megas
thenes and the other that of the literary tradition .. 
embodied in the sacred books of the J ainas. The latter 
version seems to have been based on the inscription· 
No. 1 at SravaJ.?-3. Belgo\a. 

It would not be out of place to examine here 
what is contained in the inscription and what is in the 
legends. The inscription under notice · mentions a 
Bhadrabahusvamin and a Prabhacandra. Lewis Rice 
ingeniously identified this Prabhacandra with Candra
gupta Maurya saying that that was· the ·clerical name 
assumed by him after he bec~me convert to ·the Jaina 
faith. Another circumstance in this connection is that 
this Prabhacandra is called an acarya or a teacher. This 

· identification of Prabhacandra . with Candragupta 
Maurya, is unconvincing, for different reasons. 

· · First Prabhacandra was a J aina teacher of equal 
celebrity as the Srutakevalin Bhadrabahu. 

Secondly, a chronological examination of the 
date of 1Bhadrabahu does not fit in with the time 

:!,Jayaswal, J.B.O.R.S., III, p. 452; Smith, Early History, p. 154i 
C. J. Shah, Jai1Ji.sm in Nortl• lr~tlia, pp. 135-138. 

2 P. 42, Epigraphia Carnatica, Vol. II1 

~-34 
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of Candragupta Maurya.:t, Dr. Jacobi's researches 
have led him to assign 170 A.V. as th~ year of· Bhadra-

. bahu's· death.2 This works up to 297 B.C.,_',which is 
generally ~ccepted. as the last year of Candragupta's 
rule and death. 3 If this date is accepted and if both 
Bhadrabahu and Candragupta 'died in the same year, ·no 
reasonable time would have· been assigned to go to the 
distant Mysore province, and to become a conv~rt and a 
reputed·teacher of the Jaina faith. The legends contain
ing this tradition are those found in the Brhatkathakosa, 
Bhadrabahucarita, Muniva1hsabhyudaya, (a Kal).l).ac;ia 
work ·c. 1860), ·and the RajavaJikathe (another Kal).
l)ac;ia work of the 18th <;entury ). The. accounts which 
find mention in these works do not agree in details. 
Th~ Rajava/ikathe, for exa~ple, speaks of a Bhadra
bahu and a supposititious grandson of Asoka, Candra-

. gupta by name, and hence the great grandson of 
.Candragupta I Maurya. The son and granqson of this 
Candragupta, according to this account, are Simhasena 
and Bhaskara.4 We are not in possession of any other 
material to speak of a grandson of Asoka, C~ndragupta 
by name. 'Whatever this may be, the fact remains 
that it is impossible to confer credibilit)' on the legends. 

· Thirdly, ·not only is there conflicting account be
tween legend and legend, but also between the legends 
and the inscriptions. If due weight is thrown on the side 
·of the 'inscriptions, no Mauryan king . seems involved 
in this connection. Apparently some J aina teacher, 
a faithful disciple of Bhadrabahu, is 'celebrat~~· The 

1 See Inclian Antiqtwry, XX: pJ, ~9-51; XXI, p. 156-ff. · Ep. Ind. 
III, p. 171, note; IV, 22. I 

2 See Ka./pasatra, Intro., p. 13. 
a See C.H.I., Vol, I, p. 472. 
'ln. Ant., XXI, p, 157. " 
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only possible • conclusion is that all the ] aina 
tradition in regard to Candragupta Alaurya is 
imaginary romance, and does not belong to the province 
of sober history. But both the inscriptions at. Sra
VaJ}a Be)go!a and the legends of the J aina canon are 
valuable for their statements as to the outbreak of a 
continued fatnine and the consequent migration of the 

· Jaina community from the North to the South of India, 
as far as the KarrJataka country, to settle per
manently, and that the movement was led by Bhadra
bahu and his disciple, one Candra or Prabhacandra. 

The evidence of M ega.rthenes 

Fourthly, the other evidence adduced in support of 
the theory that Candragupta was a Jaina is the b1dika 
of Megasthenes and the writings of other Greek writers. 
The classical writers uniformly speak of Brahmanas and 
Sramat}as. (also pravrajita.s). The same is found men
tioned in the Edicts of A5oka. ._ This only 
demonstrates the esteem and regard which the 
Brahmana had from the state both as a house
holder and as an ascetic. This is quite in keeping with 
the prescription of the Arthasii.rtra that he was 
exempted froni taxation, confiscation, corporal punish
ment, death-penalty, etc. • This was because he was 
expected to perform sacrifices and other rites to avert 
calamities, providential or otherwise, by use of spells, 
magic, and incantations. He was to read the omens, and 
fix the auspicious and inauspicious seasons for various 
undertakings by the state. He was above all a teacher. 
I~ return for these services he was allowed to have the 

t R.E •. XDI; Meg. Fg. XU, 19. 
' I Bk. IV. dl. 8. 
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privileges o£ a rare order. There is n? incompatibility 
between the Kautaliya and the account of Megasthenes 

. in this particular. 

Says :Megasthenes, "The first is formed by the 
collective body of the philosophers which in point of 
number i~ inferior to the other classes, but in point of 
dignity_ is pre-eminent over all. For the philosophers 
being exempted from all public duties are neither the 

· masters nor the servants of others. They are however 
engaged by private persons to offer sacrifices due 
in lifetime and to celebrate the obsequies of the dead; 
for they.are believed to'be most dear to the gods and to 
be t:he most conversant with matters pertaining ooe to 
Hades. In requital of such sacrifices they receiv~ valu
able gifts and privileges. To the people of India at 
large they also render great benefits; when gathered 
together at the beginning of the year, they,forewam 
the assembled multitudes about droughts and wef wea
ther, and also about propitious winds and diseases, 
and other topics capable of profiting the hearers. Thus 
the· people and the sovereign learning beforehand what 
is to happen always make adequate provision against a 
coming deficiency and never fail to prepare beforehand 
what will help in time of need. The philosopher who 
errs in his predictions incurs no other penalty than ob
loquy and he then observes silence for the rest of his 
life.m From this it is evident that not only was the 
Brahman a member of the society who fulfilled a sacred 
function, but a person who was· sacred.• The same 

'd ' i. . 
. ' f . 

:U ,4043 cp. Frag. XXXIII, 39; XLI, 59: See also An. Ind. ,,. 
Closs. Literature, Sec. IX. 

• C.HJ., VoL I, p. 484. 
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notion more or less prevailed among the Buddhists also.J. 
The Dhammapada has the following statement:

"In whom there is tntth and righteousness he is 
blessed, he is a Brahman."2 

• 

Again it is said "Because a man is rid of evil there
fore is he called a Brahmal}a. Because he walks 
quietly he is called a Samal}a, because he has sent away 
his own impurities therefore is he called a Pravra
jita.111 

The Srama'!Jas of the classical writers 

The next question is who these Sranial}as were, 
why they were tacked on with the Brahmanas and what . 
public services they rendered to the state to claim special 
privileges. From what Megasthenes has to say of 
these Sramal}as it is certain that he does not mean 
Buddhists or Jaina by the term. He seems to divide 
apparently the Brahmana class into two divisions, one 
purely following the S'ranta sacrifices and engaged in 
study and teaching, and the other adept in Atharvan 
rites serving the state as physicians, diviners and 
sorcerers. nus latter division includes probably those 
Brahmans of the third and fourth iisramas. Elphin
stone who has made a study of these classical writings 
remarks "it is indeed a remarkable circumstance that 
the religion of the Buddha should never have been 
expressly noticed by the Greek authors though it had 
existed for two centuries before Alexander. The only 
explanation is that the appearance and the manners of 

• Vide aUthor's article on the EMiy Hisl0t1 of Buddhimt in India, 
Joumal of Brnnbay Historical Socitly, Vol. II, pt. 1. 

•S.B.E., Vol. X. ch. 26. 
•o,. cit. 
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its followers were not so peculiar as to enable a foreig
ner to distinguish them from the mass of the people".· 

· The · Pali Sam mana is the Sanskrit Srama:t;ta. · · Lassen 
sustains the view that from the nature of their func
tions and their ·d~scription in the lndika1 -the Sarmanes 
or Sarmani of Megasthenes; Germanes of Strabo and 

· Samahreans of Porphyrius agree better with the 
Brahmana Sannyasins,1 

Views of Colebrooke 

·We have.ag~in the. authority of H. T. Colebro~ke1 

who is disposed to believe that the word Srai:nami must . . 
refer to Brahman ascetics, and who observes, "It may 
therefore 'be confidently inferred, that the followers- of 
the Vedas flourished in India when it was visited by the 
Greek,s under Alexander; and continued to flourish from 
the time of Megasthenes, who described them in the 
fourth century before Christ, to that of Porphyri1:1s, who 
speaks of them on later authority, in the 3rd century 
after C~rist.us So the attempt of scholars like Schwan .. 
beck ·to identify the srama:t;tas of the Classical writers 
with· the Buddha teachers is an assumption with no legs 
to stand on.' 

Buddhist India, a misnomer 
If the inference of Colebrooke is right, then the 

epoch of earlier Hinduism, viz., the religion and institu
tions of the or:thodox Hindus (the followers of the 

- . ' 
Veda), continued to flourish with no dirrtinished glory, 

\Ind. A~ter., II, pp, 705-ff. 
1 

1 f 1 . I · 
a See his observation Q.n the sect of !ains; Miscellarmu Essass. 

Vol. II, ch. vii (ed. 1872). 
8 Ibid., .Vol. II, pp. 204-S. 
'Hultzsch takes this view in his Corpus. 
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at least from the time of Alexander to A:D. 300. In this 
intervening period it was the Mauryan dynasty that held 
a vast empire in pre-eminent scale. It would not be there
fore proper to entitle this epoch of the History of India 
as Buddhist India as Rhys Davids has done." This 
was due to the fact that the w:ord dharma in the Edicts 
was sought to connote Buddhist dharma, and Asoka 
was hence taken to be a Buddhist, and the epoch in which 
Asoka flourished was again taken to be the period of 
Buddhist ascendency, all contributing to a theory of 
Buddhist India. But the fact is that the dharma of 
the Edicts despite all straining on our part cannot be 
said to differ from the established .ethical code of the 
orthodox Hinduism. The evidence of Greek writers and· 
the evidence of Sanskrit literature show a continued 
period of ascendency of the followers of the Vedic school 
only. Granting for the sake of argument that a single 
monarch of the dynasty is a Buddhist in his faith, is it 
reasonable on that accotmt to style the whole dynasty 
as Buddhist? 

Sramar,tas are not Buddhists 
There is again the internal evidence of Megas

~enes to show that the word 'Sramal}as' does not denote 
the Buddhists. In Frag. XLIII he says: "Among the 
Indians are those philosophers ·also who follow the pre
cepts of the Buddha whom they honour as a God on 
account of his extraordinary sanctity." Appropriately 
to this notion the Bhi.igavata Purii!la has accepted the 
Buddha as an avatar of Vi~I}U1 and has accorded to him 
a place of honour among the orthodox Gods and deities. 
By referring to the sect of the follo~ers of the Buddha 

t, The Slors of the Nation.r Series. 
•Book. I. 3-24; II. 7-37. 
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Megasthenes was certainly able to make the nice distinc~ 
tion between the .orthodox .ascetics and the Buddhist 

. monks.· He has not said much about them like the author 
of the. Arthasastr_a. Possibly these authoritie~ did not 
feel the heavy weight of their influence. .The Buddhist 
sect flourished like many other sects and· claimed no 
ascendency · at .any. period over the established religion 

· of' the land. 

Agahf the following· description of the Sramaz;tas 
is . given to us.: 

·"The shamanas, on ~e other. hand, are, as I said, 
an .elected body. ·-Whoever wishes to · be en
rolled in their order presents himself to the fity 
. or 'village authorities, and there makes ·cession 
-of all his property. He . then shaves his body, 
puts on the Shamana.robe, and,.goes to the Shamans, 
and never returns. back to speak or look at .his wife and 
~hild~en .jf he. ha,.s any, and never thinks of .them any · 
more, b.ut leaves his ·children to the king, and his wife 
to his relations, who provide them wiQI the necessaries 
of lif~. The. Shamanas live outside the city, ~nd spend 
the whole day in discourse upon divine things. · They 
have houses and temples of •a royal foundation, and in 
them stewards receive !rom the king a certain ~llowance 
of ~ood, bread, and vegetables for ~ach cOI1vent."l. 

S:rama'ttas are sannyasins ' 
I • . 

rhe . .above description is exactly that of a pari-
vrajaka ·or . the · orthodox .. Hindu samtyasin~· The 
pqrases, 'elected body,'~ 'or&er,' 'royal foundations,' 
n~ed· not detain us here. demonstrating particularly to 

2.A.nCienl India in Clo.rs. Liter.~ p, 168. 
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the Buddhist order and its establishment. This is true of 
all monastic orders, all being patronised by the monarch 
of· the state whose aim was der gessellschaftlische cul
turzweck, as already pointed out. According to the 
prescription of the Kaufaliya previous sanction of the 
authorities of the state was necessary before one could 

. don the robes of the sannyasitt. Inasmuch as the 
state provided for their food and lodging, the state 
might issue permits to one to embrace asceticism or 
might not. There seems to be however ~ome confusion 
as regards the statement that "the Samanreans, again, 
. . . . are collected from all classes of the lndians."t. 
It · may be that the Greek writer has tak~n ·. 
the Pa~a1J4as and other. heretics and included 
them in the orthodox fold. "or it may de
note the fact that asceticism was no more confined to the 
members of the first caste but open to the K~atriyas 
and the Vaisyas also. Whatever this might be one 
thing is certain that the expression Sramatta with the 
Greek writers does not mean 'a Buddhist», but does 
connote 'ascetics' and more likely of the orthodox type. 

Yatis and· yoga 

It must be remembered that the order of Samzyasa 
either of the orthodox or the heterodox type, did not 
begin with the Buddha or even Mahavira. It 
was a very ancient institution. The dhylina yoga 
attributed to the Buddha finds a mention in. the 
U patli~ad and the epics. In fact it is much 
earlier than we would ordinarily believe. · We 
have archreological evidence to show that this 
institution of yoga can be traced as far back as to 

1/bid., p. 170. 

M-35 
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the prehistoric culture of the Indus V alley.1 At 1\Iohen
jodaro a group of stone statuettes are found though 

. in a mutilated condition. But the bust which is in a 
goo(! state of preservation is characterised by the stiff 
erect posture of the head, the neck,, and the chest, and 
the half-shut eyes looking fixedly· at the tip of the nose, 
in conformity with the description in the Bhagavad 
Gitii.2 It is undoubtedly the posture of the yogi11.' 
Ramaprasad Chanda recognises in. these statuettes the 

· images of the yatis, first friends and then foes of Indra, 
as seen from some hymns of the IJ.g Veda; and those 
yatis were probably the forerunners of the vriityas. • 
Von Schroeder interprets the expression yati as a 
shamana or a diviner, sor~erer.5 What do these. things 
bear testimony to? They indicate clearly that yoga· 
· and asceticism were not peculiar to the· Mauryan epoch 
or even to the few centuries before it. But it goes far' 
back into the prehistoric times and it is not possible to 
determine when exactly such speculation in regard to 
religion and philosophy· commenced. , 

The practice of dhyiina-yoga in 'the third millen
nium B.C., bears the test that religion and its institu
tions were far older than that period. Again 
the sects of heterodox mendicants are as old 
as the IJ.g Veda ·when the · ~·atis turned inimi-

. cal to Indra and were reduced in the course 
of ages to the position of the vratyas, the outcaste 

1 According to Sir John Marshall yoga had its origin among the 
pre-Aryan population. Molunjodtvo ond tile llulru Civili.satio11 (1931) 
p. 54. J t 

1 
I VI, ch, 11-13. 
a Me1110irs pf A.r. Sur. llrdia, No. 41, p. 25. , 
•Ibid., pp. 32-33. 
o Vie11tuJ Orie111ol Journal,' Vol. XXIII, pp. 11-15 (1909). 
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mendicants of the Vedic literature. If the term yati 
could mean shamaua, as Von Schroeder would have it,t 
verily is our knowledge of ancient Indian history 
rapidly changing, partly on account of increasing 
arch~ological evidence and partly on account of the 
scientific interpretation of the technical terms in her 
ancient literature. 

Conclusion 

In the light of the above facts it, is indeed difficult 
to believe th~t Candragutpa either during the 
period of his reign, or in the evening of his 
life, became a convert to the J aina faith. The other . 
possible alternative is that he was a devout follower 
of the Vedic school of religion, and if the legends have 
anything to impart, it is, that Candragupta, as was usual 
with the K~atriya monarchs of old abdicated his throne 
in favour of his son, and betook himself to the third 
lisratna or vlit~aprastha, to lead a life of quiet and ease. 
Bindusara was also a follower of the Brahmanical 
school. This is corroborated even by an accredited 
Buddhist work, the MahlivamJa.• What is more re
markable is that another Buddhist work, the Divya
vadhana, speaks of Bindusara and his son Asoka as 
being K~atriyas• though it is generally believed that the · 
Buddhists did not recognise the institution of caste. 

top. tit., pp. 11-15. 
1 P. 15. 
• P. 370, ed. by Cowen and Neil. 
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·Sec. vi. A.SOKA'S PERSONAL RELIGION 

, "I intend to make a conscientious study of Asoka's 
Dhanna and Religion, based only upon contemporary 
documents. The Buddhist chronicles of the fourth, 
fifth and sixth centuries have deceived many a scholar~ 
To count so great a monarch as Asoka among the dis
ciples of Gautama was unquestionably a distinct advan
tage to the declining Buddhist monachism. Hence their 
statement is not reliable ·at all. Centuries after, some 
Jain authors clailned an analogous honour for them
selves as regards Akbar." In this strain the Rev .. Fr. 
Heras, S. J., begins his very interesting paper on 
Aso.ka's Dharma and Religion.1

• The theory that Asoka 
"" was a Buddhis~ is primarily supported by the Buddhist 

books which were reduced to writing centuries after the 
Buddha's nirvatza. Writers who' have thrown their 
weight in this behalf claim that the theory is partially 
supported by the inscriptions of Asoka. There is a 
~school of savants who deem that Asoka was originally 
a J aina by faith11 and was afterwards attract~d by the 
Buddhist ideals and doctrines. There is also another 
view that Asoka was neither a Buddhist nor a J aina, 
but one who professed the Brahmanical faith. 

The Buddhist lege11ds -

Years ago Biihler wrote that in h~s view "a full 
explanation of Asoka's Edicts can only be given with 
the help o! th~ :f3rahmanicalliterature and by a careful 
utilization of the actualities of Hindu life. This con
viction has forced me. to' 6emur against a specially 

l j f 
J.Q.!.M.S., Bangalore, Vol. XVII, No. 4, p. 255. . 
2 See Thomas, Early Faith of Asoka. Also a paper on Religio11 

of AJoka by M. Ghosh in the Pro. of II Orient. Conf •• Calcutta. 
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. Buddhistic interpretation of various words and terms.":t. 
The subject then requires a careful and independent 
examination. In regard to the theory· that Asoka pro
fessed Buddhism, the Buddhist books are claimed to 
be the chief . authority. Here are found stories and 
chronicles of Asoka: mostly legendary in character. 
According to V. A. Smith silly fictions "disfigut:e the 
Ceylonese chronicles of Asoka, .and disguise 
their solid merits . and hence do not deserve · 
serious criticism.m Referring to the story · of 
Mahinda or Mahendra, the younger brother of Asoka, 
and his sister, Prof. Oldenberg remarks that "it has 

· b~en invented for the purpose of possessing a history 
of the Buddhist institutions in the island, and to con-· 
nect. it with the most distinguished person conceivable 
-the great Asoka.118 A similar view is held by another 
scholar H. Kern whose special study of the Buddhist 
works is too well-known. to need mention.' In the 
course of his examination of the Buddhist Councils 
from the traditions of the Pali Books, and after refer
ring to· ·die absurdities, inconsistencies and dogmatical 
and sectarian tendencies, imprinted in every page 
of the works, D. R. Bhandarkar has much justification 
for the opinion that "very little that is contained in 
these traditions may be accepted as historical truth.m 

Notwithstanding these downright and. absurd 
mythological accounts that have gathered round the 
name of the celebrated Mauryan monarch they are taken 

t.Ep Ind., Vol. II, p, 246. 
2AJok~, p. 19. 
8 Intro. to the V1nayapilakam, p. 4 (ii), 

, I . 
•Manual of Indian Buddhism, .p. 110. 
a A.foka, p. 96. 
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for granted as a source of information for the history 
of Asoka, and theories hardly tenable have been floated 
,in the ever expanding ocean of oriental history. 
Nothing authentic is on· record concerning these legen
dary chronicles, and any" endeavour to utilise them for 
historical purposes is to get ourselves stranded on the 
shore .of imaginary history. 

A calm but deep study of the Pali Buddhism with 
'its special reference to Asoka leaves the reader with the 
impression thai the whole thing is marred by glaring 
inconsistenCies, and the views set forth are deeply sec
tarian and consequentlr one-sided. Materials culled 

. from these fictions compiled centuries after Asoka's 
death can afford no tangible basis to build any }listo
rical edifice. Scholars have realised this diffic~ty 

though they still believe that these chronicles are mate
rials for scientific history. · If it be accepted that the 
legends do not carry much historical value, the inscrip
tions· of Asoka can alone be credited with trustworthi-
ness. 

Buddhist Inscriptions 

What is then the message of the Asokan Edicts 
inscribed on rocks and pillars? Do they aid us in set
tling once for all the vexed question of the king's per: 
sonal religion? · I~ is rather an intricate task to attempt 
.anything like a definite answer to these questions. Still 
an humble effort is made here and a decisi<;>n is arrived 
it. It may not. be out of place to examine here the 
alleged Buddhi'st inscriptipns of Asoka. The~e are the 
Calcutta-Bairat rock inscription,. the Rtl111rbindei and 
Nigali Sagar Pillars, the Kausambi, Sarhchi and Sar-

. nith Pillar Edicts. Says D. R. Bhandarkar: "It is no 
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longer permissible to call in question the Buddhist faith 
of Asoka. · That is now established beyond 
all doubt by the Bhabru Edict, otherwise called the . 
Second Bairat Edict It opens with Asoka expressing 
his reverence for Buddha, Dhamma and Sailgha, exactly 
in the well-known trinitary formula of Buddhism."\ 
Thus this Edict is taken to be a declaration of Asoka's 
faith in the Buddhist Trinity. This explanation is largely 
dependent upon the interpretation of the phrase ath 
mamaya saghe upayate ·f.M.R.E. I).2 This D. R. 
Bhandarkar explains: 'I have lived with the Satigha,'3 

and R. K. Mookerjee 'I visited the Sa.Iigha' .. ' If Bhandar
kar's interpretation .is accepted, the expression must 
signify that. Asoka became a monk while he continued. 
to rule as emperor. This position is taken by v: A. 
Smith who remarks: "The fact is undoubted that Asoka 
was both monk and monarch at the same time. . . • 
Throughout his reign he retained the position of the 
Head of the Church and Defender of the faith.ns That 
he became a member of the Sangha or the order of the 
Buddhist clergy is also accepted by F~ W. Thomas.6 

This position cannot stand a critical test as we shall see 
presently. 

The passage in question simply marks the visit of 
the emperor to the $angha. This is a circumstance which 
is not incompatible with the active rule of a great and 

\Asoka., p, 73. See also Vallee-Poussin. L'l11de ANX Temps Des 
loltJUf1'tJS (1930), pp. 126-133. . . 

1 Cp, Siddbapura, fljlete (Riipnii.th), u_ptJylite (Bairii.t), upagate 
(Maski). 

1 A.ioktl, p. 328. 
•Asoka, p. 109. 
6 Asoka, p. 35. · Hultzscb, Corpus, Smith, History of India, Ch. IX 

·eu:. 
•C.H.I,, Vol;I, p." 496. 
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tolerant emperor. It was one of the several state visits 
in which Asoka indulged. Nor were his visits confined 

·, to the Buddhist monasteries; they were extended to the 
Brahmanas, SramatJ.as, A jivikas and other sects. in the 
empire. Even · Bhandarkar feels this inconsistency 
and seems to reconcile that Asoka did not become a 
bhikfu or monk but a bhikfu-gafika, a stage higher 
than that of an upasaka but less than that of a monk. t. 
According to the political philosophy of the times the 
king was an active fimctionary and there were only two 
courses open to him. He was either to rule or to abdi
cate. One cannot eat the cake and have it. There 
was no third course open to him. 

·The contention .that Asoka retained the p~si
tion of the Head of the Church is absolutely baseless. 
A reference to the constitution of the Buddhist 
Smigha as described in the Viuayapifaka2 will reveal 
the fact that the Buddha was the Sattha or Head of the 
Sangha. After the Buddha it was· the Dharma that 
was the refuge of true disciples as i? seen from the 
interesting discussion in the Gopaka-Moggallana S.ut
tanta of the Majjihima Nikaya. · Here to a question 
put by Vassakara to Ananda whether the Buddha had 
elected any to succeed him as the Head, Ananda answer
ed in the negative; but to a supplementary· question put 
to him how could unity exist among the monks without 
anybody as refuge, he answered 'tlle Dhamma'.8 

Sukumar Dutt'remarks: "Not only is the idea of the 
paramount authority of a person-a recognised 
head, a spiritual dict;atorl or an abbo~ · foreign . 

l 

l.Asoka, pp. 79-80. · 
• Vi11aya Texts, S.B.E., Pt. I, I, Intro., p. 23. 

a Olden berg, BuddluJ, p. 198 and p. 341. 
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to the constitution of a Buddhi~t Sangha, but 
it is definitely . excluded in a nwnber of 
passages.m· 'No person however highly placed, could 
pretend to legislate for the Buddhist Sangha and set 
up as its ecclesiastical ruler.'2 In the light of the 
above observations it is impossible for Asoka to have 
been a king and a monk at the same time. 

If he w~s not a monk, then it may be contended 
that Asoka must have been at least an 'ttfasaka (a lay 
disciple) perhaps of a fervent type. There is not much 
warrant even to asswne this position. According to 
Dr. Hoernle while the lay adherent formed an integral 
part of the J aina organisation, not even a formal re- . 
cognition of him was made in the Buddhist order! In 
other words the. Buddhists were a purely monastic com
munity and took no lay disciples and hence did not in
terfere with the caste system. The Jains on the other 
hand admitted lay disciples and accepted the institution 
of caste! Therefore the upasak~ could not be a 
de facto or de jure member of the S~ngha. All that is 
meant by the term is that the house-holder 
would minister, to the needs ·of the members of the 
Sangha. The Iti Vuttaka plainly informs us that the 
Buddhists owed their sustenance to the Brahman house
holders.6 To feed them and administer.to their needs, 
and to aid them in the accomplishment of their· ends, 

1,See Early,Buddhi.rt M9nachism, pp, 14345. 
2 Sir Asutosh Mem. Vol. (P-otna), p. 257~ 
3 Address (1898) before the As. Soc. of Bengal. Cp. Oldenberg, 

Bt~ddha, p. 152 ff; p. 190. • 
4 See Author's Early History of Buddhism in l11dia in the Jour. 

S.· His. Society, Vol. II, pp. 51-74. 

11p, 125, New York Ed. 

M-36 
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were as much the duty of the public as of the state .. 
Asoka realised this and discharged his responsibility. 

A paralle( can be 'drawn from the M ahabharata1 

-yvhere among the other duties of a king is mentioned the 
duty of looking to the comforts of the elders ( upasita ca 
vrddhanam) and helping, among others, those who look 
forward to only one thing, the other wodq, and sadhus 
who stand like tlie mountain steadfast in dharma. 2 An 
·t,pas,ita is expected to be jitatantra~, one who has won 
ov~r· lassitude, and alolupafz, indifferent to sensual 
objects. This construction is perhaps warranted by 
the term occurring in the Buddhist works. It may 
therefore be safely argued that the inscriptions of Asoka 
do not bear the test of a declaration of his Budcjhist 
faith but imply his state visit to the Sangha, ~here he 
learnt to love the monks for their purity and transparent 
sincerity in· having renounced worldly pleasures and 
subjecting· themselves to a life of mortification, which, 
penance of any kind involves. During his sojourn 
Asoka must have also learnt the working of the consti- . 
tution of the Sangha. and resplved' .to help it in its 
accomplishment. Hence· the. Calcutta Bairat Rock 
Inscription. 

•· 
It is significant to note that this Edict is addressed 

not to all his peoples, but only to the tnembers of the 
Sangha . . Even here Asoka says: 'though whatever has 
been said has been well said, still he would make a selec
tion which in his opinion would make the. dharma eter
nal.'8 Bhandarkar who has exrunined the six principles 

: 1 Santi~ 56, 20-ff. 
2 /bid:, 24 and 55. 
8See Corpus~ pp. 172-173.' 
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enunciated Oil. behalf of the dharma is constrained to 
remark that this does not 'reveal any ritualistic or meta· 
physical element of Buddhism.1 With regard to the 
sacred texts quoted in this inscription, and their identi
fication the Vinaya-samukasa, the Aliya-vasas, the 
Anagata-bhayas, the Muni-gathas, the Moneya-stita, . 
the U patisa-pasina, and the Laghulovada, no last word 
has yet been said. Mookerjee, ·who has examin~d this 
Edict, makes the following statement that: "the Bhabru 
Edict was. prior to the main body of the Rock Edicts."' 
If this chronology of the· .A,sokan Edicts is acceptable, 
how are we to account for the issuing of the Major Rock 
Edicts containing ·his proclamations whete there is 
absolutely no reference to the Buddha or. Buddhism?. 
Either the chronological examination is wrong or Asoka 
was not a Buddhist. The latter is the more probable. 
The attempts to prove Asoka's faith in Buddhism are 
too fa~-fetched, conjectural and hence inconclusive.•· 

Visits to the Sm:hbodhi and L1tmmini 

Possibly the same interpretation and the same 
value must be attached to his visits to the Sathbodhi 
and Lummini, the latter of which he made tax-free. The 
inscription on the column at Rummindei in Nepal is also 
contended, without much justification, in support of 
Asoka's faith in Buddhism! More than 20 years ago 
this record was subjected to a severe and lengthy exa
mination by that learned indologist J. F. Fleet, and the 
only possible conclusion to which he could arrive at was 

1 Asoka, p. 88. 
2 Asoka, p. 120n. 
•See Oldenberg, Buddh .. ll~dien, Z.D.M.G., Vol. 52 p. 634; Vallee 

Poussin, L'lnde Aus Tem~s Det Maurya.r, p. 127-ff; B. C. Law, Annals 
of the Bh. lnsl., Vol. XII, pp. 171-172. 

4 See for instance D. R. Bhandarkar, Asok~, pp. 82-83. 
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that it was only a state visit; and the remission of bali 
and bhtiga was to commemorate his visit to the birth
place of the founder of Buddhism.1 'Ve need not go into 
the details once again which Fleet has so critically 
examined and arrived at the right conclusion. · Suffice 
it to point out here that it could not have b~en a pious 
tour, for the sheer reason that a part of this tour was 
devote.d to visit Nigliva sacred to Konakamana, about 
thirteen miles north-west of Rummindei. Thus in the 
same year and on the occasion of the same tour, Asoka 
visited two places, one sacred to the Buddha and the 
other to the founder of the rival sect. The 
inscriptions on both these pillars, fortunately pre
served to us, demonstrate that the emperor went 
in . person, did worship and left a stone .Jrier_no
rial behind. If one could be regarded as a pious 
tour, the other also must be regarded as such; what 
is really significant is the mention of the fact that he 
worshipped in both the places. To-day Asoka could not 
be a follower of the Buddha and to-morrow of his rival. 
l'herefore it is reasonable to assume that both were state 
visits to the holy places of the different cults, and Asoka 
left memorials in commemoration of such visits.• Any 
other interpretation seems erroneous and misleading. 
Even to-day the Hindus regard these as sacred places 
of pilgrimage and visit them to reve~e the memory of 
an ancient saint, the Buddha. 

To crown all this comes Asoka's i~portant public 
statement: "Thus do I attend to all classes. All sects 
are also honoured by me with various offerings. But 

Jl I 

tJ.R.A..S., 1908, p. 471-fli cp. Ep. l11d., Vol. \\ p. 162; Ind. 
Ant., 1905, p. 1-lf: 1914. 

1 See Minor Pillar Inscriptions. Corptl.f, pp. 164-165. 
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which is one's ·own approach (or choice) is considered 
by me as the most essential.m His policy was dear. It 
was non-interference· as regards choice of religious 
belief, but intervention to see that everything was pro
perly accomplished.. If the theory that A8oka fostered 
the orthodox Buddhist sangha can be accepte9, if is 
equally acceptable that he . showed· no less zeal in 
fostering the rival sect founded by Devadatta, ·a cousin 
of the Buddha. The founder of· this· sect was 
a mythological saint Konakainana, one of · the 
previous Buddhas, according to the . · Pali version 
of the tradition. He enlarged the stupa dedicated to 
Konakamana and paid a state visit to it when he ha,d 
been anointed twenty years. 2 

• 

The following points des~rve notice in this connec
tion:-

· . ( 1) Asoka showed equal enthusiasm in honour
ing the Ajivikas. These were apparently a heterodox 
sect of monks whose founder was one Gosala Mankhali
putta, contemporaneous with the founders of the other 
ascetic sects, Mahavira and Gautama. According to the 
Pali sittras Gosala was· a prominent rival of Mahavira 

· and art opponent of the Buddha. s In· order to support 
that ascetic community 'which would seem to have, at 
one time, rivalled in numbers and _importapce the two 

. still existing great communities of the Buddhists and 
Jainas' the caves of Barabar Hills were dedicat~d by 

1 Pillar,
1
E. VI, Corpus, pp. 128-129. . 

2 Cf. Smith, Early His., p. 33; NaglUi Sagar Pillar, Corptls, p. 165. 
8 See Jacobi, Kalpa sutra Intro., p. 1; Hoernle, Uvasaga·Dasao, II 

.lntro .. p. 12; BUhler, ln. Ant .. Vol. 20. o. 362. · ' 
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the Emperor1 in the same spirit with which his successor 
Dasaratha bestowed rock-hewn caves on Nagarjuni 
Hill on the Ajivikas.2 One is at a loss to know what 

· weight this testimony carries in the argument about 
Asoka's faith in Buddhism. Even Vallee Poussin, the 
eloquent advocate of the theory . that · Asoka was a 

. ' 
Buddhist, has to make the following observation in this 
connection: "On voit mal, en des terrips moins anciens, 
un bouddhiste convairl~u favoriser d'aussimauvari~ reli
gieux que les Ajivikas, meme pour raison d'Etat.''8 

(2) That the insriptions of Asoka do not ipso 
facto suggest his proselytism to the Buddhist faith is 
evidenced by the fact . that he equally honoured the 
Nigal}~as or Nirgranthas who were another dissen~ng 
sect' of the Hindus.4 We know from references in 
the Buddhist Pifakas that the Nigal}~as were a sect. 
'hostile to the Buddhists. it would appear that Nigal}~a 
Nataptitta, the founder of the Jaina sect, was an oppo
nent of Gotama the Buddha and hence one of his . 
contemporaries. 5 

According to the J aina scriptures, the J aina 
clergy went by the name of Nigal}~as.6 In the opinion 
of Biihle~, the term in the inscriptions of Asoka has 
-reference to the j aina monks and nuns.' If we can · 

. 1 See' Barabar Hill Inscript. and also Pillar Edict VINII. For the 
· use of the terin under various designations see B.M. Barna's article 

'Ajtvika-wiUJt it tlleani'. in the AIUIUI.r of Bhat~darkar lnstittde, Vol vnr. 
Part II, pp. 183-188. 

tfn. Atlt., Vol.: XX, p. 361£. 
a L'lnde Au.:r Te11~ps Des MottrJ•as, p, 126. 
4 P.E. VI. I i 

.Gfn. Ant., Vol. 7, p. 143:. ~lso C.H.l., I, p. 160 
II See Kalpas1itra, siitri, 130. 
'Ep. Ind., II, p. m. 
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believe the references in Buddhist canons, then there is 
strong reason for the theory that the Nirgranthas were 
members of the early J aina church.' This position of 
extending the royal patronage to the Jaina sect which 
looked upon Buddhism as a rival faith, and which 
ignored it by taking no notice of it in any of its old 
Jaina sl1tras, is irreconcilable with the theory of Asoka 
being a Buddh~st.11 

( 3) Professor H. H. Wilson draws our attention 
. to "the total omission of any allusion to Buddha him
self by any of his appellations, Sugata, Tathagata, 
Gautama, Sakya, or Sakyasinha, all which occur 
repeatedly in the Buddhist writings, both of Tibet and 
of Ceylon, and which the Saranath Buddhist inscrip-. 
tion proves it was not unusual to allude to in the sculp
tured inscriptions of that religion. Neither is there 
any allusion to his family, or to a~y. of his early disciples, 
or to any of the Bodhisatwas, who are sufficiently 
conspicuous in the Kahgyur and M~awanso, nor does 
any hint . occur of Stiipas, Vihars, or Caityas, or of 
the Bodhi, or Bo' tree,-everywhere else so freque~tly 
adverted to. Neither do we find anything that can be 
regarded as peculiarly Buddhis't doctrines, for the moral 
duties inculcated · are the same that are enjoyed ·by 
Brahmanical writings, and there is at least one duty 
enforced which it is very difficult to reconcile with the 
spirit of Buddhism; reverence for, or rather the service 
of ( susrusha) the Brahmans.,. 

( 4) The last but not the least were the Brahmans 
who were the recipients of honour and regard from 

! 

tJn. A11t ., Vol. 9, p. 161. 
t See preface, p. 7 of Jacobi's ed. of the Ayara1i1ga nllla, P, T .S. 
•J.R.A.S., XU, pp. 240-1. 
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Asoka/· Even the Mahavamsa which attributes many 
a Buddhist building to the munificence of Asoka/.~ states 
·that Asoka followed his father in bestowipg gifts on the 

. Brahmans. The Rajatarangi1Ji places on record many 
a Brahmani~al temple ·and even J aina buildings to the 
credit of the same monarch.8 Added to this is the evi
dence of the Dipavamsa' which clearly makes out that 
the Buddhism was not ·his original faith. His ititerest 
in the welfare of the other castes and orders like the 
Ibhyas or V aisyas, ascetics ·and householders is un
bounded.5 His all.eged denunciation of rituals said to 
be contained .in the Ninth Rock-Edict is meaningless. 
For, does he not say (se katavi cheva kho mamgale/ 
meaning that . ceremonies needs . be ' practised. 
What he drives at here is that mere' karma 'wiltbear . ~ .. .... ~· . 

little fruit. One must aim at the substance and not 
at the. shadow. So practice of virtues .(si~tacaram) 

. is rr~ore ·fruitful. From these and other evidences it is im
possible to escape the conclusion that Asoka held catho-

. ' . 
· lie views about religion and was an extremely tolerant 

monarch. . H1s was universal tolera~ion regardless of 
sects and creeds. In fact he realised· that doctrine as . ' ... 

one of th~ proximate ends of the stat~.6 -

· The above e:x;amination leads us to the conclusiOn 
that he. could not have bee~ a Buddhist. The next 
qu~stion that remains to be answered is what was his 
religion? The following .facts which are categorically 
stated support the' theory that Asoka's personal faith 
was Brahmanical Hinduism to the very en~ of his days. 

l.P.E. VI, etc .• R.E. V. 
llBk .. V. p. 23. f 
s Bk. I, ch: 20. Stein, Trans~ 

· 'Bk. VI, ch. 18. 
6 R.E. V. 
11 Cf. Edmund Hardy, Konig Asoka, .Pl>· 2Z-Z3 • 

• 
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( 1) Asoka encouraged exhibitions of representa
tions of the celestials and deities peculiar to Hinduism. 
These are quite in tune with the recommendations of 
the Kattfaliya. It may be ~oted that early Buddhism 
did not believe in idolatry but actually discarded it. 

(2) Asoka pursued firmly the principle of reli
gious neutrality accompanied with ·a tpirit of universal 
toleration, an element foreign to the rival sects and 
especially the dissenting sects.~. 

, ( 3) . In more than on~ place Asoka has repeatedly 
mentioned that the reward for the practice of dharma 
was the enjoyment of a life of heavenly b~iss.. Belief 
in, and attainment of, heaven are foreign to the 
Buddhist philosophy. 

( 4) Non-injury to creatures emphasised by the 
emperor is as much Brahmanical as the J aina or even 
Buddhist. Asoka's ahithsa was .not of the rigid type 
peculiar to the Jaina prescriptions. For the practice 
of slaughtering animals for the royal kitcheij was con
tinued~ It is more in accord ·with the epic notions of 
ahithsa where it is characterised as paramo dharma~. 
The recognition of this principle is admitted by the 
Upattifads and the early Dha~mastitras as well.' 

( 5) Asoka makes no mention ·whatsoever of the 
Buddhist notion of nirvana" and the nirvanic arinihila
tion which is the fundame~tal characteristi~ of the Bud-· 
dhist faith. In this respect the inscriptions of Asoka 
do, not only, not conform to the .Prescriptions of the 
Dhammapada but differ from them widely. The ~ey-

1 Cf. Kern, Ot. cit., p. 112. 
'Wilson, I.R.A.S., XII, pp. 238-24(!. 
•C.H.I., I. p, 505. 

M-37. 
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note of the Dhammapada is the doctrine of ttirvana.1 

Hence. the remarks of the latest writer on the subj.ect, 
·Vallee Poussin, can hardly be accepted: "Le bouddhisme 

· d' Asoka, en effect, respire I' atmosphere des textes qui, 
pour · diverses raisons, sont consideres comme les plus 
archaiques, Dhammapada, Suttanipata, ( dont des mor
ceaux·:sont problement nommes a Bhabra) ,m As already 
shown the reference to svarga is made in the edicts on 

·. more ~than one occasion. The concept of nirva~a is 
such as it· does not lead to any enjoyment or happiness . 

. after. life .. But the concept of heaven does imply all 
this. · . 

. · · (6). A scholar.o£.the standing of Hultzsch who 
is disposed to believe Asoka's faith in ,Buddhism admits 

"·. ..,\ 

that~Hthe lists of evil passions and dispositions -do not 
tally witli the asavas and ~ilesas of the Buddhists.m 
These agree with the Hin4u notions and ~eliefs, 'about 
th~ ·reward of human actions.' 

· (7) • Asoka ~akes a significant statement which 
furnishes a clue as to. the profession of his faith. He 

· says that his predecessors engaged themselves in the 
spreading and propagating of the dharma to which· he 
wedded himself.4 But their efforts did not prove very 
much-~·of.a success in that" direction. ·His predecessors 
were. Candragupta and Bindusara. Ther~ is not even 
a lengendary .record to testify to their attachment to the 
Btidd~ism. This more than anything else goes to prove 
Asoka's faith in the sanatana dharma 1()£ the· Hindus.· 

. ' . ,. . 

At least there.is.n9implication here of any refe.rence to 
. . 

:1, p. 125. ,J j • 

. t • See Vallee Poussin, L'Ind: Au~r Temps Des Mauryts, p, 125. 
8 Corpfts, Intro., p, 52. · 
•P.E,. VII. 
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the Buddhist dharma. According to Fleet it is the 
ordinary dharma of the Hindu kings· and he· bases his 
conclusion on the authority of the ManaiJadharma- · 
Jastra.:t, · · · 

(8} According to Bhandarkar, the six cons~tti
ents of the True Dharma addressed to the Sangha in 
the Calcutta Bairat Edict show that "his ·(Asoka's) 
mind was ravished not by the ritualistic or metaphysical 
elements of Buddhism, .but rather by the fundamentals 
of that religion, or for the matter of that, any religion. 
He was fascinated not by any specification of rules and 

-regulations to be observed externally and mechanically, 
but rather what constitutes and conduces to real inner 
growth.''1 

(9) Next we have to consider the term Devanam
·priya, a title assumed by kings other than Asoka as well. 
It was the title of Candragupta Maurya.lt is contended 
that 'Deva' refers to the Jaina deity, and the title_ 'be-: 
love~ of the Gods' is taken to be a profession or the 
Jaina faith. If this were so Asoka's ~aith in Bud<Urlsm_ 
becomes a IJ!yth, for, the term occurs in several of the . 
Rock and Pillar Edicts. It i_s a title. borne by Dasa
ratha, grandson of Asoka.• In fact the R.E. VII (Kalsi · 
and Mansehra) shows that Asoka's predecessors also. 
bore the same title. · In the Dipavamsa it is an attribute 
of Tissa King of Ceylon, a contemporary of Asoka: A 
century later Patafijali uses it as a honorific and also in 
the ironical sense of a fool. But in the H arfacarita 
BaQa uses it as an honorific.' At the best the title 

I 
:t,See J.R.A.S., p, 491. 
•AJoka, pp, 88-89, 
a See Nagarjuni Hill Cave Inscriptions. 

• • See Intro., Corpu.r, ~· XXIX. 
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does J?.Ot warrant A~oka's pro'fession of the Buddhist 
faith. 

AspKA AND THE THIRD COUNCIL 

(10) Similar to the legends which hav~ grown 
around the three Tamil Academies (Sangant). of the 
Tamil· literary tradition, the Buddhist tradition spe~ks 
of three councils summoned at different times to settle 
the disputed points about the dharma. There is a tradi
tion th~t a council (perhaps the fourth) was held un~er 
the patronage of king Kani~ka. The Ceylonese version 
is silent on this and maintains the council of Asoka as 
the third and ·the last. In a similar manner the Buddhists 
·of Northern India, not to speak of Tibet and~ China, 
do not mention anything about the third Council and 
refer . to the Council of Kani~ka as the third and the 
last. ·Thus there is a. conflict of opinion among the 
Buddhists themselves. as regards the so-called Third 
and Fourth councils. Examining the historical charac
ter of the First council Prof. Oldenberg has made the 
remark that it was pure invention and not history.~, Con
sidering the disagreement ·of the· varying accounts 
with regard· to the Second Council Kern held 
that it was dogmatic fiction.1 Judged by the 

. modern critical standards we have to ~onclude 

that whenever a dispute arose as to the discipline or 
th~ doctrine, the leading monks met together 

. and came to some agreement. Not onlr three or four 
but a good number might have been held and "later tra
ditions have jumbled thetrl. ~11 up into o~i story'', and 

1, Vinaya Tests, Vol. I, p, 26. a. 
s Hf.stoire du Bouddhisme, Vol. II, p. 290. 
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fathered ev~ry one oi them ·invariably to a great . 
monarch like Asoka or Kani~ka. Confining· ourselves 
to the Third Council, it is mentioned by the Dipavamsa 
and the Mahava1hsa and referred to by B1tddhagho~a 
in his Introduction to Samantapasadika.l,' 

The .Ceylonese Chronicles which are the primary 
authority or rather the sole authority for this tradition, 
with the .exception of a single reference in 
Buddhagho~a's writings, have it that a great 
Council was held ' under the patronage of Asoka 
in his capital city. Briefly ·the story js as follows:-The 

-Buddhist monasteries were flooded by a large number 
of people belonging to different hereticai sects who 
practised their own doctrines in the name of the Bud-. 
dha. Consequently the Buddhist monks had to dis
continue for seven years the Uposatha and Pavarana 
ceremonies.. On a representation to the king, who was 
then Asoka, he sent on the advice of the Bhikkus, for 
Tis sa· Moggaliputta, an eminent Bqikku of the time. 
~ith him in an open assembly summoned by Asoka it 
was resolved that the Vibhajja doctrine was not un
acceptable to the teachings of the Buddha. 

The latest writer on the· subject Dr. R. C. Majum
dar justly remarks': "The story stands self-condemn
ed. It is impossible to hold that thousands of heretics 
entered into the Sangha and were not detected for 
years; that the U posatha ceremony was stopped for 
seven years even in his own. arama in Pataliputx:a and 
Asoka did not know anything of it till at the end of 
that long period; and lastly that the name and fame 

· t.Dtp, VII, p. 34-ff; MahlJ,, Ch.· V; Tlinaya Texts, Ed. Oldenberg, 
Vol. III, ·p. 306-£; • . 

*Buddhistic Studies, pp, 26-72, ed. B. C. Law (Cal, 1931), 
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of such a great Arhat as Tissa Moggaliputta is repre
sented ·to be, could possibly remain unknown to Asoka 
till the 18th year of his coronation."~, 

' . 
In addition to the abov.e, other arguments which go 

to disprove the. authenticity of this tradition can be cate~ 
gorically stated.1 

1. The accounts are a jumble of myth, the mira
culous elements predominating. 

2. If the tradition has any basis the original canon 
must have been in :Magadhi, the vernacular of Asoka's 
capital. What we have . on the· other hand is the 
Ceylonese Prui canon which was reduced to writing 
some centuries after Asoka. . \Vhether the rendering 
in Pili was from the original Magadhi we ca.nn'(;t say 
fpr certain. 

. 3. A.ccording to Professor Poussin 'the apostolic 
or conciliar origin of the abhidharma is a pious fraud'. 
For, all the schools except these of the Vibhajjavadins 
and of the' Sarvastivadins, approve of two baskets-
vinaya and sutta pifakas. · 

4. The Council was at the most a sectarian as~ 
sembly of the Vibhajjavadins, perhaps to get their 
doctrines approved. 

· 5. There is no reference to it in the Chullavagga. 

6. Hiuen Tsiang who records many a tradition 
about· Asoka does not say anything about .this council. 

' 

,:t. BUddhistic Stud4ts, p. 67. c 1 I ! · . 
I See J. N. Farquhar, Outlin't of the Religious Literalure of India, 

pp. 68-69; R.C. Mazumdar, Buddhists and Councils, in Buddhistic 
Studies, pp. 64-69. 
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7. Last· but not least is that a Council held under 
the patronage of Asoka, it is reasonable to assume, will 
be mentioned in his inscriptions. According to Far~ 
quhar 'his silence thus suggests a serious doubt about 
the whole tradition.' · -

THE EVIDENCE OF ARCHAEOLOGY 

( 11) Literary and inscriptional evidence has led 
us to the conclusion that Asoka's faith was not Bud
dhism as is the cw:rent view. This is further supported 
by the testimony of archreology. As this has been 
examined fully elsewhere/ it is enough to point out here 
the main lines of argument adduced in support of our 
theory. Tradition records that Asoka was a great 
builder of cities, stiipas and pillars. This is corrobo-. 
rated by the records of the Chinese travellers Fa-hien 
and Yuan Chwang. While Fa-hien noticed six pillars11 of 
Asoka, Yuan Chwang saw as many as fifteen.8 But of· 
these only five can be identified with the existing monu
ments. But pillars which find no mention in these 
records are now discovered, as for example, the 
Lauriya-Araraj pillar with no capital and the Lauriya
Nandangarh· pillar, its capital being bell shaped "with 
a circular abacus supporting the statue of a lion facing 
the north."' Even among the few identified with 
those mentioned by the Chinese travellers, there is some 
discrepancy. For instance, the pillar at Sarnath 
measures in height just half of :what has been attributed 
to it by Yuan Chwang. 6 

J. See for a full discuSSion of the subject author's paper in tbe I our11al 
of Orientatl Research, Madras; Vol. V, Pt. III, pp. 267-281. 

I Legge's trans., p. 80. 
a Watters I. 344 and 383, II 5, 6, 28 ch. 
•Ar. Rep. Vol. I, pp. 67-73. 
11 See Ar. Sur. Rep. 1904-S, p, 69: Watters, II SO; Beat, BHcldllisl 

Records, Vol. II, p. 46. 
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Afost of the monuments pre-Asokall 

It would appear further untenable to asswne that 
Asoka. set up pillars at different places for inscribing 
his edicts. It would be more reasonable to hold that 
these monuments stood long before Asoka, and 
served convenient material for the emperor to record 
his inscriptions _so as to give an element of permanence 
to the record of his achievements. This is evident 
froni his own words. He says that he enlarged to 
twice its size the stftpa of Konakamana.1 In another 
place he says that he caused his records to be inscribed 
wherever pillars of stone existed in his empire. z 

Asoka' s monuments 
~· 

I.n brief, the following monuments are attributed 
to Asoka by modem archreological research:-

. (1) The stftpa at Safici. 

(2) The stftpa at Bharhut 
. ( 3) The enlarging of the stupa of Konakamana. 
( 4) Erecting three sets of caves in the Barabar 

Ilills. · · 

(5) Four uninscribed pillars-those at Ra.mpurva 
with bull capital, Sailkisa with elephant capital, Bakhra 
(Vaisali) with lion capital, and Kosam (Kausambi) 
with no capital. " 

( 6) Other so-called Asokan pillars. containing his 
inscriptions are those discovered at Topra, :Meerut, 
Allahabad, Lauriya-Araraj, Laupya-Nandangarh, 
Rimpftrva, Sanchi, Sarnath, Rummindei, and 'Nigliva. 

I I I j • 

. ,,. 

J, Nigili ~gar Pillar, Corpus, p. 165. 
J Minor R. Edict (Riipnath text) and Pillar Edict VII, CorftU. 

pp. 116-131. . 
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Attimal capitals 

. To a student of Asoka's religion the animal capi
tals are far more important tha~ the pillars themselves. 
Discussing this, V. A. Smith arrives at the following 
results: 

9 examples of lion. 
2 ,; of elephant. 
2 , of bull. 
1 , of horse. 
1 , of wheel. 
1 ,, of Garuqa. 
1 , of man. 
2 , of four lions· back to back. 

Of these the lion,· the elephant, the bull and the 
horse are explained as the riding animals of the guar
dian deities of the four quarters. These are Vaisra
vai]a, or Kubera with the lion on the north; Dhrtara~tra 
with the elephant on the east, Virii<jha with horse on 
the south and Viriipak~a with the bull on the west.t. 

From these Mr. Smith formulates the theory· of 
~e univers~lity of the church, 'the congregation from 
the four quarters, present and absent', adding that the 
number four. has some mystic significance, and that the 
selection of the symbol was influenced in some. cases by 
the origin of monks: There is nothing impossible in that 
some of these animals are the vahanas of the guardia~s 
of the four quarters, or the dikpalas 'of Sanskrit litera-. 
ture.11 There is no mystic sigriificance about the number 
four, as more than four riding animals crown the vari
ous capitals of these pillars.· In the light of the refer-. . 

J.Z.D.Jf.G,, Vol. LXV, pp1 221·240. 
a Sabdakalpadrt~.ma, p, 7f/J, and M4na.sdra, Ch. LXII and LXIII • 

. .M~ 
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~ences occurring in the Vedic literature about these 
animcils, it was argued that there is no .foundation for 
the theory of the universality of the church. as v. A. 

· Smith would have it ~o These pre-Asokan pillar~ with 
animal capitals were pillars of victory, planted as memo
rials by the ancient kings of India of whom we have 
unfortunately no record, the images of the capital 
representing the· emblem of their ensign, symbolical of 
the object of their worship. 

Mr. R ·P. Ch~da points out that the Mauryan pil
'lars were primarily intended for worship.1 Perhaps the 
pillar cult is as old as the chalcolithic period in the 
Indus valley. a That the choice of the symbol was due 
to the influence exerted by the origin or n~tionality of 
the· monks of an adjoining mon~stery, has no· basis in 
fact According to this assumption all the pillars ·in 
the north must possess the lion on their tops, in the 
east the elephant, in the south the horse, and in the 
west the bull. But the extant pillars do not conform 
t~ any such · system. It is a ~storical fact 
that Asoka did not erect most of· .them and hence 
was not responsible for the arrangement which we a~tri-

1 

bute to-day to him. It is therefore far from correct 
to· say ·that these monwnents were· intended by the 

\ 
emperor to perpetuate the memory o{ the Buddha. Art · 
attempt has been made without much> ucd~ss to explain 
the symbols of the figure of a man on ne of the monu
ments, of the Brahmal,li geese on the U uriya-Nandan
garh pillar, arid of the bell capital. • 

1 Sabtkkalpadruma, pp. 276-7. ~ 1 . 
2 Memoirs of Ar. Sur. of Indio, No. 34, pp. 3 t33f 1 

a Ibid., No. 41, p. 35. l · 
• See A. K. Coomaraswami's article on the Ongiu. of. tlte Lollts 

·(so-called Bell) capital in /~rd •. His. Q., Vol. VI, No;\ II. 
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To conclude, the fact that Asoka enlarged the 
stiipa sacred to Konakamana'whom orthodox Buddhism 
would style as · heretic, and also the fact· that three 
caves were erected in the Barabar Hills for the 
Ajivikas, the rival sect of the Buddhists; are sufficient 
to tell the true tale, viz., that the emperor had the same 
amount of sympathy which he had for Buddhism, for 
other sects as well, which were to al( intents and pur
poses its rivals. It is quite obvious that the 
extant monuments eloquently . voice forth the 
catholicity of his religious views, the most wonderful 
and the best relieving feature of the Hindu religion. 
It is not easy to believe that such ferocious animals 
as the lion and elephant symbolise the Buddha.' 
himself, the enlightened sage of Kapilavastu. Neither 
the monuments nor the animal symbolism can carry 
home the conviction and decide the religious leaning 
of thi~ emperor to Buddhism. 

Conclusion 

These are some of the weighty arguments which 
tend to negative the position of Asoka's personal faith 
in Buddhism. They are positive in establishing the 
indisputable fact· that Asoka was a follower of the 
dharma of his pred.ecessors. In the face of the inscrip· 
tions of the period and the monuments of the age which 
throw great light on the question there Is no use in 
depending merely on the Buddhist chroniCles. An 
intelligent and jmpartial interpretation of the Edicts 
cannot but prove conclusively the fact that Asoka 
"remaine.d Hindu ~nd Brahmanical till the end of his 
days.,. 

- J.H. Heras, Q.I.M .. S., Vol. 17, 276. 



APPENDIX I 

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE KAUTALIYA. 

As the authenticity of the ArthaS.astra has been 
questioned by scholars· of standing· like ·Professors 
Keith1 and Winternitz,• we propose to examine some of 
the arguments advanced_ py them in support of their 
theory with a view to demonstrate their inconclusive
ness. 

( 1) Dr. Winternitz refers• to the verse in which 
Kautalya says that he had taken the kingdom from the· 
N andas and remarks that the real minister in a book 
written by the order of or intended for his 'king would 
not have written such words, for, it could not have been 
very pleasing to the king. The verse under reference 
is a piece of internal evidence which goes to 
confirm the traditional story in the Purat)as of 
Kautalya's part in the revolution which resulted in the 
overthrow of the ruling N anda dynasty of Magadha 
and the establishment of the· Ma~ryan dynasty. 

This verse is, therefore, valuable as it demonstrates 
beyond all doubt that the writer of the ext:a;nt work of 
the ArthaJastra is the same Kautalya who had contri
buted not a little to the overthrowing of the old dynasty 
and to the founding of the new dynasty. Without this 
verse 'Yhich is indeed significant the work will not appeal 

1 A HiJtory of SanJkrit Literature, p, 458-f. 
•Some Prpblem.r of Indian Literature, p. 82-ff. (Cai.Uni., 1925). 
•Ibid., p, 96. 

yena Aastram ca 6astram ca nandariija gatii ca bhii~l 
amar$et)Oddbrtiinyasu tena sli.stramidam · krtamll 
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t,o ·us .as the accredited writing of the first Mauryan 
Chancellor. The objection that it is a thing not likely to 
have been pleasing to the king is no argument. Kautalya 

· will not stand to lo~e by writing thus. There is a 
baseless version that Candragupta was not a K~atriya 
but of a mixed caste. Granting that he was a K~atriya, 
a t~e K~atriya monarch of ancient days would not 
unduly take on himself the credit Jvhich legitimately 
belonged to others. And if it were a fact that ~u
talya took up arms openly against the reigning dynasty 
and helped the succeeding dynasty in securing the throne 
there is no reason for the king to feel displeased at such 
a· statement 

Dr.· Winternitz translates the verse as follows:. ..> 
. "This text-book has been composed by him, who 
quic~y and impatiently raised the Arthasiistra (from 
former imperfect text-books) passed his sword and took 
the earth that had passed to the Nandas1 (out of their 
hands)." We can have it translated thus: "This 
treatise was written by him by whom. the Sastras (not 
necessarily the Arthasastra), the science of weapons 
and the earth that had passed to the N anda kings were· 
soon and in jealous ~ger· raised aloft." According 
to V. A. Smith the Nanda king who was deposed and 
slain by Candragupta was of low caste and a heretic 
hostile to the Brahmanas and the K~atriyas.1 He further 
remarks that "the nine N andas were considered to be 
unholy persons unworthy of inclusion in orthodox 
Hindu annals". Then it is clear that during the period 
of the Nandas that both the sastras of the Brahinanical 
science and the sastra or the k~atriya sciencr,' were in a 

'loOp. cit., p. 96. 
1 0xfortl Hirt., p, 57. 
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neglected and decadent condition. This receives corro
boration from the Asokan Edicts where Asoka expresses 
in certain places the neglect of certain instltutions and 
the practice of some aspects of dharma by his predeces
sors. The elevation to the throne of an orthodox King 
like Candragupta led automatically to the elevation of 
both the sastra and the sastra. . Kauta,lya who could 
have played no mean part in bringing about this happy 
consummation, has expressed in this verse his co~tempt 
for the Nandas and his_ relief at the succession of 
Candragupta .. As I have said elsewhere he compli
ments the king by complimenting himself. . The verse 
is then a visible demonstration, by Kauta,lya, of his 
satisfaction at the new state of affairs of the kingdom 
with Candragupta at its head. And rightly Professor 
Jacobi reads into these lines "the proud. self -conscious
ness of a great statesman of the Indian Bismarckm· as 
he calls Kautalya. 

(2) There is another statement2 as explicit as this 
which mentions that the work was mainly intended for 
his king (Narendra). Why he felt called upon tC? 
undertake this arduous tas~ can be easily explained. 
Previous to the epoch of the N an~as and the Mauryas 
we have not definitely alighted upon any historical . 
ground. If we are going to believe tradition once again, 
there were a number of short-lived dynasties coming 
and going, commencing with Parik~it. In these centurie~ 
apparently a number of Arthasiistra teachers and also 
schools sprang up in the land, and each teacher or fol-

1See J.I.H., IV, Pt. II, pp. 111-12: Meyer, Kau. Artha. Einleitung, 
pp. 23-Z4. Co11tra E. H. Johnston: Studies in the Arthas4stra of 
KauJilya, J.R.A.S., Jan. 1929. 

2 Kautilyena Narend~arthe Sasanasya Vidhihkrta~ll 
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lower !]f a certain school was pushing forward his or its 
own theory of the state and administration. KautaJia 
mentions twelve writers on polity w,tto were all his 
predecessors. He could not afford to neglect them.. 
He often refers to their views either to refute, or to 
accept them. KautaJya's mission was, it would appear, 
to critically examine the floating theories on polity as 
befits the statesman at the helm of affairs of a great 
empire, and strike at some definite proposals conducive 
to the good gqvernment of the state, and yet in accord
ance with the traditions of the land 1 The Narendra 
who was ·no other than Candragupta Maurya must 
·have been pleased with the work, for something definite 
was presented to him to follow, and by following w!llch 
he could have the supreme satisfaction of being able 
to administer the land on right lines. -

( 3) Another argument "is that the contents of the 
Artha.Sastra do not justify the assumption that it is the 
work of a statesman but only of a Pandit 1 

From the contents of the work it is unthinkable 
that the hand of the statesman is not present in it Dr. 
\Vinternitz has taken pains to select one or two passages 
wherein Kautalya has loosely expressed his views, and 
on the strength of such slender basis, he dismisses the 
author as a mere Pandit' No one can deny for a moment 
that there are some places where KautaJya is not defi
nite or assertive. It is probable that in these particu
lars he was not quite convinced of the prevailing 
opinions; still expediency might have dictated. such a 

u .. Ald. (1918), p. 55. 
t Jolly ed •• In~ •• p. 44. 
•01. cit., p. 97. 
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policy under certain circumstances. · In such places he 
could have subordinated his opini.on to that of the others. 
Apart from this construction any other cannot be placed 
on the so-called weak points in the treatis~. But at the. 
same time it is pertinent to remark that there is much 
truth in. the statement that it is the work of a Pandit. 
And who is a Pandit? He who Is deeply versed. in a 
science or sciences is a Pandit. If Kautalya had not 
established his reputation as a. great author on adminis
trative science, viz., statecraft, no one would seriously 
think of his work or attach any value to it. "The king 
would not have ordered a layman to write for him a 
manual on statecraft. · 

Further only the highly learned Paridits occupied 
superior positions in· the government as ministers, coun
cillors, judges, etc. If Kautalya had not been a Pandit 
he would haye been unworthy to hold the Chancellor-· 
ship of a new government which indeed involved 
serious responsibilities. The fact was that-in ancient 
times the high class Pandits (the si#as . and 
visiftas of the Dharmasastra literature) carried 
on the civil administration of the. realm while 
the military administration was exercised by· the 
K~atriya monarch. This does not mean that there. was 
a cut and dried military or civil department which· only 
this class or that clas~ could monopolise. The depart
ments were interdependent and by co-operation every
thing went ·on smoothly. Examples of Pandits who 
had been the soul of administration from both traditional 
and historical accounts are not wanting. There is. the 
tradition of Vasi~tha, the Purohita of king Dasaratha. 
Here the king did ~ot take the initiative in any affair 

M-39 
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witho~t previous consultation with and advice of his 
Guru and friend Vasi~t}la. 

In mediaeval times we know. of Vidyara~ya, the 
tillnister of the Vijayanagar emperor, Bukka. · He was 
also known as Madhvacarya, the worthy brother of the· 
worthy Sayana, the celebrated commentator of the 
Vedas. . As there was another minister by name 
Madhava we can appropriately call · him Madhava 
Vidyara~ya.t. This Vidyar~ya was both a Pandit and 
statesiffil:Il. The Brhat-Katha informs us that Katya
yana, the famous jurist, was a minister of the N anda 
kings. At a period so late as the 17th century we find 
a Pandit Govinda Dik~ita as the minister of the Tan jore 
kings. These were Pandit-statesmen, or statesmen
pandits who hav~ gloriously adorned many an. efiviable 
station in every Hindu state. 

Under this 'category comes KautaJya. He was a 
Pandit,of a rare order as also a keen statesman. If 
he· were a mere Pandit he would not have cared for 
the opinions or the theories of his predecessors. He 
would give us a new work completely' original wherein 
~ntroversial theories would have been rigidly excluded. 
For example treatises on similar subjects like the Sttkra
nitisara or Barhaspatya.Sastra do not at all discuss the 
opinions of their predecessors, much less ·contemporary 
views. Rarely do they mention even. the names of 
such treatises.· But by discussing other views with 
care and attention which they deserye, Kautalya shows 
himself more th~n a Pandit, and having been acquainted 
with the practical administration o£ the land we can 
call him a Pandit-state~man. I£ in a f~ places. he 

t.S. K. Aiyengar, Sources uf VijOJ'OIUJ{Iar History, pp. 2-3. · 
I 
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has shown himself a Pandit, in many places he shows 
himself a statesman. 

· · There is no need to call attention to these special 
passages. But a reference may be made to a statement 
of Dr. Jolly himself who remarks that Kautalya must 
have been "an official in a state of medium size where 
he had obtained insight into the ·working of the a~inis
tration.m This means that the German scholar is 
prepared to grant that Kautalya possessed an intimate 
or first hand knowledge as·regards the different methods 
of working an administration. If it could be conceded 
that he was an official, it strengthens the position which 
·we have taken that he was more than a mere Pandit. 
Tradition affirms that he was an official of much more 
importance, viz., the Chief Minister. No purpose is 
served by denying a fact, and the fact was that Kautalya 
was fu.e Chancellor of Candragupta. E. H. Johnston 
remarks: "If it is wrong on the one hand to read.into 
it (the Arthasastra) the ideas of a great statesman or .a 
deep political thinker, on the other hand half its value 
is missed by treating it as the pedantic theorisings of a 
Pandit."~ Later on• Johnston shows how Kautalya is 
profoundly practical in his prescriptions. Suffice it to 
say here that statesmen in ancient India were generally 
from the Pandit's class though particular instances ·of 
statesmen from other classes are not lacking. 

( 4) It is argued again that the discussions in the 
Arthasastra generally· end by stating the author's 

1 0p. tit., p. 47. 

2/,R.A.S., 1929, p. 89. 
1 /bid., p. 101. 
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opinion with the words: "Iti Kautalyal} '" We 
generally find this mention of the name of the teacher 
in texts emanating from schools, e.g., Jaimini in the 

· Purvamimamsa Sutra, Badarayana in the·: Vedanta 
Sutra, · Baudhayana in the Baudhayana-Dharmasastra. 
But Patafijali does ·not state his opinion by saying "Iti 
Pataiijali." Much is· niade of the expressions "Iti 
Kautalya~'' and "neti Kautalya~'' which occur" as many 
as 72 times _in -the work. To an ordinary Sanskrit 
Pandit in India the phrase connotes no special signi
ficance. It is al~ays taken for granted that such 
works, where expressions like "Iti Kautalya~," "Iti 
Baudhayana~," etc. occur, are the works ascribed to 
these authors. The attribution to schools will not find 
favour with an orthodox Pandit. One could not-:divinc 
reasons for supposing that Jaimini's Purvamimamsa 
Sutra, Badarayana's Vedanta SfUra or Baudhayana's 
Dharmas1Ura belong to schools and ·not to individual 
authors. Not that we do not accept any school as such. 
But it is more reasonable to assume that originally a 
certain Jaimini or Badarayana flourished and pro
pounded certain doctrines which were a~cepted ~nd 
followed by their devoted disciples. To-day while one 
Hindu follows Apastamba ·his neighbour follows Bau
dhayana. This means· that the former belongs to 
the Apastamba school while the latter is of the Baudha
yana school. 

What is ~e underlying idea? Originally when 
Apa~tamba propounded his theory it appealed to certain 

J.J.R.A..S., 1916, p. 131-33, S~e Keith,· History o{ Sans. Litera· 
lure, p. 458.; Hillebrandt~ Uber das Kaut. studien, p. 10 Also Htlle
brandt, uber die A.ufauge de indirchen dramas, p. 17 (Muncben, 1914). 
contra Jacobi, Ind. Ant., 1918, · p. 157-f. , 
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members of the community. They followed them and 
then their descendants. Thus the school automatically 

• came into being. But it may be asked, how could we 
explain the peculiar use of "Iti Kautaly3;J:i," '~Iti Bau
dhayanal:t'' in certain works, and its absence in other 
books like Patafijali's Mahabhliiyaf The answer is 
simple. In India literature is broadly classified into 
two heads, the ·satra and the bhliiya. , The sJi.tra is an 
original work, composed by master minds on a certain 
subject or subjects. It may be philosophy, theology, 
.or any secular science. · The sutras ~ (({oqilltt(":it) in 
themselves are a strenuous reading and especially so, 
when they deal with abstruse and technical sciences. It 
was not possible for all persons to grasp them. Hence. 
interpreters came into being. Their works were 
bha~yas or interpretations of the siitras in popular style. 
The sutrakaras generally-there are also exceptions,
used the phrase "Iti BaudhayanaJ:t", etc., meaning there
by that that was their final conclusion. On the other 
hand a bha~yakara could not speak with such definite .. 
ness. For, oftentimes, more than one interpretation 
may be placed upon a certain phrase or passage. It 
depends to a large extent on the ~ngenuity of the writer. 
Some interpretations might be ingenious b11t caul~ not 
win general approval. Therefore, the bha/yakiiras 
are justified in omi_tting their names. 

_ In the light of this can we still maintain that /ti 
Kautalya~ is a serious argument against the authenti
city of the work? We cannot follow Prof. Keith when 
he advances the argument that under the explanation 
of the term apadesa in the last book of the Arthasiistra 
is cited one of Kautalya's sentences from which the 
prima facie conclusion is that Kautalya is cited as an 
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authority and not as the author,1
• The passage is as 

follows:-

sukha grahal,lavijfieyam tatvartha padaniscitaml 
K.autaJyena lqi:am sastram vimuktagranthavis-

taramll 

This science has been composed by K.autaJya, e~sily 
understandable, correct in .the exposition of truth and 
it:t the use of words, and all free from errors. 
]. ]. Meyer in his translation of the. Arthasastra fur
nishes~ convincing reply.1 Based as it is on old works 
'every .. stitra having original opinion of the author 
necessarily became apadeia'. It is a commonplace 
practi~e in India to give the author's name in his works.' 
Ja~obi's observations are to the point: "The agr..eement 
obtaining between . the words of Kautalya and the 
character Qf his work, and the personality that charac
terises them would be difficult to understand, if those 
were not the very words of the author. A later writer 
who wanted to palm off his own lucubration of that 
of his school on the name of the famous statesman, 
would surely have faltered somewhere. From this 
view-point the higher criticism must acknowledge- the 
authenticity of the K.autaliya."' 

( 5) 'The 'very name K.autilya-never called 
C3.t)akya and only once Vigmgupta. raises-gieat doubts.' 
For, Ka~plya means 'crookedness', 'falsehood', etc. It 
is unlikely that a minister should style himself 'Mr. 
Crooked' or 'trookedness personified'. 5 

\History of Sanskrit Literatu~e~ p. 459. 
1 P. 665, n. ' 
1 Hindu Polity, p. 211. 
•Ind. Ant., 1918, p. 194 •. 
s Wintemitz, op, tit., pp,' 98 and 99, 
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There has been a war of words about the name 
Kautalya. Some manuscripts contain the word Kau
tilya while others Kautalya. The edito princeps Shama 
Shastri and Jollf used Kautilya, while. the editor of 
the Trivandrum edition, Gat;tapati Sastri used Kautalya. 
It is asked whether a minister would style himself 
Kautilya meaning "Mr. Crooked" or "Crookedness per
sonified". Granting that it is Kautilya; such nicknames 
are not uncommon in ancient India. Mention may be 
made of a few; Vatavyadhi (the wind-diseased) is no 
other than Uddhava, a relative· of Knl}a according to 
the Purat;tas. Pisuna (tale-bearer) is another name 
for the sage Narada; this is also the name of the Brah
man minister of king Du~yanta according to Kalidasa's 
Saktmtala: Kaunapadanta (the teeth of the Rak~a- · 
sas) is identified with Indra, the God of Heaven. 
When one mitiister can style himself as Pisuna, why 
not ~other as Kautilya? What we. wish to point out 
for the sake of argument is that after all there is nothing 
in the name. To advance such feeble arguments with 
regard to the name of the author, demo~strates their 
weakness in all nakedness. 

There is, however, another reading Kautalya which 
may be adopted with advantage and which may silence 
~11 controversy so far as this particuiar topic goes. Not 
only is there the authority of the manuscripts for this 
but also there is inscriptional evidence besides lexico
graphical. Gat}apati Sastri says· that the term Kau"' 
tilya is certainly a misnomer. For, neither the term 
Kauplya nor its root Kutila as explained in the Nighat;tr 

'4 We hear to-day names like Stone, Fox. etc., in the western 
countries. · Suppose there is a Lord Stone, or a Baron Fox referred to 
in literature, could a future generation ask a baron or noble sty14: himself 
Stone and Fox? 
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fus. as Gotrani and· crooked. On the other hand the . 
·word Kutala is mentioned by Kesavasvamin in his 
N anartharrtavasamk~epa as meaning both Gotrar~i ~d. 
an ornament. 

·"~({, Si~ ·~ ~{ij ~ !J": I 
~~~Otsqffl: ~ ·~~ 'ij~ 1 · 

~if ofRqi~~I!IT mr~rcf ·~~,~ . 
It is ·then obvious that the name is derived from 

. the root Kutala. If it is granted that the ·patronymic 
is Kutala then we cannot' gnimmatically derive Kautilya 
but only Kautalya. t. Secondly, ther~ is the· testimony 
which bears ·to the fa~t that all the manuscripts ·of the 
text and the commentarie~ relating to the same ii!,.vari
ably contain the expression Kautalya and not Kau
plya. It is ·difficult to· understand. how Indian and 
Eur.opean ·scholars have failed to ·notice this in handling 

1, In· the Gotrapravaranibandhakadamba (Mysore Govt. Orient. Series, 
1900, pp, 32 and 161). the term Kautalya occurs as a gotra name in two 
different places. The pravaras mention~d in the first reference are 
Bhargava, Vitahavya and· Savedasa, and the pravaras mentioned in the 
second 'reference are Gautam~ Bharadvaja and • Angirasa·. Thus the 
pravaras for the two Kautalyas o~curring in different places are dif
ferent; and it is impossible to decide whether these two Katitalyas are 
one and the same person. If there is any force in ~he ~rgument of 
the late GatJapati Sastri and if from Kutala-not found mentioned in 
the Mysore publieation and hence an insignificant gotra-thc name 
Kautalya is to be traced,. then we have to take that Vi~r.tUgupta must 
have been a putrika-putra or dvyamu~'•iiyana for whom, two gotras are 
generally mentioned, one that of his mother's father and the other that of 
his ·own father (Janaka-pita). If this position were granted; both Kutala 
and Vatsa must be his gotras. This win explain the identification 
of K~utalya and Vatsyayana by the well-known 1;1igha~lus like the 
Vai.jayanti and Abhidhanacintdmani.· These· writers did. not invent 
anything. Neither did they confound the one with the other as Hara· 
prasad Sastri would have it, Th.e1 simply put into writing what was 
traditionally current in their times. Literary tradition, ~,ing one fruitful 
source of information for the early epoch of Indian History,' cannot be· 
easily discarded. There is much to say for the identification of the 
author of the Arthasastra with that of ·the Kdmasutra, · ' 
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the manuscripts when editing· and publishing them. 
Apparently some have noted it but have not utilised it. 
For example in page 3 ofVfJlume II of Jolly's edition 
(Punjab Sanskrit Series) it. is mentioned thus: Title 
B. M. generally read: ~~~ for cffi~ and 
~~: for ~~: .. Evidently Jolly discarded the 
correct reading Kautalya. It may ·be that in· his 
opinion it was a wrong reading,:~, 

That Kautalya is the correct reading is attested to 
by another literary evidence. In the J ayamangallt 
commentary of the Kam.andakanitisara, Sankararya 
the comrnentator remarks: 

rtrcr~ {fct amfwt~r ~ffilt iliT 1. 
It appears that Kautalya is ·the family name of· 

Vi~Q.ugupta, the family name being derived from the 
· patron saint or ni Kutala by the addition of derivative· 

suffix 'yafi'.2 Last but not the least is the invaluable 
inscriptional evidence supplied to us by D; B. Diskalkar. 
He writes: "I have found an inscription of V. S. 1291 
(Vaisakha Sudi 14_ Guran) from the village GaQ.e~ar 
near Dholka in Gujarat which. in l. 9 clearly reads 
Kautalya. It records that Vastupala, ~e famous Jain 
minister of the Vaghela king Viradhavala, who built a 
temple of GaQ.esvara in V. S. 1291, was equal to Kau
talya in statesmanship. us This inscription is. valuable 
to us in.more than one respect. Not only does it show. 
that the nam~ Kaufilya is the misspelling of the name 
Kautalya but also it bears witness to the fact that 
Kautalya is ackno~ledg~d .to be a statesma~ .am~ not a 

l, 1. I. H. IV, Pt. II, pp .. 107-8, A r . . Jas. (Trivandrum· ed.) Vol. I, 
Intro. · ·.· 

· •See V. Venkatarama Sharm~, ·A NoJa on the word Kautalya, 
I.H.Q;, l,·pp, 569·70 . 

•Ibid., p. 786. 
M-40 
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mere Pandit It silences two important arguments in. 
regard to the name of the author and the authenticity of 
the work. But it may be asked why the name Kaufilya 
also sticks on in some I~dian literature. -Only one 
explanation can be . offered and that is due to the in
genuity with which Visakhadatta. invested his character 
Kautalya in his. famous play Mudrarlikfasa. For the 
purpose of his play he perhaps drew from his imagina
tion a name which, being a twisting of the original 
name, answered his purpose well. · Dramatic literature 
always being a popular bran4I of literature the ~rong 
name might have caught the fancy of the masses and 
might. have eventually become a bye-word for 'crooked-
ness' or 'crooked policy'. '· 

. Kautalya is known not by one or two name5, but 
by a number of names. These are V:atsyayana, Malla
naga, Kautalya, CaJJakya, Dramila, Pak~ila, Svami, 
Vi~JJugupta, Angula.~ The Vaijay~nti of Yadavapra-. 
kasa (cir 1100 A.D.), a contemporary of Hemacandra, 
mentions VaraJJaka . and omits C3,1Jakya.2 The 
name C3.1Jakya is unmistakably a patronymic, for, 
Hemacandra distinctly says: ::qulilc41:il:. or so_n of 
CaJJaka. This falsifies the story contained in Visakha
datta's Mudrarakfasa, namely, that the Nanda king 
imprisoned Kautalya who consequently had to take gram 
( cattaka) for his food,. and hence the name CaJJak')'a. 

\Abhidhaluschintamani of Hemacandra,. 12th century. 

~ ~: ~~OJCfiiCJt~: I 
I 

.: qf'~ ~sr~ a: n· . 
I Bbrunikii}.Q.l, Brahma11adh)•a;va1 verse 159. ed. by Oppert, p. 96 

(1893) Madras. , 1 ~ • 

Ellt(l!li4ijtg ~· ~ iffiiJlw. j ' 

~= q~ ~Siirsitr ::q:·u 
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. This _story is nothing but a product of the dramatist's 
imagination and is valuable so far as it shows the 
author's ingenuity.\ The same value should be attached 
to the other interpretation of Visakhadatta in regard 
to the name Kautilya: 

~: ~: u~lr-r~~~: II· 
~ecause he had perverted and crooked views, people 
called him Kauplya though· his name was really 
Kautalya. Even a Pandit of a lower order could not 
style himself 'Mr .. Crooked,' 'speaking of himself titi 
Kaufalya' or tne iti KaufoJya' as many as 72 times in 
the text. To add to this is the fact that Kamandaka. 
speaks of him as '~ a term of great respect gene
rally used when speaking of sages. Kamandaka adds. 
that he belonged to an eminent family renowned for 
culture, a past master of all the four Vedas, who, by 
force of intelligence and skill, deposed the powerful 

1See J.A.S.B., Vol. 52 (1838), R. L. Mitra's article especially 
p. 268. The reference that traces to a tradition from Battotpala's com
mentary to the Brhat-illtaka to the effect that Cit),akya and Vi~vugupta 
Kautalya were different persons, is not convincing.· (I.R.A.S., 1929, 
p. 88.) 

em ~ijte4ijtf11'l Sffl'iit''ufai;:c ~ I 
Rt • .. ..,.a. ... 

atSI !41htoll :qr ~ '3'" A~: II 
~ (i!fti'4utt( iro( ~ ~: I 
~~ ~~san;4«<t 1 
~~tf'l'ii4i«<l''l l!f'A'i'i4&•itt:ijij: II 
~=~~~:I 
~ ~'.1T ~: ~ ij~ii(Wt: II 

~~~~~ 
;fu~ il~ 31~m~: 11 

'm~~~~l 
~ ~T fttm;rt cmt1lr.f: I 

~ " OA 0 

<1"11 -:JliSl~d<ll ~8!4•tt40Jtl'il(( I, 2:~. 
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N anda king and crowned Candragupta, the moon 
among the people(~), king. Kamandaka does not 
stop there but concludes that section by saying that it 
W(!.S the same politician who was the author of the well
known Arthasastra, the very cream of political science . 

. It is significant to· note that Kautalya's another 
name is Vatsyayana. Vatsyayana is the author of the 
extant Kamasutra.1 There is another Vatsyayana, 
the commentator_of the Nyayasutra of Gautama. Both 

- the Vatsyayanas may be the same as Prof.' Rangaswami 
Aiyangar seems to think.2 But the really interest
ing feature is the identification of Kautalya with Vat
syayana.8 Kautalya's reputation for versatile genius 
and all-round knowledge should be acknowledged on all 
hands. His aim, even according to the Arthasastra-, 
was not mere policing of the state which would"" amount 
to the safeguarding of the .security of life and property. 
It extended beyond and looked to the common good and 
welfare of the citizens at large. These are indeed the 
primary functions even of the modern state in spite of 
all our vaunted constitutional progress. This narrow 
outlook on politics did not appeal to a versatile mind 
like that of Kautalya. · He wanted the state to rest on 
an· economic foundation. In other words Kautalya 
devoted more to analysing a man's aims in life and 
endeavouring how best to promote indiyidual interests 
with tho~e of the social group as a whole.. His aim 
was the ultimate realisation by the people of the state 
of the four 9bjects of human existence ( catwrvarg~). 

1See H. C. Chakladar, St11dies in the Jour. of Dept. qf Letters, 
{Cal.) IV, pp. 85-122; 'Modern Review, March, 1928, p. 274; Journal 
of the Mythic Society, Vol. VI, f>P'. 21()..16; Ind. Ant.1 1915, p. 82. 

a P. 90. Aspects of Indian Polity. · f 
8 Vii.tsyayaua is not a generic term but 11is generally used as au 

individual personal name, a proper· noun."-J.A.S.B., Vol. LII, p., 267. 
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I{ this were his policy, it may not be far wrong to state 
that he could have been the author of a Dharmasastra, 
Arthasastra, Kamasastra, and Mok~asastra as well. 
There is therefore some justification for the assumption 
that Kauta_lya was no other than Vatsyayana, the 
author of the KiimasiiJra. The following coincidences 
endorse our statement:-

( 1) The style followed and the method adopted in 
the Kiimaszitra are exactly the same as are met with i~ 
the extant Arthasiistra. (2) The style is didactic, mid-· 
way between that of the stitra and the bhii!ya. ( 3) The 
sections end invariably with verses in the manner of the 
Arthasastra.t. Vatsyayana like Kautalya seems to have 
composed aphorisms ( siUra) and comments ( bhii!ya). 
( 4) Both authors claim to base their teachings on ex
perience or usage.1 

( 5) Of the previous writers 
quoted by Kautalya, Gotamukha and Carayana find 
mention in the Kiimasutra. ( 6) .Both refer to Vaisika, 
apparently the work of Dattaka of Pataliputra, written 
according to Jacobi, at the earliest in the second half 
of the 5th century B.c.• (7) The aim of both seems 
to be the realisation of the three objects of human pur
suit, dharma, artha and kama. (8) The Kiitnasiitra 
ends with a secret chapter as in . the ArthaJtistra! 
(9) The mo.rality of the Kamasutra is that of the 
Arthaiastra "all is fair in love and war."' (10) As 
Kautalya often refers to an acarya so also Vatsyayana 
refers to an acarya. ( 11) Both refer to a work of 
Parasara as an authority. 

. \Keith, Sans. Lit., p. 468; ln. Ant., p. 192. 
· t Prayoga, Aspects, p. 99. 

•Ind. Ant., 1918, p. 189. 
• Keith: op. cit., p. 467. 
• Keith, Sans. Lit., p. 467. 
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As against these remarkable coincidences, the dif-
· ferences are only few and far between. One men
tioned by Jacobi is Vatsyayana's prescription .. of absten
tion from meat, and Kautalya's rules regulating the 
sale of meat 1 Even here the Artha.Slistra is a practi
cal manual of administratio~ and.hence must formulate 
regulations of a comprehensive character. It does not 
mean a recommendation or acceptance of the principle. 
The Kamasiitra discusses the question from an entirely 
different aspect. 

It is indeed difficult to explain why Kautalya has 
been known· by so many names, One explanation is 
that due to his popularity as well as his rare skill and 
policy, different people endowed him with different . . .. 
titles. Mallanaga is another name. It meansJndra's 
Elephant and this implies that he possessed the great, 
energy and prowess of the Iravada, the state elephant 
of the Lord of Heaven. This seems to fit in especially 
in view of the fact that Sakara, in the first Act of 
Mrcchakafika, who thinks too much of his valour, takes 
pride in comparing himself to Cru;lakya. It may 
be again th~t :Malia is the name of ·a country' 
and perhaps Kautalya is a native of that :Malla country. 
He was styled an elephant among the :Mallas who 
were· the people of the 1\Ialla country. .. If this inter
pretation be established Dramila may not mean a 
native of Dramila or Tamil country as. is rendered by 
the Vacaspat~'a of Taranatha. The view that Kau
talya must have been a native of South India is gain-

d . I· ·· 
'Und. AKt., 1918, p. 189 ~note). f . 
t Mallabboom or the Malia country is identified ";th Bishnupur, 

modem Bankura being a portion of the ancient kingdom, 
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ing currency·· among the scholars.1 J. J. Meyer, the 
latest writer on the subject, seems to favour this view2 

from the fact that K~l.Ujalya's patJa was of silver and 
was equal to 16 ma~a as against 20 in the Smrtis. 
But R. L. Mitra speaks of a poet known as-Dramila. He 
also explains the term Pak~ilasvami thus : "As a student 
of Nyaya his memory was strong that he could re~ 
member for a fortnight (pak~a) a thesis once. told him· 
and hence the name. us That this. interpretation is not 
impossible is seen from the fact that it is said of a much 
later writer by ~arne Pak~adhara Misra. His other 
.name was A.tigula as is seen froni the NanarthartJava 
· Samk~epa.' Pak~ilasvami is a well-known name for 
the celebrated Vatsyayana. R. L. Mitra suggest~ 

that the epithet shows that Kautalya became an 
ascetic-preceptor in the evening of his life. Or 
·as the teacher of teachers ·he .could have been 
regarded master by his successors who were. authors of . 
Niti texts. For example, Kamandaka calls him as his 
Acarya. DaJ;J.c;li calls him as Acarya Vi~J;J.ugupta. 

To repeat the remark of Dr. Winternitz again ''the 
very. name Kautilya never called CaJ;J.akya and only once 
Vi~J;J.ugupta raises great douhts."5 There seems to be no · 
necessity for a doubt for obvious reasons. It has been al
ready shown that Kautilya with vowel 'i' in the middle is 
a misspelling and Kautalya with vowel 'a' is the right 
spelling. Vi~J;J.ugupta is his own name perhaps given by 

:!,Jolly, lt1tro., pp, 43-44. · · 
2 Einleitung, p. liv. 
aJ.B.A.S., 52 (1833), p. 268. 
•r.s.s., 29, p. 53. 

01rrsi'r ~qtif ~ili{ij u: 1 

~wmfi~s:acqqt~q u 
G See above, p. 310." 
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his parents_. And the name, according to Mitra, "is 
a fair index to the religion which ~s father professed."• 
As a true Hindu he .took. a legitimate pride in his 

·ancestry and styled himself after his far-famed ancestor 
Kuta,la r~i. He couid not be . using different names 
of his in one and the same work. If it had been done 
it would give rise to grave doubts that different hands 
had been at the work. Probably to avoid such a mis
take, towards the end of the book he tnade it clear that 
· Kautalya of the extant .book is the Vi~~ngupta of the 
family of Kutala. Excepting the name Vi~~ugupta, 
other names are the titles earned by him from the public 
.and not taken by himself; It may, however, be asked 
that· Ca~akya is not a title and still he has not ·used it. 
It is the peculiar custom in India even in mod~r.n-days 
to venerate the father and the teacher to th~ end of their 
lives. One mode of veneration is not to utter the name 
of either. the father or even the teacher. It may amount · 
to an insult if not .to an offence. Kautalya was . 
Ca~aky~ be~ause he was the son of his father Ca~aka. 
A man like Kautalya who had profound respect for 

· orthodox tradition .could not go against it. In_ the 
light of the above observation we are led to ~ink that 
scholars will do justice to. a name and a personality, 
the type of which is indeed ra~e in the history at least 
of the . ancient world. 

( 6) The Pura~as or other literature never mention 
a single word about his authorship or writings. 2 This 
is not entirely true. · References to his authorship are 
so many that by themselves it will make a thesis. We 
shall therefore rest content with merely mentioning the 

. ~ . 

1 A.S.B.1 1ii p, 268. 
2 Keith, Sans. Lit.1 p. 459.' 
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names of the literary· works where unmistakable 
references are made to our celebrated w_riter on Polity. 

( i) That Kamat~dakt'"' already quoted- attaches 
a high value to his work on rajaniti identifying him at 
the same time with the minister of Candragupta.111 

( ii) The U padhyayauirapek/afika on the Kama,
dakinitisara3 designates the ArthaJastra as Kautalya
bha/ya'; and what is more remarkable, it calls the 
author of the Kamasutra, asmadgurze, identifying thus 
Vatsyayana with Kautalya. 

(iii) The Tantrakhyiiyika, the oldest recension 
of the Paficatantra has the following in the opening 
page of the book':- · 

~~~'RmUll~l 
~ =t~ ~ ijijf~ ifl~lltcr.ti~<4: II 

( iv) The P aficatantra, whose date is still a. bone 
of contention, has significant references in more than 

. one place to the work and the policy of Kautalya. 

(a) CRlt ~ ipqj(l;:qq~triDJ . . 

"if1Uiif41ctifij r.tilq~lluifUr i:tlttql4itlc(iM 

(b) ~~iflceif<{,q:ewaq~ -1 

SNliiWf 41di~Uail u~u: 11 

"' Here the author shows how he follows the princi-
ples of diplomacy enunciated by the master-politician. 
This verse is again instructive in the sense that it refers 

• 
1 Probably 3rd century A.D. according to Jacob~ lt~d. Ant. (1918), 

p. 159. 
111 I, 2-8i c:p. V, 2-8. .. 
• B1~l. Ind., New Seriet, No. 511, Fasc. V, pp. 136 and 138. 
'l11d. Ant. (1918), p. 190. · 
a H.O.S., XIV, p. 1. 

M-41 
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to ~asa,· a prominent character of the Mttdriirfik
fasa. Professor Tawney'st. view that the .~.Yudriiriik- ., 
fasa is anterior to the Pancatantra seems to be the 
correct hypothesis. 

In the last book again the author of the. Paiica
tantra refers with approval to the unimpeachable policy 
of_ C3.1]akya. Says he: 

(c) s:ijl'(~di ~ ;mq ~ m: ~ I 
-~~{OJ~~~~: II 

A repeated mention of the.· acceptance of the K.au
ia.Jiyan ·.policy is seen from the statement 

~ \' ~ (d) tt: atmim11llffi{(f'ti10if'4Jid 'dC:ij3ldl I 

(v) In the Mudrarakfasa of Visakhadatta.:. (Act 
VII) R.ak~asa compliments Cil}.akya thus: :..:;: 

' (' . " . 
• OIF6I{: Gf4~11tuou ~ ijlff{: 1 ~ 

(vi) The Jatakamlila of Aryasiira, probably· ~th 
century A.D. (for the work was translated into Chinese 
in A.D. 434) definitely refe_rs to the ArthaJa.stra. 2 

. ijifcrch~~ r • 

(vii) The Lankavatara.siitra probably 4th century 
A.D. of Aryasiira (this work was first trCI:llslated into 
c~~se in A.D. 443, and ·'again in A.D. 513, n~\~ with 
an appendix of 884 slokas) menti~~s ~utalya as a r~i.~ 
On . this, Johnston, according to whom the lower 
limit of the ArthaSiistra is not later than A.D. 
250, is obliged to make the following observation: 

· "Evidently therefore at the end of the fifth century 

U.R.A.S. (1~), p. '9~0. ~I 
I XXXI. 54 i cp, IX, 55-64, 
1 See verse. 816. 
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A.D. Kautalya was placed on a level'with the ancient 
r~is in point of age and the work which earned him 
this position must be at least several centuries earlier 
than that date.~'l. Certainly the period from ~e third 
to the fiftlt century. cannot .be counted as 'several 
~enturies earlier'. . · · · 

(viii) Dat}Qi regards Kauta}ya as the veritable 
master of ~e science of politics;• 

ait:fPcl diCI\ulwi'llal( I ~·(t::i"'l4Uillqjq~- . . 
g8ir ~~ ~: ~.: ijf~ I~.... . 

~ ~-~tittnCfll4fdilfilu .. 
A reference to the introduction of Shama: Sastri's 

translation of the ArthaJiistra (pp. x· and 'xi, 2nd ed.) · 
shows parallel passages from Dat}Qi. 

(ix) Bal,!a, the reputed author of the Har1acarita 
and of the more celebrated romance Kii.dambari,· refers 
to Kautalya's work though he adversely Qiticises it 
But what is to our point here is an autlientic reference 
to his writings. Says Bal}a: 

~ ~·. '~ . q' ~('-~~ . 1-:n Cl1 a~1 UBidl( I ~~lt11o'l\1(1SII jq(\1 llOI~~llij 
'3 Sl1fiUI •• ~. .. •• 

( x) Somadevasiirl in his Nitivakyamrta quotes 
often the very words of Kautalya and makes an expli
cit reference to the incidents connected· with the 
Cat]akya story. He notes especially Kautalya's 
unquestioned help to Candragupta. 

lJ.R.A.S., 1929, p. 87. 
• 11 DtJsakumiJracorita, Part II, ucc I. 8. 

1 See also Kadamban, Vol. I, p. 101? (ed. by Peterson). 
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( si) There is again a reference to his work in the 

Jain Nandi Sutra ~;N SI'I~!P :qJrJJif ~ though ·· 
the Jain canonical .writer treats his work as. one among 
the false sciences.' 

· . ( sii) Mallinatha (14th. century) in his commen
tary on the Raghuvamsa2 of Kalidasa quotes the 
Kaufaliya! 

( siii) Naraya1,1a Pa1,1qita refers to it in his com
mentary on Aru1,1acala's gloss on the Kunulrasambhava 
of Kalidasa.' 

( siv) Medhatithi (8th century A.D.) an 'earlier 
commentator on M anavadharmasastra makes a refer
ence in his gloss on VII, 43,_ to Kautalya as the desir-
a~le type of teachers.11 

. ~ :: 

(sv) K~irasvamin, an old commentator on Amara 
Kosa (about 11th century) in commenting on V, 21 
(Canto 11) says•: 

q~f&;q:~: ~~ ~lf. 
(svi) In his commentary on ~e sixty-four kala.s 

of Vatsyayana's KamasiUral Yasodhara attribute_s tb~ 
device of one variety to Kautalya.' 

(svii) Dinakara Mi~ra (1385 A.D.) a commen
tator on Kalidasa's Raghuvathsa quotes the Kattfaliya 
in commenting on the verse 12 of Canto III.8 

,N, C. Bandyopadhyaya, KauJilya, Part I, p •. 3. 
2JV, 35; VIII, 21 . and XV, 29; XVII,49, 55-6, 76 and 81; 

XVIII, 49. 
8 See also Aspects· of Polity, p. 90. 
• Ibid., 129; II.31. 
ll[bfil., p, 96. I I 
•Ibid., p. 97: 
"Af3•sore A~. Dpt. An. Rep., 1927, p. 20. 
'See Aspect\ o.tJ:~IiJ~. p. 97. 

'( " . 
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(:rviii) Caritravardhana, another commentator 
older than Di!Iakara and quoted by the latter~ refers 
to Kautalya in his gloss on the Raghuvathsa. s. 

(xis) fmltitavahana's Vyavahiira-maytika (four
teenth century A.D.) has a quotation from the Kauta
liya besides passages identical in substance.' 

(xx) The sivatatvaratniikara (17th centurr 
A.D.) refers to Brhaspati, sukra, and CaJ.lakya, as 
authorities on Political Science. 

(7) Yet another argument is that the contents of 
the work itself deal with not only politics but a great 
many subjects under administration which require a 
knowledge of the specialists in architecture, in agricul
ture, in mining, in ~tary organisation, etc. It is' 
impossible that one man should have been a specialist 
in all the pranches of knowledge. . Against this it may 
be remarked at the outset that this is not 
impossible in India and especially in Ancient 
India where we know of the versatile knowledge 
possessed by many a Pandit in those days. 
They became sages and seers because of their know
ledge in all branches of arts ~nd sciences. The speciali
sation of education is a modem cry and the evils of 
such specialisation are patent enough. It makes the 
specialist devote all his time in hi~ own subject often
times to the utter neglect of the other subjects. Specia
lisation may make one learned but not cultured. Ancient 
Indians took legitimate pride in their culture, nurtured 
it with great care and attention, and promoted its growth 
themselves being the custodians of that world-wide 

t III, 13; IV, 21 ; XVII, .56. 
• Published 1912, p. 174, p. 148, etc. 
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culture. For instance, Bhi~ma can speak with authority 
. on any question submitted to him, whatever branch of 
science it might refer to. Vasi~tha the Purohita could 
asse~ with first-hand knowledge his opinion on any 
subject Indeed the Purohita was Purohita because he 
was thoroughly versed in all ~ranches of knowledge. 
For the conduct of sacrifices and rituals which belonged 

· to his department he ought to have mastered the Sath
hitas; for propitiating rites and. ceremonies he must
have learnt the Atharva Veda; for fixing auspicious 
times, he had a full knowledge of the sciences of astro-. 
nomy and astrology; for encouraging soldiers fighting 
.in the field of battle,_ he taught himself the 
Dhanur Veda; to sit' in judgment over the king' s dis
cussions and lead him in the right path, he was· a :veri
table master of the Dharma1iistras and the Arthafastras. 

Thus it was common in ancient India that he was 
deemed a sif!a or a cultured person who had at his 
finger's end knowledge of all branches. · There is 
nothing wonderful about this fact Again the authors 
of law-books, epics and the Pur~as must have been 
specialists in all branches of knowledge, for, they _had 
to handle directly or indirectly all different arts and 
sciences. As for Kautalya there is a tradition that 
he must have been the author of a Dharmasastra, an 
A.rthasastr.a,. a Kamasastra · and a MoJi~asastra. If 
Vatsyayana is a synonym for Kau!alya, and ii 
C3.1).3.kya be established an authority in astrology 
according to' Brhat-Sa1ir.hitli, and again if the com
~entator of the Nyayasfltra be the same as the autho~ 
of the· Kamasutra, is it not incorrect to say that one 
~not have a specialised knowledge in 'everything? 
Parasara is quoted as an authority on the Arthasastra 
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by Kautalya· and on the Kamasasira by Vatsyayana; 
while the extant works by Parasara are a Dharmasastra 
and another on astrplogy. These, then, would tend 
to show "that the schools of the age did not confine 
themselves to certain subjects only to the exClusion of 
others but attempted to deal comprehensively with ·all 
or most of the sci~nces or subjects of interest in the 
period."~ 

(8) The other argument is that Candragupt~ 
possessed a great empire and that what the Arthasastra 
postulates is only a small state of ~edium size. This 
simply means that the political horizon of the Kauta
liyan world was narrow and limited to a state of medium 
size, and that Kautalya had no imperial outlook .. 
This is again far from the truth. 2 The description of · 
the matt~ala or Circle of States and the policy of the. 
states towards one another have been to a large extent 
responsible for this theory. J aya~wai conclusively 
shows .the hollowness of this theory. He writes; "The 
supposition is contradicted by fact. Kautalya says ·that 
the Imperial tract ( Cakravarti-k~etra) 8 iies betweerdhe 
Himalayas and the Ocean, pinety-two ·thousand 'J.'ojanas . 
in the straight line (as the crow flies). lt is hardly 
possible to imagine a state without neighbours. . . . A 
poiicy towards neighbours will have to be.postula:ted by 
any statesman however large his empire inay be ... Then 
we know that there were a number of neighbours in the 
south who were reduced in the next reign, i.e., Bindu
sara. When Candragupta took the territories now 
called theN. W. Provinces from the Greeks it does not 

1 Aspects of Ancient Indian Polity1 p. 90. 
a See above, pp •. 74. and 76. 
a Bk. IX, cb. 1. 
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follow that he took the land without its rulers, republic~ 
generally, who were existing under the system of 
Alexander. The Sanghavritta lays down a policy 
towards the republics which it assumes to be under the 
king's sphere of influence, be they in (1) the Punjab, 
(2) Afghanistan (Kamboja), (3) \Vestem India, or 
(4) North Bihar. There were therein parties in 
favour of the suzerain and parties against him. 
He was to sow the seed of dissension, patronise 
~orne, instal or depose one of the leaders. Now 
we know that' in no other than the early Maurya 
tiine, Afghanistan, the Punjab, \Vestem India, and 
North Bihar were at one and the same time under the 
sphere of one Indian king. The fact that Kautalya 
hardly tolerates sub-kings is one which is ~nly;;.com
patible with tl,Ie 1\Iauryan times."~ In addition to this 
it may be noted that in the fifteenth and the sixteenth 
chapters of tl;le seventh adhikara!la, Kautalya lays down 
interstate, if not, international, relations which ought to 

. exist between an emperor and his . subjects or allied 
kings. ·. A reading of' these two chapters bears testi
mony to the prevailing imperial ideas which swayed the 
ntaster-mind of Kautalya. He certainly enunciated 
an imperial policy as is seen from the laws prescribed 
on the treatment to be acc~rded to the conquered king 
by the ·conqueror.' 

\HirtdN Polity, Pt. I, p •• 20t'.l . i · 
'See Law, Interstate R~lalions in Ancie111 l11dJ.· S. V. Visva· 

natha, lnlernatio11al Law in. AncietJI l11clia. 



APPENDIX II 

l.fEGASTHENES AND KAUT ALY A . .. 

An endeavour is made here to examine briefly the · 
diffcre~ces and the similarities between Megasthenes' 
Fragments and the Kau(aliya and see how the differenc~s 1\ 
so called are really minor an4 mostly imaginative. A 
comparison is instituted h~re as it falls within the scope 
of the present viork. In this particular the plan fol
lowed is to a large extent that of Otto Stein in his \ 
Jfegasthenes wzd Kaufilya•· where he has exhaustively 
dealt with this question. 

1. Roads 

Among the public institutions examined by Stein 
are first the roads. According to Megasthenes, 2 "The 
length from west to east as far as Palibothra ~n be 
stated with greater certainty, for the royal road is 
measured by schoni, and is in length 10,000 stadia." 
The Greek expression in the Indika means the Indian 
rii ja miirga or royal road. And it is· argt{ed that in the 
Kaufaliya the road which goes from west to east is not 
the royal road but the high road which is a trade route 
( 11a1Jik-p.atha) .• This is an argumeutzwt e.1: sileiltio, 
and it may be that Kautalya was aware of it and he 
had no occasion to mention it. · 

:1, Wien. 1921. 
:lfg. 4. 
8 !Jlegastl1tnet u11tl Ka11tilya, pp. 17 and 18. Cp. Ar. Sas., Bk. 7, 

ch. 2. 

M-42 
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2. Milestones 

Secondly, ~e following are the remarks of Megas
thenes on the milestones1

·: ."They (Agoranomen) con
struct roads, and at every ten stadia set up a pillar to 
show the bye-roads and distances." In the opinion of 
Schwanbeck, 11 the schoemts which with Eratosthenes 
coincides with the Indian measurement of distance, 
yojana, is a measure of 40 stadia of four krosas. '\Vhile 
we· do not meet with the term krosa as an official 
measurement in the Arthasastra, the term is not un
known to Asokan inscriptions. According to the 
seventh Pillar Edict of Asoka at intervals of eight kos 
the roads ·were marked by trees and fountains of 
water.8 Mile-stones' might have been u·sed or might 
not have been used. I~ may be as Stein sugg~tsthat 
Megasthenes has imported the Persian or Egyptian 
idea into India/ If this were established it would not 
detract the value of the Arthasastra which portrays a 
state of affairs actually obtaining in the land. , It, on 
the other hand, tends to reduce the intrinsic value of 

. Megasthenes' writings on India.6 

3. Measurement of latzd 

With regard to the measurement of land, 1\Iegas
thenes has the · following o~servation6 :-"Some 
(Officials) superintend the rivers, · (and) measure the 
land as is done in Egypt." . It is argued that whereas 
the Arthasastra mentions measurements of landed pro 4 

• 

1Fr. 34.3. ' , 
liP, 48, Cal. ed. · · 
a ;Fleet, J.R.A.S., 1906, p, 401 ff. 1 
4 Op. cit., p. 21; Barnett1 Ind! Alit., p. 107; and • Smith, Early 

J!istory, p. 135. · f 
11 Cp. Glories of Magadha, p. 61. ' 
8 Fg. 34. ' 
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perty of the 'rillage perhaps for purposes of · 
taxation, 1\Iegasthenes seems to refer to a general 
measurement of lands in vogue. Scholars like Law and 
l\Iookerjee2 have accepted the theory that tlie measure
ment of land was in practice in Ancient India. 
It is tnte that the measurement in the Arthasiistra 
refers only to the village and its bor4ers, and at the 
same time one cannot agree with Prof. Stein that 1\legas
thenes refers to a general measurement of lands.·That 
this is only a supposition of Dr. Stein, an~ that Megas
thencs must have meant only the village measurement 
is evident from Strabo whom the learned scholar him
self has quoted. "Strabo speaks about the land measure
ment of ~oypt in order to fix the limits of the property 
which were damaged by the floods of the Nile."' Fixing· 
the borders of the property must necessarily refer to the 
landed property of every village and not to a general 
land measurement though Strabo has not mentioned the 
particular expression 'village'. One of the functions 
of officials like the Gopa and the Sthanika in the 
Kaufalrya is the survey and the measurement of lands."· 

4. I"igation ca11als 
Speaking on irrigation, 1\Iegasthenes observes• that 

the officials supervise watenvays (McCrindle, sluices) 
which can be closed, and out of which water is let out 
siOwly so that all may have access to it Prof. Stein 
would not accept the rendering by McCrindle' of the 

1 Studits i;, Anrit'nl Hinth Polity, p. 112. 
t Ibid., Int. p. 36. 
a Stein, p. Z2. 
« See llookerjee, Int.. p. 36. · 
I Fg. J.l 
1 Jltg. tmJ KautilJO, pp. 12.-27. See a1so Barnett, Antiquilits of 

India, p. 107, 
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Greek expression in the lndika as sluices. He inter
pret~ it as any waterway that could be shut 
up. 'Ve can accept Stein's interpretation as it 

. well fits in with the use of the tenn in the 
Arthaslistra,-Setubaudha.' The tenn is' also used 
in another sense, viz., connection by iron railings .. ,Vith 
this we are not concerned now. Setubandha is a 
constntction of a dam or bridge to shut out or let in 
water. . This is the generally accepted interpretation 
and no purpose is served by twisting it and interpreting 
it in other ways. It has been accepted on all hands 
that one of the means of India's irrigation was by means 
of canals and channels and this finds an unmistakable 
expression in the extant Arthasastra.1 

• • 

· 5. Two hare/est seaso11s . ~ .;. 

Dr. Stein next examines the mention of tlie two 
crops in the course of the year by ~Iegasthenes who 
speaks also of the fertility of the soil and a double rain
fall, one in the winter season and the other in ~ummer.• 
'Vheat, rice, bospore, sesamum and milfet are mention
ed. ~Iegast1ienes who had heard ~f the agricultural 

.. industry from report-because there is no state~nent 

that he went into the country-parts outside the Capital 
-could not furnish more details than these. Kautalya 
m~ntions the crops of the rainy season and crops which 
could be raised in other seasons also. - The fertility 
of the soil and the raising of two crops, summer and 
winter, can be easily proved from the Arthaslistra and 
especially the chapter entitled sitadhj•akfa.4 

. 
l. Bk. II, ch. 1; Bk. VII, ch; ,t4· . 
I Bk. II, ch. 24. : .. 
a Fg. I and II, 
t Bk. II, ch. 24; cp. Aleg. tmd Kaut, pp. 27-213. 
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6. Fortress at Pt.i{aliputra 

On the fortification of Pataliputra says Otto 
Stein :-"The fragments of Megasthenes refer to Patali· 
putra and its fortification. In the Arthasastra however 
there is no mention of Pataliputra."' Megasthenes also 
speaks of several cities situated on .the banks of rivers 
or on the sea-coast built of wood instead of brick and 
of cities on other commanding· situations built 
a'£ brick and mud. 1 Strabo on the other hand 
mentions wooden buildings all round, which is not a 
fact. · Rhys Davids3 speaks of fortifications in India 
built of stone walls in the 6th century B.C. Kautaly~ 

. refers unmistakably to walls of stone. · Therefore · 
Strabo could not be credited with full knowledge 
of facts about India. There were certainly wooden 
portions in the buildings. · This is true even of houses 
built to-day. N. N. Law has shown that houses 'of 
wood were indeed common in the fourth century B.C. 
side by si~e ~ith stone. 

An attempt has been made by Stein to compare 
the description of Pataliputra with that found in the 
Kaufaliya.' It may be that Kautalya describes the 
fortress, its construction and· plan from ~ctual condi· 
tions, and not as ri1ere theory. On that account it does 
not stand to reason that Kautalya has purely drawn his· 
materials for the construction of a fortress from Patali
putra. It may be that P.ataliputra served him as the 
basis for· constructing his theory of a fortress. But 
we cannot expect Kautalya who writes a general treatise 

\P. 28. 
a Fg. 26J 

· a Bt1ddltisl lt~dia, p, 96. 
•Meg, ~mel Kan/.1 p, 30 ff. 
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on statecraft to follow the details and measurements 
of J:>ataliputra. Though the Arthaslistra was for the 
time being intended for Candragupta, it was a text
book on Polity for all time, and for all kings, and for all 
places. Therefore Kautalya could not have prescribed 
only one standard,-the model of the fortress at Patali
putra. On the other hand he mentions different kinds 
of fortresses such as nadidurga, t'anadurga with res
pective measurements in details. Some may have 
four gates and some twelve gites. Some may 
have one trench around and others three trenches. It 
all depends on the environs and eminence where such 
fortress is erected. For the construction of a fortress 
is·purely dependent on topographical and geographical 

. circumstances. By sheer accident, some me!lsure
ments or details of :Megasthenes may coincide~~ith the 
Kaufaliyan description, as for example, Pataliputra in 
the form of a square, the wall of Arrian to the priiklira 
of the Kaufaliya, etc. On this account we cannot pro
ceed to compare the two because Kautalya is certainly 
not describing the fort at Pataliputra but is describing 
how and in what manner a fort could be erected at 
such. and such a place. 

. Connected with this is the theory that as Kauta}ya 
dqes not mention Pataliputra he could not have been 
the Minister of Candragupta. It is very probable that 
there was no occasion for Kautalya to mention his 
Capital city by this name. It may be repeated again 
that Kautalya's mission was not to sketch Candragupta's 
administration, though Candragupta 'seem~ to hav~ 
based his administratiolJ 1 on the model, ~uggested. 
His purpose was to ·write . a scientific treatise 
on administration which his King Candragupta 
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and his successors as well might· use with profit 
and advantage to themselves. In such a treatise there 
would certainly be no occasion for mentioning tlte city 
of PataJi, and the mere oinission of this fact 'cannot be 
seriously advanced as an argument for- or against 
establishing the authenticity of the work. . 

7. Houses and property • 

Megasthenes says1 that the houses and property 
of Indians were left generally unguarded. This 
observation is the outcome of · the idealistic 
tendency of Megasthenes to establish the honesty 
of Indians. This does not mean that there 
was no theft of any kind or robbers of any sort. Human 
nature being what it is, it is impossible to think of a· · 
state of affairs at any time and in any clime, where . 
robbery was totally absent and where transparent 
honesty prevailed. \Vhat :Megasthenes evidently 
means is that the administration of the land was under 
such powerful hands that none dared to commit .crime 
of any sort. Nothing more tan be deduced from this 
statement. 

8. On Elephants 

Dr. Stein has examined at length the passages of 
the KaufaliJa2 on elephants with the relevant state
ments of the Indika under different headings: (a) places 
where they. are caught, (b) their height, (c) age, 

. (d) hunting, (e) stalls, (/) size, (g) feeding, (h) train.
ing, (i)diseases and their remedy. ·It is gr~tifying to 
note that under almost all these items he finds more 

, s f g. Z7; Stc:in. p. 41 : cp. Bk. III, r.b. 8. • 
I Ot. rit.; p. 47-Jf. 
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points of resemblance between the Greek account and 
the .Arthasiistra. The minor differences under this sec
tion are with regard to age. According to Kauta.Iya ele.
phants which are 40 years old are the largest, those of 30 
medium size, and those of S and 20 of the lowest class ... 
But the Greek accounts refer to elephants aged 200 and 
300 years. Commonsense tells us that this portion 

· of the account must be an exaggeration, perhaps to 
·glorify the importance of those animals for the state in 
respect of war, traffic, etc. It is unfortunate that such 
incorrect statements haYe found a place in their docu
ments. In regard to particulars about hunting, it is 
only a question of details which. do not legitimately 
belong to the prO\ince of a work on polity. 

9. 011r Horses 

The fragments available do not furnish details in 
respect of the training,.feeding; and housing of horses. 
Dr. Stein remarks: "\\'hat 1\Iegasthenes has giyen is 
hardly worth comparing, no_r very much has he left to 
speak with definiteness." The statement that no bridles 
were used for horses is contradicted by himself. In F g. 
3.5 it is said that "the professional trainers break tliem in 
by forcing them to gallop round and round in a ring"-a 

·kind of training that is mentioned with certain modifica
tions by Kauta.Iya. 21 In this connection it. may be pointed 
out that the statement of ~Iegasthenes that the elephants 
and horses we_re the monopoly of the king and that no 
priYate . perspn ha4 the rtght to en joy them has been 
contradicted by other Greek writers. Strabo and Arrian 
definitely state that these animals were as much private 

J' I 

\Arrian, Fg. :xvn.: 
•Meg,' unci Katl/.1 pp. 58-60.· 
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property as that of the state." The KaufaliJ'a on the 
other hand nowhere commits itself to a state
ment that these animals were the sole property 
of the king. A perusal of the sev~ral con
nected chapters shows that these animals were used 
also as private property though preference was cer
tainly given to the king who required their frequent 
use especially for purposes of war. · Thus under these 
heads there is little or nothing worth comparison and 
the points of coincidences outweigh those of differences.~ 

10. On metals and mines 

Prof. Stein agrees with Jolly when he says that 
:\Iegasthenes me~tions only silver, gold, br~nze, iron, 
and tin, whilst the list of Kautalya includes more metals 
like copper, lead, t:aikarautaka, mercury, and brass, and 
shows that that period must have been ·an infant 
stage of knowledge \\ith regard to metals whilst 
that of the Kau[aliJa shows a highly developed 
knowledge ·in both chemical and technical sciences. 
Stein concludes thus• :-"The enumeration of these 
metals "ith details as to shape, colour, and quality, 
ability to work upon the metals, and finally, the many 
kinds of officials for almost every branch of the mining 
industry, overseers and inspectors of mines, of useful, 
metals (lohadhyak~), of coinage, of salt, of gold, 
of goldsmith, ~d legal regulations \\ith regard to pri
vate management,-all these demonstrate that in this 
field there is a higher culture than in the Greek reports 
commencing "ith :Megasthenes. Undoubtedly here we 

:a. Arrian, Fg. X\'11 • 
. ZMtg. tmd. Kauf., pp. 58-60. 

I Ot. tit., p. 61. 
•Pp. 63-M. 

M-43 
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find a more recent epoch/' The above conclusions are 
unt~nable for the following reasons:-

(a) The . report of 1\Iegasthenes , does not 
simply mention only these five metals and do~s 
not say that India knows only of these and 

. no other. 'Ve shall quote J.Iegasthenes1
: "And 

while the soil bears on its surface all kinds of fruits 
which are knmvn to cultivation, it has also under ground 
nun1erous veins of all sorts of metals, for it contains 
much gold and silver, and copper and iron in no small 
quantity, and even tin and other metals. are employed 
in making articles of use and ornament, as will be the 
implements and accoutrements of war."' Thus J.Iegas
thenes mentions by name five metals but is careful to 
~peak also of "other metals." It is a significant phrase. 
It shows that other metals and their use were well 
known. Apparently he did not . seem called upon to 
give a complete list of metals known. In fact they 
\vere so many that he used the term "other metals" 
advisedly. 

(b) It is also evident frorn, the above passage 
that these metals were put to different uses, jewellery, 
arms of war, etc. This means that there were 

• different flourishing industries and the work was done 
by skilled labourers. It seems that these industries 
were under the supervision of the state and its officials. 
Nevertheless private enterprise was not discouraged. 
Private people could take to these manufactures after 
obtaining the. necessary licence. Even mines were 
exploited by private people 'vith licences previously 

• 1/ f • 

J.Fg. 1. 
' t \ 

I Cf. ]oily, lntro., p. 35; Keith, Sa11.skrit Lit., p, 460. 
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obtained. To turn the ·metals into articles of utility 
requires -naturally · a sound knowledge of melting, 
smelting, moulding, and other chemical an~ technical 
processes. • • 

. (c) Metallurgy and alchemy ·are- not recent 
growths. in India as the learned German scholar .would 
have it.' It has been already shown1

• that there were 
ancient works on metallurgy and alchemy as is evidenced 
by the Kauta.liya itself. It is a wrong reading of 
Indian history, to repeat what has been alre·ady said, that 
Indian cul~ure began with·or after Alexandar's inva-: 
sion to India. ·The Bztddlii~t Jatakas,2 the Ramayana,' 
and other ancient works, composed before ·Alexander 
invaded India, knew of diffe~ent arts ·and. crafts co~-. 
nected with metals.' · ', · 

(d) To say that Megasthenes' account betrays an 
infant stage of India's technical sciences is a contradic~ 
tion in, terms: His mention of other metals as well as 
their different uses show as much an ~dvanced stage 
as that portrayed in the Arthasastra. \V e are .1:1ot 
able to find any difference between the two versions 
except the fact that Megasthenes does not mention much 
by way of workmanship in ·metals. If we r'ely on 
literary tradition, advancement of metal culture 
has reached a great stage before Kautalya's. 
time. It continued to keep its level and main
tain its prestige with greater glory and success 

1 See above, pp. 16-17. 
2 G. Biihler: lndisclle Palaeographic, p. 17; Fick's Social Organisa· 

lion, translated by S. K. Maitra, (1920) lntro., pp. ix-x. 
8 According to J?rd£. Jacobi, Das Ramayana, Gesclrichte tmd inllalt, 

(Bonn, i\893), the .date suggested is be!ore 500 B.C. Prof. Keith 
·suggests the fourth .century B.C. (i.R.A.S., 1915, pp, 38ff). 

']. ]. Meyer, lntro., pp, 4547. 
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under the Aiauryas, because the Alauryas gave the 
~untry tranquillity and peace which are so essential for . 

r the progress of any business or ind~stry. It may be 
however surmised that it had become decadent under 
the N andas and revived under the Aiauryas ,~·ith greater 

. vigour and fresh enthusiasm. \Vhatever may be the 
truth, the fact remains that there is no warrant to call 
the statement in Alegasthenes' records as infantine and 
that in the Artlzasiistra as progressive culture. It is 
something like the pro,·erb "Give the dog a bad name 
and hang it".:t. 

11. l11stitutiou of Jfarriage· 

Discussion then centres around the forms and 
the institution of marriage.' Alegasthenes says': :They 
marry many wives, whom they buy from their·parents, 
giving in exchange a yoke of oxen. Some they marry 
hoping to find in them willing helpmates; and others for 
pleasure and to fill their houses with children." The 
system of polygamy and the longing for children v. hich 
are referred to by Alegasthenes are in conformity \\ith 
the prescriptions of the Dlwrmasiistras and the Artlla
siistra. Kautatya says• the giring in marriage _of a 
girl for two cows is called the Arfa form of 
marriage, and this is . what ~Iegasthenes means 
by giving in exchange a yoke of oxen. The 
motives for marriage, such as securing help
mates, etc., is, in other words, an incorrect 
report of what he had heard about the eight accepted 
forms, of ma~age, of which four were popul~r. \Vhile . 

1 }. ]. Meyer, ltilro., p. 29. 

• 2 Stein, p. 64. 
•Fg. ZJ. 

j 

•Bk. In. ch. 2. See l£ookerjee, lnlro., p. :.d. 
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the prajapatya, and the dait'a, aim at the higher ideal of 
the woman being the helpmate and life-partner in weal 
and woe, the ga11dhan:a aims merely at the enjoyment 
of pleasure. As regards the longing for many children 
it is a fundamental principle of the ancient Hindus that 
the real aim of marriage is to secure offspring. 'Vith · 
their belief of life after death, and the existence of 
awards and punishments in the other world as a con· 
sequence of actions in this world, they developed the 
idea of feeding the departed ancestors ( Jraddha) anJ. 
thus invoking their blessings and goodwill. It is only 
the son who could perform various religious ceremonials 
due to his ancestors without any grudge, and the idea 
was further developed that a man who had no issues 
would suffer eternal hell in spite of all his other good· 
actions and pure conduct The idea was that a sonless 
person must at least adopt a son who would be able to 
propitiate his spirit. Thus the religious element 
entered into the social institution and marriage became 
a sacrament on that account. Hence giving birth to a 
son came to be considered a sacred duty to the family 
and to the departed manes and ultimately to God. So 
:\Iegasthenes must ha~e been told of this complex pri~-
ciple, at once religious and biological, and he was not 
able to distinguish the significance attached to sons in 
the Hindu family. 

It is amusing to find the remark of Megasthenes 
who says "since they have no slaves they have 
more need to have children armmd them to attend 
to their wants."' This is only an assumption of the 
Greek visitor but not a fact. It is not correct to state 
that there were no slaves in those days. :Megasthenes 

\Fg. I. 
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had apparently confused slaves and servants. : He 
has ~aken servants to be slaves /attributing the ideas of 
his own country. Every family could not afford to have 
servants, and absence of servants in certain families 
must have obviously driven Megasthenes to this con-

' elusion,. or his statement in this respect is incorrect as 
many others· are. But what is more important is 
that we find coincidences between the two versions as 
regards the institution of marriage.~ 

12. On wr£ting 

Passing on to the question and practi~e of 
writing, Stein quote~ Megasthenes who is of opinion 
that "there were no written laws in ancient· India and 
that the people were ignorant of writing· ·and that they 
trusted to memory in all the business of life."t.>. These 
statements are again a distorted version of actual con
ditions obtaining in the land. Megasthenes must have 
been evidently told that the ~aws of the land were con
tained irt the smrtis, and the smrtis were remembrances 
in the form . of codes of Vedic injunctions which 
every judge was expecteq practically to carry in his 
head. The judicial officers were so w~ll posted with 
the laws and.customs o{ the land that they decided cases 
without reference to the codes of law and this fact must 
have induced Megasthenes to draw the conclusion that 
they had no written laws, and to make a' further infer
ence that they were igt'J;orint of writing. Evidently 

I, 

Megasthenes did not careto enquire deeply into things 
·he saw and ~heard. He had gathered il few facts at 
haphazard and he perhaps thought it worth his while 
to put them in black and, )Vhite along witp his own 

j 

lMeg, 'UIId. Ka.Jt/., pp. 64-69. 
2 Fg. 27. 
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impressions. · · Most of them have unfortunately 
remained as iri1pressions and have not carried us much 
farther. Thus far and no further is the _impression 
which the lndika makes on us at present. 

We had occasion to refer to the question of writing 
I • f 

in India and tried to show .. how writing had 
been in existence centuries before Megasthenes 
came as the ambassador to the Indian Court. 
Prof. Stein, who has examined all the available Greek 
records, shows on · the a~thority of Nearchos 
the existence of the custom of writing, in B.C. 
fourth century.:~. And this fits in well with the Kaze~ 
taliya which speaks of different kinds of written docu~ 
ments (patra, sasana), art of writing (speech, style, and· 
logic), as well as defects of writing; and the· materials< 
of writing.2 In fact the whole chapter 10 is 
full of interesting materials as regards writing and its· 
technique. The term tala occurs in various places in 
different connections. In the chapter .on royal writs 
the phrase ktilapatra occurs.. If we may venture a con· 
jecture it may be talapatra, and k for t could have 
been plausibly the mistake of the copyist. · (£ we are 
to take it as kala, then the word pat1·a must evidently 
refer to Uilapatra (palmyra leaves) as can be 'gathered 
from contemporary and earlier records. 

Biihler speaks of leaves of tii¢a-tala and 
ta4i-tala as writing materials of the Bttddhists.8 

H. P. Sastri also speak{ o'f two kinds, narrow 
and broad, called tala and te¢et.' Megasthenesn •.• 

1 Meg. 1111d. KtJ"f..; p. 70. 
a Bk. II, ch. 10. 
11 Palatography, p. 89. 
• Mag, Lit., p. 63. 
•Fr. so. 
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and Arrian1
• refer to tala, and even to-day in spite of 

the growing popularity of paper, orthodox pandits 
prefer to write in the palmyra leaves especially the 
'writing of horoscopes. Tradition is so strong in India 
that even now when our boys are sent to school on the 

'first day they are sent with a palmyra leaf with alpha
bets inscribed thereon. It therefore stands to reason that 
palmyra leaves were used as writing materials from 
earliest tinles known to literary history. If :Megas· 
thenes was not fully posted with. the correct infonna
tion at least we have the evidence of other Greek writers 
such as that of Nearchos, which falsifies the theory of 
l'viegasthenes and bears testimony to the statement of 
the Kaufali'j1a.2 These well-authenticated docW11ents 
give the lie direct tq the statement of ~la..x Miill.er. that 
the art of \vriting did not exist in India beforethe 4th 
century B.C.3 Haraprasad Sastri has drawn attention 
to an important data which may be adduced as a serious 
argument for the an~ent character of the Grhsa· 
siitras. In the. list of the sau¥kiira.s of the Grh'j•a
szltras of old, the first initiation into the mystery of 
learning . is not mentioned as a sacrament, while the 
Arthastistra mentions it definitely. Therefore som.e 
time after the composition of the Grhyaslitras and much 
earlier than the Arthasastra the art of writing must 
have been evolved. A pre-Buddhist \york like the 
Vtisistha Dharmasmra refers to written documents 
(lekl;;,~) . . J'his art had ·advanced so much that bad 
writing was qiscouraged.• 

t. VIII, 3. 
2 Cf. JoUy. l11tro., p. 35. , Keith, Sans. Lit., p; 460. 

• History of Sa11skrit Liter~ture. f 
• Jlagadhan Literature, pp, 61-62. 
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Let us take again other subjects and institutions 
which have been examined· by Dr. Stein. Under the 
general heading,-the King, he discusses massage, 
bodyguard, daily work, justice, sacrifices~ hunting, 
drmk, income, anuy, kingly surroundings, name, and 
dynasty.1 \Ve shall now proceed to see ho\v far both 

• 
the· Arthasastra and the Iudika concur or demur in 
these respects. 

(a) The massage of the body of the king seems 
to have been a familiar custom with the ancient kings. 
Art:haSastras like the Kaufaliya and the Purat}as like 
the Agni Prtrti!ra mention this, among the daily routine 
of the Indian king. This fact is also recorded by 
Megasthenes. It is the duty of the Samt•iilzaka.1 

But Megasthenes has added that the king was being · 
massaged when the court was in session. Either it was 
a fact or a simple case of imagination of the Greek 
writer. . \Vhat is of importance to us is that both agrf'e 
in the 'main particulars. Even women were engaged 
for this purpose as is referred to by both the 
authorities.• 

(b) The Artllasastra speaks of a bodyguard of 
soldiers protecting the king. The statement that women 
armed with bows and arrows guarded the king in 
the palace is in correspondence with the Kautali)•a! 
Evidently Megasthenes refers to these details when he 
simply mentions thaf just in front of the palace the 
bodyguard and a portion of the army were quartered. • 

t Jleg. und. X aut., eh. V. 
t Bk. I, cb. 21. 
a See F g. t1; A~ Silt., I, 12; I, 20; Agni, ch. 280; !I tg. rmJ. Kau/.1 

pp. 734. 
•Bk. L ch. 1 .. 
IFg. 27; Bk. I, ch. 20. 

M-44 
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(c) \Vith r~oard to the administration of justice, 
both the authorities do not mention the king. as the 
administrator of justice. Both mention, howeyer, 
judicial officers. But according to llegasthenes the 
king is present almost the whole day in the court.•· This 
e\idently refers to the engagement of the king in the 
court to decide cases of appeal. 1 This interpretation 
alone would be consistent \\ith the statement of :hlegas
thenes which definitely mentions a body of judges to 
administer justice and delh·er judgment1 Curtius is 
perhaps right when he says' that the· Icing's 
citadel w_as e\·er open to those who approached it It 
could not be entirely an exaggerated statement, for 
the same is mentioned about A5oka. It was expected 
of every righteous monarch to render._., justice 
without delay. Prof. Stein however contends. that 
Curtius speaks of kings in general and not Candra
gupta in particular.='' \Vhatever this may be there 
seems to have been a practice in Ancient India that the 
king was always accesSible to the people. The Artha
siistra prescribes thus: "\Vhen in the court he shall never 
cause his petitioners to wait at the door, for, when a 
king makes himself inaccessible to his people and en
trustS his work to his immediate officers he may be sore 
to engender confusion in business and to cause th\!rehy 
public disaffection, and make himself a prey to his 
enemies. He shall, therefore, personally attend to the 
business of gods and heretics, of Brahmans learned in 

t Fg. 'Z/. 

I Bk. I. ch. 19. 

a Fg. 3Z and 33. 

'\111. 9. 

•P. 81. 
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the Vedas, of cattle, of sacred places, of minors, of the 
aged, the afllicted and the lielpless and of 
women. . All this is in order (of enumer_ation) or 
according to the urgency or pressure of representations. 
All urgent calls he shall hear at once, but never put 
off; for when postponed they will prove too hard or 
impossible to accomplish."1 

(d) According to Megasthenes the king goes out 
during sacrificial sessions.2 Commenting on . this 
passage Lassen is right when he maintains that this 
docs not refer to the daily sacrifices but only to special 
sacrifices.• This is corroborated by the Kaufali)'tl.~ 
Here it is said that the king goes out of the palace on 
certain occasions-festivals, fairs, processions, or . 
sacrificial sessions. ·The fact that Megasthenes has 
mentioned only the occasion of sacrifices shows that he 
must have personally witnessed the ·king attending an 
yajtia outside the palace. Otto Stein thinks5 that it refers 
to the daily sacrifices and contends that Megasthenes' 
statement is not provable. Megasthenes does not say· 
expressly that the king goes 'out daily, ~nd even if_ he 
has so expressed he must be in the wrong, for Vedic 
sacrifices could not be done in all the seasons of the year. 
Certain periods of the year are prohibited as inauspi
cious for the performance of sacrifices. Hence the
learned scholar's view cannot be accepted in the light 
of the passage in the Arthasiistra. 

(e) The Indika reports that whenever the king 
set out for htmting, the roads wer~ always blocked by 

1 Shiima Sistri Trans., p . .W; Bk. I, dL 19. 
z Fg. tl and 33. 

· liJntl. Alt., II. p. 270. 
• Bk. I, ch. 20. 
sp, S3. 
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ropes and when the king was lea~ing the city, portions 
of streets reserved for the king were cleared of dangers ., 
and dangerous persons. He was also accompanied by 
women.1 The, phrase of Megasthenes "portions of 
streets reserved for the king" evidently means raja
mlirga or the. royal .road of Kautalya, the main street 
or streets of the capital city. Kautalya says that 
whenever the king went out of the city or came into it, 
the royal road was to be ~arded on both sides by staff· 
bearers and was to be clear from armed persons, ascetics 
and the crippled. It is said that he was further policed 
by the repres~ntatives of the ten tribes.2 

. The hunting 
£orests we~e free from highway robbers, snakes, and 
enemies .. · In the chapter entitled litmarakiitakam, 
m~ntion is made of the armed women appointe;! f()r the 
personal. safety of the king. 8 

· 

. (f) Megasthenes reports that the Indians are not 
addicted to drinking.' Evidently Megasthenes moved 
with those members of the community who were 
bound by the law of the land to forsake alcoholic drinks 
and wine. This we see from. the ,Arthastistra where 
there is a prohibition for the Brahmans. From 
the same work there is evidence to demonstrate .. that 
the other classes were not prohibited from taking these 
drinks, though some restrictions were placed on their 
use. Thus Megasthenes in thi~ particular cannot be 
said to be correct. 5 

(g) Megasthenes speaks of the state ownership of 
land. In other words, the king was t~e owner of all 

:t,Fg. tl. 
11 Bk. I, ch, 20. 
sBk. I, ch. 21. 
• Fg. 27. 
G See, for more details, the chapter on Stir~dhyak$a, Bk. JJ, 2~. 
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the lands as well as the soil of the state.1
• This is to 

deny the existence of private property as an institution. 
That there was the king,s property as distinguished 
from private holdings no one can deny. Kaufalya deals 
largely with crown lands and their regul'!tions. Kau
~alya also mentions private holdings which are appar4 

ently communal as can be gathered, from the prescrip
tions. In all disputes about boundary marks and fields and 
gardens it is the elders of the village or even neighbour4 

hood who decided them. T~e sta.te could only appr'?
priate holdings which have.ceased to be enjoyed by any 
person.2 This means that unclaimed property ·became 
state property.8 In this connection attentipn may be 
drawn to the monograph of Bernhard Breloer, entitled 
Katttaliya Studien I, Das Gruudeigentum i11, Indien, · 
where he makes a comparative study of modem land 
rev_enue systems with those which obtained in th~ 

Maurya times as is evidenced by the Greek accounts 
and the Art has astra! Megasthenes says: ''Besides 
the land tribute, they pay into the royal treasury a 
fourth part of the produce of the soil.ns But Kautalya 
says that one-sixth of natural produce was to be·paid 
to the king.6 Other rates were one-third or one-fourth. 
This means that land revenue varied from one-sixth 
to one-third according to the seasons. Megasthenes 
was apparently not able to distinguish between rent 
and tax. It is possible that he was not aware of the 
legal conditions prevailing in the land. If what Megas-

S.Fg. 1 and 33. 

2 Bk. III, ch. 9. 
a See also Bk. III, ch. 8, 
• Published by Kurt Schroeder, Bonn,, 1927. 
1 Fg. 1. 
• Bk. VII, ch, 1 •. 
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thenes said refers only to crown lands, then there is 
agr~ement b~tween the Indika and the Kaufali)'0.1 

· (II) Under the head, army, we snail simply quote 
the,conclusion of 0. Stein. \\"hat Katt!alra say3 agrees 
with Megasthenes that the king was sta}ing in the 
Head-quarters, but at which time and on what occasion 
it cannot be said. That the king was directly taking 
part in the wars is admitted only in a restricted way. 
He went to the war but he did not take the personal 
leadership in the anny, but it was entntsted to qualified 
men.· His relation to the army was that of the highest 
\Var-master. He inspected the four dhisions of the 
army, and a portion of• the army served as his body
guard.' 

( i) In four different places of the I ndilur there 
are state~ents which definitely mention that the Indians 
do not lmow slavery. It has been pointed out-how 
~Iegasthenes was wrong if servants were. also slaves. 
Kautalya mentions a number of slaves with the pres
cription that an .... \rya slave could regain his liberty by a 
compensation price.' There were both male and female 
slaves. In this particular !Iegasthenes' report is decid
edly incorrect and if such portions of the report are not 
correct, one is tempted to ask, what amount of credit 
can be given to the other portions of the same report? 
During his brief sojourn, ~legasthenes apparently took 
some notes at random and that in an indiscriminate 
manner. Therefore it is not right on. our part to use 
such doubtful materials as authorities and build theories 

1 Meg. rmd Kauf., pp. 95--100; c:p. Glories of Magadl1a. p. 8>. 
J ;\- ! 

tjfeg. 1111d Kauf., pp. 106-7. 
3 Fg. 1, 26, 'ZI, 41. 
•Bk. n, ch. 13; Bk. II, cb. 2:7. 
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upon them unless they- are corrobora~ed by other 
evidences.1 

(j) In Fg. 2 Megasthenes refers to the king of 
Indians, Sandrakottas.2 Says S. Levi: "The identity 
recognised by \Villiam Jones of the Indian Cha~dra
gupta and the Sandrakottas of · the historians of 
Alexander remains the cornerstone· of all Indian chro
nology.'"' The contention of Otto Stein is that Kautatya 
does. not mention either King Chandragupta or the 
name o"f his dynasty in his work. No doubt the name 
Candragupta does not oc~ur. But it Should be noted as a 
matter of profound significance that the term·Narendra 
has been used and according to scholars Narendra is 
only a synonym for Candragupta! There is again an . 
indirect reference to the Maurya dynasty in the last 
verse!1 Here it is said that the N anda dynasty had 
been uprooted and the new dynasty has become fciit 
QCCO'II!Pli. Taking into consideration these two un
mistakable references, though still indireCt they are, we 
must credit the work ~ith the worth whiclt it deserves. 
The sum and substa~ce of th~se different verses shows 
the hand of the minister of Candragupta and it will be a 
spurious argument to advance these views in deciding 
th~ authenticity of this all important'treatise on Mcient 
Indian Polity. 

How is it, then, it has been asked, that· Megas
thenes has failed to ll_lention such a far-famed ~inister 

1 Jleg. 111ul Kaut .• p. 115; cf. Jolly's Intr •• pp. 38-9. 
'Cp. Arrian V. 
1 ltmn1al of Detl. of Ltttm, Cal. IX, p. 12. Cp. Rapson, Ancitnl 

India, pp. 20-21 (1916). · 

· t Bk. II, ch. 10. See above pp. 86 and 303. 
• 1 Bk. XV, cb. 1. Cp. Keith, Sant, Lit., p. 459. 
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Cal}akya as tradition makes him out to be? The 
following . reasons among others may be adduced in 
reply:-

( i) The head of the admiillstration according to 
the prevalent conception of thos~ times was always the 
king. . The king being considered an all-important 
factor .it would be meaningless and <;terogatory to glorify 
the minister however illustrious he might have been, 
and this, by a foreign minister to the court, wot1ld be out 
of place. ( ii) There might haye been an· occasion 

"-vhen his name could have been mentioned. To testify. 
to this we are not in possession of the complete Indika. 
To judge fro~ the extant fragments it will b~ illogical 
and unreasonable. After all the name of the king is 
mentioned only once though other statem~nts 4.ave been 
repeated oftentimes. (iii) Or it may be· that the 
minister had gone out of office when :Megasthenes visited 
the Court. For he came to India 20 years after the 
accession of the king. That Megasthenes had been 
to India several times before this has riot been condu · 
sively proved. And again granting that Cal}akya was 
still in power when Megasthenes canie, his name had be
come so much a commonplace one that Megasthenes did • not think it worth his while to mention him. ( iv) Or as 
has been surmised Kautalya was not living at the time 
of the visit. Thus probabilities can be answered by 
other possibilities also. Lastly, (v)· as Keith suggests 
this argument cannot be stressed owing to our frag
mentary knowledge of l\Iegasthenes.1 

• 

I~ a long chapter (Ill) Otto Stein con~iders the 
,question of castes and proMssions comparing Megasthe· 
l . . t 

J.Hi.story of Sans. Literat11re, p, 459, 
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nes and the Kau[alij'a and trying to find out marked dif
fet:ences which amount indeed to little. ~Iegasthenes 

writest.: "The whole population of India is divided into 
seven castes of which the first is formed by the collective 
body of philosophers which in point of number is inferior 
to the other classes but in point of dignity pre-eminent 
over all. . • . The second caste consists of husband-

. men who appear to be far more numerous than the 
others . . . The third caste consists of the neatherds 
and shepherds and in general of all herdsmen who 
neither settle' in towns nor. in villages but live in tents. 
. • . The fourth caste consists of the artizans. . • • · 
The fifth caste is the military. It is well· organised 
and equipped for war, holds the second place in 
point of numbers, and gives itself up to idleness and· 
amusement in the times of peace. . . • • . The si"dh 
caste consists of the councillors and assessors-of those 
who deliberate on public affairs." 

Dr. Stein has e."\:amined the Greek terms occurring 
in different places for·caste, and has come to the conclu
sion that the expression of Megasthenes could not be 
interpreted as ca~te.1 Schwanbeck; however,. has attempt
ed to identify these. seven divisions as . caste divisions: 
(1) Philosophers, Brahmans; (2) Husbandmen, Vais
yas; (3) Herdsmen, Ni~adas and other lower castes; 

· ( 4) Artizans, Vaisyas and Siidras; ( 5) the Military, 
~triyas; (6} a mixed caste, overseers; (7) Council
lors and assessors, Brahmans. Though this is an 
explanation in a way it is not very satisfactory. There 
is some truth in Pischel's remark that Megasthenes ha.S 

l Fg. 1. 40 and 41. 

I Op. tit., p. 120-21. 
M-45 
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confounded castes and classes/ It is more reasonable 
to assume that Megasthenes has been told of the caste 
system and the chief regulations underlying the system/1 

He must have also learnt that the principle of division 
was ·at best a division of labour, castes being based on 
professions. As he has divided all the professions into 
seven kinds he has divided the wholy body of the people 
into seven classes. Evidently Aiegasthenes' classifica
tion was according to professions and not castes. As the 
professions were more or less hereditary, especially 
so at that time, Afegasthenes could. have easily taken 
the community of peoples following a certain profes
sion to form a separate caste by itself. From all Greek 
accounts we gather that the class of philosophers was 
constituted by Brahmans and Sramanas.• . ·. The 
husbandmen were agricultural. people who belori"ged to 
the Stidra caste. According to Kautalya every village 
must have not less than 100 families and not more than 
500 families of agricultural people of the Siidra caste.* 
'Again that the Stidra caste was numerically strong is 
attested to in so many words by Katita}ya.5 There is 
further the prescription of the A~tlzasiisfl·a that the 
king shall protect agriculture from devastation· o.f any 
sort. Such of those· undesirables as would cause dis
turbance to the work of the villagers who are wedded 
to their fields were subject to severe punishment' This 
is all in keeping with Aiegasthenes' account' About 

l See p. 51 of B. Breoler, K. Studit,., 1. 
• See Fg. 1, 41, especially last sentences •. 
a See Strabo XV, p. 711-13. 
4 Bk. II, ch. 1. 
•Bk. IX, ch. 2. ' ~ 
1 Bk. II, ch. 1.' 
'Cp. Jolly, Intro., pp. 37-38. 
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neatherds and. shepherds the account of Megasthenes 
is proven from the Arthasastra almost throughout 1 As 
regards hunters though Megasthenes is in agreement 
with Kautalya a discovery is made, 'iliz., Katttalya does 
not mention wandering hunters, those who live in 
tents.1 

Of artisans Megasthenes says: "Of these some are 
armourers while .others make the implements which 
husbandmen .and o~ers find useful in their different 
callings. This class is not only exempted from paying 
taxes, but even 'receives maintenance from the royal 
exchequer."3 Evidently state employees are referred 
to here. According to the Arthasastra we find the 
state engaging itself in industries like weaving, in manu- . 
factures of arms and armour, where, besides free 
labourers, artisans were employed and paid for their 
services. One of the regulations laid down by Kau
talya is that agricultural people should be supplied with 
the necessary implements by blacksmiths, carpenters, 

'borers, rope-makers, snake-catchers, and similar work
men.' Kautalya speaks of both time and ·piece wages! 
There is a definite ruling where it is said 'artisans shall 
be provided \\ith wages and provision in proportion to 
the amount of work done. The menials were paid a 
monthly salary of 11 pa!ra."' Excepting private work
men who undertook some industry after previously 
obtaining a licence to carry on that industry we do not 

1 Stein, of'. rit., p. llt; Ar. Sus., llk. II, ch. 24 and also ch. 29. 
zp, 136. 
•Fg. 1, 41. 
'Bk. ll, cb. 24: 
1 Bk. II, cb. 23. 
• Bk. II, Ch. 24. 
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come across passages where there is a definite injunction 
that these artisans in the state employ were taxed. If 
0. Stein means by his statemene that people other than · 
those in the state employ~ he is right. But that Megas
thenes:is ~ot concerned with these but only with those 
in the state employ is evident from the circumstances 
in which his ~tatement is made.2 

The Greek writer has the following on warriors; 
"They have ·only military duties to perform. Some 

'make their arms and others snpply them· with horses 
and they have still others to attend oh them in camp, 
who take care of their horses, c~ean their anns, drive 
their elephants,. prepare their chariots and act as their 
charioteers. As long as they are required to fight they 
:fight and ·when peace returns. they abandon theritselves 

' . -to enjoyment; the pay which they receive from the state 
being so-liberal that they can with ease maintain them
selves and others besides".3 As regards military 
duties Kautalya gives it as the !unction of the K~atri
yas.• That their pay was liberal is seen from the· 
list contained in the Artha.Siistra. The chiefs of the 
military corporations, the chiefs of the elep~ants, 

horses, chariots, and of the infantry, each, got 8,000 
pa~t-as. The superintendents of the infantry, cavalry, 
chariots, and elephants ·,vere paid 4,000 pattas respec~ 
tively.· The chariot-driver, the physician of the anny, 
and other non-military officiais employed in training 
horses and other animals got 2,000 pa!tas each. The 
pay of the trained soldier was 500 fO!WS, This means 

1S1e11crn lrabm die Hand·werkcr :11 Zalrlen, p. 147 •. · 
2 See also Bk. IV, ch. J. J I 
a Arrian, XII. 

• Bk. I, ch. 3; cp. Bk. IX,· ch. 2. 
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that the pay -~f a trained soldier exceeded four times 
that o'f an artisan. ·The arsenal department and the 
departments under . the superintendents of horses 
and of elephants · bear. testimony to · the fact 
that the state employed a large number of people 
to niliuster to the wants of the ~oldiers. -All the neces
sary aims and armour, animals, and servants were _stip
pli~d to the soldiers whenever they went out on a 
campaign .. They were not allowed to have any arms 
without licence. The state regulated their keeping of 
arms and annour. 

~ 

That the military ~en gave themselves up to idle
ness and amusement in times of peace is n~ exaggera-. 
tion either of Arrian or Megasthenes for the matter of 
that1 ~t is obvious that Megasthenes is referring to· 
the hereditary army which was dependent for its exist
ence on the state. In times of peace the soldiers com
posing this constituent did not take to any other 
profession and earn their livelihood. \Var or no war 
they had their regular and fixed salary, and in times of 
peace they could lead a free life and enjoy life in their 
homes and family.2 The only call during this -period 

· on their time was drill, for, without constant 
drilling the army might lose its efficiency. This is cer
tainly not the case with the other'kinds of armies-such 
as the hired, the corporation of soldiers, the army of an 
ally, and the army of wild tribes. 3 These were recruited 
if necessary, on the eve of certain engagements for the 
time being. \Vhen the. work was over they were 
disbanded. They had perhaps to take to their .old prp-_ 

1 Stein, p. 162. 
IBk. IX, ch. 2. 
•Ibid. 
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fessions and earn their living. 1\Iegasthenes was not 
, concerned with them. He knew of the ~atriya 

hereditary force and referred to it 

The Overseers who moved about tlie country and 
reported to the king or their immediate superiors must 
undoubtedly refer to the Caras or intelligence officers 
to whom several sections are devoted by Kau
ta,lya.1 To ensure efficiency the chief feature of ancient 
administrative practice was to let loose on officials of 
every department, special commissioners to watch 
their movements and proceedings. Their function was 
to see that the officials of the state did not lend them
selves to temptations of any sort including corruption, 
miscarr;iage of justice, and disloyalty to the state. If 
the Caras heard reliable information about a 'certain 
official abusing his power and position, then a report was 
made in secret The Government took action not at once 
but only after it was confirmed by three independent 
sources. 1 Apparently members of this intelligence 
department must have been influential and powerful so 
as to attract the notice of a foreign ambassador. 'Vhen 
he learnt about their status in the administration he 
referred to them by mistake as a caste engaged for that 
purpose. In fact members of all castes including the 
Ni~adhas (hunters) were appointed to this purpose 
and 1\legasthenes had misunderstood the true conditions 
in India. This is again another instance why we 
should not attach great value to these Greek accounts. 

Again the councilJors and the assessors are "those 
who deliberate on pt~blic affairs. It is the 

1 Bk. I. cli 10-12. 
I Bk. r, ch. 12. 
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·smallest class ·looked at from their number but 
the most respected, on account of .the high 
character and wisdom of its members; for, from their 
ranks. the advisers of the king are taken, .and the trea
surers of the state and the arbiters who settle disputes. 
The generals of the army also, and the chief magis
trates, usually be.long to this class.111 Megasthenes is 
again committing a mistake by confounding professions 
with classes. Evidently he refers to the different kinds 
of councillors and minister.s who guided the ship of the 
state. The qualifications expected of these ministerial 
officers were more than what .Megasthenes could say. 
''Native, born of high family, influential, well trained 
in arts, possessed of foresight, wise, of strong memory, · 
bold, eloquent, skilful,· intelligent, possessed of enthu
siasm, dignity and endurance, pure ·in character, affable, 
finn in loyal devotion, endowed with excellent condt.tct, 
strength, health and bravery, free from procrastination 
and fickle-mindedness, affectionate and free from such 
qualities as excite hatred and enrriity~these are the 
qualifications of a: ministerial · officer ( amlitya 

. sampat)."2 When such officers are put to the test 
and not found wanting, they were appointed as judges 
of civil anq criminal courts, revenue collectors, chamber
lains, prime ministers, in fact, as the head of every 
department in the state.8 As regards the minister 
Kautalla recommends three or four for deliberative 
purposes but he holds that the number will depend on 
the circumstances of· the case in question." Thus 
Megasthenes is right in every detail except th~t he 

. 1 See also Arrian, XII. 
s Bk. I, 9, Trans., p. 15. 
8 Bk. I~ ch. 10. 
• Bk. I, ch, 15. 
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entitles the system as a class or a caste. Otto Stein 
raises a · question · here1 why Megasthenes. has not 
mentioned officials in the country parts and surmises, 
perhaps rightly, that he had little or no knowledge 
of the conditions of the flat land and his. osbervations 
were merely confined to the capital city of Pataliputra. 

In his endeavour to establish a thesis Dr. Stein has 
not left a stone unturned. The following minor dif
ferences are stated:-( a) Megasthenes says, ''there 
are usages observed by the Indians which contribute 
to prevent the occurrence of famine among them.m The 
Artha~iistra on the other hand gives details as to what 
one should do when famine occurred.1 In the absence 

"' 
of details and from a general. statement we canriot draw 
any inference. Perhaps :Megasthenes might have 
meant ;to prevent the spread' mstead of 'prevent the 
occurrence'. If we s!mply substitute 'spread' for 
_'occurrence' there is every agreement with Kautalya~ 
(b) "The simplicity of their laws and their contracts · 
is proved by the fact that they seldom go. to law. They 
have no suits about pledges or deposits nor do they 
require either seals or witnesses but make their deposits 
and confide in each ·other."' From ·the Artlzasastra 
we gather distinctly different conditions.· The law 
has become territorial and even ~mplex in cl.Iaracter. 
:Many a contract is mentioned with elaborate rules 
.guiding every one of the~.1 )3oth cow:ts, civil and 
criminal, are mentioned a~ well a~ the cases which come 

'-Meg. und Kau/.1 p. 196. ~ 1 
11 Fg. 1, 36. 
aStein. p. 204; Ar. Sas., Bk. IV,.ch. 3. 
'Fg. 2J; Strabo XV, p. 709-10. 
I Bk. m, ch, 10, 11 and 13. 
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under the cognisance of . such courts. Regulations 
about pledges and deposits and seals are el~borately .laid 
down in chapters ~i and xii of ;Book III. Witnesses, 
their payment, eligibility, and punishments, are also 
given in instructive detaiP One has to concede that 
th~s disagreement is distinct and clear. The one expla
nation that can be· offered is that "in his anxiety to 
idealise the facts he has overdrawn the picture to such 
an absurd length that we could give no credit possibly 
to his other statement also.m1 Equally significant is 
the statement that while false witnesses suffered 
mutilation Kautalya has recommended . only fines.S 
(c) Arrian writes: "The custom of the country 
prohibits intermarriage between the castes, for 
instance, the husbandman canrtot take a· wife from the 
artisan caste, nor the artisan a wife from the husband-
. man caste. . Custom aho' prohibits any one from exer
cising two trades or from changing from one caste to 
another. One cannot, for instance, become a husband
man if he is a herdsman or become a herdsman if he ia 
an artisan. It is permitted that the sophist only can be 
from any caste: for the life of the sophist is not an easy 
one, but the hardest of all."'. 

T~is was then the prev3iling -practice of social 
polity known in Indian literature as the var~ulsrama 
dharma. According to the regulations of caste a mem
ber of one caste cannot enter into marital relations with 
the members of other castes. It is also sta~ed that mem~ 
~ers of the different communi~~s were to follow their 

1 Bk. ni~ ch. 1 and 9. 
2 Stein, p. 205 •. 
1 Bk. III, ch. 11; cp. lntro., p. 40J Jolly ed. 
'XII. 
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own_ hereditary duties which are, in other words, the 
svadlzarma of the ArtlwJastras and the Dlwrmasastras. 
The Artlzaiastra clearly recognises the system of castes 
and orders and enforces strictly disciplinary rules for 
any departure from the ordained path. It was the caste 
that determined the profession. The son of, the hus
bandman continued to be a husbandman and the son of 
the artisan continued to be an artisan. This is the 
svadharma or engaging oneself in his own dharma, 
\\ithout in any way interfering with the functi~ns of 
others, thus ensuring continuity of emplo)ment and 
efficiency of labour. However much' it has 
degenerated in recent times, the system avoided 
unhealthy competition in the earlier ages ... and 
was a safe insurance against unemploymeht. The 
Greek account simply elaborates the Siladlzarma 
and var11adharma of the Hindus. As for the 
last stat~ment regarding the • sophists there seems 
to be some confusion of ideas. Either it refers 
to the members of the Brahmana cotmnunity who were 
legally allowed to marry woman members of the other 
three castes, or it refers to the system Df asceticism 
which was embraced practically by all members of the 
four castes though restrictions were placed for its being 
adopted at \\ill.1 

(d) Aiegasthenes speaks of cities and countries 
where sovereignty was dissolved and democratic govern~ 
ments were set up.2 Dr. Stein calls our attention to 
some more · passages and bas tried ·to ~ow that 
these might refer to th~ 

1 
forest tribes outside the 

pale of the state having their own €fgarusations 

J Meg. und Kaul., p. ~1-f. 
2 F g. I, 3Z, 38, SO. 
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and leaders.1 ·But it may also be held to denote 
the republican states which, as is evident from the 
Arthasiistra, continued to flourish side by side with the 
monarchical state. Kautalya deals with these institU
tions which are styled as the satighasa11dlli, the policy to 
be adopted by the king towards them. 1 Some of these 
democratic states mentioned in the extant work are the 
Lichchivikas, the V ri jikas, the Mallakas, the Aladrakas, 
the KukLli'as, the Kunts, the Paiicalas and others. . 
These, K. P. Jayaswal calls, king-consul republics, while 
tlie Kambojas, Sura~tras and others are styled as 
nation-in-arms republics.3 This, then, is what the Greek 
accounts mean. Historians of Alexander's invasion 
to India refer to a ntmibet: of free and autonomous 
states which, after Alexander's invasion and Candra
gupta's accession to the throne, were either merged in 
the imperial government or continued. to maintain their 
prestige and power independently of the imperial rule. 
Kauta}ya has got a great regard for such constitutions 
as is evident from the foilo\\ing \erse :- -

l'lllasya va bhavet rajyam 
l'lllasatigho hi durjayaJ:t I 

In speaking of the functions of the overseers llegas
thenes definitely states that these overseers must report 
to the king, or if there is no king, to the magistrates. 
Thus the idea is clear that llegasthenes has found two 
forms of government prevailing at the same time
monarchical and republican! That these references 

tp. 232. •. 
1 Bk. XI. ch. 1. 
1 See the interesting ch."lpter on the snbject by Jay:lS'tl';'d, Hincl11 

Polity, Pt. I, Ch. Vlt. 
•Fg. I, SQ. 
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are . to forest' tribes outside the pale of the state is a· 
statement far-fetched and inconclusive in the face of · 
such significant statements. 

(e) \Vith regard to the administration of public 
affairs, 1 Megasthenes s&ys :=-"Of the great officers of 
state some. 'have charge of the market, others 
of the city, others of the soldiers. Some 
~uperintend the rivers, measure the land as is 
.done in Egypt and inspect the sluices by which 
water is let out from the main canals into their 
branches so that 'every one may ·have an equal supply 
of it The same persons have charge also of the hunts
men and are entrusted with the power of. rewarding ot 
punishing them according to their deserts. They 
collect the taxes and superintend the occupations con
nected with the land as those of the woodcutters, the 
carpenters, the blaCksmiths, an~ the murers. They 
construct roads, and at every ten stadia set up a pillar_ 
to show the by-roads and distances." Let us now pro
ceed. to draw parallels for each of the above statements 
from the Artllastistro. The latter mentions superintend
ents of horses, elephants, chariots and inf~ntry, besides 
the commander-in-chief. There is also the city superin
tendent There are. again stiperintendents of com
merce, of forest produce, weights and measures, and 
tolls, etc., who are directly or indirectly connected with 
the market There are other officials like lohadhyak~, 
lak~at}idhyak~a, akaradhy~a, or 'khanyadhyak~a. 
\Vhat we can call the economic functions of the state 
are cryptly eX:pressed by Kautalya. "He (th~ king) 
shall carry __ on mining operations and manufactures, 
exploit timber and elephant forests, offerl facilities for 

1 Fg. 34. 
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catfle-breeding and commerce, construct roads for 
traffic both by land and water, and set up market .. 
towns.m 

It is further said that the king shall also con.struct 
reservoirs ( sefft) filled with water either perennial 
or drawn from some other. source. Or .he may 
provide with. sites, roads, timber and other 
necessary things to those who construct reservoirs of 
their own accord.2 Set·u is translated 'reservoir' but 
it is a waterway by which water is regulated. J\gain 
the superintendent of rivers is ~e nadi pal a of Kau.:. 
talya.'~ The question whether measurement of lands 
in general was in vogue is easily answered by a reference 
to the chapter entitled 'nieasurement of space and time'.' 
Here the following statements occur: 'One hast a used 
in measuring pasture lands and timber forests, one 
ki~kt£ used in measuring the camphig grounds as well as 
forests · and palaces, one glirhaspatya dhanus for 

· measuring roads and fort walls, one dat.J¢a for measur
ing brahmadeya lands.' Certainly officials must have 
been there to measure these various lands and places. It 
should be noted as a significant fact that Kautalya u~es 
the terms (rajjus' and rcorarajjus' translated as 'ropes' 
and 'ropes to bind thieves.'5 But· the translator has 
remarked in the footnote: "The precise meaning of the 
word is not known. The Jiitakas or the Buddhist 
literature contain similar expressions, rajjuka or rajjtt
griihakq;, as the Asokan inscriptions lajttka or rajttka."0 

1 Bk. II, ch. 16. 
2 Bk. II, cb. 1. Trans., p, SO. 
8 Bk. II, ch. 6. 
• Bk. II, ch. 20 .. 
6 Bk. II, eli. 6, see above p. 216. 
0 Bfihlcr, Z.D.M.G. (1893), pp. 466-71. 
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These denote the officials who were engaged in "the 
measurement of the land. The Arthaslistra which is a 
composition after the Jlitakas, which according to 

Biihler, must be placed in the fifth and sixth centuries 
B.C., ·and which is pre-Asokan, contains similar expres
sions, and these tenus therefore must refer to the same 
officials engaged in measuring the land. This is fur
ther attested to by another fact of great importance. 
The _term 'rajju' ,is a measurement of space according 
to the Kaufali'j'a. The table is as follows:-

10 dal)cJas = 1, rajju. 
2 ra jjus = 1 paride5a (sq. measure). 
3 ra jjus = 1 nivartana (a measurement for 

measuring square).1 

. . J 
\Ve have there the e>.."])ression definitely used by the 
author in the technical sense of the measurement of 
space: Hence the tenu 'rajjus' must mean those 
officials engaged in the survey of lands by 
means of the rajju measurements. . Some of 
these points have been raised by Otto Stein but his 
interpretation could not carry him further.' As 
r~oards the· supervisor of hunt~rs, of woodcutters, etc., 
it is reasonable to presume that the superintendent of 
pasture meadows ('i!i'l•itlidh)'Dk!a) was in charge.1 

Again he was the superintenaent of passports.' . \Vith 
the help of hunters he was to secure safety to country
parts and protect timber and elephant forests, keep 
roads in good, repair and assist the mercantile people. 
In addition to these functions they were expected to 

1 Bk. II, cb. 20. 
:ep_ 236. 
1 See llookerjee, 111/ro., p. :x:xxvii. 
' Bk. IL ch. 3t 
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levy taxes a~d collect them on behalf of the state. Or 
there might have been separate revenue officials under 
the direction and control of the sanui.harta and Megas
thenes has not been fully informed of the duties of each 
and ~very official complicated as the machinery was.1 

(/) \Vith regard to the officials of. the city/1 says 
1\Iegasthenes :-"Those who have charge of the 
city are divided into site bodies of five each. 
The members of the first look after everything 
relating to the industrial arts. Those of the second 
attend to the entertainment of foreigners.. To those 
they assign lodgings and they keep watch over their 
modes of life by means of those persons whom they 
give to them for ~ssistants. They escort them on the 
way when they leave the country or in the event of 
their dying-, forward their ·property to their relatives. 
They take care of them when they are sick and if they 
die, bury them.m 

The Arthasastra does not mention anything of 
administration by committees though it is reasonable to 
suppose that such institutions existed.' Parallel pass
ages have been traced and examined already in con
ue.ction with the administ.ration of tfie city.5 

(g) On military officials Megasthenes writes :"Next 
to the city magistrates there is a third governing body 
which directs military affairs.. This also consists of 
six divisions with five members each. One division is 
appointed to co~operate with the admiral of the fleet, 

lScc also Stein, p, .242. 
2 Sec Keith, Sans. Lit., p, 460. 
a Fg. Mi Diodor, II. 
4 Smith, p. 127; Ind. Ant., 1905, p. 200. 
I See above p. 228. 
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another with the superintendmt of the bullock trains 
which are used for transporting engines of war, food 
for the soldiers, provender for the cattle, and other 
military requisites. They supply servants who beat 
.the drum, and others \vho carry gongs, grooms aiso for 
the horses, and mechanists and their assistants. To 
the souiid of .the gong they send out foragers to bring 
~·grass and by a system of rewards and punishments 
ensure the work being done with despatch and safety.m 
In the Artlzasiistra again there is no mention of a 
kollegium to carry on military affairs. Either it was 
the imagination of ~Iegasthenes or more probably 
something like it was in. practice. It is to be admitted 
that there is no express mention of a cmmuander of 
fleet but it is reasonable to prestm1e that theJuh•adll
'j'akfa was the officer-in-charge of fleet as well as other 
vessels devoted to connnercial and other uses. Among 
the ships mentioned, men-of-war also figure,-vessels 
bound for the enemies' country. Evidently it signifies 
the existence of a navy. The fact that Kautalya does 
not give details of the navy shows that land-engage
ments were more co~on than sea-fights \vhich were 
perhaps few and far between.• 

· The commissariat as such there is again no defi-
. nite mention. But the 'Work of the commissariat is de
finitely mentioned when Kautalya says· that the work 
of free labourers consists in the exami~ation of camp~, 
roads, bridges, wells and rivers; carrying the machines, 
weapons, a~ours, instruments, and provisiol'..s; carry
ing aw~y the men that are knocked down: along with 

lfg. 34. 
t Bk. II ch. 28. C£ .. Jolly; _Jntro .• p. 37. 
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their weapon·s and arn;ours.1 Hunters reconnoitred 
forests and when the enemy was in sight they hid them
selves under trees or mountains and blew their conch 
shells and beat their drums.2 The prasasta may per
haps. answer .t~ the superintendent of bttliock trains of 
Megasthenes. With his followers including carpenters 
and free labourers he marched h1 front of the army 
clearing the road and digging wells for water. In the 
camp were the king, the priest, the hunters with hounds 
and with trumpets, the spies and the sentinels, changing 
their watches in turn.~. The army marched through 
places where grass, fuel, and water were available. In 
som~ places the army was made to. carry foodstuffs. . In 
the centre were the women of the harem! Thus Megas- . 
thenes' statements agree in the main with those of the 
Arthasastra. · 

Megasthenes continues: "The third division 
has charge of the £pot-soldiers, the fourth of the horses, 
the fifth of the war-chariots, and the sixth of the ele .. 
phants. There are royal stables for the horses a:nd 
elephants and also a royal magazine for the arms, be
cause the soldier has to return his arms tQ the magazine 
and his horse and elephants to the stables. They use 
the elephants without bridles. That chariots are drawn 
on the march by oxen but the horses are led along by 
a halter, that their legs may not be galled and inflamed 
nor their spirits damped by drawing chariots."" 

Corresponding to these are the chiefs of elephants, 
horses, chariots, and of infantry as well as the superin-

1 Bk. X, ch. 4; see also above p. 189. 
:tBk. II, ch·. 34. 
8 Bk. X, ch. 1. 
'Bk. X, ch. 2. 

'• IIFg. 34. 
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tendents ·of inf~try, of cavalry, of chariots, and of 
elephants.1 The chariot-driver, the trainer of horses,·· 
and those who train other animals are also mentioned 
among the government servants.z In exact parallel to 
.Megasthenes' statements are mentioned in the Artha. 
slistra the stables of horses and of elephants with fuller 
details. • There is also the mention of a separate arsenal 
department where arms and armour were manufactured, 
and from where soldiers were supplied with arms on 
the eve of an impending expedition. Thus there is 
coincidence of institutions of vi~ importance. \Vhether 
elephants had bridles, or horses were led by a halter 
are "insignificant details which are not worth compari
son. It is no argument of Prof. J oily to say that this 
correspondence possesses no chronological value as these 
practices were prevalent at all times in India.' \Ve are 
not aware of texts more ancient than the Artlwstistra 
which. contain any details of regulations of stables for 
different animals, their architecture, foodstuffs, medi
cine for the animals, etc. 

(I&) The subject of the last chapte~ of Otto Stein's 
thesis is religion and philosophy. According to ~Iegas
thenes philosophers who live on the mountains are 
worshippers of Dionysos.' He distinguishes. two kinds 
among them: ( 1) Brachinanes w~o are best esteemed 

J.Bk. U. ~· 33. 

~ Bk. v. ch •. 3. 

I Bk. n. ch. JO.Jl. 

•Intro .• p. 38. 

I OJ. VIII, p. 277, 

& Fg. 41 (58). 
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for consistency in their opinions, and (2) · Sarmanes 
most of whom were physicians, diviners, an~ sorcerers.1 

Arrian speaks of sophists who held the supreme place 
of dignity and honour by performing sacrifices to gods 
on behalf of the state. They are sages, some of whom 
go about naked, living upon roots and fruits.1 The 
word sarmaues is one of some significance. Schwan· 
beck has shown with ability that the word sarmanes 
corresponds to the Sanskrit srama?Ja which means all 
ascetic.' H. H. \Vilson in his gloss opined that the term 
might refer to the Buddhists. But Lassen is perhaps 
nearer the ttuth when he takes the term to be Brahman 
ascetics.• Elphinstone is also of the same opinion and 
remarks that "the habits of the physicians seem to cor~ 
respond with those of Brahmans of the fourth. stage". 
As we have already said - it is indeed remarkable 
that the religion of the Buddha was not expressly 
noticed by the Greek authorities though it has existed 
long before. Alexander.6 It has been shown else .. 
where' that there is nothing remarkable about this be
cause the early history of Buddhism in India was quite 
different from its later history. The actual teachings of 
the Buddha did not tend to revolutionise ideas, social or 
religious as some scholars would have us believe. In· 
one place we have some philosophers following the pre
cepts of 'Boutta' identified with the Buddha.' Some 
take Sramavas from this to be Jains. 'Vhatever view 

t Fg. 59, 60. • 
txt 

• 1 Stein, p. 289. 
•Ind. Alt., II, 70 (2nd Ed.). 
11 See above p. ?J:b. 
• See J.BH.S., VoL II, p. 1. 
'Fg. 43. 
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may. be taken, weighty arguments are adduced in favour 
of the theory that older forms of Hinduism flourished 
when Alexander or llegasthenes visited India.1 This 
fits in with that in the' Artltasastra where again there 
is no notice of the Buddhists but where on the other 
hand an elevated place is given to·the Vedas and the 
Dhar11wsiistras as well as the srotrij•a Brahmanas.' 
Brahmanical rituals and sacrifices are mentioned ela
borately and the king is said to take part in them. 
Festivals and festivities are mentioned as taking place 
at the commencement of the rainy season. Among 
the srotriyas were sages and ascetics of different kinds. 
Some were shaven while others had matted hair. There 
were some who absenTed vows of silence and hence 
were called fllllllis. Otto Stein is probably right '\vhen he 
says that the statement of silence alluded to as a punish
m~nt for those who professed to predict the future by 
Mt;:,aasthenes is a misunderstanding or a misinterpreta
tion.• 

A point is again raised how it was that liegast!tenes 
had not stated the three kinds of priests, f!vik, acarya, 
and purohita of whom the last holds a high position even 
in political administration. \Ve agree with Prof. Stein 
who remarks that according to :.Megasthenes the king 
was more in the camp than in the palace and the purer: 
hita was al5o in the camp.' To oonclude, liegastheries' 
picture of the religious life of the period is insufficient, 
inaccurate, and far from being trustworthy. 

1 See Colebrooke, Essays •. VCIJ-1 IT, p. 179 ff. 
2 Bk. ll, ch. 1 and 12. 

I Dl. cit. P. 28S. 

•P. 200. 
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Bereft ·of mythological, geographical, and legend~ 
· ary details, the useful portion of Megasthenes' report 

is very meagre and its authority cannot be taken as 
ab5olute.1 Considered calmly and impartially Dr. Stein 
must himself admit that the differences between Kau
talya and Megastlienes are not fundamenta~ but are only 
noticed in minor and trifling details which might well 
escape an enlightened author on Ancient Inruan Polity 
as too insignificant to mention.2 So far as the .import
ant institutio~s ':Vhich functioned as · organs of the 
administration of land \Vent, there is plenty of evidence 
in point of agreement which cannot. be, by any stretch 
of imagination, discarded. In our opiruon to build a 
theory on such a doubtful authority like the ludika of 
Megasthenes or the Greek accounts for the matter of 
of that, is not worth the while. Further there are so 
many remarkable coincidences while there· are not very 
man:r appreciable differences. It is hardly necessary 
to compare the much misunderstood report coloured by 
fables and myths with a work containing solid facts 
attested to tmiformly by tradition.•. 

1 Mtg, tmd Kauf., p. 2!11. 
t:Conlra, ~e Keith, Sa111. Lit., p. 460. 
1 See also Ka11taliya. St11dit11, I, p. 47. 
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Alwla, 202-3. • country; and P3J}ini, 8-10, and 
Ahimsilj 289. sUJ'Ullg3, 16-17; and Yajiiaval.: 
AilartJtl Br4htno~a, 67, 87. kya, 20-23; ..Religion$· data of, 
Aiyangar, Dr. S. J(. Views of, 77. 2J..U; astronomical data of, 25· 
Aiyangar, Raghan.ll, Pa.J:ldit, 61. 27. · · - ·: 
Aiyangar, R:lngaswami. 8, 316. Asceticism opened to all castes, 273~ · 
AjiYiJca,.84. 285.. 362. . ... · 
Ak.pJta/4la, 157. • AsiDtie Ruearclus,180. · ·· · • · 
Alasan~ 69..... . ASoka, 4-5, 12, 15; not a legislatOr. 
Albenmi. 16, J.l. 92-94, 98-100; K$a.triya, 275; 
A~emy, 339, ·. . Buddhist insal..Ptions of, 278; no 
Alexander,16-17, 3J9, 351, ~. monk, 280-1; and Bralunans, 
Alliances, nature and kin~ o£,18-t. 277-8 and the Third Council, · 
Ata~l,a,l7L . . . . . 2924. . . . 
Amitraghata, 54. ~ka's dharma. lh:e practical as-
.Amalaia, 96. . .. pect, 25()-1; the doctrinal aspect, 
AnGWsita so••tlhi,185. 252; non-sectarian in character, 
Alfcitnl India" Historical l)ocli· 45. · · 

littn, Z. ASoka's laith and archaeology, 
· ~11ebmdhya, 226.. 295-7 • 

.4ngultoronik4Ja, 243. . Aioka and Kaliiiga rebellion, 55. 
Animal capitals of A5oka, 297-8. Aiouw.diina, 87,168. 
Animal sports. 114. · · . .tliara'Uija'ya, 129. 
AnointingceremopY; age limit to, AS~ 192. 

87. Asvins, 23. · 
Anta.maha.mat.ras. {unctions of. H9, A#ablliiga, 143. 

212·3. All44iJGri, 9. 
'Anlatala, l-IS, 204--S, ZJl. Atharvan rites, 2fiJ. 
AniU6my411am, 132, 227. Atharva Veda, 326: . 
Atoclt.itr, 309-10. _ . .Atmatali)'G, 218. 
Apastamba.14, 308. Atmaro.fitam, J.IS. 

H.--49 
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AlaviLala, 190. 
Atl•abllaga, 143. 
A;;yaya1 10. 
Ayuktapuru~as, 222. 
Ayudhagaradhya~a, 189. 

B 

Balmmnk/aya, 226. 
B~darayava, 308. 
Birhaspatyasastra, 306. 
Bairat Rock, 41, 198. 
Balakrida, 20. 
Bala5ri, 70. 
Bali, 143• 283. 
Balhava, 7, 
Batadlwt~agarad/UJyak.sa, 172. 
Bandupa.Jita, 4. 
Barabar Hill,. 41, 198, 285. 
Barua, B. M., 286n. 
Bandhajan!l, 308. 
Beadon, C., 41. 
B_ell Capital; 298; 
Benares, 155. . 
B/UJdrabal•t~carita, SZ. 
Bhadrabihusvamin, 51, 265. 
Bhadrasiiva, 4 
Bhagavad GittJ, 253, 214. 
Bhandarkar, D. R. 43, 98_; 227, 

277-9, 
Bhattasvamin, 7. 
Bluwi.sya Pt~ra'.I(J, 14. 
Bhabra Edict, 41, 279. 
Bhiiga,14Z. • 
Blaiigawta Puriil)a, 3, 271. 
Blliija,284. · 
Bhisa, 12, 18-19. 
Bheda,178. 
JJhik.tflgatika, 280. 
Bhisma, 326. 
Bh1lmisa"dhi, 185. 
Bindusara, 4, SO, 52. 
Bismarck, 303. 
Board of supply and commissariat, 

189. 
Board of Trade, 233. 
Boutta, 371. 1 
Brahman, 346, 348. 
'Bracl:pnane, 370. 
Bral•madeya, 153,365. 
Brahmiil)da Pt~riil)a, 3, 
Brhadasva, 4. 
Brhadiiratsaka npaHi.sad, 243. 
Brllad devata, 11. 

Brlwd kathiikoia, 52, 306. 
Brhadratha, 4. 
Brhaspati, 20. 
Breloer, 13, 349. 
Buddha, 273. 
Buddhagho~a, 293. 
Buddhism, 5; a monastic sect, 245; 

a child of Hinduism, 260-1. 
Buddhism and lay adherent, 281. 
Bt~ddhist India, 271. 
Buddhist legends on Asoka. 276-7. 
Buddhist Trinity, ?:19. 
Biihler, 3, 14, 43,_ 217, t'/6, 343. 
Burgess, 27, 83. 

c 
Cab:avarti }4etra, 327. 
Calcutta Baira~ its signiJicance, 

282; sacred texts in, 233; chro-
nology, 283. · 

Cat~tf.alas, 164, 205. 
Candragupta and J aina tradition, 

SQ-51. · ... : 
Candragu_pta, 3, 4, 6, 86,'185. 
Capital punishment. 165. 
Calurt•arga, 29, 316. 
Caraka, 172. 
Caritra, 160. 
Castes an economic classification, 

247. 
Castes and professions. 352-3. 
Cadi, 9. 
Ci\takya, 19, so, 52, 262, 310, 320, 

352. 
Caturflla.sya,114. 
Census, a permanent institution, 
. 232. 
Central government and provinces, 
. 208-9. 

Ceran Seii.guttuvan, 65. 
Ceylon chronicles, 88. 
Chanda Ramaprasad, 274, 298. 
Chandasoka, 130. 
Cha11dog;ya, 14. 
China, 1. 
Clmllavagga, 294. 
Cipher writing, 181. 
Civil list. 150-St.-
Ci11a, 6-8. 
Cinapafla,?. 
Colas, 57. ' 
Colebrookc, H. T., fO. · 
Commander-in-chic , qualliications 

and duties of, 193. · , 
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Commissariat, 368. . 
Council, not a mere advisory body, 

134-S. 
Common will, principle of, 86. 
Cora-rajjuka, 216,365. 
Corpus Iuscriptio11um Imlicarum, 

43. 
Conncil, chamber of, 125; composi

tion of, 126-7 ; members of, 127 
f. ; and the king, 128, 130: no 
majority opinion, functions of, 
133/., 130. 

Courtr M.A., 41. 
Courts, special for officials, 172. 
Courts of justice, 169; a gradation 

of, 168. 
Court offences, 170-71. 
Criminal Law-Court, jurisdiction 

of, 163. · -
Crown land, 349. • 
Cross-examination, 170 •. 
Cunningham, 43, 62. 
Curtius Quintus, 36, 38. 
Customs duties, 146. 

D 

Daimacbus, 183. 
Daiw marriage, 341. 
Daklit;apatho. 64-5. 
Da1)4a, 178. 
Daq4i, 319, 323. 
Das Purat;tJ Paiicalafilana, 2. 
Dasabandha, 171. 
Da5aratba, 4, 281. 
Da§ona, 4. 
Dona, 178. 
Defalcation, 145, 
Deimachos, 31. 
Delhi-mirath, 198. 
Devacandra, SZ. 
Devadatta, 285. 

• Devadbarman, 4. 
Deva,-arman, 4. 
Devanampriya, 209, 291. 
Dhatnmapada, 289-90. 
Dbanur-Veda, 326. 
DharmD, definition of, 241; of 

Buddhism, 243, 260. 
Dharmadona, 253. 
Dl•arma111ahilm411'as, 173, 211: 

functions of, 211·2. 
Dhaf'mapra<IQrlaka, 117. 
Dharma.ioslras, 13-14. 
Dharmasthiya, 161, 

Dharmavasalbina~, 211. 
Dharmavijaya, 56, 1zs.9, 254-7. 
Dbarmaspka, 130. 
Dhauli Rock Edict, 41, 198, 238, 
Dhrtari~tra, 178. 
Dhyana Yoga, 2734. 
Dikpalas, 297. 
Diodorus, 30, 36, 38, 189. 
Dionysius, 38, 183. 
Dionysos, 370. 
Diplomacy, means of, 177. 
Diskalkar, D. B., 313. 
Div:yawdana, 15, 66, 2oo-1, 275. 
Dipa'ilamsa, 288. 
Double tax, 233. 
Dramila, 318. 
Drinks, alcholic, 348. 
Dro1)amukha 149, 168. 
Dutt, Sukumar, 280. 
Durga, 135. 
Dusyanta, 113 n., 311. 
Diita, 181 ; qualifications and duties 

of, 181/.; and kinds of, 213. 
DvaradeytJ, 145. 
Dyuta, 146. 

E 

Early History of India, 1, 57. 
Edicts, administrative, 96 : Geogra· 

phicat distri~ution of, 198-9. . 
Egypt,330. 
Ekarii/, 71. 
Elliot, Sir Walter, 41. 
E1phinstone, 371. 
Elephants, 335-6. 
Entyclo,aedia BritlanictJ (11th 

Edn.), 45. 
Equity, 160-1. 
Eratothenes, 37. 
Ethics of War, 186; aHention to 

the sick and the wounded, 187 ; 
non-combatants tmmolested,... 
188. . 

F 

Fa-Hien, 36, 40, 197n., 295. 
Farquhar, J.N .. 295. 
Finance, Departmen~ oi, 159. 
Fiscal policy of Asoka, 144. 
Fleet, J, F., 283. 
Forced labour, 146. 
Foreign Policy, 118-9, 179-80, 
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Foreigners, protection to, 231. 
Foreign merchants, 145. 

. Foreign embassies, 183, 
Four qUarters, guardian deities of, 

297. ,• ' 
Frontier gUard, 213. 
Frontier people, 213 •. 

G 

Gul}as, 9. 
Gat,~anayam, 157, 227. 
Gauapaij Sastli, T., 8, 11, 18, 20-21, 

311. 
Gal}ikadhyak~a, 210. 
Gautama, 245, 316. 
Gand/Jarva form of marriage, 341 .. 
Geiger, Dr. W., 69, 201n·2 .. 
Geography, a study of, 1~ 
Germania, 31. · 
Gilgit tribe, 7. 
Girnii.r Inscriptions, 42, 69, 198. 
Gopa, functions of, 20b-7, 238-9, 

331. . 
• Gosala makkhaliputta,. 285. 
Government servants, conduct of, 

225 ; appointment of, 226. 
Govind~ Dik~ita, ~06. 
Grama, '203. · 
Gramavrddllas, 169. 
Grhyasutras, 344. 
Guild, merchants, 138. 
Guptas,3. 
Gupta walls, 63, · 
Gudl&alekl•ya: 181. 
(iiiqha puru~as,-224, 264. 

H 

Haraprasid, Sastri, 18, 62, 343-4. 
Harisel).a, 52. 
Harrington, J. H., 41. 
Harfac11rita, 291. 
Hastyadhyak~a, 192. 
Haritiputta Satakal).l).i, 217. 
Hathigumpha, 55. . 
Healing balm, 187. · 
Hellenistic Kingdoms, 183-184. 
Hemacandra, 314. . · 
Heras, H., 276, 

Ilistorical Doubts Concerning • 
Napoleon, 16 • 

History of Sanskrit Literature, 2. 
Hoemle~ Dr., 281. 
Holtzendorff von, 82. · 
Hopkins, Professor, 142. 
Horses, 33.6. 
Hiuen Tsiang, 294, 
Hultzsch, 43, 45. 
Hunting, 112, 347. 

I 

ltJdika, of four books, 29, 373. 
Incendiarism, 187, 
Indio's Past, 9. 
Im.!ika, 29; 30, 31, 32, 35. 
Indisclle Stftdien, 10. 
Indra, 23. 
Indrapalita, 4. 
Indus ·Valley, prehistoric culture 

o£,274. 
Industries, nationalisation of, 145, 
International relation,s, three kinds 

of, 179. " ...,..; "" 
Whasa, 24. 
Iti Vuttaka,.281. 
I thijhaka·mahan,Jata, 210. 
Isila, mabamat'ras of, 209. 

. J 

Jacobi, H., 244, 266, 303, 318.' 
Jail, officers of, 172·3; regulations 

of, 175 •.. 
Jail deliveries, 175. 
Jaimini, 308. 
Jainism, 245; Jainism, a doctrine, 

261. ' 
Janapada, 1; Janapada of the 

Arthasiistra, 135. 
Janapada, four divisions of, 204. 
Janapadasandhi, 168. 
Jaugaqa, 198, 238. . 
Jayanta, 23. ' 
Jayaswal, K. P., 7, 86, 96,363. 
Janapada, 135,; located in the 

capital, 136; ·procedure, 136-7; 
and Asoka, 139; functions of, 
139. Heretics, 346. 

Herodotus, 31. 
Hcrte1,23. 

1 'Jiitakas, 13, 339, 366: 
Jimiitaviihana, 325,, 
Johnston, E. H.., 307,322. Himalaya, 7. 
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Jolly, J., 8, .12, 14·15, 17, 31, a4l 
. 307, 311, 310. 

Jones, William, 351. 
Joshi, H. C., 24711. 
Judge assisted by a panel o£ coun· 

sel, 171 : duties of, 174. 
Judicial enquiry, 166. 
Justice, administration of, 346. 
Justin, 36, 37, 185. · 

K 

Kabul, 17. · ·· 
Kadamba kings, SO •. 
Kalli~liJgaflla, 252. 
Kaliiiga, conquest o£, 55·57; Gaja· 

pati king of, 185, 201. 
Kalbiga Inscriptions, 132, 155. 
Kaiicukiu, 110. 
Ka~ada, 246. 
KaQika, 178. 
Ka1,1taka, 220. 
Kat•takasodllaua, 1?1. 
Kani~ka, 292. 
Kanvas, 5. 
Kii.ovayanas, 5. 
Kapilavasthu, 299. 
Kapis, country of, 1~7n. 
Kara, 144. · 
Karma sandlli, 185. ·· 
KiJdambari, 323. 
KiJlapatra, 343. 
Kalsi, 198. 
Kiimandaka, 315-6, 319. 
KiJmatldakanitisara, 313. 
KiJmandaki, 321. • 
KiJmasiitra, 135, 316, 32?·7. 
Kaunapadanta, 311. 
Kausambi, 198, 209. 
Kautalya, a figure of mythology, 

14·15 i and sannyasa, 24·25, 
Kautalya a pandit, 304·5. 

. Kautaliya and inscriptions of 
A§oka, 47-48. · 

Kautaliya, 83 i a manual on state 
cralt, 108; a secular treatise, 123. 

Kautaliya and the Ki1masrltra, 
coincidences of, 307. 

Keith, Dr. A. B., 6, 11, 23, 243, 301 
309. 

Kerala, 155.' 
Keralaputra, 57. 
Kern, H., 259, 277, 292. 
Kebvasvamin,312. 
Kliaroalika, 149. 

King, his powers, 91;. daily time- , . 
table, 106·7 i peraonal safety of, 
108/. ;some habits of, 111/.; cere· 

. monial washing of hair .of, 113; 
Duties of 115 ft. i privileges of, 
121 If. . 

King, higest War-master, 350. 
Klrfiel Von Willibald, 2. 
Konakrunana, 284-5, stiipa, 285, 296 
Kosala, 155, · 
Ko6ar,60. 
Kosthligaradhyak$a, 155, 
KroJa,330. . 
K1atradharrha, 248 .• 
Ktesias, ~0, 37-38, 104. 
Kulliikabhatta, 144, 
Kt1maras, 140, 202. 
Kunala, 4, 215 .. 
Kuntala, 50. 
Kutala gotra, 312. 
Kutala ni, 320. . 
Kupyadhyak~a, 155. 
Kilfay!lddlta, 178, 186·7 ;. Knutalya 

on, 

L 

Land, measurement of; 330. 
Land revenue, 349. 
Lassen, C., 270, 347. 
Law, ancient conception of 246-7, 
Law, Heads of, 160: courts of, 161. 
Law of Tr~ason, 12.2. 
Law, N. N., 151, 331. 
Lauriya-Araraj, 199. 
Lauriya-Nandangarh, 199. 
.Legal procedure, 169.-170; cross-

examination, 170, 
Lekhaka, 172. 
Lekh)•a, 344. 
Les Theories Dipiotnatiqtm, 7. . 
Les l11scriptions de Pil•adasi, 43 • 
Levi, S., 351. 
Lit~ganttsilsana, 10. 
Lobllavijaya, 129. 
Local assemblies, 216

1 
Lokay/Jtra, 83, 153. 
Lokayilt'rilrllli, 116. 
Lolwdhyak1a, 337, 
Lltmbini, 143·4, 

Me crindle, 331. 
Macdonell, 2, 9, 10. 
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Macphail, J. M., 43. 
. Madhvacarya, 306. 

Magadha, 21. • 
Migadhi, 294. 

. Jfahabharata, 12, 13, 14, 69, 178, 
248, 28t.' . 

Mahabhi$ya, 9, 12, 309. · 
Mabamitras, 132, 208-9, equated 
. with adhyak$as, 210-1. 

Mahamatras, Council of, 158. 
.Malldnara:,·ana t~panisad, 243. 

"Jialuimatri:,•a, 209. . • · 
Maha11asa, 194. ' 
Mahipadma Nanda, 71. 
ltlahiipllala, 258. 
lfahapurattas, 1. 
MahiivstiJsa, 69, 264, 275. 
Mabavira, 245, 273. 
Mahefuara sutra.r, 11. 
Maine, 147. 
Major Rock Edicts, places of, 197, 
Majumdar, R.C., 293. 
Malaya mountains, 155. 
Malia country, 318. 
Mallanaga,· 318. 
Mallinatha, 324. . 
Mimii.lanar, 61, 63, 64. 
Mana'li(Jdliarma.iastra, 291. 
Maf}dala, theory, policy, 74, 77, 

327. 
Manu,2 • 

. Mansehri, 69, 198: 
Mantrajrianam, 126. 
Mantraraksattam, 126. 
Jlantripari$ad, 125, 159; of the 

pro\inces, 214. 
Manufacture, department of, 234. 
Mantripari$ad, 94-95. 
Manvantra, 2. 
Marriage, institution of, 340. 
Marshall, Sir John, 274. 
Ma.ra,319. 
Miski, 41,198. 
.Massage, the custom of, 113, 345. 
Matsya purii'J(I, 3, 4. 
Mauryas of Konkan, 60. 
Mauryan adminislration, not a mili

tary rule, 80-81. 
Mauryan empire, 66-7 ; extent of, 

197; dynasty-, 5; categorical 
list of Kings of-, 4; ProYinces 
and viceroyS-;-, 200-Ql. 

Max Muller, 14, 344. ~ 
Altgasthenes and Kavli/ya, 329. · 
)..[agasthenes, sensational elements 

in, 31-32; visit of, 34-35. 

Megasthenes, 34, 103, 183, 222, 228, 
234. 

Metals, workmanship in, 337-9. 
Meyer, J, ]., 310, 319 • 
Milestones a Persian institution, 31, 

330. ' 
Military officers, 367 f. 
Ministers, tenure of office, 132 . 
Minor Ro.ck Edicts on the borders 

of the empire,l97; lfysore, 41. 
Misappropriation, 145. · 
.Alitrabala, 189. 
Mitra, R., 319-20. 
Mitrasa11dll~ 185. 
Mobenjodiro, 274. 
lfobiir, 60. 
Moksa Sii.rtra, 317. 
Monahan, F. J., 129. 
Monuments of Asoka, 296. 
Mookerjee, R. K., 43, 221, 279, 331. 
Moriyar, 58, 59, 60, 61. 
Mrcclwkatika, 318. 
Mudraraksasa, 15, 96, 314, 322. 
Muppal, 249. 
Mysore, 50, 57-2. 

.N 

Nadidurga, 235, 334. 
Nadipila, 365. 
N agora, 135. 
Nagala'biyohalaka, 210. 
Nigaraka, 210; duties of, 236. 
Nagaravya7:a1Jiirika, 238. 
Nigirjuni Hill, 41, 286. . . 
Nandas, 3, 49-50, 58, 61, 199, 262, 

301. 
Nanda 1., 55, 57, 
Nanda empire, the first empire, SO, 

f 71. . 
Nanartluirnavasamkscpa, 312. 
Navidhak$a, 368. 
Narasimhacariar, R., 265 . 
Narada, 178. · 
Narenda, 85, 303-4, 351. 
Narendriinka, 86. 
Navidhyak$a, 192. 
Nayacandrika, 8. 
Nayaka, 194. 
Naigama coins, 138. 
Nearcbos, 31, 37, 343-44. 
N egama coins, 138. : . 
Ni.gar,:~thas (Nirgramtas), 286. 
Nsgama, 135. . · 
Nigliva Pillar, E diet, 41, 199. 
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Niil•ati, 131. · 
N•pata,IO. 
Nirdla,10. 

·Nirvana, 276, 289. 
Nityadlaikarah, 226. 
Nurses, 187. 19.f.. 
Nyaya, 160. 
Nya)'GSitra, 316. 

0 

Officials o( the city. 367. 
Oldenberg Prof.?:/7, 292. 
Oldham. C. E. A. W .. 197 "· 
Onsiekaretes, 31.. 
Overlordship, nature of. 73-14. 
Ox races, 113. 

.p 

Padika,19.f.. 
Padyadh~a, 192. 
Palqilasvami, 319. 
Pah"bothra. 329. 
PaiicabandiUJ, 171. " 
Pancalai1a~a. z. 
Pancatantra, 22·23, 321-2. 
Paiicika Samghas, 137. 

Pillars of Asoka. 197. 
Pisuna, 125, 311. 
Pitinikas, 57. • 
Piyadasi InscriptionS, 39. 
Piyadari~ 42. · 
Pi,4akara, 143. • 
Plato, 31. 
PliDy, 30, 35, 86, 184, 190. 
Plutarch. 190. 
Podiyil Hill, 58. • 
Poisons; how to detect, 110. 
Poor relief, 152. 
Poros, chariot of, 191. • 
Pounnat11 or Pannata, 52. 
Poussin Vallee, 286,290. 
Prabbicandra, identification ,of! 

264-5. 
Piadtlliiroh,17l. 
Pradtiilo.s, 158, 219 i functions of 220-1. . . . ' 

Prajiidharma. 242.. 
Pra~aya. 147. 
Prasiisla, 194. • 
Prat~jriayaugalldhariiyana,18. 
Prallsarga, 2. . . 
Pralittedl.lka, 181. 
Pratyihara, 11. 
Provrajita. 267. 
Prad~ 9. · 
Priijapatya, 341. Pa'}a.319. .... 

Pav4ya, s1. 1ss. 
1 PrtJii.itJkhya-liJiyii)'tlna, 10. 

Panini, 9-11, 16, 18. ·• 
Parik1a, 252. 258. 
Pargiter, F. E. 2, S. 
PariSara. 125. 
Paridda, 366. 
Parikleia, 165 n. 
Parik.iit, 303. 
Pari~d of A.Soka, 97, 131, 214. 
Parokta, 171. . 
Parfua, H7. 
P~al)4a, 239, 273. 
Passports, Superintendent of. 366. 
Paternal conception, 98-99. 
Patali, 611, 335. • 
Pa\aliputra, the capital, 3Z, 109, 

228, 235, 333. -
Pataiijali, 9, 12, 16, 137, 291 308. 
Paura association, 137. ' 
Paura· Janapada, 135 ; in Patali· 

putra, 137 ; in Tak$a5na HO 
PaNra V)'Gvaharika, 210. ' 
P\!riplus, 69. 
Penia, ISS. 
Pigeons. ilying of, ZOS. 

Pratisakhya-Vijasaneyi. 10. . 
Pravirapuru$<1S. 222. 
Prasasta:, 369. 
Princep. James, 43. 
Prisoners, 168; general amn~ty, 

174; release of, 175. ' · 
Private property; 349. • 
Princes, education and discipline 

o£,101-Z. 
Pro\incial go\'ernor, revolt against, 

215-6. . 
Prthu, 21. 
Ptolemy, 52. 
Public expenditure, 14&-9; .othtr 

news, 151; productive, 151.. 
Ptllir~das, 67, 205. 
P•runiilliirN, 58. 
Purit,Ja$, 12-14, 320, 345. 
Purit,Ja reader, ISO. 
P11rana Ttzls of lhtt Dynaslict of 

lht Koli Agt, 2, S. . 
Purol1ita, 127-8, 372. 
Puru$<1S or Civil servants. duties 

of, Z22. 
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. Piirttakrlmbhas, 215. • 
. Pu$yagupta Vaisya, 200. 

·R .. 

. SamantapiisadiktJ, 293. • 
Samoya, 93 .. - • : 
Sambodhi, ASoka's visit to 283 
Samc:hi, 199. • . . ' • 

.Samprati, 4, • · . " 
RagiJU'iliJIIJStl, 324-5. 
Riijadlumna, 24.3. 
Raiamarga~ 329, 348. 
Rajasattama. 43, 5'i .. · 
Raja5asa.da, 169: 

SamualuJka 113 ... ·. 
; · · ·. ~andfatcot~, 351. · 

·~ • ·" .. -langam, 292. 
· ... Sanglaa, A.Soka's visit to, 

Sanghavritta, 328. 
• • : . • 1 · .Sait~a, 149, 168, ". . 

Riijanil~ -321. • • 
Rijaraja varma, ZS: 
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